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A Call To Stereo

The July meeting brings another yearly cycle of the Stereo Club of Southern
California to a close and begins another. As an active participant in the
Club it is for me a time of reflection. And I consider just what it is
that holds a group such as this together. Why, every 30 days, is a group
of about 100 people drawn together to the Photo Center? Obviously, there
is a common interest of 3-D photography and the appeal of seeing projected
stereo slides. There is a social gratification in congregating with those
who share a common interest and "talking shop".

In the five years that I have been acquainted with the Stereo Club (and it
is in the last three years only that I have become truly "active") I have
seen a number of changes. Many familiar faces from a few years ago are no
longer present. And many new faces have replaced them. The variety of 3-D
images we now enjoy seems to have increased along with the techniques for
creating them.
There is an active "core group" that really keeps the Club going, for the
most part comprised of the Board of Directors and other interested
individuals. 1 would like to see that change so that eventually everybody
who comes to the meetings consititutes an active core group. And, in
addition to a growing membership, a truly vocal and participatory
membership is necessary. After all, why belong to a Club? Why take 3-D
pictures? It's fun, isn't it? And isn't it a delight to meet new people
who have just discovered stereo photography and who present a bewildering

array of amazed questions
in the first flush of that

excitement?

This message is a call to
stereo to all you Club
members. I beseech your
suggestions and partici
pation to make the Stereo
Club an even more

enjoyable experience for
all. I know that the Club

is going to be around for
a long time. My goal here
is increasing excitement,
new faces and a swelling
anthem of voices raised in

dimensional chorus.

Yes!

MEETINGS: The third Thursday i>l eaeh month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Due5-Single/$12;
Coup!e/$l8; Patron/any additional amounl. all due july 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial veai. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with member.ship; SH lor !2 ssues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU AUG 20

Movie Division Meeting - Longley Way
School, Arcadia - 7 PM - All Invited
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Annual Awards Affair and Show-of-the-Year,
plus a dessert potluck

FRI JUL 31 Copy Deadline - August 3-D NEWS - Ye
Editor always welcomes written contribu
tions - Look at this Issue for example!

AUG 3-8 Photographic Society of America Con
vention In Long Beach
Judging - L.A. County Fair Stereo Exhi
bition - Fine Arts Building - Pomona Fair
Grounds - 9 AM

Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center -
Showing of the Fair Exhibition plus other
3-D surprises

Member & Subscriber Update

A giant hearty welcome to these ten new Glub members!

ROBERT CASPARI

10937 Frultland Drive #25

Studio City CA 91604 ' '

DORIS CHU

12720 Burbank Blvd. #107

North Hollywood CA 91607
(818)761-2646

DAVID GOLDBERG

4450 Matlllja Ave.
Sherman Oaks CA 91423

(818)784-7269

JON GRIEG

PO Box 468

North Hollywood CA 91603
(818)841-9372 & (818)841-0964

JOHN MARTIN

222 4th Avenue

Venice CA 90291

DOUG MILLER

611 Howard St. #328

Glendale CA 91206

(818)500-8065

THOMAS MOWRY

2703 S. Gaffey
San Pedro GA 90731

(213)832-1574 & (213)539-7200

SCOTT STEFFENS

15482 Pasadena Ave. #71

Tustln CA 92680

(714)544-2418

ROBERT SWARTHE

8525 Applan Way
Los Angeles CA 90046
(213)654-4223

DEBBY WINSBERG

2901 E. 6th Street #6

Long Beach CA 90814
(213)438-3964

And "good reading" extended to this new subscriber:

DENNIS POOLE

Route 5 Box 265

De Funlak Springs FL 32433

Club membership anniversaries for July:

El Don Adams - 3 years
Joe Barabas - I year
Bill Carter - I year
Ward Clark - 23 years
John Doyle - 4 years
Lewis Edler - 1 year
Harry Enraark - 2 years
Lorl Fudem - I year
Sam Glllad - 7 years
John Hart - 5 years
David Hutchison - 5 years
Don Johnson - 1 year
Masahiko Kawamura - 6 years
Nell Klemek - 1 year
David Metcalf - 5 years
Bill Mlnty - 5 years
Jim Murray - 2 years
Richard Ogle - II years
Donald Pease - 6 years
Elaine Pease - 6 years
Paul Petyo - 7 years
Steve Ruffy - 8 years
Bill Shepard - 5 years
Daphne Shepard - 5 years
Evelyn Stewart - 5 years
Jon Turetsky - 8 years
Alan Williams - 4 years

Movie Division News

The SCSC 3-D Movie Division will hold Its quarterly
meeting on Saturday, July 11, at 7 PM at the Longley
Way School Youth Center In Arcadia. (From the 210
Freeway, take Baldwin Avenue south to Las Tunas and
then five blocks east to the corner of Las Tunas and

Warren Way. From the 210/San Bernardino Freeway, take
Santa Anita north to Live Oak, west to the Las Tunas
fork, and west on Las Tunas to Warren Way.) Anyone
Interested In amateur 3-D film making Is Invited to
attend the meetings, and to bring footage In any
format to share. Hope to see you there.

—Bill Shepard
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Looking Backward to...

...June 18

1 think the June meeting breathed new life into the
Stereo Club. Our combined Computer Graphics and Dual
35mm Night was a success beyond my wildest
expectations. The slides and the presentations were
varied, unique, and creative, bringing fresh,
inspirational perspectives to the Club. The night
succeeded precisely due to its variety and apparent
disjointedness; it was a veritable smorgasbord of
computer-age stereography. Everyone got a taste and
went home happy.

The night was a collaborative effort among several
members of the Stereo Club and the SIGGRAPH Computer
Graphics group also here in Los Angeles. For such an
exciting program I want to thank...

• Jason Cardwell for running all over town to shoot
stereo pairs off computer terminals...

• Susan and David for bringing their dual Ektagraphic
projection rig and the expertise to operate it...Also
for a unique set of slides from their personal
collection...

• Marvin Josephson for a hilarious and delightful
presentation of his motorcycle-helmet-mounted dual
camera rig...

• Richard Ogle for bringing a beautiful selection of
his own computer-generated stereo images...

• Bill Carter for giving Jason, David and I a break
at the projection controls with his gorgeous and
perfectly-mounted slides...

• Larry Wyatt for bringing his custom home-built
"Argus C-6" stereo camera and slides of his lenticular
screen-making appartus...

• Don Lavalee for a last-minute addition of hyper-
stereo and fish-eye shots...

• Nancy Collier for bringing us all our SIGGRAPH
contacts...

• Chris Walker and Debbie Winsberg for each giving us
a single, yet stunning computer image...

• Greg Panos for an interesting selection of space-
related imagery, including the Starship Enterprise...

• Shelley Lake for a sequence of computer images that
were virtually indistinguishable from reality...

• and of course, Ray Zone for his constant encourage
ment and dynamism in pulling the whole program
together...

I was also encouraged by an unusually large number of
visitors at the June meeting. I think Ray Zone's
press releases are largely responsible and are
beginning to pay off in increased Club growth and an

expanding public interest base.

—Jim Murray, Program Dii.ecLoj

Let's Join Together...

... July 16
We'll be serving up some "Yummy" awards at the annual
Awards Affair on July 16. And speaking of "Yummy",
keep in mind that this will be a "Dessert Potluck"
night, so be sure to bring a dessert for 5 or 6 people
with you! (If you just can't bring a dessert, please
come anyway, but be prepared to endure a lot of people
gasping and fainting when they find out you didn't
bring anything.) We all plan to wallow in the glory
of chocolate, calories and sucrose naughtiness. All
starting at 7:30!

—Gail Zone, Banquet Director
—Oliver Dean, Competition Director

Show-Of-The-Year

HOOPER TO THE RESCUE!

If it hadn't been for GREG HOOPER, we wouldn't be
having year-end Show-of-the-Year Awards. It's that
simple. Disaster loomed as I got hauled out of work
on a stretcher Friday morning, the day after the
June 18th SCSC meeting at which I collected the slides
from those attending. Naturally, I had planned to
organize the Show-of-the-Year slides that night for
the judging to take place in San Diego on Saturday,
but an attack of some kind (cause as yet unknown —
but the doctors are certain is was not a heart

attack), consisting of chest pains, a near faint, loss
of blood pressure, and a tingling in both arms,
required that I lie on the floor while my co-workers
sent for the company medic. He, in turn, called the
paramedics, who ran some tests and carted me off to
Little Company of Mary Hospital in Torrance complete
with oxygen, I-V, and electronic heart monitor, where
I stayed for tests and observation until Monday
afternoon.

Accordingly, at the last possible minute, Greg hadto
change his Friday plans in order to make order out of
chaos. Fortunately, I was reachable at the Hospital by
telephone, and was able to make arrangements to get
keys to Greg, who had to do such things as getting the
scoring machine and focusing cables from the trunk of
my car, getting into my home, finding the trays and
entry forms, getting instructions on how to find the
place of the judging and on how to set up the
categories and judging sequence, etc.

Godzilla got taken care of by Avalon Animal Hospital
while I was away, and the staff there told me she was
"very vocal" about the whole thing. (I'm amazed that
their eardrums are still intact!)

In any case, I hope that the members of the Stereo
Club of Southern California are properly appreciative
of Greg Hooper's efforts during my crisis — his
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actions when the chips were down are the actions of a
true and valued friend. Thank you, Greg!

Because of Greg's efforts, the judging took place at
the Photo Center in San Diego's Balboa Park on
Saturday, June 20, where the following members of the
San Diego Stereo Camera Club pitched in and helped
with caring enthusiasm. The judges were:

Rob Morris

"Wes Owen "(Owen Western)
Merle Cunningham

Also providing needed assistance, stereo-cameraderie,
and moral support were:

Lee Shaeffer

David Ray
Vic Flanagan

We are indebted to Vic for making all the San Diego
arrangements.

Win, lose, or draw, all the entries will be included
in the Show-of-the-Year at SCSC on July 16, for which
Godzilla and I will try to arrange all the slides into
a unified presentation. (How we do this is
unpredictable at press time, but past efforts in this
regard have certainly been well received.) And don't
forget all those yummy awards for the lucky (and
skilled!) winners.

Godzilla is "very vocally" reminding me that it is
time to feed her, which means that I must sign off
now to avoid being pinned to the floor in a Chirp-Fu
hold by an angry green parakeet. See you on July 16!

—Oliver Dean, Competition Director

Board Meeting Notes
The last Board Meeting of the Club Year was held on
June 10 at Susan and David's, which is truly the
"Chez 3-D". The potluck was wonderful, and all 15
attending ate their fill. Lots of items were
discussed as usual, after the tours were completed.
Of special interest: Plan again for a 3-D equipment
auction at the October meeting...Club dues will remain
the same for 87-88...be sure to support the July
Awards Meeting, with a dessert potluck built in...the
Club will have an Outing Director next year...the Club
will provide a work crew for the Stereo Den at the PSA

Convention in Long Beach in August... importance of
remaining flexible at the Convention due to last
minute changes...balance in the Club Treasury is
$798.66...all looking forward to maintaining the Club
momentum and enjoying a great 87-88 year. Many
continued to hang around for hours discussing endless
3-D tidbits and philosophy.

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

SAT JUL 11 Closing - Traveling Exhibition
WED AUG 12 Closing - L.A. County Fair Exhibition
SAT AUG 15 Closing - Third Dimension Exhibition

Each of these three stereo exhibitions has a different

unique feature, pointing out that no exhibition is
quite the same as any other. The rejected slides from
the TRAVELING EXHIBITION are returned right after the
judging, but the accepted slides are retained for
exhibition for an entire year. This allows the set to
be shipped all over the country to various stereo
clubs for viewing, and for individual selection of top
slides in the set. Highest cumulative-scoring slides
receive awards at the end of the year.

The L.A. COUNTY FAIR EXHIBITION is the only exhibition

sponsored by the Stereo Club of Southern California,
and the local setting allows all members to attend the
judging session at the Fine Arts Building at the
Pomona Fair Grounds on August 15. This is the only
exhibition known to the Editor in which about 80 of
the highest-scoring slides or slides having unusual
interest are placed in roto-viewers allowing thousands
upon thousands of Fair-goers to roll through these
slides individually and exclaim "Wow!" out loud. Plan
to enter your slides... plan to attend the
judging...plan to offer assistance during the Fair in
the Stereo Booth.

The THIRD DIMENSION SOCIETY EXHIBITION slides are

retained for about three months, allowing for
extensive showing throughout England, and this year in
Interlaken, Switzerland, too. This is the only
exhibition known to the Editor in which the title of
each slide is announced during the judging session.

Classified

FOR SALE: Realist Mounting Kit in green box $35.
Also a TDC 116 Projector. George Skelly, 1850 Avenida
Estudiante, San Pedro CA 90732 (213)514-0805.

FOR SALE: Compco Triad Projector, excellent condition
with case, 2 extra 500w lamps, 9 pair glasses, with
three 3-D slide cases (total of 16 drawers) plus misc
Erode masks and glass. $295 + shipping. J. Theurich,
17920 Primrose Lane, Brookfield WI 53005 (414)781-
4286.

FOR SALE: Bound copies of all 12 issues of Volume XXXI
(July 1986 through June 1987) of the 3-D NEWS.
Advanced orders only, must be received by July 15.
$5.00 if delivered at Club; $6.00 by mail, with
proceeds to the Club. Jerry Walter, Editor, 1098
Montecito Drive, Los Angeles CA 90031 (213)225-
8042.

Catch a falling electron!
Careen through an Ice crystall

as IMAXgoes 3-D In

We Are Born of Stars
Daily with SICYAVAJRJD (non 3-D)
Get closer to nature than ever before as
you fly with a family of Canadian geese

Every Day; 11 am, 1 pm, 3 pm, S pm end 7 pm

About We Are Born of Stars
. . . tells a story, and tells it more effectively [than Captain E07

Charles Solomon, Los Angeles Times

We AreBornofStars, a 3-Dcomputer-generated film, takesviewers
on a five-billion yearjourneyin slightly morethan 10 minutes. The
dazzling 3-D effect is so realistic, some members of the audience
duck as stars, molecules and atoms bombard them.

Mitsubishi IMAX Theater
Every Day • Showa hourly • Call 744-2014

California Museum of

Science and Industry
Figueroa St. & Exposition Blvd. Parking only $.50

Call TIcketmaster (2i3) 4BO-3232, (7i4) 740-2000

TICKET INFORMATION

Adults:

One show $4.75
TVvo shows per show $3.50

Junior/Child (3-17) $3.00
Students (18-1- & with ID) $3.00
Seniors (62 & over) $3.50

Chronos (9 pm daily): All seats $5.50.
Group rates available, call (213) 744-2017.
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MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
May 1987

Stereo SLRs?
Here's A Hybrid
From A Brit!
Except for the Stereo Realist, there's not
much stereo image-making gear avail
able. That's exactly what drove Charles
W. Smith of Stereo Image Techniques
Ltd. to design his own 35mm stereo
SLR. A stereo camera is, effectively, two
single cameras side by side. So Smith, a
specialist involved with 3-D movies, de
cided to perform some camera surgery:
He took a couple of Praktica Super TL
bodies, spliced them in two and rebuilt
the pieces into a double-lens (not twin-
lens) stereo reflex camera.

Why Praktica? Seems the East Ger
mans were happy to oblige Smith with
spare parts and advice, unlike the Japa
nese, who weren't thrilled with the idea.

Smith joined the bodies to produce a
precise 76mm frame separation and
added guide pins to ensure that the film
ran evenly over the 6 in. track. Next, he
coupled the film advance wind and shut
ter speed settings to a single dial. Only
one body retained TTL metering, but
both finders showed the meter readings.

STEREO IMAGE
Two Into one:

With a little inge
nuity Charies W.
Smith turned a

pair of Praktica
SLRs into one

full-frame

24x36 stereo

camera!

Kodak Abandons
the Third Dimension

Internal joinery ^
coupled the two i

vertical focal

plane shutters for
a 6 in. film track.

Advance three
frames to get pair

of interlaced

stereo frames.

Aside from stereo attachments made

for some famous 35s of the past. Smith's
hybrid may be the only stereo camera
extant with interchangeable lenses; you
get matched pairs of 35mm, 50mm and
135mm optics with it. To allow lens

changing, neither focusing movements
nor iris settings couple.

For more info, write to: Charles W.
Smith, Technical Dir., Stereo Image
Techniques, 95 Lime Grove, Ruislip,
Middx. HA4 8RW, England.—L.A.M.

Loyal fans of stereo photography will be
saddened to learn that Kodak will no

longer mount stereo slides. You can, of
course, have Kodak process your stereo
transparency film and return it un
mounted, but then you'll have to mount
it yourself.

Kodak discontinued stereo mounting
for the most common business reason of
all—the cost of equipment and staff nec
essary to maintain the service was not
warranted by the low demand. But fear
not, stereo fans, there are still some
places across the country that will
mount your stereo slides. Here are a few
from Kodak's list:

Berkey K&L, 222 East 44th St., New
York, NY 10017, 212-661-5600; Dyna-
color Corp., 611 Dwight St., Springfield,
MA, 413-739-2521; Kolor Print, Inc.,
221 Thayer St., Little Rock, AR 72202,
501-373-5581; Magnicolor Photo Lab,
4330 Roseville Rd., North Highlands,
CA 95660, 916-485-4422.

INSIGHTS: MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

A very special "Thank You" is extended to the
following five Club members who give us some truly
Insightful thoughts on their high-scoring slides from
the May competition. Feel free to contact the authors
If you wish any additional Information about the
slides.

"TWIN LAKES" by Willis Slmms. A number of years ago 1
painted a picture of Twin Lakes, near Brldgport,
California, with Its dramatic Alps-like mountains In
the background. 1 sold that painting and returned
last summer to paint more pictures of Twin Lakes.
While 1 am painting 1 always keep a 35ram camera at my
side to capture the changing light and moods of the
scene. 1 also keep my Stereo Realist nearby to
photograph Interesting stereo views. As 1 worked on
my Twin lakes paintings 1 took stereo views of the
same scene. Because 1 am always looking for painting
Ideas, 1 consciously think about the principles of
design every time 1 take a picture. 1 think about
balance, eye movement, centers of Interest, value,
color contrasts and texture. In the Twin Lakes stereo

picture 1 moved my camera around until 1 found a
composition that satisfied art principles and had an
Interesting range of depth planes. The picture Is
positioned at a place where the eye can move down the
foliage on the right hand side, then left across the
shadow at the bottom until It Is attracted upward by
the contrast between the lake and the large tree on
the left. The tree branches point the eye Into the
clouds which direct the eye over to the foliage again.
The eye then begins a second trip around the picture.
However, this time It Is quickly taken back In depth

to the shimmering lake and the high mountains. It
enjoys the depth relationship between them and the
foreground trees, foliage and plants.

"TIDE POOL CREATURES" by John Konrad. Anyone who
was attending the May Club meeting had an opportunity
to listen to the three judges offer their advice,
criticism, and encouragement to the makers of the
slides entered In the night's competition. My
personal thanks to Oliver Dean, our fine Competition
Director, for encouraging the judges to criticize
freely. The reason 1 bring this up Is that this slide
Is a direct result of three such tips that 1 have
picked up listening to the words of many fine judges
over the past four years. The outstanding quality of
the light In winter sunlight and Its lower position In
the sky are two such points that have stuck with me.
This slide was taken mid-afternoon on a beautiful

January day this year. The quality of the light
brought forth a warm hue to the flesh tones of the
subjects. The low angle of the light made possible
many Interesting shadows on the rocks around the
objects. The third tip dealt with photographing
people while they are engaging In a spontaneous
activity rather than posing them. In this slide my
three youngsters are busy exploring crabs, snails and
urchins during this low tide period. So Intense was
their Interest that they never even looked up at the
sound of my constant shutter click. This
"naturalness" aspect really helps this slide. Most of
the exposures 1 make deal with family, friends, trips,
experiences, etc., and I'm always looking for ways to
improve them. To all judges who offer to share their
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expertise through critique, I salute you, and thank
you for improving my photographic vision.

"JUKEBOX" by Jason Cardwell. This slide was the
winner of the standard choice Godzilla's Choice theme

award for May for which "nostalgia" was the theme.
The picture was of two girls wearing poodle skirts
standing in front of a jukebox picking out their
favorite songs. When I made this slide it was shot
specifically with the theme of nostalgia in mind.
Perhaps that is what led to its winning. Not too many
of the other slides entered seemed to have this theme
in mind when they were taken. I am guilty of having
done the same in the past. I was one of the people
who entered a picture of a buxom beauty when the theme
was "squeezable". This time however, I set out to
capture the award. I was ashamed of the obvious
Interpretation I had made of the theme. But I figured
that you can't always be clever. My two female
friends and I went out for an evening of photography
with the theme in mind. We felt that Pasadena, being
one of the oldest communities In Southern California,
would offer some good opportunities for nostalgic
Images. It did — just not where we thought. One of
the girls knew of a recently opened gelati store
with an antique jukebox. When we asked if we could
take pictures in the small establishment the owner was
very happy to accommodate us. 1 set up my tripod on
what little floor space there was and set my Realist
camera on the bulb setting so I could make a time
exposure. I wanted the colors in the photo to be very
rich and reminiscent of the film stocks of the 1950s.
I knew that a long exposure time would increase the
color saturation and would also allow me to take
advantage of the existing light 'coming from a neon
sign hanging in the window. The film stock that 1
used was Fujichrome slide film rated at an ASA of 100.
I worked out a general pose with the girls and took
the picture at f/11 for 5 seconds. I also used my
flash as fill light. I covered it with a blue filter,
set it on automatic, held it to the side, and
triggered it by hand. I was basically guessing at the
exposure. It came out a little over exposed but I
felt that lent to that aged look. Oddly enough,
although the slide won for best representing the theme
nostalgia, it was probably one of the youngest slides
In the competition. I had taken the photo only the
night before the Club meeting and had it developed and
then mounted in that same day.

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN" by John Sardy. This stereo
slide was made with a little imagination and a lot of
work. I used my 2x3-foot designing board, covered
with a royal blue cardboard. I put small nails along
the edges, from each other, and stretched cotton
yarn across. I painted the foam balls different
colors and placed the camera in the position I wanted.
I used black light only, with an exposure of f/22 at 1
minute. "CUBE ON THE BEACH" was my idea of making a
contemporary slide using a giant looking subject
within a normal setting. I ended up with a Rubik's
cube and placed it on a beach. My helper was a big
seashore poster. My film was Kodachrome 64 and it was
taken in natural daylight without any electrical help
at f/22 at { second. The camera was a Nikon F2, and
I used a slide bar.

"LONG SHADOWS OVER BODIE" by Jim Murray. I always
have a hard time shooting at the ghost town of Bodie
which is north of Mono Lake. Now that Bodie is a
State Park, they actually have scheduled hours that

the town is open and closed. You have to slink around
town like a criminal, dodging the live-in paik
rangers, if you want to stay past closing time t<
capture those moody shots as the sun heads west toward
the Sierra, the shadows lengthen, and the 100-year-old
wood begins to pick up a golden glow. Seems to me the
time to shoot at Bodie is in the fall when the earlier
sunset times coincide with closing time. I think I
shot "Long Shadows..." while on a long-weekend Owens
Valley trip last October. Just to show that you don't
necessarily need fancy or expensive gear, I have to
say that I used my trusty Argus C3 "brick" on a
homemade slide bar to capture this shot. I used a 15"
slide on the bar (the maximum my slide bar will do),
Kodachrome 64, and some unknown exposure (you never
know what you get with an Argus). Think cheap!

And another "Thank You" to Richard Ogle for these
insights related to the very succesful June Club
meeting.

COMPUTER-AIDED COMPUTER GRAPHICS by Richard Ogle. At
the dual 35mm Club meeting for June, I was happy to be
able to include a group of computer-aided slides. The
images were made using a Hewlett-Packard Vectra, a
personal computer. Cubicomp software permitted
geometric construction in three dimensions, with
automatic hidden line removal. The slides were made
by photographing the color monitor screen with a SLR
camera, 50mm lens at 18 inches. Exposures ranged from
f/5.6 to f/11 at i second with Kodachrome 64 film. A
pen plotter can also be used to make hard copies of
stereograras, such as the one shown below. Thanks to
all involved for putting together an excellent and
unique program.

People working in 3-D need and deserve as
much appreciation as they can get. It is
very easy to feel alone when working on some
sort of 3-D project. But when you share
your discoveries or ideas with someone else,
the educational exchange of Information is
often startling. Pieces fall into place,
ideas solidify, and new ideas spring into
existence. Sometimes the world of 3-D seems

so small, but when you meet and share your
ideas with others the world seems to, and
actually does, expand. A caged bird never
flies.

—J, Cardwell
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Marjorie's Musings

HOW 3-D PHOTOGRAPHERS KNOW THEY ARE GROWING OLDER

By Marjorie Webster

* You kneel to get a shot of a young model in a bikini
and find you need help getting up again.

* You need bifocals to take distant views and also to

read your light meter.

* After being in Europe for a month, you come home and
find the film rolls never caught in the sprockets.

* After taking sensational shots at the zoo you realize
the exposed roll of film slipped out of your shirt
pocket and you see a huge bear playing with it in the
pit!

* You are boating on Lake Lucerne and you forgot to
bring an extra roll of unexposed film from your
suitcase at the hotel.

* You say: "Say Cheese" to a lovely model you hope to
take to lunch and your false teeth fall out.

* While going up the escalator in the airport you
realize you are too exhausted to go home for your
passport you left on the bureau.

* Your new pacemaker alarmingly effects your light
meter.

* After setting up perfect lighting for a gorgeous
model the power goes off and you realize you forgot to
pay the light bill.

* You are huffing and puffing up the slight ramp in
the airport and you expect to photograph and climb all
the pyramids in Mexico.

* You are up in a hot air balloon expecting to take
sensational shots but you fall asleep — lulled by the
silence and swaying motion.

* You invite your model into the darkroom and forget
why you did.

* You have been invited to take underwater shots; you
have spent megabucks on all the necessary equipment
and realize you can't swim or dive!

* The only negatives you view now are your own X-rays
in the clinic.

* You get out your old slides to show to friends and
find they have turned purple — which was always your
favorite color.

* You have a Carousel tray full of super slides to
show at an important business meeting; you turn it

over to check a certain slide but you have forgotten
to secure the ring lock and slides are sliding all
over the floor!

* The only use for filters these days is for straining
your orange juice.

* You find you need a cane to stand steady — like the
3rd leg of a tripod.

* While you are photographing your children they
suddenly look middle-aged!

* The only gleam in your eyes is from the sun hitting
your bifocals.

* The only thing that "lights up your life" is your
light meter.

* Your slides are positive, but your tests are
negative from your doctor.

* The only "fine prints" you observe are In the
telephone books and newspapers.

* The only long distance shots in your life are the
bills from your grandchildren who call collect.

* The only impression you make with your slides you
submit for competition are the "dots" (not spots) in
the corner of your slides.

* The only color transparencies you now see are at the
eye doctor's office showing you gruesome details of
problems you do not want to see.

* You say "Let the chips fall where they may" as you
drop them while trying to mount them for competition.

* The only backlighting now is from the heat lamp at
the chiropractor.

* You are dizzy and have double vision and you're not
even looking at 3-D!

Fine the words that describe some of the
things we have at the Stereo Club of Southern
California. This puzzle was created by Club
Vice President Jason Cardwell. If you really
get stumped, the answers are available from
the Editor.

** STEREO CLUB PUZZLE **

s K s G N I T U 0 K N S

G L s A F LI N I T N N Ul

N B A N 0 U E T 8 0 J 0

I W P 8 T C K J I W B H

T P 0 Y E H E T 6 L C 8

E E U R R C I Z Q E 8 E

E 0 S R K T R K> H D M D

M P Ul Ul E 8 P U R G Ul I

I L U P E L H A 0 E D L

Ul E M B E N Ul 0 8 8 A 8

Q 0 Ul H U A Ul E P 8 E G

C s N 0 I T C U A 8 Q R
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LETTERS

Dear Editor:

Recently there have been inquiries from a camera club,
and a Leisure World spokesman, asking if there were
any of our Club members who would put on a stereo show
for them. One of them asked what the charge would be.
Does our Club have anyone who would like to respond to
this request? If we have several, a file could be
make with information about the subject matter,
length of program, and distance from their home that
they were willing to travel, and also charges if any.

Sound like a good way to share our exciting hobby and
interest some new people in learning how they can take
stereo pictures too.

Bill Daggett
2160 Oregon Avenue
Long Beach CA 90806

Dear Editor:

I would like to comment on Mark Schubin's article from
"Videography"which appeared in the May NEWS. This is
perhaps the most comprehensive and accurate article
directed to the lay person published in a long time.
It does deserve one comment in the form of an
addendum. In the listings of cues used to perceive
depth, one very important one that was not mentioned
is that of the contribution of peripheral vision.
This cue has a very strong contribution to the
impression of depth in our visually perceived
environment; the cue gathered by our peripheral vision
is quite different if we are confined to a tiny closet
like space than if we are in the wide open spaces, as
in Mr. Schubin's Grand Canyon example. This cue
operates even at distances greater than those allowing
much actual spatial parallax, as skydivers will
confirm. It is the cue that gives us the impression
of depth in a large flat picture (or a flat picture
reproduced on a curved surface) as in Cinerama, Imax,
and Omnimax. Who can deny that otherwise flat motion
pictures such as "Ben Hur" or "Sound of Music" have a
greater feeling of depth on the 70mm projected
theater screen image than on the tiny home TV screen?
This depth cue is so strong that some people, looking
out the window or over the ledge of a tall skyscraper
or looking over the edge of a natural precipice such
as the Grand Canyon, actually become physically
nauseous.

As with the other mentioned depth cues, peripheral
vision in combination with any of these becomes a
considerable enhancement. It seems that the more cues
we have, the greater the perception of depth. When
the projection screen size in relation to our distance
from it is great enough, the concept of the stereo
window diminishes in importance, until at some ratio

the stereo window actually ceases to exist. At this
point we lose the feeling that we are looking "at" or
"into" a stereoscopic image, but rather that the image
has become part of our environment. We are no longer
looking "at" a picture, but are now part of it. This
concept may sound like some science fiction fantasy,
but those who have experienced this type of display,
as in some wraparound flight simulators know what I
mean. One of several reasons that stereo slides in a
viewer seem more "real" than when projected is that
surprisingly the tiny directly-viewed image actually
unsually fills more of our visual field than the
projected image which is proportionately much farther
away.

Well, enough for now.

Best deep regards,

John A. Rupkalvis

Dear Editor:

I think that you should print the attached article in
the interest of any of your Club members who will be
going to Switzerland in October to the ISO 6th
Congress. Imagine the consternation of some poor
devil who, leveling his trusty Kinder on the nearest
bit of alpenweiss, draws a bead on one of the herein
mentioned bees — complete with miniature 3-D glasses.
He might very well jump to the erroneous conclusion
that the bee is overdoing the local hospitality a wee
bit!

Regards,

Stan White

they can see at least a patch of blue
sky.

He proved that bees rely on the
pattern of polarized sunlight, an ef
fect caused by the way sunlight
scatters in the atmosphere. The
direction of polarization is visible
in the blue patch.

But how do bees figure out from
this where the sun is and then plot
their compass heading?

The scientists found that bees'
eyes contain specialized light
receptor cells that are most sensi
tive when the polarization is paral
lel to the axis of the receptor.

The receptors are positioned
within the eyes at different angles
but in a pattern that corresponds
to the polarization pattern of sun
light. To find out where the cloud-
hidden sun is, a bee simply flies in
a circle until its polarization recep
tors detect their brightest light.
When that happens, the bee is
always heading directly away
from the sun. It then simply has to
make the required compass cor
rection, learned from another bee's
waggle dance, and head out.

Rossel and Wehner reported the
details of their complex experi
ments in Nature magazine. Ex
periments involved steps such as
putting tiny polarizing goggles
over bees' eyes, presenting artifi
cially polarized light to bees in
closed chambers and recording
their waggledances, and observing
bees in the wild.

Bioiogy

Scientists
discover
how bees
navigate

By poyce Rensberger
The Washington Post

Biologists Samuel Rossel and
Ruediger Wehner, of the Universi
ty of Zurich, say they have at last
found the answer to the 40-year-old
mystery of how bees navigate by
the sun's position.

The mystery arose in the 1940s
when the pioneering German
scientist Karl von Frisch discover
ed that beesguide their flight from
the hive to a distant source of nec
tar by following a path that di
verges by a given angle from the
sun's bearing.

Von Frisch also found that bees
learn the correct angle for a given
nectar source when returning bees
perform a "waggle dance." The
orientation of the dancing bee
gives the degree of divergence
from the sun's bearing — even
when the sun is obscured as long a.s
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128 N. New Hampshire I
Los Angeles, CA 90004|l
(213) 386-9437

Los Angeles-based 3-D publisher Ray Zone has announced
the upcoming publication of "Ratfink 3-D" to appear in
"The 3-D Zone" Number Six. Famous hot rod customizer
and cartoonist Ed "Big Daddy" Roth in conjunction with
Ray Zone now presents his famous character "The
Ratfink" in Zonevision 3-D for the first time. Many
new adventures of the Ratfink are included in this
book, along with selections from The Ratfink Coloring
Book and a reprint of the classic comic story "Meet
Mr. Roth" from the now-rare "Big Daddy Roth" magazine
first published in the early 1960s. An in-depth
interview with Big Daddy himself along with 3-D
photos of the Annual Ratfink Reunion are also part of
this unique package. The book will be printed on
Baxter paper, 32 pages in length, with full color
covers and each issue will have two pairs of 3-D
glasses bound in. It will sell for $2.50 retail
($4.00 in Canada) and will be shipped July 19. In
addition,a special 3-D T-shirt with Big Daddy Roth art
featuring the Ratfink and a Weirdo monster will be
made available as a July release from the 3-D Zone.
Titled "The Junkyard Kid" this T-shirt design is
straight out of the book from Big Daddy's classic
images from the sixties. It is made from 50%
polyester 50% cotton (one size fits all) and will
include 3-D glasses and sell for $14.95 retail. By
special arrangement, all 3-D Zone offerings are
distributed- by Renegade Press. For distribution
information contact Deni Loubert at (213)433-4874.

Ray Zone has also announced publication of "Hollywood
3-D" in "The 3-D Zone" Number Seven as an August
release. Hollywood 3-D features a first in comics: a
color 3-D photo cover of Jayne Mansfield. It is an
homage to the movie-style comics of the 50s which
featured photo covers of well-known stars. Inside is
a 3-D visit with Jayne Mansfield at home, at work and
play. The 3-D photography was done by Margette and

i.U/ilH

additional 3-D photos are included in "Hollywood 3-D"
featuring Zsa Zsa Gabor, Jane Russell, Maureen O'Hara
and Yvonne DeCarlo. Additional 3-D photos of Harold
Lloyd, Bob Cummings, Jack Lemmon, Danny Thomas and Art
Linkletter are also included in a special section.
Two classic comic book stories of Hollywood heartbreak
from the early 50s, "Jealousy's Torment" and "Love
Came Second" with art by Joe Kubert round out
"Hollywood 3-D". "This book has great cross-over
potential," stated Publisher Zone, "and it should do
well in several market areas. After all," he
concluded, "everyone is fascinated by the legends of
Hollywood. And what better way to showcase them than
in 3-D!" Special theme deluxe "Hollywood 3-D" glasses
are to be shipped with the book in the direct market.
The "Hollywood 3-D" glasses depict palm trees,
Grauman's Chinese Theater and the Hollywood Bowl along
the front of the glasses. The book will be 32 pages
in length, printed on Baxter paper, feature full color
covers (3-D color front cover) and retail for $2.50.

And also, Ray Zone has announced a September release
titled "High Seas 3-D" to appear in "The 3-D Zone
Number Eight". "High Seas 3-D" is a reprint of one of
the rarest 3-D comics of 1953 originally titled
"Daring Adventures" with art by Joe Kubert. "1 felt
it was time for a new generation of comic book readers
to experience this historic and scarce work of art,"
stated Zone. "Occasional issues of "The 3-D Zone"
will showcase neglected dimensional classics and give
3-D fans an opportunity to compare them with current
3-D books. They will also be printed on the Finest
Baxter paper with state-of-the-art inks." 31 pages of
story featuring high adventure tales of pirates and
damsels, orientalia and science fiction are included
in "High Seas 3-D". Among 3-D tales are "Ransom of
Shipwreck Shoals", "The Flying Dutchman", "The Sword
of Islam", and "Battle for Alana". In addition to
Baxter paper, "High Seas 3-D includes full color
covers with two pairs of 3-D glasses bound into every
book. Retail price will be $2.50 and distribution
will be handled by Renegade Press. "3-D comic books
are a unique art form," emphasizes Zone, "and it is a
pleasure for me to bring this lost work back into
print."
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HOLOGRA\?HY
WHITE LIGHT WORKS,IMC,

P.O. BOX 351 V/OODLAMD HILLS. CA. '/I345

(3131 703-1111

We live In a three-dimensional world, and yet to date
all of our graphic media, newspapers, magazines,
books, photos, paintings, slides, television and
movies are two-dimensional. Holography now affords us
the ability to visually duplicate an object
graphically in all its dimension. To be able to
produce and view true three-dimensional scenes offers
us an opportunity that no other medium can accomplish,
and establishes holography as the complete form of
visual communications.

Holography, the art of making holograms, was invented
in 1947 by Dr. Dennis Gabor, who was later awarded a
Nobel Prize for his discovery. The practical reality
did not come, however, until the early 1960s when the
newly invented laser, supplying the first source of
coherent light, was used by Dr. Leith and Dr.
Upatnieks, working at the University of Michigan, to
produce the first successful optical hologram. These
results immediately established holography as a medium
of the future, enabling the storage of three-
dimensional visual information on a two-dimensional
plane for the first time.

All holograms are recorded with laser light on an
unexposed emulsion (glass or film) that is facing a
real three-dimensional object. Most holographic
recordings are currently made on a very fine
resolution silver halide emulsion. To date, most
holograms are monochromatic, displaying a pure intense
light. They are viewed as though one were looking
through a window, the window being the actual
holographic glass plate or film.

The laser, emitting a beam of pure coherent light, is
optically split into two beams on a complex optical
vibration isolation table. One beam is used to
illuminate the real three-dimensional object which
reflects its light properties onto the emulsion, while
the other beam is directed straight at the emulsion.
The film receives the wave patterns of both the
objects' reflected light (the object beam) and the
direct laser light (the reference beam), resulting in
an interference pattern recording where the beams
cross on the unexposed emulsion.

When the film is developed, the hologram contains
squiggly lines, and looks no more like a picture than
a phonograph record looks like music. In order to
activate a phonograph record and hear the music, you
must use a phono cartridge. Similarly, to activate a
holographic recording, you must use a light source
(either laser light or incandescent light) positioned
at the exact angle of the original reference beam
recording. The interference pattern is then
activated, causing the recording of the original
object to appear in the "window" exactly as it
originally was, suspended in space, in all its total
dimension.

Holograms are not a gimmick.. .They are not a
trick...They are not photographs...They are not
projections...They do not require glasses or special
viewers...And they are not a printing process. They
are not real objects, but rather complete three-
dimensional reconstructions of real objects.

Each hologram contains a recording of every light
point of the object or scene recorded from every angle
seen through the "window". This literally constitutes
thousands of photographs of a scene from an infinite
number of different positions. The eyes of the
viewer, when scanning the "window", pick up this
information, creating total depth perception and
parallax (one object crossing over another from
different angles) which results in complete three-
dimensional viewing. The hologram has no depth of
field or focal length problems, as all objects in the
scene are in perfect focus whether six inches or six
feet from the window surface. It is an exact, in
focus, totally dimensional recording of three-
dimensional objects that exist in our
three-dimensional world.

The only hardware requirement for using or displaying
a hologram is that a proper light source be available
to activate the recorded information.

There are many different types of three-dimensional
graphic holograms. Each category can be utilized in a
particular manner to best suit an individual need and
an individual budget. Holograms are divided into two
basic types:

TRANSMISSION HOLOGRAMS. This type of hologram allows
the viewing light source to transmit information
through the hologram, which is between the light
source and the viewer. The RAINBOW HOLOGRAM is a good
example, capable of producing images suspended in
space that are real (in front of the window) or
virtual (behind the window).

REFLECTION HOLOGRAMS. This type of hologram has the
recorded information activated by the viewing light
source reflecting off of the hologram. The light
source and the viewer are on the same side as the

reflecting light.

In the near future, holograms will become an everyday
encounter. At present, the various types of holograms
are already being used in displays, educational audio/
visual systems, promotion and premium materials,
jewelry, salesman's aids, amusement machines, camera and
lighting filters, computer storage, security and
credit card verification systems, and as a medium for
fine art.

This is an exciting new medium of communication. Its
time has come!

Mr. Whafen, is that you or yourhologram?"
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC

SOCIETY OF AMERICA

INTERNATIONAL

CONVENTION

LONG BEACH. CA

AUG. 3-8, 1987.

Program Schedule
Note; Schedule subject to change

without notice

films from the 1986 (58th) PSA/VMPD
film festival competition (Part 2 of 3)
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
COLOR PRINT CONTEST and COLOR
PRINT OF THE YEAR JUDGING,
Daniel Province, presiding

2:00-3:15 p.m.
COLOR INTERNATIONAL, First
Showing
VMPD GALA PREMIER, Howard
Lindenmeyer, APSA, presiding. The best
films from the 58th PSA/VMPD Film
Festival Competition
CHAPTERS SHOWCASE, George
Bebout, presiding. The best of slides
presented for judging by the chapter will
be shown.

3:45-5:00 p.m.
★ stereo INTERNATIONAL, First

Showing
NATURE SLIDE ESSAYS. Marty
Frentrop, presiding
VMPD AMERICAN INTERNA

TIONAL FILM FESTIVAL. Howard
Lindenmeyer, APSA, presiding. Winning
films from the 1986 (58th) PSA/VMPD
film festival competition (Part 3 of 3)

Monday, August 3, 1987
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.—Mission Tour
ONE-DAY TOUR: Enjoyphotographing
Mission San Juan Capistrano and Mission
San Luis Rey, two of the oldest and still
active missions. Then go to famous
Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove to
compare the modern with the old.

Tuesday, August 4, 1987
7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.—All-day trip to
Catalina Island

ONE-DAY TOUR: Twenty-six miles west
of Long Beach lies the beautiful island of
Catalina. This tour includes a boat trip,
bus trip around the island, and lunch in a
beautiful park overlooking Avalon Bay.

8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
LCC PROGRAM: Brian Riggs, FPSA,
presiding. WONDERS OF INDIA—A
FAR JOURNEY. A NEHER LOOK, by
Clarita Neher. Visit many of India's
archaeological and architectural
wonders. You'll get an insight into the
lives of people in the great modern cities
as well as those in the villages. We'll also
see areas near the Himalayan Mountains,
in Kashmir and in Ladakh.

Wednesday, August 5, 1987
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.—Trip to Universal
City
ONE-DAY TOUR: Enjoy a tour of the
Universal City studios and back lots. See
how moviemakers deceive our senses and
learn how to do some of these simple
photographies tricks for yourself.
9:00 a.m.-Noon
PSA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEETING, Dr. Paul Luebke, FPSA,
presiding
9:00-10:15 a.m.

NATURE INTERNATIONAL. First
Showing
VMPD AMERICAN INTERNA

TIONAL FILM FESTIVAL. Howard
Lindenmeyer, APSA, presiding. Winning
films from the 1986 (58th) PSA/VMPD
film festival competition (Part 1 of 3)
10:45 a.m.-Noon

PHOTO-TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL,
First Showing
PHOTO-JOURNALISM INTERNA
TIONAL, First Showing
VMPD AMERICAN INTERNA
TIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, Howard
Lindenmeyer, APSA. presiding. Winning

Thursday, August 6, 1987
7:30-8:45 a.m.

FIRST TIMERS MEETING. Edwin
Erickson. FPSA, and Richard Frieders,
APSA, presiding
8:00-10:15 a.m.

PHOTO-JOURNALISM SEMINAR.
Parts 1 and 2 (PJD), Mary Ann Rhoda,
APSA. presiding

9:00-10:15 p.m.
SPACE SHUTTLE PHOTOGRAPHY

(Featured Speaker), Richard W.
Ur^erwood, NASA Distinguished
Aerospace Lecturer. The photography in
this program will demonstrate the human
adaptation to life in space and how the
astronauts cope with the special environ
ment. Both predicted and unpredicted
events will be covered. The program will
give you a chance to see life as the
astronaut sees it.

MAKING CYANOTYPE PICTURES

(PPD), Dr. Onas C. Scandrette, APSA,
presenter. The preparation of a cyanotype
emulsion and how to apply it to watercolor
paper or canvas will be demonstrated.
The proper method for exposure will be
shown, as will many prints made by this
process.

★stereography: A FRESHER
PORTRAYAL (SD), Susan Pinsky,
presenter. This show is made up of slides
from the 55 Stereo Club of Southern

California. Techniques, styles and
creativity are varied, stimulating the
viewer with fresh ideas and tantalizing
appeal.
PHOTO ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS.
(CD), Mary Ellen Brucker, APSA,
presiding
1987 PSA/VMPD VIDEO MOVIES,
Part 1 (VMPD), Howard Lindenmeyer,
APSA, presiding
10:45 a.m.-Noon

THE SOUTHERN EDGE-COAST TO
COAST (ND), Alma and Ben Goldstein,
presenters. The Goldsteins have been
following the migration of robins along
the southern edge of the U.S., from

Florida to California, photographing the
many beauties of nature they've
encountered.

SPECTRO ALPHA DELTA KR-62004
(TD), Marshall D. Milton, MD, presenter.
A three-projector computerized slide
show highlighting a fictional interglactic
encounter between two forces. This
program will show you how to explore and

experiment with special graphic effects
not ordinarily used by the amateur
photographer.
CAN THE AMATEUR IMPROVE HIS

MOTION PICTURES? (VMPD), Charles
J. Ross, FPSA, presenter. The content,
sub-subjects, arrangement, contrast,
lighting, and sound in the amateur motion
picture will be explained in detail.

★ 1987 STEREO SEQUENCE EXHIBIT
(SD), Paul Milligan, MD, presiding

12:15-1:45 p.m.
LUNCHEON AND LEARNING (TD),
Marion Smith. FPSA, presiding
1:00-2:00 p.m.
REGIONAL INVITATIONALS: Estes

Park. Colorado (Sept. 23-26, 1987), and
Milwaukee. Wisconsin (Oct. 8-10, 1987).

2:00-3:15 p.m.
NATURE INTERNATIONAL, Second
Showing
SLIDE DUPLICATING. ANOTHER
WAY (CSD), George Bebout. presenter. A
simplified method of copying original
slides using standard 35mm camera
equipment and daylight color films. This
program addresses contrast control and
"fixing" bald skies. The use of multiple
exposure is explained.

★ 1987 STEREO SLIDE OF THE YEAR
JUDGING (SD). Carol C. Lee, presiding
CSD PERMANENT SLIDE COLLEC

TION (CSD), Esther Slonneger, FPSA,
presiding

LAND OF MAGELLAN (PTD), Floyd
Norgaard, APSA, presenter. The
unspoiled photogenic areas from south of
Santiago, Chile, to the southern tip of
South America will be shown. The

spectacular flora and fauna of the Paine
National Park will be shown in detail.

Views of Cape Horn and Terra Del Fuego
from a boat will be presented.
1987 PSA/VMPD VIDEO MOVIES
(Part 2) (VMPD), Howard Lindenmeyer,
APSA, presiding

3:45-5:00 p.m.
LIFE ON THE RIVER OF GRASS, Lois
E, Clark, FPSA, and Roslyn MacNish,
FPSA. presiding. A photo documentary
of the Florida Everglades emphasizing
not only the picture possibilities on the
famous Anhima Trail and Mrazek Pond,
but also the potential ecological damage
being done to the water supply of all of
Southern Florida by agricultural,
industrial and developmental interests.
MID-COLUMBIA POTPOURRI (PTD).
Wilma Roberts, APSA, presenter, strives
to encourage photographers to take
advantage of any scenic opportunities
afforded them, especially those close to
home. Scenes from the four seasons are

shown, and the program ends with the
Bend Horse Drive.
WHAT REALLY HAPPENS IN THE

DARKROOM (PPD), Arthur H. Dickey,
FPSA, presenter. A program oriented to
darkroom techniques, demonstrating the
use of high-contrast materials for solari-
zation, double printing and posterization
in both black and white and color
printing.
DO IT IN THE DARK-ASTRO-
PHOTOGRAPHY (ND). Joan 0.
Heidelbert, presenter. How to
photograph the sky and sky objects,
including eclipses of the sun.
VIDEOGRAPHY: WHAT IS POSSI
BLE TODAY FOR THE AMATEUR
(VMPD), Tony Gomez, presenter.
Camcorder technology (VHS, Beta, 8mm)
will be reviewed. Editing possibilities in
all formats will be discussed. Actual

examples will be shown.

PAGE ELEVEN

8:00 p.m.-????
FUN NIGHT. Come and enjoy an
authentic Mexican Fiesta. Live music,
dancers, and plenty of finger food will
make this night a memorable event.
Bring your camera, as there'll be many
opportunities to photograph persons in
costume. .

Friday, August 7, 1987
9:00-10:15 a.m.

PHOTO-TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL,
Second Showing
YOU TOO CAN BE A PUBLISHED
PHOTOJOURNALIST (PJD). Dale R.
Gilkinson, presenter. A how-to-do-it
program, from photographing local
events to covering the space shuttle. This
is one easy lesson that will take many long
hours.

PUT X-APPEAL IN YOUR PHOTOG
RAPHY (CSD), Robert S. Harris,
presenter. Prize-winning photographs
demonstrate how you can second-guess
your light meter, how to ignore it on
occasions and how to run it instead of

letting it run you!
★mountain climbing in 3-D (SD),

David K. Morison, presenter. The type of
equipment you need for all types of
climbing will be described. Demonstra
tions will show you how to use these items.
Actual results will be shown.

8mm VIDEO "THE NEW BEGIN

NING" (VMPD), William C. Allen Jr.,
presenter. The latest in 8mm video will be
shown. Examples of video-8 productions
will be shown.

10:45-Noon

A UNIQUE VIEW OF THE THIRD
PLANET (Featured Speaker). Richard
W. Underwood, NASA Distinguished
Aerospace Lecturer. The Astronauts
travel a half-million miles about the
Earth and see the sun rise and set 16
times. They watch our very beautiful
Earth pass beneath them. See some of the
many thousands of photographs that have
been taken of Earth from space.
PREPARING AND PRESENTING
YOUR PRINTS FOR EXHIBITION
(PPD), Horace S. Rees, FPSA, presenter.
What do you do with a print after all
printing operations have been completed?
Enhance the print by special treatment
and mounting. Corrective techniques
such as spotting will be demonstrated.

★ GLAMOUR PORTRAITURE AND
FIGURE STUDIES (SD), Otto F.
Walasek, presenter. Defining glamour
portraiture and figure study by illustra
tion and types of models. Preparation for a
photo session with a model. How to pose
and light the model both indoors and
outdoors.
FIRST YOU LEARN TO SEE! THEN
YOU BEGIN TO MAKE EXCITING
TRAVEL PICTURES (PTD), Lee Estes.
APSA, presenter. Emphasis is placed
upon the need todevelop an inquisitive eye
and several ways of seeing a subject. You
will be shown how to use the light source
and your equipment. Examples will show
how to transcend the usual "postcard"
subject and make it into something more
original and different.

LIGHTING FOR MOTION PICTURES
AND VIDEO (VMPD), Eugene English,
presiding. Some of the elements to be
covered by lecture and demonstration
will include the function of lighting, types
of lighting equipment, basic lighting, set
ups, lighting and color contrasts,
exposure, and special lighting effects.

2:90-3:15 p.m.
THE NEGATIVE APPROACH TO
COLOR PRINTING (PPD), Barrie
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Jeffries, FPSA, presenter. A simplistic
approach to color processing with a
processing tube. The C41 process will be
demonstrated. Plans for some equipment
for the do-it-yourselfer will be given out.
THE BEST AROUND THE WORLD
WITH PSA (CSD), Lyn Hardwick,
APSA, presenter. A selection of the top
winning slides from PSA-approved salons
from many parts of the world.
KODACHROME 200-A NEW FILM
(Special program), Eastman Kodak
representative, presiding. Photographs
made with the new Kodachrome 200 film
just released by Eastman Kodak will be
compared with earlier varieties of

Kodachrome as well as with other types of
color positive film currently in use.
I AM AN AMERICAN (PJD), Carol and
George (APSA) Hypes, presenters. A
photo-essay that includes American folk
and patriotic music combined with
history, sound effects and photographs
from many historical sites and of many
people in different situations.

3:45-5:00 p.m.
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY,
WIDE ANGLE AND CLOSE UP (TD),
Gerald W. Turk, FPSA, presenter. Why
and howto usespecialized wide-angle and
close-up underwater equipment to
improve the quality and variety of your
work while scuba diving or snorkeling.
DO IT WITH COLOR-LIKE THE
MASTERS (CSD), Erna Esbensen,
presenter. Approaching color
composition through the eyes of the
master painters down through the ages.
Illustrations of how today's creative
photographer can balance the three
dimensions of color toward accurately
communicating the story or intended
mood.

ANTARCTICA: ABOVE AND BE

NEATH THE ICE (ND). Lin Craft,
presenter. Experience the uniqueness
and beauty of "the coldest place on earth"
through the eyes of a diving research
marine biologist. View seals, killer
whales and penguins, as well as exploring
ice caves inside a floating glacier.

BYWAYS OF SPAIN (PTD), Hedwig
Bruske, APSA, presenter. Springtime in
Spain! A fascinating country with a rich
and colorful history. Visit the cities of
Granada, Cordova, Avila and La Alberca.
CINEMATOGRAPHY AND VIDEO-
GRAPHY (VMPD). Edd McWatters,
presenter. How to utilize ail phases of
photography, cinematography and video
together. How the old and new mediums
intermesh and can complement each
other.

6:00-7:30 p.m.
★ stereo division dinner, Dr.

Melvin Henningsen. APSA, presiding
7:30-8:00 p.m.
1988 PSA FLORIDA SUNCOAST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
INVITATIONAL, Ray Rosenhagen,
FPSA, presiding
8:00-9:30 p.m.
AMERICAN PROFILES-A KODAK
SPECTACULAR, George Butt,
presiding. When Kodak says spectacular,
they mean spectacular! This show is a
remake of the 1976 bicentennial
spectacular. We'll see our nation from its
birth through the happenings of today.
This is a memorable event. Come see this
fantastic multi-image, multi-projector
show.

Saturday, August 8, 1987

9:00-10:15 a.m.

THE TITLE ROLE (CSD). Elliott B.
Harwood, presenter. Every slide show
needs titles to make it complete,
professional in appearance and
informative for the audience. Fundamen
tals, common to all titles, are presented,as
well as how easily title slides can be made
by any amateur photographer with the

simplest of equipment.
WORDS AND PICTURES (TD),
Rosemarie Gerlach, APSA, presenter.
See table-top photography at its best. How
to combine beautiful photos with lovely
thoughts and poetry and how to take
table-top photos.

★ REPORT FROM DOWN UNDER(SD),
Allan Griffin, APSA, presenter. Facets of
Australian life and scenery from cities
and beaches to the remote outback will be
shown. Photographs are the work of
members of the Sydney and Melbourne
stereo clubs.

PHOTO-JOURNALISM SEMINAR-
Part 3, Mary Ann Rhoda, APSA,
presiding

10:45 a.m.-Noon

SPECIAL EFFECTS WITH TEX
TURES (TD), Carole G. Honigsfeld,
FPSA, presenter. With the imaginative
use of textures, you can add impact and
interest to your photographs as well as
recycle those not-quite-technically
perfect slides and prints. Sources and uses
of various textures will be presented.
(1) LITTLE THINGS THAT FLY AND
CRAWL plus (2) PHOTOGRAPHING
UNDERWATER-ANOTHER WORLD.
Ray and Arlene Frodey, presenters. (1) A
brief discussion about equipment and
techniques to accomplish close-up images
of butterflies, dragonflies and other
creatures that fly and crawl. (2) A short
program describing requirements for
scuba, snorkling and underwater photo
graphic equipment.
1987 WINNING TRAVELETTE AND
TRAVEL SETS (PTD), Dr. Lloyd A.
McCarthy, presiding. The first, second
and third place winners in the 1987
Travelette and Travel Set contest will be
shown.

★ stereo international, Second
Showing

2:00-3:15 p.m.
PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY TO
THE MOON (Featured Speaker),
Richard W. Underwood, NASA
Distinguished Aerospace Lecturer. The
voyages to the moon by NASA astronauts
are, by far, the most significant triumph
of humanity. There is not even a close
second. Through the beautiful and
startling photographs made by the
astronauts, we can all make a personal
visit to the moon, orbit it, walk upon it,
and drive across its surface.

GETTING ALONG WITH JUDGES

AND WINNING, Bob Ginn, presenter. A
program on how to present your prints in
a winning manner.
COLOR SLIDE INTERNATIONAL,
Second Showing
PHOTO-JOURNALISM INTERNA

TIONAL. Second Showing

★ stereo division executive
COMMITTEE MEETING, Dr. Melvin
Henningsen, APSA, presiding

6:00-7:00 p.m.
NO-HOST SOCIAL HOUR
7:00-10:00 p.m.

HONORS BANQUET. Dr. Paul Luebke.
FPSA, presiding

Sunday, August 9 through
Saturday , August 15, 1987
POST-CONVENTION TOUR. If you'd
like to spend a week seeing and
photographing some of the great sights
and vacation spots in California, you'll
want to take this tour. You'll visit

Yosemite National Park, the San Joaquin
Valley, Monterey and its famed 17-Mile
Drive, Carmel, and the Monterey Bay
Aquarium. See the Big Sur country, the
famed California Redwoods, the fabulous
Hearst castle, and Solvang or "Little
Denmark." It's a fantastic trip designed
specifically for the photographer.
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RESEARCH &DEVELOPMENTS

The Other Stereo, Part II
Mabk Schubin

VIPEOGRAPHY

~W X ichard Moll is probably best
t M known for his portrayal ofBull

on the NBC TV series Night
m m Court. Yet, Moll also starred as

m %/ Hurok, a one-eyed warrior, in
the 1983 3D mov\eMetalstorm. Robert Stack
is probably best known forhis starring role in
the hit TV series The Untouchables. Yet, he
also starred inthel9523D movie Bwana Dev

il, considered by manyto be the first 3Dfea
ture of the "modern" era.

Roughly halfway betweenBmartaDeviland
Metalstorm came a 1969 3D movie starring
Christina Hart, Michael Garrett, Angellque
Demoline, and Donna Stanley. Clearly, It
wasn't the cast that made it one of the most

important 3D movies ever released. It was
called TheStewardesses, and most references
seem to agree that it was made for a total
budget of less than $100,000. There's much
less agreement about how much money it
made. LennyLipton, in his 1982 boo\iFoun
dations of theStereoscopic Cinema, puts the
gross at $26,000,000. Cinefantastique maga
zine, in its September 1983 listingof rentals
earned by distributorsfor U.S. and Canadian
theatrical distribution only,awards the film a
much more conservative $6,900,450. The
Stewardesses, perhaps more than any other
movie,convinced people there was money to
be made in 3D.

There was also money to be lost in 3D. A
starring (if invisible) role for Steve Gutten-
berg combined with a probably unique-in-
cinema-history one-person sex scene still
couldn't compensate for an estimated $6.5
million production budget in The Man Who
Wasn't There, a 1983 3Dmovie whichLeonard
Maltin's TVMoviessays "offered little in any
dimension."

3D seems to inspire critics. Onewrote of
The Bubble (1966), filmed ina process called
SpaceVision 4-D, that the designation stood
for "a three-dimensional movie plus one di
mensional acting." Still, there have been
plenty of 3D movies, beginning with the
LumiereBrothers' TheArrival ofthe Train at
the Station, in 1903.

There have also been 3D comic books, 3D
magazines, 3D posters, 3D catalogs, 3D post
cards, 3D trading cards, and 3D postage
stamps, to say nothing of 3D photographs and
slides. There have been 3DVolkswagen com
mercials. Robert Abel & Associates created a

3D presentation for Panasonic. 3D video has
been used for applications ranging from as
sisting eye surgeons to analyzingthe surface
of Mars.

THE USUAL, CHEAP
RED/BLUE GLASSES

WORK FINE FOR

MOVIES, BUTIN
TELEVISION THEYRE

A DISASTER.

Andthe May 9,1953issueofBusiness Week
proclaimed "3D Invades TV." So, whatever
happened to 3D TV?

Last month's column ended with a glimpse
into the difficulties ofshooting in 3D. In addi
tion to SpaceVision 4-D, there have been
ArriVision 3-D, Dimension Three, Future Di
mensions,NaturalVision, Optimax111, Stereo-
Scope 3-D, StereoSpace, and StereoVision,
among other shooting systems. Many, if not
all, could be adapted to video cameras, and,
certainly, already-shot 3Dmoviescan, in most
cases, be readily transferred to videotape.
Evenan entire episode ofMark &Mindy was
shot in 3D.

Therefore, the fact that, with a few very
rare exceptions,3DTV has not made it to the
home must be the result of something other
than shootingproblems.This month's column
will concentrate on the different techniques

available at the TV set end to ensure that each

eye gets Its appropriate stereoscopic view.
There is, of course, free vision. It sounds

unbelievable that a personcould simply look
at side-by-side images and somehow split the
eyes' habitual convergence so that each eye
looks directly at the image in front of it and
not at the other eye's. Nevertheless, it's true.
It takes muscle training, but so does compet
ing in a triathlon. It seems unnatural, but so
does jumping out of an airplane with some
cloth in a backpack. It's not very comfortable,
but neither is dieting. The fact is, it can be
done.

Fortunately, no existing or proposed 3D
movie or television scheme expects viewers to
free view the images. Few producers could
rely on the financial rewards associated with
audiences the equivalent of dieting triathlon
parachutists. Stiil, eye training may explain
why some 3D proponents see depth in their
systems without the strain that the unin
itiated feel.

That leaves just two possibilities: stereo-
scopy with glasses (or hoods or other para
phernalia in front of the eyes) or stereoscopy
without glasses, also known as autostereo-
scopy. 3D postcards are a form of autostereo-
scopy,and, in the SovietUnion,where at least
one 3D movie has been made every year since
1945, there were actually 3D movie theaters
requiring no glasses. Instead, vertical silts
or cylindrical lenses in front of the screen
forced viewers' eyes to see the appropriate
views—that is, if viewers forced themselves
to sit in exactly the correct locations. Per
haps because of the rigorous seating prob
lems, the trend in the U.S.S.R. recently has
been awayfromnutostereoscopy and towards
glasses.

Besides the parallax stereogram and pano-
ramagram schemes described iast month, a
few other autostereoscopic 3D TV systems
have been demonstrated, most using a iarge
lens to direct imagesfrom two TV screens to
the appropriate eyes.Again, these place con
straints upon the viewers, most, in fact, al
lowing only one viewer at a time. The idea of
projecting 3D TV (or film) images into the
same concave screen used in one of the

motion-parallax-to-spatial-parallax systems
has alsobeen proposed, the opticsof the con
cavityforcing the correct viewto the correct
eye.

Whatever the perceptualadvantagesordis
advantages of autostereoscopic 3D movies or
TV, there is a big non-perceptual drawback:
autostereoscopy cannot be accomplished on
an ordinary, unmodified television set or in an
ordinary, almost-unmodified movie theater.
That leaves only glasses.

And glasses, too, can be divided into cate
gories:colored anaglyph,polarized,eclipsing,
and directive.The term anaglyphcan refer to
any 3D system that superimposes left- and
right-eyeviews; it is usually used, however,to
refer to systems using glasses with differently
colored lenses. Colored anaglyph glasses are
the ones used by the latest batch of broadcast
3D TV movies, with glasses available at food
outlets across the country. Take a black-and-
white 3D movie. Project the left-eye view
through a red filter and the right-eye view
through a bluish-green filter. If the audience
wears glasses with appropriate red and cyan
filters, they get stereopsis.

That's the technique that was used forwhat
many experts consider the first 3D feature,
ThePower of Love, which premiered in Los
Angeles in 1922 (it was also used in some
scenes of New York and New Jersey, without
plot, projected at NewYork's.4storTheater in
1915). It is the same technique used for the
few3Dmoviesthat have actually been sent di
rectly to homes, beginning with a pay-TV
broadcast ofMissSadie Thompson at the end
of 1980.

It is difficult, but not impossible, to see full
color through colored anaglyph glasses. The
DOTS 3Dsystem,used for 3D TV in Australia,
tried a green/magenta combination that
worked fairly well. There are also optical fil
ters that are roughlyequivalent to the "comb"
filters used in stereo (audio) synthesizers.
They allow "full" color to reach each eye, but
are very expensive.

The usual, cheap, redhlue glasses work
fine for movies (and comics, magazines—
even T-shirts). Unfortunately, in television,
they're a disaster. First, red and blue com
bined offer only 41 percent of the light that
somethingwhite will make in a televisionim
age, and blue, byitself,offersonly11percent.
Second, red and blue, especially in television,
are not complimentary colors. They do not
cancel each other out, ensuring a high level of
"ghosting" (eyes seeing the wrong image).
Finally, every TV set Is a((justed differently,
and it doesn't take much misadjustment to
change red or blue into something else.

Afavorable reviewinStereo WorldofEye of
the Dragon, an anaglyphic 3D Chinese mar
tial arts film dubbed into Japanese, but avail
able on videodisc in the U.S.,ended this way:

"Although two pairs of glasses are packed
with the disc, I obtained better results by ex
perimenting with other tint combinations.
Also, the effect was greatly enhanced by in
creasingthe amount offiltering,bycombining
3 pairs of glasses."

Nevertheless, not only has anaglyphic 3D
TVbeen the most successful technique used
to date (if judged only by the sale of millions
of glasses), it has even been used to shoot 3D
videos of rock groups such as Devo,the video
"painting" technician staring at the color
match monitor through a pair of red/blue

In movies,the most popular 3Dprojection
scheme uses crossed polarizers. Crossed po
larization was first used for black-and-white
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movieprojection in Italy in 1936and the fol
lowingyear, in Germany,for full color.

An optical polarizer allows only light
"vibrating"in a certain plane to pass through.
Asecond polarizer aligned parallel to the first
lets most of its light through;aligned perpen
dicularly to the first, it blocks almost all of the
light.So, ifyoustick appropriate polarizers in
front of movie projectors and into audience
glasses, and use a non-depolarizing (silver)
projection screen—Presto! 3D!

Unfortunately, if your projectionist suffers
fromhyperphoria (a relative vertical shift be
tween the eyes) and adjusts the projection
system accordingly, the whole audience suf
fers strain. For that reason, and the

THE DRAWBACK TO

GLASSES-FREE 3D TV

IS THAT IT FLICKERS.
ITALSO DOESN'T

HAVE THE DEPTH

OF STEREOSCOPY.

70-percent light loss that occurs through two
parallel polarizers, a photographic process
that producedsomething called a Vectograph
was tried. Vectograph films would be essen
tially pre-polarized. Projectionists could not
misalign them, and they would be brighter
than other polarized 3D movies.

. But, if you put your head on someone's
shoulder, you'd lose the 3Deffect by rotating
the polarization planes of the glasses.
Gimballed glasses that maintained the cor
rect planes no matter howa viewersquirmed
and circular polarizationwere both suggested
solutions to the shoulder-leaning problem,
but neither has been implemented on a wide
spread basis.

That's movies. What about TV? Well, you
couldsimplydividethe screen in two horizon
tally, hang a sheet of appropriately crossed
polarization material down the front, and
wear polarized passes, with, perhaps, some
prisms to direct your eyes to the appropriate
images. In fact, just such a system has been
sold and even broadcast. But it leaves 3D

viewers with the weird aspect ratio of 0.67 to
one, half the width of ordinary TV, let alone
the wide screen of movies.

Tektronix has demonstrated a 3D TV sys
tem that, with a single device placed in front
of the TV screen, willchange the polarization
of the entire screen, say at a rate of 60 times
per second, synchronizedwith the signal be
ing transmitted. When a left-eye view is
transmitted, the left-eye polarization would
be used;whenthe right-eye viewfollowed, the
polarizationwould shift appropriately.

In fact, that's really an eclipsing system,
even though it uses polarized glasses.
Eclipsing systems present one eye'sviewafter
another, the glasses preventing the left eye
from seeing the right image,and vice versa.
New idea? Hardly. A theater equipped with
rotating eclipsingshutters at each seat was
used in 1922 for the Teleview 3D movie

MA.R.S.

More recently, several organizations dem
onstrated glasses madefroman expensive ce
ramic material (developed to shield flight
crews' eyes from the flash of a nuclear explo
sion) that couldsimplyturn individualeyeson
and off 60 times a second. And, more recently
still.Sharphas been able to achievethe same
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thing using liquidcrystal glassesthat they es
timate willcostjust $50.Sharp demonstrated
its sequential 3Dsystem in 1986 at a number
of conventions, including the Consumer Elec
tronics Show, Video Expo, and the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers con
vention, each time using an ordinary televi
sion set and either a vldeocassette player or a

VHD videodisc player.
The pictures?They're 3D,all right, though

they suffer from a certain amountof flicker
and light loss.

The3DTV surgical microscope usesan eye
hood to direct a viewer's eyes to the appropri
ate views, just as they'redirectedin a stereo
scope. It'squite simple, butit doesn't lend it
self to mass TV viewing. TVLl's LeaVlsion
system, onthe otherhand, does.

Using a common 3D movie film format,
LeaVision presents a left-eye view over a
right-eye view. An inexpensive prism viewer
forcesthe lefteye'sview upand the righteye's
view down, introducing a bit of a colorregis
tration problem in the process. Besides the
slight color aberration, theotherdrawback of
the prism viewers is repeated images above
and below the 3D image.A slightly more ex
pensive setofmirror glasses Issupposed tobe
available soon to lick the color;problem and,
through masking, to reduce the extra image
problem(whichisnot reallybothersome).Ad
justable mirrorangleswillalso expand the re
strictive viewing range of the prism viewers.

However, problems aside, the LeaVision
system offers a few advantages over many of
the other 3D TV systems. First, it requires no
special preparation for the transfer of an
"over/under" 3Dmovieprint to video.Second,

instead of restricting the horizontal aspect ra
tio, it expands it to the full range of a wide-
screen movie. Third, it is fullycompatiblewith
such still-picture material as a series of calen
dars and books from the German publishing
company KMQ.

Unfortunately,when broadcast, systems ef
fective for viewers with 3D glasses acquire a
problem for glassless viewers. Either the
screen displays impossible-to-watch doubled
images,or it displays two clear imagesside by
side or atop one another. There has been a
proposal to transmit different eye images on
different television channels; that will cer
tainly satisfy 2Dviewers, but it will require a
special set to integrate the 3D images.

In 1982,the Federal CommunicationsCom
mission announced that it's okay for TVsta
tions to transmit weird-looking3Dpictures as
long as they make "sufficient announce
ments" both before and during broadcasts to
let viewers know that any problems they're
havingare a result ofthe 3Dtransmission,not
their TV sets.

There is, in fact, one formof3Dthat willaf
fect glasslessviewersin exactlythe same way
as those with glasses. So many people have
claimed to have invented it that it's difficult to

saywhodid.Theearliest patent on it seems to
have been issued to Donald Imsand in 1977. In

many ways, this system seemslikean eclipse
system.Left-and right-eye viewsare present
ed sequentially. However, instead ofalternat
ing 60 times a second, they alternate much
moreslowly—between fourand thirtytimesa
second, in a patent issued to different people
in 1984. Furthermore, no attempt is made to
keep either eye from seeing either image.

There are no glasses.
The result? 3D. Why? That's a difficult

question toanswer. Perhaps the stereopsis or
spatial parallax cue is only partly related to
binocular vision. Whatever the reason, it defi
nitely does offer a 3D sensation, andthesen
sation is there even when it is viewed with
only one eye. This system also seems to elimi
natesomeofthe strainassociated withbinoc
ular stereoscopic forms of 3D, where the
accommodation cue(used tofocus ona movie
orTV screen) must beseparated from thecon
vergence cue (used to converge infront ofthe
screen, at the screen, or behind it).

The principal drawback tothis glasses-free

3D TVBROADCASTS
HAVE TWO PROBLEMS-

HOW TO KEEP 2D
VIEWERS HAPPY, AND
HOW TO DISTRIBUTE

GLASSES.

system? It flickers. Badly. It alsodoesn't offer
the depth of sensation offered by binocular
stcreoscopy.

So,is there nohopefor3DTV? Well, as was
mentioned last month, 3Dis makingit big in
the non-entertainment arena. For example,
the recently formed StereoMed Incorporated
won a grand prize from a medical society for
its first 3D film on cataract surgery.

Unfortunately, 3D TV broadcasts (or even
cablecasts) have two major problems. First,
there's the problem ofhowto keep 2Dviewers
happy. Then, there's the problem of how to
distribute glasses. Home Box Office (HBO)
was extremely interested in transmitting pro
grams in 3D, but found that potential glasses
distributors (e.g., McDonald'sand 7-11)shied
awayf;u-.n the idea becausethere are places
where they have outlets but HBO cannot be
viewed (something like the retail equivalent
of satisfying2Dviewers).

Perhaps that's whyUSA Video, in Cantons-
ville, Maryland, is renting out TVLl's ten-
minute long "Summer Day"yideocassette in
LeaVision 3D.That mayalso be why Sharp's
3D demonstrations involve a home video

player. In the home video market, there's no
need for compatibility. 3Dcassettes and discs
can be sold and rented to 3D viewers and 2D

discs and cassettes can be sold and rented to

2D viewers.

So, will 3D home video catch on? That USA
Video store apparently thinks so. They
tracked down TVXl from a small blurb in the

New York Times and asked if there was any
cassette they could rent out.

Perhaps the time is getting ripe. As was
pointed out in this column in December,
sound, color, and wide-screen movies all
seemed to have about a 40-yeargestation peri
od from the time they were first introduced
until they achieved widespread acceptance. If
Bwana Devil was the first modern feature

film released in the United States in 3D, back
in 1952, then, allowingfor a one-year leeway,
when we ring in the new year six years from
now,it just might be 1993D. •

California Attractions
Attraction Parking Adult ChUd Features Telephone*

Burbank Studios Tour, Burbank' FREE $20 $20' Technical tour; visiting live shooting; sets and back lots (818) 954-1744

Disneyland, Anaheim $2 $20.00 $15.00 Pirates of the Caribbean; Space Mountain (714) 999-4565

Exploratorium, San Francisco FREE $4 FREE Music Room; Shadow Box; Tactile Dome (415) 563-3200

Fleet Space Center, San Diego FREE $4.50 $2.75 Theater; Science Center; Laserium (619) 238-1168

Great America, Santa Qara $3 $13.95 $13.95 The Demon; The Edge; The Grizzly (408) 988-1800

Hollywood Museum, Hollywood %V $5.00 $2.00 Marilyn Monroe, John ^yne (213) 462-8860

Knon's Berry Farm, Buena Park $2 $15.95 $11.95 Log Ride; Montezooma's Revenge (714) 220-5200

Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley FREE $3.50^ $2.50* Science labs; Planetarium (415) 642-5133

Los AngelesZoo, Los Angeles FREE $4.50 $1.50 Koala House; "Olympic Animals" (213) 666-4090

Magic Mountain, \^encia $3 $15.95 $7.95 Colossus; Revolution (805)255-4122

Marineland, Palos Verdes FREE $11.95 $8.95 Killer Whale Show; Baja Reef (213) 541-5663

Marine ^rid/Africa USA, Wlejo $2^ $13.95' $9.95* Get up close to marine life and African animals; Witerski show (707) 643-6722

Max Factor Museum, Hollywood FREE FREE FREE History of film make-up; exclusive photographs & artifacts (213) 463-6668

Monterey Bay Aquarium, Monterey $7 $3 Kelp Forest; Sea Otters (408) 375-3333

Movieland Museum, Buena Park FREE $8.95 $5.95 Chamber of Horrors; Superman Set (714) 522-1154

NBC Studios Tour, Burbank FREE $5.50 $3.50 Studio tour; Carson set (818) 840-3572

On Location, Hollywood Varies $2.50 FREE Hollywood in miniature; 1940's canteen & Hollywood merchandise (213) 466-7758

(Jueen Mary/Spruce Goose, Long Beach $3 $13.95 $7.95 Tour of ship; Spruce Goose (213) 435-3511

Roaring Camp, Felion FREE $10.00 $7.00 Antique train ride through redwood forest (408) 335-4484

San Diego Wild Animal Park, Escondido $1 $10.70 $6.20 Monorail tour; Bird Show (619) 234-6541

San Diego Zoo, San Diego FREE $6.50 $2.50 Bus tour; Aerial tram ride (619) 234-3153

San Francisco Wix Museum, San Francisco $6' $6.95
$3.50

$2.95
$1.75

Wax Museum

Haunted Gold Mine

(415) 885-4975

Santa Cruz Boardwalk, Santa Cruz $4 $10.95 $10.95 Giant Dipper; Qassic 1911 Meny-(jo-Round (408) 426-7433

Sea Wsrid, San Diego FREE $14.95 $10.95 Killer whale and dolphins (619) 226-3901

Trees of Mysteiy, Klamath FREE $5.00 $2.50 Tall Trees Trail; Indian Museum (707j 482-5613

Universal Studios Tour, Universal Qty $2 $14.95 $10.95 Tram ride; Conan Show (818) 777-1000

Winchester Mystery House, San Jose FREE $8.95 $4.95 Mansion tour; Garden tour (408) 247-2101

* Callfor hours and directions. ' Reservationsrequired. ^ No children under 10.* Park at lot around the comer. * Prices subject to change with specialexhibits. ^ Ferr>'from San Francisco.
Call(415)546-2833. * Subjectto change.' Shuttle from downtown Montereyweekendsonly.' Average localprice, metered parking is availablebut limited.
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SCIENCE INSIGHT / OCTOBER 27. 1986

Genie in the Cockpit:
3-D Computer Visions
May Aid Fighter Pilots

SUMMARY: In jet fighters of the future, the numerous gauges and
switches of today's cockpits may be replaced with computer-generated
images, voice controls and other advances. Planes with some of these
improvements are scheduled to replace the F-15s and F-16s by 1993.
Much more of this technology may be in use by the end of the century.

In the jet fighter of the future, when a
pilot wants to check his altitude,
weapons or fuel he may not have the

gauges to do so,
Instead, with a single word he will order

a computer to project in front of him a color
display that simulates three-dimensional
imagery.

The display appears to be where the
current cockpit console is but exists only in
the computer circuitry and on the inside of
the pilot's visor. Using a special glove with
sensors, the pilot touches the phantom im
age, indicating what information he wants
to see. The computer, calculating his
hand's position in space, provides in
creasingly detailed screens of information
as he asks for them.

With the touch of a hand or the sound
of a word, gently repeated by a computer-
•ynthesized, female voice, the pilot will be
able to select weapons, determine the dis
tance to a target or reprogram his mission
path. He will be totally encapsulated,
shielded from the outside world and the
directed-energy weapons that lurk on en
emy aircraft.

"There's going to be some very exciting
fighteraircraftin the future,"saysR. "Bart"
Barthelemy, technical director of the Air
Force's Aeronautical Systems Division.
Locatedon the sprawlingWright-Patterson
Air Force Base outside Dayton, Ohio, near
the Wright brothers' birthplace, the Aero
nautical Systems Division has more than
6,000 scientists and engineers at the fore
front of military aircraft research and devel
opment.

Spurred by high-level concern over the
increasing capabilities of Soviet frontline
fighteraircraftand byan exhaustivescienti
fic study called Forecast II, they are explor
ing technologies for a whole new genera
tion of U.S. jets.

The early fmits of their labor will find
their way into the Advanced TacticalFight
er, due to replace current F-15s and F-16s
by 1993; many of the other concepts,
though long off the drawing board, will not
see service until near the end of the century.

Across the labs, wind tunnels and sim
ulators are the common denominator.

Computers underpin every research proj
ect. " 'Star Wars' and the video game gen
eration really helped us," says John Reis-
ing, director of a program called Micro
processor Application of Graphic with
Interactive Communication, or MAGIC.
"When the spirit of the times is right, then
you'll find ideas are fully accepted."

The MAGIC simulator, indeed, looks
like an arcade buffs dream: five-color, tele
visionlike cathode-ray tubes that can be
operated by voice or touch. Sitting in the
simulator, the pilot calls up with his finger
tips a color display showing the status of
his engine, electric or weapons systems.
Usingstoredinformation, he seeshis target
while still miles away, previewing it from
different viewpoints, searching for the best
angleof attack.On a 12-inch laserdiskwill
be stored more than 40,000 digitalized pho
tographsthe pilotcan call up at will. Using
them, he can compare a stored landmark
with what he sees outside his cockpit.

New but not due for deployment any
time soon is a display simulating three di
mensions that the pilot views with glasses
not much different from those handed out
at a 3-D movie. In one application, the pilot
sees his own aircraft in the middle of a
green 3-D globe. If part of the globe turns
red, enemy radar is shining on his plane
from that quadrant. "Based on the trends
we see, . . . this kind of technology's com
ing in," says Reising.

While Soviet fighters are thought to be
just beginning to use television screens,
both crew members of the next U.S. F-15
model will have four cathode-ray tubes,
three in color.

But Reising warns: "The last thing we
want to try and do is make the pilot a
computeroperator. Wewant the computer
to be transparent to him."

A central research focus is to reduce the
dizzying array of dials, gauges and toggle
switches a pilot now must contend with.
Some 300 crowd the F-16 cockpit. It is. as
one researcherputs it, "like looking at the
world through a soda sfraw."

The crash of a B-1 strategic bomber
prototype during a 1984 test flight at Ed
wards Air Force Base in Califomia was
blamed on the crew's failure to notice a tiny
red light telling them they were too close
totheground. Doesthismean fighter pilots
are being overwhelmed?

"You'll never hear one fess up," says
Capt. Carl Lizza. "I think theconsensus is
we can handle it today, but in the future,
given that wealth of information and the
complexityof the threat — "

Lizza is chief engineer on a project
whosegoal—still manytechnological hur
dles away — is to infuse jet fighters with
"expert systems," machines that process
information as humans do. Dubbed pilot's
associate, the expert system will in essence
be the brains behind cockpit display and

control systems such as MAGIC.
The electronichelperwill let pilotsplan

missions and fuse information from a vari
ety of new sensors into a picture of the
threatening world outside. It will also com
municate with similar systems aboard other
aircraft, and other sources, such as Air
borne Warning and Control Systems.

The new, automated cockpit has its
trade-offs. "The only thing that you have to
be carefulof in this thingis, you're putting
all your eggs in one basket," says Aeronau
tical Systems Division researcher Thomas
A. Fumess. A single blow from an enemy
weapon, he says, could destroy every con
trol the pilot has. For that reason, he says,
future fighters are likely to contain old-
fashioned dials and gauges as a backup.

Fumess's program, however, is one of
the Air Force's most futuristic. Called su-
percockpit, it will allow the pilot to see and
hear the world inside and outside his air
craft using a special helmet. The pilot will
see what he normally would outside his
cockpit, along with symbols showing en
emy radar sites, friendly and unfriendly
aircraft and the path through the sky his
plane will take. As the pilot turns his head,
the computer-generated view of the world
turns with him, allowing him to see beyond
a metal bulkhead.

"Are we going to really be able to afford
to let the pilot see out of the airplane any
more in the kind of new waifare that's
coming up?" asks Fumess. "This way, if
necessary, the pilot can be encapsulated
and protected but still have a view of the
world as if he could see outside."

Using a single command — perhaps
"God's eye," — the pilot instantly will be
taken out of his craft to far above the field
of battle, seeing, perhaps, his plane, a So
viet MiG fighter and the terrain below.

NASA and the Navy have expressed
interest in the concept, as has the Army's
experimental light helicopter program.
"We have the ability to rapidly configure
the cockpit, completely with software,"
saysFumess. "Now you have a cockpit that
doesn't take up any space, doesn't weigh
anything."

Using devices that measure eye move
ment and blood flow and — the subject of
another Aeronautical Systems Division
project— magnetic wavesin the brain, the
supercockpit will be able to tell if the pilot
is overworked — or if he has passed out
from gravity forces associated with some
maneuvers.

"The public isn't aware of a lot of the
technology we've been working on over the
last 10 years or so," says Fumess. With all
these supercockpits. MAGIC displays and
electronic helpers at their side, will U.S.
pilots be invincible? "We've got the situa
tion where we've got to be," he says.
"There are more bad guys than there are
good guys. . . . The whole philosophy of
this is: He who knows fu^t wins."

— Warren Strobel
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Contributor Joy Aubrey
from New York suggests
that you practice your
free viewing on this one
and identify the "correct"
sketch quickly. Answer
next month.
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BY AAARK MAZUT

"Do you havewhat ittakes to be a commercial artist?" asks one of the sketches Is correct In everydetail. Each of the oth-
the matchbook. "Just sketch Jollo the Jester for a FREE pro- ers contains exactly one small error. Can you find the errors
fesslonal evaluation. No obligation!" and determine, by process of elimination, which sketch Is

That's what 11 hopeful artists did here. Unfortunately, only perfectly rendered?
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To Fuse Or Not To Fuse

The perceptual dynamic behind 3-D vision is an intriguing thing. What we perceive
as a world in depth is really a cerebral construct extrapolation from the binary
information gathered by each of our two eyes. This stereo information is "mixed" in
the brain in the formation of what Bela Julesz calls the cyclopean image, a spatial
composite of resolved stereoptic imagery. For years optometrists have referred to
this process as "fusion" or "stereofusion" and it is a phenomenon that largely
occurs in the brain.

Interestingly, there are a number of people in the general population (about 4%)
who, despite possessing otherwise normal vision in each eye, are stereo deficient
and unable to perceive a 3-D image with many available stereoscopic systems. A
portion of this population can enjoy 3-D as seen in a hand viewer but are unable to
fuse a stereo image as it is projected on a silver screen.

Additionally, as one who works in anaglyphic 3-D, there
is a whole set of perceptual parameters affecting stereo
vision that are relative to color and its use to create

binocular separation. Color blindness is a chief
deterrent to enjoyment of the anaglyph and this compounds
even further for many individuals the ability to properly
fuse the discrete pairs of images in a stereogram.

The most powerful, artistic and effective stereo images minimize these limitations
and reduce the amount of perceptual "noise " which deters enjoyment of pure parallax
conjoined with secondary photographic pleasures of compositon, exposure, subject
matter, etc. As a 3-D maniac, of course, I often choose to exploit this visual
noise for unique bicameral effects. But, even so, a knowledge of visual tolerance
is necessary along with a sense of balance however experimental one be with
stereography.

"3-D is never a lasting thing," my friend Lloyd, of Lloyd's Camera in Hollywood,
told me one time. "Too many people have eye problems and difficulty in enjoying
3-D. Did you know, for example, that 50% of the people have latent eye problems
which affect their pleasure in stereo?"

Lloyd speaks from experience as a stereographer. Working with Chris Condon of
Stereovision, he co-produced a short 3-D film titled "Surfer Girls". Nevertheless,
I am not deterred. Just as one needs a set of ears to appreciate the art of music,
it is necessary to have two functioning eyes to enjoy the stereo art. The fact that
there are deaf people in the world doesn't prevent musicians from making music.

3-D is an extension of what we are as human beings. It is a visual language that is
inherent to communication, latent in all the fine arts, and frequently and
gloriously expressed in the present day.

Fusingly,

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membeiship Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS Is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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MON-SAT AUG 3-8 Photographic Society of America Con
vention in Long Beach at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. Come on down and meet stereogra-
phers from all over the U.S. and foreign
countries too, and see some fine shows.

SAT AUG 15 Judging of the L.A. County Fair Stereo
Exhibition at the Fine Arts Building,
Pomona Fair Grounds at 9AM. Everyone is
welcome.

THU AUG 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Showing of the Fair Exhibition plus other
3-D surprises

MON AUG 31 Copy Deadline - September 3-D NEWS -
Everyone enjoys your written contri
butions, so sent them now to the Editor!

SAT SEP 12 Movie Division Meeting at 2601 Longley
Way, Arcadia

THU SEP 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
First Club Competition for 1987-88

Member & Subscriber Update

Hearty congratulations are extended to this happy
pair on the birth of their son on July 3....

RAY AND GAIL ZONE

A hearty welcome to this new Club member:

NELSON E. MEACHAM

4370 Troost Avenue //201

Studio City CA 91604

Good reading extended to this new NEWS subscriber:
GARY A. MROS

8521 International #152

Canoga Park CA 91304

Club membership anniversaries for August:

Fred Coops - 16 years
Terry Crosby - 7 years
Robert Ennis - 2 years
Rick Finney - 13 years
Hal Stanton - 10 years
Stergis Stergis - 28 years
Maudie Stergis - 28 years
Jeff Sylvan - 4 years
Nathan Wong - 9 years

Movie Division News

Attendance at the July 11 meeting was our best yet,
with several SCSC people joining us for the first
time. One of the evening's highlights was a 3-D video
demonstration by John Rupkalvis. His system utilized
over and under images viewed by a combination of
prisms and polarizers. Many commented that it was the
most effective 3-D video they have witnessed. Also on
display were video excerpts from several anaglyph 3-D
movies.

After our business meeting and discussion, John Hart
screened a stereo travelogue of Yosemite, made with
his Powell Super-8 unit. For the benefit of the first
time attendees, we reprised "The III-D Olympiad" and
Alan Williams' "How To Walk". David Starkman
contributed several interesting flat travel films from
the 30s, 40s and 50s.

The next meeting of the SCSC Movie Division is
Saturday, September 12 again at the Longley Way School
Youth Center in Arcadia, at the corner of Las Tunas
and Warren Way. Call Bill Shepard or John Hart for
more information.

—Bill Shepard

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED AUG 12 Closing - L.A. County Fair Exhibition
SAT AUG 15 Closing - Third Dimension Exhibition

Please remember to get your slides to the L. A. County
Fair in support of the only exhibition completely
sponsored by SCSC. We want to have a really great
show for the August Club Meeting at the Photo Center,
and your slides should be part of it. Act now!
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Here is the solution to Match Play from
the July 3-D NEWS. Sketch #3 is "perfect".
The areas with mistakes in the other
sketches are circled below. It should be

noted that to make the correct identi

fication using free viewing, you would
have to make a copy of Page 16 and cut all
the sketches apart so that each could be
compared with all the others.

\

Let's Join Together..

.. August 20

THE 1980s HITS SCSC

Last month 1 got a surprising call from Robb Weinstein
of Tektronix in Woodland Hills. He had heard about

the Club's June "Computer 3-D Night" and wanted to
know if we'd be interested in a demonstration of

Tektronix's new stereoscopic computer graphics
workstation. Putting on my best bored-sounding voice
disguise, I replied that we might be able to squeeze
it into a meeting in the next couple years
(Actually I just about yelped!!)

So at the

August meeting,
Robb will show

off his state-

of-the-art ster

eoscopic tele
vision system.
Though I will

p<»' ^

leave the de

tails to Robb,
we will see a

field-sequential

system running at a 120 Hz refresh rate on a 19" high
resolution (1280x1024 pixels) full color monitor. (I

hope that last sentence satisfied all you bit-
twiddlers. If it didn't, then I'll add that it uses a
liquid crystal switch to alternately circularly
polarize the screen image in opposite directions.) So
come to the August meeting and Catch the Wave!

But wait — that's not all! After the Tektronix

demo, Jason Cardwell will treat us to a selection of
slides from the Los Angeles County Fair Stereo
Competition — all those slides selected by the judges
on August 15. The County Fair competition — a PSA
International Exhibition — features entries from the

world over. This "The Best Of" show is something you
don't want to miss. Don't be sorry!

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Final Competition Standings 1986-87

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

MAY CUH MAY CUM

66 316.25* Valeria Sardy 61 301 John Sardy

63 315* Rick Flnney 60 297 David Ratllff
— 312.5* Jerry Walter 60 292 Derek Cowie

66 309 Jim Murray 61 290 John Konrad

61 303.75* David Hutchison 59 242 Jason Cardwell

59 303 Larry Brown — 227 Tom Scobey
62 303 Nathan Wong 58 171 G. W. Wheeler

64 301 Bill Daggett — 166 John Ladd

60 292 Marjorie Webster — 117 David Dickinson

64 291 Earl Colgan — 116 Marc Ratner

58 291 Susan Pinsky — 113 Mildred Hamilton

61 290* David Starkman — 113 Richard Ogle

60 234 Ray Zone — 113 Bert Sikli

— 230* Tony Alderson — 109 Jim Atkins
— 119 Oliver Dean — 89 Alan Williams

— 80* David Kuntz 58 75 Willis Simms

— 59 Herb Fisher — 57 Priscilla Ferguson
— 54 Linda Cervon — 55 Lew Edler

54 54 Bill Lund
— 39 Don Lavallee

20 20 Kathy LaForce

A GROUP NONCQNVENTIONAL CATEGORY B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

MAY CUM MAY CUM

66 322.5* Rick Flnney . 67 313 John Sardy
— 318.75* Jerry Walter 64 311 Bill Carter

66 317.5* Valeria Sardy 66 307 Jim Murray
66 312 Susan Pinsky 56 294 Marv Josephson
62 300 Earl Colgan 58 225 Jason Cardwell

— 240* Tony Alderson — 178 Richard Ogle
64 234 Ray Zone — 93 Derek Cowie

— 56 Herb Fisher — 92 Mildred Hamilton

" — 77 David Ratliff
— 58 L. Van Vliet
— 38 Larry Brown

* Judge *13 scores averaged
— 19 Gregory Hooper
— 19 George Skelly
— 17 John Konrad

Classified

IN RESPONSE TO questions raised at the June Awards
Meeting concerning where to purchase a pair of
"binocualar"head-mounted flashlights like Oliver Dean
was wearing, here is all the info you need to get
your very own pair: Pentron Work Lights, Catalog
// 87VL0141, $9.88 ea or $27.00/3 + postage, from BNF
Enterprises, 119 Foster Street., PO Box 3357, Peabody
MA 01961-3357. Now, if anyone knows where I can get a
set of small red and green filters for my Pentron Work
Lights, please let me know. —Jim Murray

FOR SALE: Niraslo Cameras re-engineered to produce 36
pairs per roll. $97 new, or your camera

for $63. Macro attachments for 6-inch
stereo

modified

distance (3/4" base), 1, 2, and 3-foot (1^" base) are
$29 each. Case $8; two-head flash $16. Jim Lucas,
1401 Bonnie Doone, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
(714)644-9500.
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Looking Backward to,

.. July 16

A great time was had by all at the Photo Center for
the Club's Annual Awards Meeting. We started off with
two tables full of goodies, with enough sugar for
everyone for a month. Cookies and pies and cakes and
candies and cup cakes — both plain and fancy. Plus
fruit and milk and sodas and punch and more and more..

All the members were sworn in to uphold the standards
of the Club and give undying support to the officers.
Then all the officers were sworn into perform their
required duties and serve beyond the call when
necessary. Thanks and praise were extended to the
outgoing officers and directors. Ray Zone surprised
everyone (as he usually tries to do) and presented a
Genuine SCSC Anaglyph Logo Tee Shirt to each of the
Board Members. Each Board Member proudly held theirs
up for a round of photographs.

We then got into the awards of merit for the best 3-D
photography for the 1986-87 Club Year. Winners of
medals for high scores from the Club competition were
as follows:

B Group Standard

1st John Sardy
2nd David Ratliff

3rd Derek Cowie

A Group Standard

1st Valeria Sardy
2nd Rick Finney
3rd Jerry Walter

B Group Nonconventional A Group Nonconventional

1st John Sardy
2nd Bill Carter

3rd Jim Murray

1st Rick Finney
2nd Jerry Walter
3rd Valeria Sardy

Special recognition was given for 100% participation
in Club Competition in one category to:

David Hutchison

Larry Brown
Nathan Wong
Bill Daggett
Marjorie Webster
David Starkman

David Ratliff

Derek Cowie

John Konrad

Bill Carter

Marv Josephson

Special recognition was given for 100% participation
in Club Competition in both categories to:

Valeria Sardy Earl Colgan
Rick Finney Susan Pinsky
Jerry Walter • John Sardy
Jim Murray

Lights were then darkened and Competition Director
Oliver Dean presented the "Show of the Year" made up
of all the entries into the Slide of the Year
Competition. Oliver did his usual clever narration to
the format of a hilarious news cast. This fine

display represented a broad cross section of the work
from the Club for the year.

Slide of the Year Awards were presented as follows:

Honor Slides

" Chrome-red " Larry Brown
"Chacmool and Pyramid" David Kuntz
"Serehps" Jason Cardwell
"Mt. McKinley, Camp Denali" Bill Daggett
"Lake Castaic" David Ratliff
"Cube on the Beach" John Sardy
"Fishing Time" Valeria Sardy
"At the Muster" Larry Brown
"Storm Over Bristlecones" Jim Murray
"Eye of Zachariah" Rick Finney
"Copper Study" Jerry Walter

Director's Choices

"The Clown" Marjorie Webster
"Orchid Flare" Jerry Walter

Best Animal

"Three Baby Toads" Earl Colgan

Best People
"Spin Ye A Spell, Dearie?" David Ratliff

Best Flower

"Rosy Glady" Rick Finney

Best Natural Scenic

"Lupine Explosion" Jim Murray

Slide of the Year

"Ouch" Jason Cardwell

After the festivities, everyone seemed to linger on
until lOPM and the official closing of the Photo
Center, and symbolically, the official closing of the
Club Year and the entry into the next.
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ELECTRONICALLY produced Images displayed
on a 12-metre screen at The Physical Institute
(FIAN) in Moscow mark the marriage of cinema
and television.

Until now cinema has preserved a separate
existence because the level of illumination
possible on a television screen would not allow
its projection on a full-sized screen.

Now the use of lasers gives a level of il
lumination 100,000 times that of a conven
tional television tube, says Dr Alexander
Nasibov, who gave the demonstrationat FIAN.

At present the red, green and blue images
are formed on three separate tubes, but work
on a single tube is already under way, which
will remove the need to combine the three

separate colours into one image. Patents have
been taken out worldwide for the "Quan-

toscope", as the new laser TV is known.

The new invention will have a major impact
in the theatre, believes Gennadi Yudenich,
Chief Art Director of the Moscow Experimen
tal Drama Theatre.

"The future of the theatre lies in the use of

three-dimensional television", he says, "which
will enable us to create the same multi-faceted
view as is given now by cinema and
television".

A demonstration of the possibilities has been
given at the former Yusupov mansion in
Moscow.

In a performance about the BAM railway, a
helicopter clattered over the heads of the au
dience, who were strongly tempted to reach
out and touch a majestic cedar which seemed
within their reach.

As the film ended, the central character was
seen to be standing in real life on the stage,
making it difficult to decide where the film
ended and theatre began.

Scientists at FIAN are experimenting with
the combination of theatre and laser TV.

Quantoscopes able to show television on
cinema screens of 100 square metres are
already being manufactured, says Dr Nasibov,
but this is still far below the eventual

possibilities of the technique.

Here is another installment from the worst
selling manual "How NOT To Make A Million
Dollars In 3-D". Steve and Joy Aubrey
present ... REAL 3-D GLASSES. For best
results, fill right glass with Chartreuse
Liqueur and the left glass with Campari
Aperitif (you may want to add a bit of soda
to lighten the red, though we wonder if the
bubbles would affect the viewing). For those
of you that don't drink: Lime Kool-Aid and
Cranberry Juice should work just fine!

A Walk
Through History

by Santa Fe Russell
A pigeon-filled plaza in the middle of,

downtown Los Angeles is the hub of the El
Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Park,
which encompasses 27 historicbuildingsand
200 years of the city's history.

This is the spot where, in 1781,11 families
arrived to found the first civilian settlement
of the Spanish colonyof California. Theywere
44 strong in all, 22 adults and 22 children.
Two of the families were black, two mulatto,
and the rest were mestizos: people of mixed

Spanish and Indian heritage.
The littlepueblo they founded—destined to

become today's bustling L.A.—was first in
tended as a kind of support service for the
Spanish army. Civilian settlers would grow
crops for the soldiers; and their presence
would help strengthen Spain's claim to its col
ony in the face of Russianambitions(the Rus
sians already had a toe-hold on Northern
California at Fort Ross).

A few steps from the plaza is the Avila
Adobe.The city's oldest existing home, it was
the residence of wealthy ranchers until the
1960s. It is now open to the public.

LosAngeles' first firehouse, built in 1884,
is now a museum exhibiting 19th century
firefighting memorabilia. There you can see
and touch the horse-drawn wagons that the
men of Engine Company No. 1 once rode.

You can follow a volunteertour guide down
beneath the park into a dim maze of under
ground tunnels once known as the "Chinese
Underground", reputedlythe site of gambling
and opium dens in old Chinatown at the turn

Computer generated by
Richard Ogle

of the century. Duga few years after a tragic
outbreak of racial hysterialeft19 Chinesemen
at the hands of vigilantes, the secret warren
once extended for hundreds of yards under
the city streets.

Now, some 50 yards remain for the visitor
to explore.

Emerging from the tunnels, you can cross
the plaza to Olvera Street, the city's oldest,
where a Mexican style marketplacetempts the
passer-by with colorful serapes and blankets,
embroidered dresses, pinatas, wooden pup
pets; even several sit-down restaurants.

Bells sound on the hour from California's
oldest parish church, dedicated in 1784 to the
Queen ofthe Angels-La Reina de Los Angeles.
The original building didn't survive; the one
standing in its placewas erected in 1818. Its
doors have been open since: 11 masses are
held there everySunday, and about 300 babies
are baptized every weekend.

The park is open daily, with free guided
tours available Tuesdaythrough Saturday. For
Information call (213) 628-7164.
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BOWENSCOPYTRAN
Slide duplicator is both versatile and easy to use

• Slide duplicator: 70x70-mm copying area
• Quartz-halogen focusing lamp
• Daylight-balanced (5,600 K) flash tube;

recycling time, two sec
• Ready Indicator, high/low flash-intensity

settings
• Bullt-lnvoltage stabilization
• Slide holders for 6x6-cm and 35-mm

transparencies
• Permits enlarging, reducing, cropping, fil

tering, exposure correction, tilting,
superimposing

• Can be used horizontally or vertically

Ifyou i1are looking for a slide copier with
the quality of Bowens Illumitran, but
without its price, consider the Copytran.
Actually, it has features and a personal
ity quite its own.

As in the Illumitran, the main light
source is electronic flash. The "low"

flash position gives enough light for use
with slow- to medium-speed color-slide
or negative films.

The "high" power is advised for use
with such slow duplicating films as
Ektachrome 5071 or S0366, or for copy
ing very dense originals. If you prefer,
you can make exposures on tungsten-
type color film, including duplicating
stock, using the Copytran's 3,200 K
tungsten-halogen focusing lamp.

A test slide is provided to help you ar
rive at correct exposure. You can find a
basis for this by making flash exposures
at 1:1 magnification, with stops from the
largest to the smallest, and comparing re
sults with the test slide. From then on,
math or tables will let you compensate
for other image magnifications or for
filters.

The test slide also has markings to help
you compensate for framing differences
between the finder image and the slide-
mount format. If your originals are un
der- or overexposed, you'll have to use
judgment to compensate.

I prefer Bowens' alternate method for

arriving at correct flash exposure, using
your camera's through-the-lens meter.
To proceed, first establish the correct f-
stop as outlinedabove.Set this f-stopon
your lens. Now, with the focusing light
on and the slide to be copied in place, ad
just the ISO film-speed dial until you get
the same f-stop reading on your camera.
In general, this procedure compensates
for differences in slide density, filtration,
and image magnification.

Transparencies from 35-mm up to and
including 6x7-cm may be copied with the
unit. Its magnetic slide holder may be
centered for mounting off-center to copy
specific areas of an original. The
Copytran's filter holder, which mounts
below the slide holder, accepts 3x3-in.
gelatin, glass,or the new acrylic filtersof
any make.

Copytran may be used horizontally on
a desk or vertically under a copystand. It
comes with a universal camera-mount

ing bracket; an optional bracket is avail
able for use with motor drive.

Price of the duplicator is $269; the mo-
tor-drive bracket is $ 11.95. Bogen Photo
Corp., 1(X) So. Van Brunt St., Engle-
wood, N.J. 07631, is the distributor. O

There are many reasons for duplicating slides. Some
films, such as Kodak's Ektachrome Infrared, scramble
the polarization of light, making it impossible to
project them in stereo; such a film must be duplicated
onto another film which does not have this effect in
order to be projected. Duplicating also allows you to
change the exposure of a slide, and is especially
useful for saving slightly underexposed slides.
Personally, 1 need to duplicate slides so that 1 can
send copies to International Exhibitions; I'm too
paranoid to send my best slides through the mail, and
1 don't like to be without them in the interim.

There are three primary factors to be concerned with
when duplicating a slide: exposure, color balance, and
contrast. Any good slide duplication system must
allow you to easily control these parameters. Some
time ago 1 purchased a Bowens Copytran. The Copytran
is essentially a box with a light source and all the
mechanics necessary to hold and position a
transparency and camera. You must supply your own
camera; in my case 1 have a Pentax MX, a 50mm macro
lens and a set of auto extension tubes. This allows

me to get greater than 1:1 magnification. Of course,
the Copytran is not set up to hold a mounted stereo
slide; 1 had a friend construct a holder for me which
holds a Realist format slide.

1 have had absolutely no problems with determining
exposure using the Copytran — 1 simply use my
camera's internal meter. I use Ektachrome 5071

duplicating film and make my exposures with the built-
in focusing light. While 1 generally bracket the
exposure to be on the safe side, 1 have found that the
nominal exposure is usually the correct one.

To achieve the correct color, 1 have a set of cyan,'
yellow and magenta filters made for use in color
printing. There are held in the Copytran's filter
clips, over the light diffuser. The filters are
calibrated in small steps, allowing one to. achieve
precise control over the color. To determine the
proper filtration, it is necessary to do a series of

tests, and a sample Ektachrome transparency is even
supplied with the Copytran. It is extremely important
to precisely document the filtration used, the type of
film you are copying and the particulars of the
specific emulsion of 5071 that you have. All of this
color correction stuff may sound complicated at first,
but if you just take the time to get it right at the
start, you essentially don't have to worry about it
ever again. You can just keep cranking out quality
duplicates.

Typically, contrast is built up in the slide dupli
cation process. Specifically, the dark areas of the
image get darker, and the light areas get lighter.
There are two ways to control contrast in copying.
Some systems available allow you to partially expose
the slide with white light; this "fogging" of your
copy reduces the contrast. The Copytran does not have
this feature. The only way to control contrast with
the Copytran is by using a low-contrast film, such as
Ektachrome 5071, to copy with. 1 haven't had any
problems with contrast buildup in my duplicates;
however, the downside of using 5071 is that it is not
as fine grained as Kodachrome. While the difference
between an original and duplicate is unnoticeable when
projected, there is a definite difference in sharpness
when viewed in a hand viewer.

In conclusion, 1 have had very good results using the
Bowens Copytran, and now that 1 have some experience
using it, 1 can make high quality duplicates rapidly
and repeatably. The unit offers much more control and
features than devices which simply attach to the end
of your camera lens, and it is significantly less
expensive than units which have all the features (such
as filters and contrast control) built in.
Furthermore, the Copytran is capable of giving results
that are just as good as the most expensive units on
the market. Ultimately, slide duplicating, like all
of photography, is more dependent on the skill of the
photographer than on the quality (or price) of the
equipment.

—David Kuntz
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6th Congress of the International

Stereoscopic Union, Oct. 1-5, 1987
INTERNATIONAL

STEREOSCOPIC
UNION
6TH CONGRESS OCT. 1-5, 1987
INTERIAKEN, SWITZERLAND

NTERNATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
UNION
6TH CONGRESS OCT, 1-5. 1987
INTERLAKEN, SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL

STEREOSCOPIC
UNION
6TH CONGRESS OCT. 1-5, 1987
INTERLAKEN, SWITZERLAND

Address:

ISU, P.O. Box 2319,
CH-3001 Berne, Switzerland

The International Stereoscopic
Union and the organizing Swiss
Society for Stereoscopy extend
a warm invitation to friends

of 3-0 photography to Interla-
ken. This world meeting of
stereoscopy takes place at the
Casino Congress Center Inter-
laken and offers during five
days the world's best 3-0 pro
jections, films, workshops,
art, a 3-D sales area and a
whole bunch of social events,
contacts, and inspiration.

Make your reservation with the
enclosed registration forms
before August 15, 1987, for
the Congress and (if wanted)
the hotel.
We are looking forward to
welcoming you!

13000 inhabitants, 1900 feet
above sea level. Direct trains
from Zurich, Zurich-Airport,
Basel, Dortmund, Cologne and
Berne. Train travel time from
Basel 2 h 20 min., Zurich
2 h 50 min., Berne 50 min.,
Geneva (via Berne) 3 h 20 min.,
Cologne 7 h 15 min., Paris
(TGV via Berne) 6 h. Tourist
Center of the Bernese Oberjand.

Interlaken has 73 hotels with

4247 beds. Choose between six

price categories from 26 to
230 Swiss Francs per person a
night, breakfast included.
The hotels are all within wal
king distance from the
Congress Center Casino Inter
laken where the ISU Congress
takes place. Please study
carefully the instructions on
the enclosed hotel reservation

sheet.

The Interlaken Foto Club have
offered accomodation for a

limited number of Congress vi
sitors in the homes of their
members. These will be re

served for overseas visitors

and/or students. If you are
interested in this type of
accomodation please write, in
dicating your age and profes
sion .

A Day at the Congress

Thursday to Saturday 9.30 a.m.
to 12.30 a.m., 3 to 6 p.m. and
8 to 10 p.m. projections and
workshops (Sunday, no evening

shows). Lunch and snacks at
the Congress Center. In the
evenings tables will be re
served in a restaurant near

to the Congress Center. No
reservations required except
for the Congress Dinner Sun
day evening.

Companion Programme

We have prepared two "compa
nion programs" for the after-

nf Triday, Oct. 2nd and
Saturday, Oct. 3rd, for those
who accompany you to the Con
gress but who might prefer to
visit sights around Interla
ken rather than the Congress
programme. Details are inclu
ded in the Congress Programme.

The final program will be
available at the Congress. Ad
vertisements and communica

tions: ISU, P.O. Box 2319,
CH-3001 Berne, Switzerland,
before the end of July, 1987.

Photographers (in alphabeti
cal order)
Country
Title (original language
first)

David Burder GB

From Micro to Macro

Reality beyond Fantasy

Report from Down-Under

The ideal 3-D camera

Wasps

Flowers, Inside & Outside

Vari^t^s st^r^oscopiques

Solf Koch BRD/FRG/RFA
The Awakening of Spring

Where Nature and Holidays are
friends - Bernese Oberland

Hans-Hermann Koeppe BRD/FRG/RFA

Sinai diving safari 1986

Gerard Matron F

Alesia in the Jura Mountains?

Heinz Otto BRD/FRG/RFA

Where the precious stones
grow

Of"-'.in5 5r.E'r'iToccfjpiques,
"TRUE 3-D PLUS" '

Naiade and depth

Susan Pinsky, USA, and Stereo

Stereography: A Fresher Port
rayal

Susan Pinsky USA
Past ISU Congresses

Potomac Society of Stereo

Photographers USA
PSSP on show

Horst Rdth CH

Stereorama of the Canton of

Zug

Quality, an obligation

Pierre Tavlitzki F
From Brewster to Richard

Third Dimension Society GB
International Exhibition

1987

St^r6o-C1ub Francais F
La Tour Eiffel

Stereo Hall of Fame USA

The Stereo Hall of Fame

(Program III)

Vermessungsamt der Stadt Zurich
Zurich, a town with perspec
tive

SGSBI!lilESH3!13
Beyond the Third Dimension

Pat Whitehouse GB

A 3-Dimensional Experience

ugo de Wijs NL
The Sweets and Bitters of a
Stereo-photographer

Paul Wing USA
Stereoscopes - an Historical
Review

Nature close-up: Small animals

S9

Knut Herrmann BRD

Diving in autumn

Bernd Forster CH

Cataract and Glaucome (eye
operation) 2 x 16 mm

Nervous operations

Bernard J^quier CH

Mechanical dolls

Others in preparation

Workshops - Ateliers

Laszlo Futo CH

Anaglyph painting

over/under 3-D photography

Bernard ddquler , CH
3-D 16mm Film

Maximilian Montkowski BRD

Underwater 3-D photography.
Projection with mirror stereo
scopes

Erich Offermann CH

Macro 3-D photography:
Minerals

Others in preparation

Sales area

New techniques, 3-D televi
sion. Everything for the
photographer and collector.
3-D literature. Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 3 and 4, 1987,
12 a.m. to 7 p.m. Reserve
your table with the enclosed
coupon. Size of one table:
3x7 ft. Congress Center Ca
sino Interlaken, Ballroom.

For the first time at an ISU
Congress: 3-D photography
meets 3-D art. With 3-D ar

tists (Bahr, Futo, Haisch,
Leitner, Rautenstrauch, Schil
ling a.o.) from several coun
tries. Exhibition Saturday
and Sunday, Oktober 3 and 4,
1987, 12 a.m. to 7 p.m., Ball
room Congress Center Casino
Interlaken.

Congress Dinner

Big Bernese Farmers Buffet at
the Hotel National, Interla
ken. Sunday evening, Oct. 4,
1987. 40 delicious speciali
ties. Reserve your Congress
Dinner with the enclosed cou
pon.

Monday, October 5, 1987: We
will take a bus and climb the
mountains. Thanks to specially
constructed buses we can get
as high as 6600 feet above
sea level. Visit to a mountain
canyon and a glacier. We will
have lunch on the way, inclu
ded in the price. From 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. In the evening a
surprise in 3-D (also included
in the price of the trip).
Book your trip with the en
closed coupon.

Closing

August 15, 1987

For further info write

quickly to Paul Wing,
50 Floret Circle,
Hlngham, MA 02043
(617)749-1996
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LETTERS
Dear Editor:

First of all, please let me introduce myself to you.
I am a 55-year-old Japanese who has been enjoying
"Stereo Photography" for over 30 years. 1 understand
that the Stereo Club of Southern California is one of

the leading organizations in your country — hence
this letter.

If possible, I would appreciate your answer to the
following questions:

1. Gould you kindly introduce me to a member of
your association who is willing to correspond
with me?

2. Can you tell me how I can get empty reels for
the ViewMaster system?

3. Is there any possibility that I can buy a
ViewMaster Personal type cutter in your
country?

I am originally a collector of 127 film cameras. Any
information you can provide me with will be
appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Yoshihiko Saji
467 Imaiminamicho, Nakahara-Ku
Kawasaki City, Kanagawa 211
Japan

Dear Editor:

The Photographic Society of America has various
"folios", whereby members circulate slides for study
and comment to one another on a "round-robin" basis.

It is fascinating to me to see so many comments in the
folios worrying about numbers like depth of field and
the distance to move a single camera horizontally
between exposures for a stereo pair either for outdoor
hypers or closeup hypers. I have taken dozens of
exhibition-accepted close-ups and wide base shots, and
I have never measured how far 1 moved the camera.

I use a closeup bar with gradations on it which was
given to me, and I didn't realize for years that the
marks were in tenths of an inch! I used them simply
to be able to make two pairs with the same spacing.
In John Paul Jensen's picture of the passion flower,
two people asked how far the camera was moved. The
famous number that intrigues and confuses so many
people is 1/30 (or, if you prefer 1/50) of the
distance from lens to subject. By the way, I take
plenty of enjoyable Realist shots at 2i feet, and the
magic number is now only 1/12!

To keep this short, consider taking macros using an
SLR on a slide bar. You have a beautiful image on a
36mm wide ground glass which you now study rather than
fuss with distracting calculations. Focus the subject
carefully at full aperture and set the place of focus
(as best you can without worrying about it) a bit
forward of the center of interest. Now really
concentrate on the image and move the subject around
until you see a really nice composition, bearing in
mind that you will crop off 1/3 in the final mounting.
Think only about what you see and how it is lit and
choose the portion you hope to see in the viewer.
Move the camera and set your image off center as much
as you dare without cutting off one edge. Leave the

camera parallel (no toe in). Them move the camera
over to shift the image back towards center. As you
move the camera, watch the ground glass and you can
even see there relative motion of the picture
elements. The closer you get, the less the camera
motion for a given shift on the ground glass. If you
were down to 1/1 reproduction using a 50mm lens, you
would find that a very small motion would shift the
image right off the screen.

No subject should be much deeper than it is wide (a
cube in space). If it is even less than this, camera
motion can be a bit greater for enhanced depth,
particularly if you only have hand viewing in mind.
You can scarcely go too far without cutting off some
of the desired image.

If you sit there measuring and calculating, you may
forget that the object is to concentrate on the
subject, looking for wormholes or other blemishes in a
floral specimen, distracting background, improved
lighting, etc. If you see on the ground glass a
beautiful image, allow yourself an extra frame or two
at different spacing and pick out the one you like
best in your viewer. You will soon find that choosing
the amount of camera movement is quite automatic. One
cannot make a single close-up every few months and
ever feel comfortable. Depth of field is taken care
of by holding subject depth down to that space cube
and stopping the taking lens all the way down to f/22
or better if possible.

When Paul Milligan and others take portraits with 90mm
lenses at close to normal eye spacing, the subject is
giantized and foreshortened when viewing with 40mm
lenses. It doesn't bother some people, but greatly
disturbs others. It is done to make such close-
ups suitable for projection. Here is a complex
statement:

With a given screen size and a given distance from
the screen, knowing the focal length of the taking
camera and the distance to the near and far points
in the subject, the theoretically correct lens
spacing can be established.

If you are planning a big screen presentation for
Disney, you had better pay attention, but for you and
me it is best forgotten. Fortunately, our visual
center tolerates large deviations from theory. In a
typical projection setup, the ratio of audience
distance to the screen is easily 3/1. The people in
the back really need another set of pictures taken
with less spacing! If that is your bag, read Lenny
Lipton or study the writings of John T. Rule.

The way to go is to make pictures, not to theorize.
You have to take enough pictures to become comfortable
with the technique. It is a lot easier than playing
the piano. In my crude setup I can take a flower
closeup pin sharp and of pleasing depth in a minute or
two. To make one with subtle lighting and pleasing
arrangement of a perfect specimen (one which I am
justly proud of) is a horse of another color. If I
started calculating camera movement and depth of
field, I would seldom use it.

Paul Wing
50 Floret Circle

Hingham MA 02043
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A 3-D Life

Once again, since my life Is so completely wrapped up with 3-D, 1 thought I
might share news of some recent projects with you. Today, 1 went out to
Glendale to do a press check on a 3-D anaglyph ad running In "Radio &Records",
a weekly newspaper for the music business. 1 converted the paper's logo to
3-D along with a full page ad for Columbia Records promoting the new "Pink
Floyd" record album. The cover of the album Is very Interesting In that the
photo depicts a thousand single beds on a beach. The beds go back Into the
far distance perhaps a mile. This photo was shot In 2-D and 1 converted It
to stereo using various graphic manipulations.

Whenever 1 receive an Inquiry for a new 3-D project 1 always determine If It
Is possible to do actual stereophotography of the given subject. In the case
of the Pink Floyd record jacket the photography had been done some time ago.
But with another recent project, a direct mall advertising piece for a
Midwestern Insurance company, the photography had not been completed at the
time of the Initial Inquiry. So, 1 spoke with the company photographer over
the phone and very briefly outlined some of the basics of stereophotography
using twin cameras or a slide bar technique. Using a 4x5 camera and black
and white film the photographer shot a stereo pair using the slide bar
process. The scene depicted two monsters In a lagoon surrounded by swirling
fog. The anomalies In the stereo pair were too apparent. One of the
monsters had moved his arms vertically between exposures and the fog had
swirled too much as well. So 1 converted the single Image to 3-D.

'Jhls Instructional Input to professional
photographers Is a part of my effort to
propagate stereophotography. It also opti
mizes the printed anaglyph Image. Another
project closer to home Is the publication of
"Hollywood 3-D In The 3-D Zone Number 7, my
monthly 3-D comic book series. This book uses
actual stereo photos shot by Club member and

Hospitality Director Marjorie Webster. The Images are historic shots of many
Hollywood celebrities such as Jayne Mansfield, Yvonne DeCarlo, Zsa Zsa Gabor
and many others. This book Is a real Instance of avocation meeting vocation.
Many of the photos have been prize-winners In Club competitions.

My Involvement with the Stereo Club Is directly connected to my professional
work with 3-D. Dual photonic bombardment lives!

Schlzophrenlcally,

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Coup!e/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

SEPTEMBER

s m t w t *f s
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 ID 11 12
1314 1516(1^1819
20 21 22 23 ^ 25 26
27 28 29 30

OCTOBER
s m t w t f s

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 a 9 10

11 12 13 14{^$16 17
18 19 20 21 ^ 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

THU SEP 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
First Club Competition for 87-88

WED SEP 30 Copy Deadline - October 3-D NEWS - Your
written contributions are always welcome!

THU OCT 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Classified

WANTED: Realist Cold Button viewer. Dennis Selwa,
A270 Kirkcaldy Drive, San Diego CA 92111

FOR SALE: Compco Triad Projector in carrying/storage
2 extra 500w bulbs, 9 pair glasses, $155 plus

Jaye Theurich, 17920 Primrose Lane,
case

shipping.
Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005 (414)781-4286

NEW ADDRESS: Stereo Photography Unlimited is moving
to a new location effective 9/15/87. All
correspondence should be sent to 1005 Barkwood Court,
Safety Harbor, Florida 34695. SPU has been serving
the stereo community for over 12 years at the St.
Petersburg location. An updated 1987 catalog is
available at no charge. SPU will remain a mail order
only business. Thanks for your past support —
Creg Taylor

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these four new Club members;

RALPH BOOKMAN M.D.

240 South La Cienega Boulevard
Beverly Hills CA 90210
W (213)655-9665

CLAIRE PINARD

19701 Valdez Drive

•Tarzana CA 91356

H (818)708-2489

KATHLEEN CLARK

2235 Cooley Place
Pasadena CA 91104

H (818)791-7969
W (818)795-9101

NELSON E. MEACHAM

4370 Troost Avenue #201

Studio City CA 91604

Club membership anniversaries for September:

Robert Commagere - 3 years
Ramira Commagere - 3 years
David Dickinson - 2 years
John Etcheverry - 12 years
Mary Jane Etcheverry - 12 years
Richard Evans - 5 years
Herb Fisher - 2 years
Fred Franck - 14 years
Rosalyn Freund - 14 years
Floyd Henney - 3 years
Margaret Jashni - 24 years
Susan Pinsky - 10 years
John Rupkalvis - 5 years
Robert See - 5 years
David Starkman - 10 years
Larry Wyatt - 2 years
Beverly Wyatt - 2 years
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Let's Join Together..,

... September 17

As most of you know by now, Oliver Dean has "retired"
from being Competition Director, and Ray Zone has
asked me to take the post. After I accepted the fact
I could never fill Oliver's shoes (or I should say
"hats") and that I'd Just have to bumble along in my
own klutzy fashion, I said okay. So, as I break
myself in and learn the ropes and get the feel and
develop my own style, just bear with me. But most of
all...HELP! If I forget something, remind me. If I
^nub somebody, let me know. If I flub up real bad,
say a prayer for me or something.

I've heard it through the grapevine that we should
keep doing something along the line of the Godzilla's
Choice Theme. Good idea, he mumbled, not knowing what
the heck themes were already used and what to try to
suddenly come up with for this new competition year.
*sigh* Unfortunately, I don't have a talking bird at
home. Just an ornery cat who only knows how to say,
"More food!" So, if y'all don't mind, I'll just
propose a Special Theme subject for the first
competition in September, and announce the rest of
them for the year in next month's 3-D NEWS.

Try this one out for the September competition:

FEATHERY

(Hope it hasn't already been done...) Just a word of
"warning", though. Future themes will perhaps be more
specific and tend to necessitate focusing those
lenseS: on particular things or people. Like, one
theme might be something like "Pensive" or
"Contemplative". Or maybe something easier like
"Flora and Fauna" or "Architecture", etc. So get your
thinking caps on...though there's not much to think
about yet. But, "be prepared", as the Scouts say!

Remember that everyone is invited to bring slides. If
you're a first-timer, come a little early and we'll
give you help filling out the cards and answering any
questions. Everyone has a lot more fun when there's
lots of slides, so please feel free to join in. See
you all at the first competition for the 87-88 year!
Good luck to all of us!

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

Looking Forward

THOUGHTS FOR CLUB YEAR 87-88

With the first Club competition scheduled for
September, the real guts of the Club year 87-88 Is
upon us. Our five competitions will be on alternate
months: September, November, January, March and May.
But this is only half the action. Interspersed
between the competitions we will have several unique
and exciting special programs. These special nights
will include some of the following themes: Stereo
Fair, treasure hunt, equipment auction, Christmas
banquet and slide exchange, hyperstereo, PSA shows,
computer 3-D, sequence competition... The list could
go on forever. We also plan to have at least one
short, informal program from a selected club member at
each meeting.

I always like to hear (and sometimes do) YOUR ideas
and suggestions for Club programs — remember, it's
YOUR Club (cliche, I know, but true nonetheless).
You can always call me or drop me a line. Or better
yet, come to a Board Meeting/party at the 3-D Zone'—
this is where Club programs really fall together.
Just remember to bring a tooth-rotting food or drink
along. See you there.

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED OCT 14 Closing - S4C Stereo Exhibition
Forms: Oliver Dean, 19009 Laurel Park Drive
#174, Compton OA 90220

SAT OCT 17 Judging - S4C Exhibition. Everyone is wel
come to attend at the First Methodist
Church, 134 North Kenwood, Glendale
starting at 9 AM

Our 1987 L.A County Fair Exhibition took place on
August 15. We saw an excellent group of slides and
the judges moved through them with great efficiency.
Without a great deal of debate the Best of Show went
to an intriguing double exposure portrait by Julian
Kudzborski from Madison Heights, Michigan. Thanks to
all who came to assist, and we'll need even more help
at the rotoviewer booth during the course of the Fair.

—Jason Cardwell, 1987 Chairman

The basic premise of photography is that the
so-called "limitations of photography" often
lie less in the available techniques than in
the vision and imagination of those who use
the techniques. Photography is a perpetual
compromise between what one wants to do and
the limitations of both the medium and one's

self. Perhaps the key to the problem lies
rather in the limitation of photographers
themselves than in those of the medium.

Potentials for creative work still lie well

within the bounds and have yet to be fully
exhausted.

—Jacob Deschin
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Competition Rules

STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

1987-88

There wiU be 2 competition categories: (1) standard
stereo, and (2) nonconventional stereo. Standard stereo
is defined as aU those slides made with a standard 35mm
stereo camera (Realist, Kodak Stereo, Verascope,
Nimsio, etc.) at normal interocular. Cropping,
sandwiching, multiple exposures, filtration, and cdor
manipulation are permitted as long as the original chips
were made with a standard stereo camera.
Nonconventional stereo is defined as an those sQides
made with Exakta- Kinder- Hyponars, Realist Macro
Stereo, regular 35mm cameras with the aid of a sQide
bar, or slides with modified interocular (hyper or hypo
stereo) regardless of camera used. The Competition
Director shaU decide the appropriate category of a slide
in event of dispute.

Members wUl be allowed to enter up to three slides in
each of the two competition categories at each
competition.

There win be two competition groups within each
category: an "A" group and a "B" group. A member may
be grouped in the "A" in one category and the "B" group
in the other category. Member's group shan be assigned
at the discretion of the Competition Director.

Cumulative scores win be computed for each member in
each category. Members entering both categories wUL
have two cumulative scores. These scores are not
combined.

End-of-year awards win be made to top scores in each
. group of each category. It is possible for the same

member to obtain the awards for both categories.

The two groups within each category shaU be judged as
one complete group. Each category shaU be jadged

: separately. Ponowing each competition, the judges win
comment on selected ahdes as time permits.

6.

7. There win be five competitions during the year for each
category. Both categories shaU be judged on the same
evening.

8. Scoring shan be from five to nine points.

9. The top scoring dides of each group of each category
shan be given Award and Honorable Mention ribbons.
Number and distribution of ribbons to be awarded shan
be determined by the Competition Director.

10. Sndes may not be entered in Club competition more than
once during the same fiscal club year. Slides that have
won an Award or Honorable Mention in any previous club
competition in any year, or similar shdes, whether
titled the same or different, may not be entered again.

11. There shan be three stereo judges for each competition.
A member who is judging shan not enter slides in that
competition. Judges will receive a prorated score based
on their scores for an other competitions entered during
the fiscal year.

12. An sLides should be mounted in glass. However, to
encourage beginners and less experienced to enter, this
requirement may be waived in the "B" group. Slides
should be spotted in the lower left-hand comer as
viewed in a hand viewer.

13. Make-up shdes for missed competitions win be
allowed, only at the discretion of the Competition
Director. Make-up shdes wih not be ehgible for
Awards or Honorable Mentions.

14. Members may not submit more than one set of make-up
shdes per competition.

Why Competitions?

Reprinted from "Western Photographer"

This seems like a strange question to ask. Almost
every citizen ,of the USA grows up in an atmosphere of
competition in both participative and spectator
sports. It seems to be part of growing up. But, in
photography, it is also one of the channels for
education, improvement and self-satisfaction (or do
they say that about all hobbies?)

When asked "Why do you take pictures?" a great many
will reply "To please myself". This is undoubtedly
basic. No one would go to the trouble of making
pictures, perhaps processing and finishing them, if
there wasn't some personal satisfaction just in the
doing.

But the pleasure of producing a picture is greatly
enhanced by the simple act of showing the picture to
someone else and gaining some degree of approval.
In fact, most photographers go from Condition A to
Condition B so rapidly we can safely infer that 95% of
the pictures produced today by hobbiests are taken
expressly for the purpose of showing them to someone
else. 1 really think most photographers would give up
the hobby if some strange coincidence would
permanently block them from showing their photos to
others..

For some, it is enough that their audience consists
only of a small circle of friends. But for many,
there is an urge to show their work more widely. If
you're rich enough for your own private gallery, fine.
If you're exceptional enough to be hailed as
"photographer of the year" (or some such honor) and
have your photos published, fine. But if you are
neither of these, one sure path to a public display of
your best pictures is to win, place or show in a
photo contest or competition. Many photo contests
culminate in a public exhibition of the winners, and
since a respectable percent are held for the express
purpose of creating a display, just having your photos
in that top percent is well worth the effort.

What kind of pictures win? All kinds. Of course you
must carefully read the contest announcement to be
sure there are no specific limitations for that
contest. Some general contests will encourage
participation in specific categories by offering
separate prizes or awards which you must be aware
of. But generally, pictures which have some attention
getting situation, story or appeal will do well. The
parts of the picture which are to hold the attention
of the viewer must be sharply focused, and the "story"
must be instantly discernable with no puzzling
elements or distractions. The colors should be
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"true". Abstract or raced pictures which depart from
the above recomraendation will sometimes place well in
a contest, but the odds favor the straight-forward
picture with a story. You don't have to make "great"
pictures to get into that top percent, but you do have
to make "good" pictures and you'll learn what is good
by trying.

Some photographers are intimidated by competitions and
judging because they hear mysterious words like
"composition", "balance", "impact , the golden
thirds", etc. Yes, there are such words, and there
are such qualities in photos. But you won't have to
worry about them until you've climbed the ladder of
successful competitions and are consistently
submitting photos which make it into the final stages
of the top rounds. By then, you'll have heard them
enough so that they'll no longer be mysterious.

In the interim, concentrate on the simple concept of
making pictures which communicate something to the
viewer...something obvious, not subtle. A child
hugging its pet, runners approaching the finish line,
a man working intently, a funny sign, anything with a
strong story...simply presented and without
distractions in the picture. You'll find that the
judges will give you points on such pictures without
quibbling about "composition", "balance", etc. .

Those words and qualities are usually invoked only
when the judges find themselves in the final moments
of a big contest. At this point, the judges have
narrowed down the pictures to, say, ten very good
pictures. But unfortunately, the sponsors have only
provided three trophies to be given away. The judges
have no choice but to find excuses to eliminate seven
photos by splitting hairs. So they look at each photo
very closely. "Is the main subject in the most
effective position?" If not, grade it down a point on
"Composition" and eliminate it. "Is there a good
range of colors, or does one color seem a bit too
strong?" Mark it down in "Color Balance" and
eliminate it, etc.

The final judging has a large subjective element in it
as the judges try to compare one picture to another.
Much depends on just which pictures are under
consideration. A photo which squeaks by in one
competition may be quickly eliminated in another
competition against a different set of photos. And
this is as it should be. The judges are instructed to
pick the,, best of a particular group, and they are not
required to judge each photo against some artificial
or arbitrary standard. Let's hope the day never comes
when the qualities of a photo are measured with a
microscope and a color meter with the results fed into
a computer which will always give the same answer for
a given photo.

Above all, enter competitions with a spirit of
adventure. Don't take your "failures" too seriously.
It would be nice to win every time, and there are a
few, very few, who do. Once in four times is a good
batting average, and even one in ten times is not bad.
Good luck!

ZOU^^iSION
THE a-0 ZONE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Los Angeles-based publisher Ray Zone has announced
publication of "Red Mask 3-D" to appear in the October
issue of "The 3-D Zone" Number Nine. "Red Mask" was
originally published as one of the finest 3—D effect
comic books of. 1953. Unique art by Frank Bolle
simulates the dimensional experience with objects and
images seemingly coming through the panels. Ray Zone
has now converted this art to "Zonevision 3-D". Three
complete stories are included in the book with The
Doom Trial", "Terror Over the Border", and "Death's
Hostage". A special bonus is also presented with
classic 3-D photos of the old West as it really was in
actual stereo images of cowboys and Indians from the
Keystone-Mast collection.

"Red Mask 3-D" will be printed on Baxter paper, be 32
pages in length with full color covers and have two
pair of 3-D glasses bound into every book. It will
sell for a retail price of $2.50 ($4.00 Canada). By
special arrangement "The 3-D Zone" is distributed by
Renegade Press. '"Red Mask 3-D'", states Zone, "is an
opportunity for me to invest dimension into art that
is well-suited to the effect. It is a part of an
ongoing series of 3—D effect books that will be
rendered into depth in the pages of "The 3-D Zone".

The argument about Photography and Art has
raged so long, and so pointlessly, that
people tend to forget that photography
itself is neutral; you can use it to create
a work of art, or a technical record, or
just a memory. To take an anology, you can
use words to write a sonnet, a mathematical
textbook, or a shopping list. The words are
neutral, just as photography is neutral; it
is the use to which you put them which gives
them value and meaning.

—Roger Hicks
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Conventions -- 1987

COME TO THE BEACH

LONG BEACH

PSA INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

AUGUST 3-8, 19S7

A really fine Convention of the Photographic Society
of America was held in Long Beach August 3-8, and here
are some of the happenings:

A Stereo Center was created under the direction of

Oliver Dean with lots of help from many dedicated Club
members. Here was an area to congregate and meet
other stereographers from all over, and to introduce
3-D photography to all who passed by. There were
stereo cameras on display of all vintages, and many
types of dimensional photos and illustrations. Also
set up was a number of rotoviewers which held slide
sequences from Club members. These were accompanied
by cassette tapes in Walkmans. Everyone spoke highly
of the Center, dubbed "The Stereodeon".

Some years ago the Stereo Club assembled a show
entitled "Stereography: A Fresher Portrayal", and this
was presented on Thursday morning. Susan Pinsky and
David Starkman have continued to upgrade this show
over the years, and it now contains slides of many
present and former members of the Club. None of the
slides is original; all are copies. It is fascinating
to hear how enduring the narration for this show is —
written and spoken by Tim Cardinale, Club President
1979-80. For both those in on the original creation
of this show, and those seeing it for the first time,
a warm and stimulating experience came with the
viewing.

Paul Milligan presented the 1987 Sequence Exhibition,
which was a very clean show composed of varied and
interesting slide groups, some of which indicated a
great deal of careful preparation. Allan Griffin's
Top Sequence entitled "The Most Beautiful Structure
Created By Man" was a series of sensational slides of
the St. Louis Arch. It is possible for any Club to
book this Sequence Show for presentation throughout
the coming year.

Always a popular event is the Stereo Slide of the Year
Judging, this year conducted by Dede Niemand. 34
stereographers submitted 81 slides, all of which must
have received a medal in any of the stereo exhibitions
during the past year. Stan White came away with the
Top Award for his amusing "A British Regiment Defends
A Pound Of Mild Cheddar Cheese". Of special interest

to SCSC Club competitors, not a single slide in the 11
top slides was of what SCSC calls the "standard
category"; all 11 slides were special equipment or
manipulation slides which we refer to as
"nonconventional". All in all, an exceptional set of
slides were judged.

David Morison from Denver, Colorado presented his show
entitled "Mountain Climbing in 3-D". He showed
numerous sets of slides of climbing various peaks

throughout western U.S.,
starting with flatland
slides of the area,

pointing out the destin
ation, and then the
slides made on the way

to each peak. It was
quite a thrill seeing

.1; the top of one of the
Maroon Bells from a van

tage point on top of the
other Bell. As usual,

the slides frequently left one hanging in mid-air,
heightened by the sensation of 3-D. After the show
David fielded questions from the audience and
demonstrated the use of many pieces of climbing
equipment. Lucky for. the stereo exhibitions and
viewers, David has been exhibiting his climbing slides
for many years.

Over the past 20+ years. Otto Walasek, now from
northern California but formerly from Zion, Illinois,
has made quite a name for himself in the world of
high-key female nude photography. He presented a full
array of these in his show 'Glamour Portraiture and
Figure Studies". He concentrated on slides made quite
recently, within the past month. He spoke of the
effectiveness of 3-D in this medium and the more
subtle approaches that are possible, because 3-D
gives an added definition not possible in planar
photography, which allows for the use of even higher-
key, less shadowy lighting. He told fine stories of
working with models whom he found through casual
conversation, and hoped that other stereographers
would follow in his footsteps. It was fascinating
seeing one special slide after the other and thereby
observing his master plan and approach to this
subject.

The annual Stereo Division Dinner on Friday night was
very efficiently run by Mel Henningsen, PSA Stereo
Division Chairman. Speeches were made and awards were
presented throughout the affair. Of special interest
was an impromptu (but highly polished) talk by A1
Sieg, accomplished stereographer and manager with
Kodak, now working in Japan. A1 gave some very
insightful thoughts, from a rundown of the incredible
cost of living in Japan, the nightmare subway crush of
people, the popularity of the Kodak blimp in Japan,
and the possibility of great success of any American
company there who is willing to conduct business by
the Japanese rules of the game. It was a delight
having A1 and his wife Irma at the Long Beach
Convention.

Allan Griffin made a memorable presentation "Report
From Down Under", with slides from the Sydney and
Melbourne Stereo Clubs. The show contained views of
every element of Australian life — beaches, cities
(great aerial hyper stereos), the remote out-back,
animal and plant life, plus technically exceptional

''k fh
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shots of people and special stereographic material.
It is great to know there is such a large and
imaginative contingent of stereographers in Australia.
Allan did his narration live, with background music
from "The Man From Snowy River" and, "Crocodile
Dundee", which created the perfect mood.

The PSA Stereo Exhibition was presented twice to an
appreciative audience. Rick Finney and Jerry Walter
were co-chairmen and arranged the slides in a story
telling way to appropriate music. Especially
interesting and curious were the award slides set to
"When You Wish Upon A Star". The program opened with
this dark screen dedication: "This program is
affectionately dedicated to all the wonderful
stereographers who are no longer with us — those who
through the 50s, 50s, 70s, and 80s faithfully shared
their 3-D work in the Stereo Exhibitions so that we

might be here today... In their names we, here,
continue on with the joy of 3-D photography. Hats off
to our stereo friends of the past."

The Conventional closed with the Saturday night Honors
Banquet. At this affair, Susan Pinsky and David
Starkman each received their Associates in PSA (APSA),
and Allan Griffin received his Fellow (FPSA).

And so the Convention came to a close, and everyone
who attended, with homes from all over the country and
the world, was a little saddened to see it come to an
end, knowing it would be quite some time before the
good photo friendships could be renewed again. But
just to give everyone a glimmer of hope, there was
much publicity for the next PSA Convention to be held
at Innisbrook, Tarpon Springs, Florida, September

• 5-10, 1988.

PARTICIPATE in '88
FLORIDA SUNCOAST

psa
IMTERNATIONAt

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION

VnntetyiooK
Taipon Springs. Florida

SEPTEMBER 5-10

1988

PAGE SEVEN

ON MISSING GREAT PICTURES

Although their sports are different, great
athletes have one thing in common and that
is that they pre-visualize success. They
canmentally score a goal, execute a racing
turn or smash a fabulous serve without so

much as raising a finger. They imagine
success. They go through the mental motions
of leaping to dunk the basketball, shooting
a perfect bullseye, riding a surfboard
brilliantly, clearing hurdle after hurdle
at the track. They mentally go through all
the steps needed to execute a perfect move
so that when they next find themselves in
that situation, they have already rehearsed
what their actions will be and they do it.
Thus are made champions.

It is my experience that this method can
be used for creating pictures. Let me urge
you to keep making pictures even if you
don't have your camera with you. When you
practice, and go through the motions of
what you would do with the situation, the
lighting, the action and lastly of course,
your response to what you see, you learn to
be prepared for when you do have everything
with you. We can see these pictures again
and again. 1 memorize all that 1 can.
This picture is always perfect. It is not
over or underexposed, there are no tele
phone wires in the foreground and every
thing is wonderfully in focus. You can
continually playwith it. There are endless
options which you can continue to discover
through playing with this scene. Once we
have accepted the fact that we will never
catch on film all the significant things
we see, we can learn from our missed oppor
tunities instead of just complaining to
our buddies about the good one that just
got away.

—Mufty Mathewson
Camera Canada

i{:.1937The Wall Disney Company. All Rights Reserved

Disney's Folly?
by Janet Kawamoto

Wtien the Hollywootl film Industry heard in
the late 1920s that WaltDisneywas producing
a fuli-ienglh animatedmovie, journalistslabeled
the project "Disney'sFolly." No audience, they
said, wouldsit through an 87-minute cartoon.

But at the premiere of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" in December, 1937. the
opening-nightcrowd was delighted with the
classic storyofa princess,her evil stepmother,
and the seven little men who protected her.

Disney later recalled proudly. "All the

Hollywood brass turned out tormycartoon!"
Critics gave "SnowWhite" highpraise. "It

you miss it," said one review, "you'll be miss
ing the ten best pictures of 1938." tyioviegoers
responded—in its first worldwide release the
filmgrossed $8 million fromtickets priced at
20 to 25 cents tor adults, and 10 cents tor
children. "Disney's Folly" was a hit.

Making "Snow White" took five years of
hard work tor Disney and his staff. It was an
expensive and risky venture, and, as lime
magazine noted. "Waltwas in hockup to his
last crayon torfinancing." Theoriginal budget
was $500,000, but when the movie was finish
ed, it had cost $1,500,000.

"Snow White" required techniques and
tools no one had ever tried before. For in
stance, the studio's early short cartoons had
nodepth offield—it the camera moved closer
to a character, the character grew larger, but
so did the background.

To solve this problem, Disneytechnicians
perfected the multiplane camera, with which
they could shoot several layers of animation

to give the picture an iliusion of depth.
The animators needed to draw a graceful

princess,a regal queen,anda charming prince.
Tomeet the challenge, the artists studied film
of actors performingthe motionsthey wanted
their characters to imitate. This technique,
knownas "rotoscoping," helped them create
the first realisticallyanimated human beings.

Wait Disney alsohadan innovative appraach
to the musical score. Early movie musicals,
imitating those on Broadway, had song and
dancenumbers at regular intervals, intruding
on the story instead of supporting it. Disney
insisted onsongsthatcontributed tooharacter
or plot development. "Some Day My Prince
Will Come," "Heigh Ho," andother songsfrom
"Snow White's" score both enhanced the
storyand became popular hits.

Disney and his staff had, in tact, createdan
original pieceof work, one that film historians
agree has never been surpassed.

The Disney Company re-releases thisclassic
film onceevery seven years, andwill dosoagain
thisyear, the5Cth anniversary ofits premiere.
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LETTERS

Dear Editor:

Ray Zone's editorial in the August 3-D NEWS is
deserving of comment...at least the quote by Ray's
friend Lloyd of Lloyd's Camera: "Too many people have
eye problems and difficulty in enjoying 3-D. Did you
know for example, that 50% of the people have latent
eye problems which effect their pleasure in stereo?"
End of quote.

I am in agreement with the general concept but take
exception to the word "problem". It suggests an
infirmity like a game leg or a hair lip. Mother
Nature is notorious for the occasional goof, but is
never so inefficient as to produce the same inadequacy
in one of every two people. Had Ray's friend dredged
up one more percentage point he would have put us
stereo buffs in the minority, and none of us thinks
there is anything strange about us.

The stereo fraternity in its enthusiasm tends to
forget that with its emphasis on stereopsis, it has
merely isolated the co-ordinate aspect of the highly
complex process of human depth perception. Under this
condition I maintain that all inexperienced people
viewing stereo will be subject to some perceptual
stress and that the underlying cause of this stress,
whatever it is, will preclude some people from ever
being able to experience the illusion of depth from
the limited data provided by the stereo images. I
used to think that this so called viewing discomfort
reflected my own inadequacies at mounting stereo
slides but X have come to the conclusion that there is

far more to it than this.

Some weeks ago on a visit to Los Angeles, Ray Zone and
I had an interesting discussion on why it is that when
we close one eye on our stereo images, they revert to
two dimensions yet in real space there is perfectly
adequate one-eyed 3-D viewing, albeit with some loss
of accuracy. There are many arguments put forward to
explain this but none of them are wholly convincing.
If we look with one eye through a very small aperture
and through a narrow tube, at the end of the tube we
shall see the world in 3-D. We have ruled out eye
movement that might provide consecutive examples of
comparable parallax and we have minimized peripheral
vision. The only known factors in play are two
dimensional depth clues and these are contributive but
do not fool anybody for long and accommodation of the
eye: the possibility that the brain might interpret
muscle tension in terms of depth. Is there a missing
link? I believe so!

Some years ago after a projected stereo slide
presentation, a member of the audience commented that
had it not been for three of my slides he would not
have realized that the show was any different from any
other two dimensional presentation. Three of your
slides gave me the vaguest inkling of what I should be
seeing. I asked him the pertinent question — did he
see his real world in terms of ninety seven of my

images or in terms of three that gave him a fleeting
effect? I see my world in perfect 3-D space, he said,
but most of your images did not recreate that illusion
for me. Since this experience I have been much more
modest in what I expect the 3-D image to accomplish in
those people who have not shown they were under its
spell. Stereo photography has severe limitations and
only simulates part of the process of depth
perception.

There is much evidence to suggest that there is a
mechanism by which one eye independent of the other
can produce the effect of three dimensions and that
this mechanism has not been explained by any of the
known data. I am not certain that, if we contrived to
position random dots in real space akin to the Julesz
random dot stereograms, the hidden shape therein
would not be visible to us with one eye.

Let us not assume that stereopsis is essential to
adequate 3-D experience. Let us not assume that our
stereo images will inevitably trigger the illusion of
depth. Obviously there are some people who can handle
stereopsis independent of other depth factors and
others who cannot. There will be those who say that it
is all psychological, and so it is, but unless it is
also extra-sensory there has got to be a psycho-
physical explanation but I doubt that it reflects an
eye problem and to label these folks perceptive
cripple...Man! that's two and a half billion pairs of
eyes!

Stan White

473 Grand Boulevard

Oakville, Ontario,
Canada L6H 1P2

Computer generated by
Richard Ogle
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Stereo Invention

It's remarkable how much stereo photography is a
form of invention, a challenge to construct a
binary image from largely monocular equipment.
Those who contrive a 3-D process, whether it's
slide bar, lens systems or viewing devices, are
truly inventors who must use ingenuity that is
without precedent and therefore truly exciting.

The Stereo Club of Southern California is full of just such inventors. And
the forms of invention are varied from theoretical speculation, optical
contrivances to ground-breaking new forms of 3-D application or showmanship.

Take Glen Wheeler, for example, who has built from scratch a precision slide
bar device.

Or Charles Piper, whose ingenuity in the maintenance of stereo cameras is
unparalleled.

John Rupkalvis is a one-man shop of 3-D ingenuity originating applications for
electronic anaglyph, cinematic close-ups in stereo, motion parallax for
computer imaging and many other techniques.

David Starkman has an overview of all 3-D technology that is comprehensively
inventive.

Tony Alderson has devised new uses for the stereo line drawing and created an
original 3-D whimsy.

Oliver Dean has elaborated new forms of stereo show business that at once

observe history and create a context for 3-D amusement.
3-D NEWS Editor Jerry Walter, in addition to his masterful stereophotographic

inventiveness, each month originates a novel and unique publication that
serves as a vital link for the Stereo Club.

Jim Murray has practically invented a new visual language for nature to be
expressed stereophotographically.

Larry Brown has ingeniously evolved a palette of invention for the color red
that is gloriously expressed

Marjorie Webster each meeting brings a new visual flair to her duties as
Hospitality Director.

Jason Cardwell has truly begun to invent a 3-D photography which is post
modern in sensibility.

Bill Carter's twin-camera derivations find new ground for hyperstereo.
Richard Ogle has created deft new stereo-expression for the computer image.

The nuts and bolts of this inventiveness will be on display this month at the
Club auction. Here the virtual mechanics of invention will be surgically
available for appropriation.

It is a pleasure for me to be among all these inventors,
servant in the cause of binocular invention.

Respectfully,

OCTOBER 1987

1 remain your

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP; Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS Is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 Issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

OCTOBER NOVEMBER

5 M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 1 1 U 13 14

1 1 12 13 14 16 17 15 16 17 18 o 20 21

19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

26 27 28 29 30 31 29 30

THU OCT 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Stereo Equipment Auction — come prepared
to sell and buy

SUN OCT 18 Club Outing to Newport Beach and Balboa
Island

SAT - SUN OCT 24-25 Western Photographers Collectors
Association Show and Sale - Pasadena City
College

SAT OCT 31 Copy Deadline - November 3-D NEWS -
Everyone enjoys reading your written
contributions — send them to the Editor

THU NOV 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Second Club Competition for 87-88

THU DEC 17 Club Holiday Banquet

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED OCT 14 Closing - S4C Stereo Exhibition - Get
those slides to Oliver Dean

SAT OCT 17 Judging- S4C Exhibition. Everyone is wel
come to attend at the First Methodist
Church, 134 North Kenwood, Glendale
starting at 9 AM

And so ends the International Competition Calendar for
1987. Coming up the first part of January will be the
Oakland Exhibition. Plan to enter all of the stereo
exhibitions in 1988.

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to this new Club member:

VICTOR INGRASSIA

3314 Rowena Avenue #2
Los Angeles CA 90027
H (213)662-9651
W (213)743-6783

Club membership anniversaries for October:

Don Cast - 12 years
Derek Cowie - 2 years
Richard Desaito - 1 year
Ralph Eck - 4 years
Allan Griffin - 7 years

Greg Hooper - 3 years
Richard Howe - 6 years
Don Lavellee - 2 years
Bryce Malek - 1 year
Bob Pike - 2 years
Jim Riggs - 8 years
Willis Simms - 6 years
Randall Summers - 1 year
Michael Weinberg - 1 year
Glenn Wheeler - 2 years
Paul Wing - 7 years

Classified

FOR SALE: Stereo Vivid Projector TDC Model 116
w/changer and selectray $325. Mark Davidovitch, 909
Palm Avenue, Carpinteria CA 93013 (805)684-4487

WANTED: Ralist Gold Button Viewer. Dennis Selwa,

4270 Kirkcaldy Drive, San Diego CA 92111

^ —ONE DOLLAR DISCOUNT COUPON—
19TH ANNUAL FALL

ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC
CAMERA SHOW & SALE

Sponsored By
THE WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHIC

COLLECTORS ASSN.
Pasadena City College Cafeteria

1570 Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA
(Off 210 Fwy. at Hill St., 2 Lights South)
• ANTIQUE CAMERAS • SPECIAL
DISPLAYS • OLD PHOTOGRAPHS
• STEREO VIEWS • LITERATURE

• USED EQUIPMENT

SAT., OCT. 24, 10:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
SUN., OCT. 25, 10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

For info, write WPCA, PC Box 4294
Whittler, CA 90607 or call (213) 693-8421

ADMISSION FOR ONE:
$3.00 WITH THIS COUPON npa

POn'T Be SlUV, fRA/lE. WHO
WOuLB fUT A SrCH^OPTlCON
iupe IN-rue ?

\

PON'T BE SILLY, ER/wiE. WHO
WOULP PUT A STfP^OPTlCON
SLIPS IN7HT NEVJSrAPSR J

\
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Club Competition Standings

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

63

62

61

61

61

Jerry Walter
Award: Grand Teton

HM: Out of Service

Valeria Sardy
Award: Angel Can Fly
Award; Tufa Formation

Rick Finney
Award: Where Am X?

Jim Murray
HM: First Time on the Rock

HM: Waiting For The Saw
John Sardy

HM: Dry Grass
HM: Autumn

Nathan Wong
HM: Where's The Mailman?

HM: Geese At My Beach
Marjorie Webster

HM: Haiku Garden

Tony Alderson
Larry Brown

HM: Little Squirt
Bill Daggett
Kathy LaForce
Earl Colgan
Ray Zone

SEP

67

64

62

60

59

58

57

Valeria Sardy
Award: Still Life
HM: Golden Umbrellas

HM: Butterfly Monarch
Jerry Walter

Award: Pueblo Art

John Sardy
HM: Newborn

Rick Finney

Cosmic Creation

Tony Alderson
Earl Colgan
Ray Zone

SEP

59

58

55

51

Willis Slmms

Award: Looking Into Zlon
HM: Resting Above Zion Canyon
HM: Clouds and Zlon

Randal Summers

Award: Alligator
HM; Rock View

Jim Atkins

HM: The Electric Horseman

Victor Ingrassia

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL

60

59

58

58

58

57

56

5A

Looking Backward to...

... September 17

Godzilla's Choice Theme Winners were:

Standard: Valeria Sardy - Golden Umbrellas
Nonconventional: John Sardy - Dried Grass

The Judges for the evening were:

Susan Pinsky
Oliver Dean

David Kuntz

Comments on the evening...We obviously are looking for
a great many more B Group competitors. Come on along
and join us and see how your slides project on the
screen. And take advantage of the constructive
comments given by the judges as time allows. It is
still very easy to get into the running for medals for
this year, because make-ups are allowed . for missed
competitions. And as we said earlier in the year, the
more slides we see on the screen on competition
nights, the more fun everyone has. So, newer workers,
consider seriously in joining us at the November
Competition on November 19.

To add spice to the competition year, I am formally
(wow!) announcing the Godzilla's Choice Themes for.the
remainder of the year:

November - Contemplative
January - Something Old, Something New
March - Flora and Fauna

May - Architecture

Be thinking of that one special slide that you have
already made, or set your sights on making a new
slide, best depicting each theme in each category.
With all this time for advance planning, we should
really be seeing some incredible interpretations.
Thanks for your support.

SEP

65

53

36

20

Jim Murray
Award: Synthetic Dewdrops
Award: Ponderosa Puzzle

HM: Fruit Salad

David Ratliff

Robert Swarthe

Larry Brown
HM: Eye-Beam

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"ALLIGATOR" by Randal Summers. The alligator in this
slide was actually part of a fallen tree located in
the Muir Grove Area of Sequoia National Park. It was
sticking up from the fern-covered ground at a 40-
degree angle. This log was broken into a piece that
my son and I thought resembled the open jaws of an
alligator. I placed my Realist about 8 feet from
where the log came out of the ground so that it
appears behind the window near the bottom of the
picture and comes through the window at about half way
up the frame as the end of the log was only about
feet from the camera. The many trees in the
background were grouped at various distances with the
light falling on the tree groups varying greatly
because of shadows cast on them by giant sequoia trees
not seen in the picture. I think.this lighting in the
background made the tree groups to appear more
separated in depth and pull the scene back from the
"alligator". This shot was taken August 11, 1987 in
mid-morning using Kodachrome 64 film at f/22. A slow
shutter speed made a tripod necessary.

"GRAND TETON" by Jerry Walter. This slide was made in
one of the 100-most-famous tripod holes in the United
States. But still I'm happy to have one of these
slides I can call my very own. Grand Teton National
Park is tucked away in the northwest corner of
Wyoming, just south of Yellowstone National Park.
Many folks just pass through the Park, or bypass it
completely in their rush to Yellowstone. Last summer
we planned an intentional trip to really see the
Tetons, and spent five nights in Jackson, the nearest
civilized town (defined as having at least one great
restaurant). This tripod hole is five or so miles
north of the Moose Visitors Center on the west side of
Highway 191. From the turnout you'll spot a gnarly

—David Ratliff, Competition Director old limber pine about { mile from the road and a
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really easy hike. The tree has lots of great weather
beaten wood and twisted branches, all In the right
places. Also in the right place is a large clump of
pines to the left at mid-stereo-range. And also
perfectly placed are three prominent peaks of the
Teton Range, all coming together in an ideal 3-D
composition when you play around with it for awhile.
// After the September meeting several members
mentioned that this slide appeared to have an unusual
color, however. And right they were! For this slide
I used a pair of "enhancing filters" as sold by Howard
G. Ross (25319 Stonycroft, Southfield, Michigan 48034
(313)356-3918. The filter is pinkish in color and has
a special discontinuous absorption band, enhancing
certain reds, yellows and oranges without greatly
affecting whites, blues, and greens. Hence the
sunset-warm orange illumination on the exposed wood of
the tree, but leaving the rest of the scene natural
(all possible at 11 AM on a bright June day). Light
loss is about i stop. Howard will put up a pair of
filters for you in your own Realist-brand-only slip-
on mounts for $25; contact him first. He also does
all other filter sizes with this specially-imported
glass. A word of caution though: this filter will
not "improve" all slides. It primarily enhances warm
colors, and you might find the effect not entirely
pleasing on totally blue-green slides, especially with
blue haze. But if there's something to warm up, it's
wonderful. Hope you have had or will soon have the
opportunity to visit the Tetons, with or without an
enhancing filter.

Let's Join Together...

...October 15

BIG TIME CLUB EQUIPMENT AUCTION

At almost every Club meeting, I get to talk to at least
one newcomer to stereography and to the Club in
particular. And one question inevitably comes up —
Where can I get a stereo camera (and for a good
price!)? Well, this month you're in luck. Two major
events are coming to Southern California just for all
of you camera-less wannabee stereographers. I'll tell
you about one of them...

On October 15, we will hold the annual SCSC Club
Auction. Up on the block we should see a good
selection of cameras and viewers; maybe even a few
projectors too. But what I come for is the off-beat
and downright funky stuff which also seems to show up.
And I'm still waiting for a KinDar attachment to rear
its antiquated head...

We will want to start right on time at 7:30 PM, so
please some early to register your equipment for sale
or to inspect potential purchases. The auction rules
are given below:

1. All sellers must sign in with the Program Director.
2. Buying and selling is open to everyone attending

the meeting.
3. All merchandise will be tagged by the seller with

the following information: a) name of seller; b)
description of item; c) condition of item: and d)
starting bid for the item (optional). Forms for
this shall be provided.

4. Merchandise will be displayed on tables for in
spection prior to the start of bidding. Without
exception, all items for sale must be registered
by 7:30 PM to be auctioned. Sellers should plan
to come early — at least by 7:00 PM. 6:30 would
be better.

5. The Club, acting as agent, collects 10% of the
sales price of each item. The seller, at his dis
cretion, can donate a larger percentage to the
Club.

6. The auction is a forum for the exhange of stereo
and stereo-related photographic equipment. The
proceeds of any non-stereo equipment sold are do
nated 100% to the Club.

7. Buyers should plan to pay for their purchases by
personal check, one check per item. Runners will
deliver the item to the successful bidder and re
turn the payment to the Treasurer. Checks should
be payable to the seller.

8. At the end of the auction, sellers can collect
their receipts from the Treasurer and pay the
Club's share to the Treasurer with a single check
payable to the Club.

9. The Club is acting merely as an agent in all sales
and cannot guarantee the condition or useability
of any item. Sellers are expected to be honest
and complete in their descriptions; however, be
warned that unless the seller offers a "warranty"
all equipment is purchased "as-is". Buyers should
plan to arrive early to examine items they may
want to purchase.

Oh yeah, 1 almost forgot. The other major event is
the WPCA Camera Show and Sale at Pasadena City College
(at Hill Avenue and Colorado Boulevard) on October
24-25, where you an also find a few stereo cameras.

So...if you are still a camera-less wannabee come
November, don't blame me!

—Jim Murray, Program Director

...December 17

"AN EVENING IN PARADISE"

The Club's Holiday Banquet will be held this year at
the historic and picturesque Coconut Grove on
Thursday, December 17.

Dubbed "An Evening In Paradise", all are invited to
bring slides of their own individual ideas of
"paradise" for the potpourri slide show.

The cost will be $25.00 per person. Let's get fancy,
and dress up for this one!

Cocktails at 6:30 PM; Dinner at 7:30 PM.

Fun and surprises will abound, and in addition
photographic opportunities abound throughout the hotel
and gardens.

I know ^ can't wait...

—Gail Zone, Banquet Director
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BALBOA PIBR
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Place: Newport Beach - Balboa Peninsula
and Balboa Island

Date: Sunday, October 18, 1987
Time: 9:00 AM

I've been thinking about leading an Outing/Tagalong to
this area even before becoming your Outing Director,
The last time 1 visited the Balboa Peninsula was in

September of last year, but 1 remember many pleasant
weekends fishing from the Newport Pier in the early
60s. I've picked this time of year because the
weather is usually cool and clear, and the crowds
light.

We will meet in the parking lot, just east of the foot
of the Balboa Pier. The itinerary of our walking tour
will be similar to that described in a long article in
the L. A. Times View Section of August 22, 1987. The
article also included an excellent map for us to
follow. On this tour we will visit the following:
Balboa Pier, with its Streamline Moderne Diner; the
beach along Ocean Front Blvd.; Newport Harbor on the
other side of the Peninsula; the unique ferry to
Balboa Island and back; plus the new Fun Zone and the
historic Balboa Pavilion. The whole tour should take

about three hours, if we follow the itinerary exactly.
In addition to your stereo camera and plenty of film,
you may wish to bring a light windbreaker for the
short ferry rides. Also, comfortable walking shoes
are in order. 1 haven't planned on any specific place
to eat lunch, as there are many restaurants and shack
bars in the area. You might want to bring your own
food and drink instead.

Directions: To get to our meeting area from the San
Diego Freeway, exit south on the Corona del Mar
freeway to the southbound Costa Mesa Freeway, which
feeds into Newport Boulevard. Continue south as the
road reaches the Balboa Peninsula and becomes Balboa

Boulevard. Co east on Balboa past Main Street to "A"
Street. Turn right on "A" Street and go south to the
parking lot. As the parking is metered, be sure to

bring several dollars worth of quarters. Change will
also be needed for the ferry rides.

1 have prepared maps of the area, which 1 will bring
to the October Club Meeting. If you can't make it to
the meeting, send me a SASE and 1 will send you one.
Also, is you have any questions, please give me a
call. See you at the Beach!

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

Movie Division News

The 3-D Movie Division held its quarterly meeting on
September 12 at the Longley Way School in Arcadia,
with 15 members in attendance.

New SCSC member Scott Steffans brought along his
homemade anaglyph movie attachment. It is a beautiful
piece of crastmanship and nearly ready to start
shooting with.

The program began with a professionally made Bolex 3-D
movie of a medical operation, taken from the surgeons
Viewpoint, and brought by Derek Cowie. Although the
subject matter was a bit graphic, it was an excellent
demonstration of the close-up capabilities of the
Bolex 3-D attachment. Next Wes Western exhibited some
of his earlier 3-D Super-8 effots, shot with a mirror
beam-splitter arrangement. Larry Brown showed us some
very entertaining flat footage he had made of a
professional movie shoot near his home. Having been
behind the scenes, many of us will not look forward to
the release of the film "Mack and Me". Finally, John
Hart screened some nicely made reels of San Francisco
and San Antonio, shot with his custom Powell unit.

Our next meeting is Saturday, December 5, again at the
Longley Way School. Anyone having even a passing
interest or curiosity about amateur 3-D movie making
is invited to attend. Call Me or John Hart for
details.

—Bill Shepard, Division Reporter

Reprint Service

The Editor is very grateful for the many written
contributions that come in throughout the year. In a
category all their own are the copies of mostly
technical articles from publications. Although the
Editor would like to print all of these in the NEWS,
space simply does not allow for it. So we'd like to
establish a "reprint service" to spread the word of
3-D, and also to let all you contributors know your
articles are not relegated to collecting eternal mold
by being placed in the Editor's "for-future-consider-
ation" file.

The following reprints are now available. Send a
large self-addressed stamped envelope (LSASE) to the
Editor, with one first class stamp for each 4 pages of
reproduction, or fraction thereof.

Reprint No. 1: "Moving Auto-Sterescopy Using All
Static Components" by R. B. Collender, from IEEE
Transactions on Consumer Electronics, May 1987, 4
pages. Describes implementation approaches in image
acquisition and playback for 3-D computer graphics,
3-D TV and 3-D Theater movies by the application of an
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active image array, all static components, and a semi-
specular screen. Author predicts we are on the
threshold of change that is long overdue in all visual
media.

Reprint No. 2: "Black and White Slides, A Different
Approach to Creative Expression" by Christopher R.
Mohr, 5 pages. Describes the process of reversal
processing for black and white positive slides.
Includes list of equipment needed and formulas for
mixing chemicals in the home lab.

Reprint No. 3: "Spatial Factors Limiting Stereopsis
and Fusion" by Clifton M. Schor, from Optics News, May
1987, 2 pages. Studies reviewed indicated that
certain stimulus parameters such as absolute and
relative spatial location influence the range of
absolute disparity that stimulates sensory fusion as
well as the range and magnitude of relative disparity
that stimulates stereoscopic depth perception.

Reprint No. 4: "3-D Image Reconstruction of the
Moving Heart" by M. Kuwahara, S. Eiko, and K. Baba,
from Photonics Spectra, December 1986, 2 pages. Gives
an outline of medical image processing in Japan,
stressing reconstruction techniques of 3-D images of
the left ventricle and other organs.

Reprint No. 5: "3-D Imagery for Surgeons" by Nicholas
Mankovich and Daniel Valentino, from Photonics
Spectra, December 1986, 2 pages. Describes images by
the slice, 3-D reconstruction, boundary extraction,
tilting, rendering, presentation and case studies,
with the prediction that an exciting prospect for the
future of surgery lies in the use of 3-D images to
perform computer surgery prior to actual surgery.

Reprint No. 6: "Encoded Lighting for 3-D Robotic
Vision" by James Solinsky, from Photonics Spectra,
December 1986, 2 pages. Describes how as machine
vision becomes more widely applied, the directions of
machine vision applications could surprisingly change,
particularly as the direction of robotic applications
change, and at some future point they might utilize
full 3-D generalized vision.

Reprint No. 7: "Vision by Man and Machine" by Tomaso
Poggio, from Scientific American, 6 pages. How does
an animal see? How might a computer do it? A study
of stereo vision guides research on both these
questions. Brain science suggests computer programs;
the computer suggests what to look for in the brain.
Includes brief description of Julesz' random-dot.
stereograms.

Notes for
Stereographer

Improper Mounting

"Poorly mounted!" exclaimed the competition judge.

"What does that mean?" replied the newer stereographer?

There are two basic simple checks to make to see if
your stereo slides are properly mounted. They are:

1. Each of the two chips (the individual stereo
pictures) should be at the same height in the
opening.

2. The view should be at the appropriate distance
from the window.

Check One: Are the chips at the same height in the
window? Or said another way, do the bottoms (or tops)
of the two mask openings cut the subject at the same
points? For instance, if there's a small rock just
resting on the bottom edge of the mask in the right
view, then this same rock should just rest on the
bottom edge of the mask in the left view. It is best
to check two reference points in each picture along
the top or bottom of the pictures (not the sides!),
such as a rock near the bottom left and a fallen leaf
near the bottom right (this assures against a
rotational error). What to do if the chips are not at
the same height? Nudge the chips up or down into
proper position in the mask, even if it means trimming
a little of the black margin off the top or bottom of
one chip. This would also require remounting in an
aluminum mask if the offending pair is in cardboard.
Are rules meant to be broken? No, not this one, ever!

Check Two: Is the view an appropriate distance from
the window? Unlike Check One, there is some flexi
bility here. But generally, a stereo view will look
its best if the object that was nearest to the camera
when the slide was taken is made to appear just
slightly behind the window. This is accomplished by
separating the chips a small amount to move the
subject farther behind the window, or decreasing the
distance between the chips to move the subject closer
to the window. This may take a bit of practice and
visualization on the part of the beginner, but will
pay vast rewards later in the pursuit of the 3-D
hobby.

Here's a brief explanation of what's happening in
Check Two. If you casually lay a pair of unmounted
stereo chips on a white paper or light box (correctly
oriented with right view on the right, etc.), and have
the equipment to do some critical measuring, you will
find that the distance between the object that was
closest to you when you made the stereo picture in
real life (as now depicted in the right and left
views) will be less than the distance between the
object that was farthest from you when you made the
stereo picture. In other words, the views are not
identical! (You're picture contains a rose bush and a
mountain. If the distance between similar roses in
the right and left view is, say, 2 inches, then the
distance between the similar mountain peak will
probably be somewhere between 2 1/32 and 2 1/16
inches.) Okay, now we must orient these chips with
respect to two rectangular openings in a mask. The
left (or right) sides of the mask are a fixed distance
apart. If we orient the similar roses in the right
and left views so that the distance between the roses
is identical to the distance between the sides of the
mask, the rose will appear at the window. If we
separate the chips a hair, the rose will appear behind
the window. And all objects farther apart than the
rose images (such as the mountain peak) will appear
even farther behind the window.

The above paragraph is meant to give the newer
stereographer the rationale of what's happening. But
you don't have to understand it. Emde masks are
pretty much self-aligning, and if all the slides we
see at competitions were in Emdes, we would eliminate
nearly all the eye twisters and radical cable
adjustments. Just as you wouldn't mount a print
cockeyed in a frame on on the wall, nor should we have
stereo slides appear cockeyed on the Club screen.
This is not meant to discourage you, but rather to let
you get the most viewing pleasure from your stereo
buck!
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Holography as art: a critic finds himself in new territory
from the Christian Science Monitor

tiv Thgodora F. Wolff _____

Hew YbilcTWO questions heeded to be answered before I
could review "The Holographic Instant: Pulsed
Laser Holograms" on view at tlie Museum of Ho-

Ib^phy here: What is holography? And what is a
hmogram?

The museum provided the answers. Hoiography is the
Jjtethod of making three-dimensional images withtheaid

of laser light. A hologram is an image
Q-. produced bythismethod.

AHT More specifically, a hologram is a
piece of filmor glass coated with a photo-

grtiphlc emulsion that has be^ exposed to laser light
reflected by an object Instead of making a fiat image on
the surface of the emulsion in the maiuier of a photo
graph, a hologram has no image on it at ail.When a light
is played on it, however, a three-dimensional image ap
pears to float behind, or in front of, the hologram. The
latter can be so startlingly lifelike that one is tempted to
reach out and touch it - only to discover that there is
nothing there.

That temptation can be very strong, especially if the
image extends forward and beyond what would nor
mally be the flat picture surface. The nearer wing of a
bird in flight, for tetance, can appear to project a footor
SO from the wall on which the hologram is placed. And a
handin a portrait canseem about to reach out to touch
the viewer.

Such effects are the particular specialty of pulsed
holography, a processutilizing short bursts of,laser light
(as opposed to the more frequently used continuous-
wave laser) to freeze movement in whatever it portrays.
This enables artists and scientists to produce aston
ishingly realistic holograms of othervrise difllcult or
inaccessible subjects: flying creatures and human por
traits; instantaneous events, such as a bullet shattering a
giass; and images impossible to view normally,; such as
subatomic particles or the core of a nuclear reactor.

These subjects and many others are depicted in aU
their colorful three-dimensionality in the museum's cur
rent exhibition. Its 45 holograms from nine countries
explore the medium's varioui aspects!, from the purely
scientific to the artistic, and range from works that can
be of interest only to specialists in the field, to images
that cannot faii to have the widest public appeal.

Who would not be fascinated, for instance, by Marga
ret Benyon's "Cosmetic Series Self-ft)rtrait #3"? Ap
proaching it, one sees only a somewhat stj^lized painting
of a young woman's head. Movean inch or so to the right
or left, however, and one is suddeniy face to face with an
extraordinarily vivid "portrait," complete down to ev
ery wispof h^ and facial texture.

The same is true of a study of Boy George made up as
a clown. The illusion of volume and actuality, is so
remarkable here that one has to stop oneself from reach
ing out to touch the long, soft eyelashes curvdng upward,
the white, creamyskin, and the tufts of hair growingout
of the head. EJverything is so. lifelike aind real that it
takes a while to realize ttot o^iC very important element
is missing: roovanent - and with it, life itself.

Once one is aware, however, of how deathly stiU,how
frozen in tiine, everything is, then that awareness itself
begins to play an increasingly croeial role in one's reac
tions to these works.
; I, for <Hie, remembered the sight recently: Of."a pCT-

fectJy preserved fly embedded in amber, and the imnilar-

itips between it and these portraits were vaguely disqui
eting. So much absolute stillness slowly casts a.subtle
pall over the viewing experience.

With that, unfortunately, the magical aspects of the
illusKHts gradually began to dimin
ish, leaving only the scientific and
tedmical accomplishments - #)
which are obviously remarkable -
and whatever level of art waA ® C®
adiieved by those who aspired to
it

But how does one approach
these works as art? By what
standards does one eValuate
something so totally new and ca
pable of such hitherto impossible
feats?

Holography, after all, is neither photography nor
sculpture, although it is related to both. And neither,in
the hands of an artist, is it a gimmick or a purely
sckntific activity.

Fbr a critic, the situation is similar to that confronting
early 19th-century writers'who first attempted to deal
with photographyas an art form. Most of them madethe
mistakeof judgingitby the valties and idealsof painring
-just asmany oftheearlyphotographers contrrtitted^^
error of tiytng to make their photographs Ibdk likc
wmks on canvas.

Photography survived and gjradiiklly established its
own identity. Hoiography oh the other hand - at leiast
when it is perceived as an art form - is still somewhat
tmclear about its creative potentials, although it obvi
ously already has a powerful and unique expressive
voice. ,

But just what are its creative poteiltials? I doubt
anyone really knows, although one can, on the basis of
what's in this show and what can be found in books,
periodicals, and other exhibitions, very cautiously proj
ect one or two possibilities.

Portraiture is obviously bne, esi)ecially the kind tMt
goes beyond precise physical appearance td revealsome
thing of the depths and nuances of the human spirit. A

tduch of psychologicalor spiritual
insight Would go far toward neu
tralizing the "fly in amber" qual
ity many {iortrait: holo^mtis have
- particularly if it is presented
unseifcbnsdduslyand in an infor-
malmanner

Hbiographtt f̂ilms and :holo
graphic televisibri are pther dis
tinct,.possibilities, _althbugh. spe-
cialisis/ agree that. both Would
fqquire huge sums of money and
ibany',, yearsto .• develop. .;And

there s ito question that thernddiumfiaa great potentials
iii the area of concepfwaljart- ,gl^^ UiroUgh
Hoiospfiere, the rnuseum^s quarterljP journalCsHbtdd ^
pelanydoubts onemight haveas to thetj^ addduality
ofwork being product by innovative art holograjphers
arbund the world.

The exhibition continues at the Museum of Hqlogra-
phy, 11 Mercer Street! in I^Ho, through Sept. 20.; Fbr
those interested in the .histoi:y,6f.holography
seum also has an exhibit detailingits development from
1948tdiS78
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3-D Slide of Jayne Mansfield
by Margette (Marjorie Webster)

What 3-D Means To Me

by Marjorie Webster (alias MARGETTE)

Oh, my! How can I count the ways? Starting with a
$1.00 Baby Brownie and advancing through several
cameras: Leica, Bolsey, Argus 35mm, I was transported
into another world of photography via the 3rd
dimension in 1952. That was 35 years ago!

I borrowed Stereo Realist, Kodak, Revere and
ViewMaster cameras from my good friend Ray Thelan who
had a photo shop on Hollywood Boulevard near Highland.
Clarence, Ray's clerk, helped me decide on the Kodak
and gave me the formula for taking 3-D pictures which
I still use today, with or without flash. My very
first slide, using a Stereo Realist, was a full female
figure posing on rocks against White's Point
background during a Luau at Portuguese Bend. After
taking many 35mm shots, I naturally turned the 3-D

camera vertically! Wow! A collector's item and a
goof!

I photographed Sequoia National Park with the
ViewMaster — tiny bits of reversible film recording
the tallest trees in the world and mounted on wheels

of cardboard. Those ViewMaster reels are still good,
including terrific close-ups of deer projecting out of
the frame. The exciting climb up Moro Rock, which I
later updated with my trusty Kodak Stereo in 1968.

In 1954 I joined the Hollywood Stereo Club. The
members were mostly famous movie stars, producers,
directors and cameramen, all with much money,
expertise and well-traveled. I usually won 2 or 3
awards, out of 10, at each monthly meeting, which was
held at Prince Romanoff's Restaurant in Beverly Hills.
We were expected to have an expensive dinner first,
then on to his Crown Room for the 3-D show and
competition. Art Linkletter was our M.C, and gave
humorous critiques of our slides. An arc-light 3-D
projector was used, due to the size of the room and
with over 100 attending.

Jayne Mansfield was our model one evening. I had to
dodge all the eager 3-D camera buffs and take my
chances at random shots. That evening has paid off!
The publication of "Hollywood 3-D" in the "3-D Zone
Number 7" of Ray Zone's monthly comic book series,
features my slide of Jayne Mansfield on the cover.

Inside the book are other 3-D shots I took of Jayne at
Romanoff's, plus at her home, inside and out, in 1959.
Also there are 3-D pictures of other movie stars I
photographed during the 1950s. See the comic book
mentioned above, or better yet, buy one by sending for
it. Only $2.50 + 50c for mailing, directly from Ray
Zone. Also, the color 3-D photo cover of "Hollywood
3-D", featuring Jayne Mansfield, is available as a
luxurious 12" x 18" poster. $2.50 + 50c postage.
Special theme 3-D glasses highlighting Hollywood are
included with both products.

Ray is not only our President of the healthy 3-D
Stereo Club of Southern California, but he is
professionally involved with a serious "busy-ness" in
3-D in all directions. Ray chose to use my Margette
name for "Hollywood 3-D".

To quote Ray Zone's title "A 3-D Life" on Page 1 of
the September 3-D NEWS, I have indeed had "An Exciting
3-D Life".

Noah Webster says:
Avocation — an occupation in addition to regular
work; Hobby.
Vocation — the career to which one feels he or

she is called.

After much traveling, and taking 3-D slides throughout
the world, in 1965 I was "called" to the profession of
lecturer and teacher in adult education all over the

Southern California area. What a thrill to project my
3-D slides and be paid $$ for them! I had given many
free 3-D shows to friends, after dinner parties in my
home, their homes, libraries, service clubs, churches,
etc. I drove the freeways for over 20 years. Two or
three classes and/or lectures every day! Besides the
slides, I wore costumes, did dances and played music
of various countries, plus displayed souvenirs, maps,
my paintings, rare books, etc. And I did it alone! 1
even designed my own fliers and brochures which the
schools printed and distributed.

I am semi-retired. I do special 3-D lectures, teach
organ and "Hula for Health" plus astrology charts. I
belong to several clubs, but 3-D Is My Life!
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Electronic Stereo and Hand-made 3-D

At our June meeting the utility of computers for stereo imagery was quite evident.
The 3-D images were generated on hardware ranging from the personal computer to the
highest technology existent. A number of software programs that are currently on
the market for use with different computers are specifically created for 3-D
graphics and ray tracing.

The software package titled "Forms in Flight" is particularly impressive and useful
for creating stereo pairs. It has a number of stock images that one may view in
anaglyphic 3-D right off the monitor by punching up the stereo mode. The image may
then be further manipulated for rotation and magnification.

A new package titled "Silver" combines ray tracing, 3-D graphics and animation.
Animating and rotating a computer image are tools by which a stereo image can be
generated. Other software makes use of a camera position which may be shifted.
Two other 3-D software packages of note are "Sculpt 3-D" and "Videoscape 3-D". All
of the above mentioned packages could do much to stimulate interest in 3-D within
the computer field.

Stan White, that creative and whimsical stereographer whose work has often been
seen at the Stereo Club of Southern California, has just published a new book

through "3-D Book Productions" of The Netherlands titled
"Beyond the Third Dimension". It includes three ViewMaster
reels of Stan's best work. And the images are delightfully
surreal. In his introduction to the book Stan explains the
artistic primacy of 3-D. "Like any worker in the field of
visual expression," he states, "the photographer may fill his
images with the real or the surreal, but the stereo photog
rapher is unique in that his medium is surreal. How else can
we explain the dreamlike experience when viewing the stereo
image? — an experience that was absent when the reality
itself was observed. It is this quality of evoking a kind of
daydream that sets the stereo image apart from its two-

dimensional counterparts. The stereo image must never be considered an adjunct to
the planar photograph, for the essential difference is qualitative not
quantitative."

"Beyond the Third Dimension" is highly recommended and is available from Reel 3-D
Enterprises. Stan White builds his 3-D images with the use of miniatures and
slide bar photography. He creates a magic proscenium through which we perceive
other worlds. In his words "...the stereo photographer is standing at the frontier
of an enchanted kingdom." Both his work and thoughts may serve as an inspiration
to us all here at the Stereo Club.

MEETINGS; The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 lor 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

NOVEMBER
s M T W T F S s
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 6
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29 30 27
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2

9
I; <!)
10 I I 12

19

THU NOV 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Second Club Competition for 87-88

TUE DEC 1 Copy Deadline - December 3-D NEWS - Others
are interested in hearing your thoughts on
3-D

SAT DEC 5 Movie Division Quarterly Meeting - Longley
Way School, Arcadia. Call Bill Shepard
for details.

MON DEC 7 Last day to sign up for the Christmas
Banquet at the Coconut Grove/Ambassador
Hotel. Contact Gail Zone

THU DEC 17 Gala Christmas Banquet. Slide show — a
potpourri of "Your Idea of Paradise".
Reserve Now!

THU JAN 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Third Club Competition for 87-88

Page 8 ...

...of this NEWS is borrowed from the files of Marjorie
Webster. The names in this Society meeting
announcement indicate with rich historical interest

the role 3-D played in the Hollywood Scene of the era
just 31 years ago.

Member & Subscriber Update

Oliver Dean's home phone is:

(213)537-8037

The number listed in the Directory is his work phone.

George and Vera Pond are moving effective November 23:

1271 Country Club Terrace
Woodburn OR 97071

A hearty welcome to these nine new Club members:

JAMES R. JENSEN

18816 Kenya Street
Northridge CA 91326
H (818)360-3084

DORR KIMBALL

304 N. El Molino Street

Alhambra CA 91801

H (818)284-8016

LILLIAS KREZEL

KENNETH J. KREZEL

2016 Maycrest Avenue
South Pasadena CA 91038

H (213)255-8466

NANCY MUELLER

Townhouse #49

1080 Walden Circle

Mississauga, Ontario L5J 4J9
Canada

STEVEN ROGERS

2034 Crary Street
Pasadena CA 91104

H (818)794-0071
W (818)840-1083

LINDA TEBO

GLEN TEBO

5111 Bandera Street

Montclair CA 91763

H (714)626-7166
W (818)812-1497

TED WEISS

1843 Trinity Loop
Ontario CA 91764

H (714)946-1442

Club membership anniversaries for November

David Bradshaw - 3 years
Larry Brown - 3 years
Mark Davidovich - 2 years
Joe Ebin - 11 years
Mildred Hamilton - 3 years
Richard Herron - 6 years
Robert Jacobs - 1 year
Charlie Kamerman - 7 years
Richard Stanley - 1 year
William Tom - 6 years
Jerry Walter - 15 years
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Auction Sales

3^5=^ JW,

Outing News

vonn
OAdCtA

On the gray Sunday before Black Monday, William
Daggett (Stereo Realist) and Glenn Wheeler (Stereo
Realist) joined with the Undersigned (Stereo Optimist)
on a hour walking tour of the picturesque Balboa-
Newport Harbor area. Although the sun never showed
itself, the diffused daylight was at least
predictable. Also, two of our trio used fill flash,
to (hopefully) good effect. After crossing over to
Balboa Island on the ferry (round trip is only AOc per
person), we had a pleasant lunch at Dippy's Island
Cafe on Marine Avenue. This quaint little street has
many interesting shops and eating places. Three
Dippyburgers provided energy for our hike back to the
Ferry and the Peninsula. Before returning to our
cars, we strolled by the dock of the Balboa Angling
Club, just as a large sportsfishing cruiser came in
with a good sized striped marlin tied to the stern
platform. After the 156-pound fish was hoisted over
the dock, it was duly immortalized in 3-D, along with
the lucky angler and crew.

I'm not too disappointed with the turnout for this
Outing. Although a small, select group is more
convenient than a larger one, I know I would have had
fun, no matter how many people showed up. Regarding
future Club Outings, X need your help. Let me know
where you would like to go in the Southern California
area. Disneyland is always a possibility, and I would
like to hear from anyone who comes across a discount
offer, good for admitting a medium sized group. If
you are interested in a Magic Kingdom Outing, let me
know.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

Looking Backward to...

...October 15

David Starkman sparked the entire evening as the Grand
Auctioneer at what was the best Club auction to date

in terms of gross sales and net to the Club. Many
high-ticket items changed hands, in marked contrast to
some years past. Several classic items appeared,
including a genuine Seton Rochwite-made interior-lit
black mounting box ($90), a TDC 716/116
combination projector ($345), three Realist black
viewers ($40-$44), 400 pieces recycled stereo glass
($45), and a Realist-logo cap ($10). Thanks to all
who participated.

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Realist f/3.5 #A19897 w/case
Revere stereo 33 w/case, filters
Realist f/3.5 #001800 w/case
Realist f/3.5, no cover
Elmo Stereo Outfit 8mm w/camera
Stereo case.for Colorist TDC

Realist Camera Bag
Realist Filter Set (3 filters)
Optech fashion camera straps 7
Realist film identifier

Vivitar 1900 manual elec. flash

G.E. Exposure meter
Belt bag for accessories
Outdated slide film, several rolls
TDC Vivid Projector 716 Base + 116 Top
Stereo Vivid 716 (750w) with screen
Vivid 116 projector as is
Project-or-View, no cord, magazine
TDC Vivid projector case
50 pair stereo glasses
ViewMaster projector Flashbrite
Realist Red Button Viewer w/transformer
Realist viewer with elec. adapter
Realist Red Button Viewer

Assorted glasses, viewer, mixed bag
Tru-View + films, orig box
Tru-View + films, orig box
Bino-scope + frames, 1950 issue, orig box

@ 5

$125
115

100

80

125

7

26

36

35

10

16

11

3

4

345

300

200

75

55

25

10

44

43

40

5

15

10

7

Stereokits twin 35mm viewer + samples 5@7 35
Stori-viewer + films, old 21
Luma-view ViewMaster lighted viewer 25
Raumbild-Verlag viewer for 2x4} pairs (?) 11
ViewMaster Model D Focusing viewer/ped. 25
Baja slidefile for 200 glassed slides 15
Bruraberger 1075 steel file 16
Brumberger 1075 Slide file 10
Baja wooden slide file for 138 glassed 47
Slide + viewer case. Realist 10
Smith-Victor slide files 20

2x2 slide storage box 3
Realist Mounting Kit, new 26
Film cutter. Lutes mono 13
Realist Film Cutter, mint 15
Diameter film cutter 1

Hong Kong special film cutter 1
Rochwite black stereo mounting box 90
Realist sorting tray, mint 4
Glass Binder Clamp 1
Box of slip-in slide cardboard mounts 7
1000 cardboard slip-in mounts 35
400 pieces recycled stereo glass 45
Filmstrip viewer, home made 15
ViewMaster reel mounts, 27 pkgs of 6 48
Opticlusion fresnel lens, large 4
Miniviewer fresnel lens 2x2 2
Enlarger lens cases 1
Photo Interpretometer Austin for Army 25
Telephoto Lens for 110 camera 6
Photocopy machine 3M casual 1
Lighted stereo card viewer, old 20
Bi-lens 35mm viewer (flattie) 17
"Parasite" poster 1
Gaevart Manual 1
"Bolex Movie Guide^' paper, 1954 5
"Venture" magazines, 15 w/Xograph 3-D cov 16
Stereoscopic forehead headlights 7
Genuine Realist Hat 10

Total Sales $2522

Total to Club $402.30
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INSIGHTS;
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

Special thanks to these two Club competitors who
submitted insights concerning their high-scoring
slides in the September competition. Getting to hear
how others create their slides is always very
informative, and can put us all on the track of
"seeing" and "selecting" 3-D material.

"THE ELECTRIC HORSEMAN" by Jim Atkins. This slide was
taken with a Kodak Stereo camera during the latter
part of spring out amongst the shops at Balboa Island.
As I and my group of friends were strolling along the
lanes, I spotted two great looking kids on top of a
quarter (remember when they were a dime?) electric
horse ride. While the kids were bucking, I moseyed
over to their mothers and politely asked them if I
could take a picture of their children and they said
"yes". I took just one shot, and the expressions were
priceless. Pictures of children, either in 3-D or
2-D, are amongst my favorites. The film was Kodachrome
100 and the warmth of the children's expressions was
captured perfectly. One small footnote though: when I
got the slide back I noticed that my tripod was left
in the background. I'd hoped that the judges wouldn't
have noticed, and gladly, they didn't.

"WHERE'S THE MAILMAN" by Nathan Wong. On one of the
snowiest days of the season along side the tiny New
England seaside community of Indian Neck I ventured
out to see how this rustic landscape had been
transformed. Only fifty yards from where I was living
is a quiet road that runs along the rocky shoreline.
It is here that many a Victorian and "saItbox"-type
residences stand, facing east towards the Thimble
Islands, overlooking Long Island Sound. Upon walking
down to the beach, I noticed two mailboxes weathering
the elements of cold and blowing snow. The backdrop
of bare draping trees and houses along the road
appearing separate from these mailboxes gave me the
sense these mailboxes were out standing alone for a
reason. "Where's the Mailman?" perhaps describes the
feeling imposed by this scene. Taken with a Kodak
Stereo-Vivid at a reasonable aperture for the day, the
stereo effect of blowing snow crystals adds to the
mood one gets while walking along the road on such a
blustery day. The added obscurity of the trees and
bare tree branches in the background from this falling
snow provides for further separation of the
mailboxes, accentuating their "boldness" in awaiting
the day's mail in such weather. What might have added
to this scene? Perhaps a few of the tiny school
children that frequent the area walking alongside the
road, or even the old man in the vintage suit that
casually strolls the waterfront would have contributed
to the mood. But I was not about to wait what might
have been hours for one of these moments to occur.

Let's Join Together...

...November 19

First of all, thanks to everyone who told me I did a
good job for our first Competition Night in September.
I kept feeling like I was leaving out a lot that
should have been said though, but I'll slowly get the
hang of it.

In looking back over the past year's worth of 3-D
NEWS, reminding myself of points of interest and
importance that Oliver Dean had brought out in his
articles, I've gleaned out a few things that would do
well to repeat, especially for the benefit of new
folks in the Club.

Speaking of new folks, and "beginners" in competition
— HEY! Like, man! Like don't be shy, y'know?!!
Come on, y'all, and enter some slides! As you saw
from the Club Competition Standings in the October
NEWS, there was a paucity of beginners. Believe me,
there's nothing to be afraid of, honest. In fact, as
a beginner myself I have learned a whole lot in just
one year by actually seeing my slides projected up on
that Silver Screen and having the more experienced
stereographers share their ideas and opinions through
comments. This is the way to learn and grow in your
expertise and artistic talent. So, come on down! and
git them slides entered!

If you missed entering the first competition, no
sweat! Competitors are able to enter "make-up"
slides in November. Just as with the slides you'll
enter then, you can enter up to three make-up slides
in each category. Your points will be accumulated,
with the only "restriction" being that make-up slides
are not given awards or honorable mentions. Yours
truly here got off to a slow start last year and still
ended up in second place, and believe me if this rank
amateur can do It, so can you!

Let's see now — ah yes, Godzilla's Choice Themes.
For those really new people, Godzilla is Oliver Dean's
"grey—cheeked parakeet with delusions of being a comic
book crime fighter", who used to keep Oliver on his
toes as the former Competition Director. Lest my
humble apartment be beseiged by a flying force of
feathered fighters led by one above-mentioned mean
machine, we have decided to keep "G.C.T." as the
honorary title for this special theme category we have
each competition. I sort of had The Bird Himself in
mind when setting the first G.C.T. to be "feathery".
But as we go into the late fall and then winter months
I started feeling that perhaps "Contemplative" would
be an interesting theme to try out. The GCTs for the
rest of the Competition Year will be:

November - Contemplative
January - Something Old, Something New

(like the old/new year?)
March - Flora and Fauna

May - Architecture

One of the three slides you enter in each category can
be specified as your entry for GOT. Please note "GCT"
on both entry forms in the upper right corner of the
title box for the designated slide. (Make-ups are not
eligible for GCT awards.) It's a good idea to keep
the upcoming GCTs in mind when planning what slides
you want to present in the competitions.

After all the slides of each category and each group
(Advanced and Beginners) have been shown and judged.
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then those designated for the GOT will be pulled and
reshown and rejudged specifically for the Godzilla's
Choice Theme Award.

One last thing — if you're entering slides in
competition, come early! You'll need to fill out two
entry forms, which takes a little time. Try to be at
the Photo center around 7 to 7:15 PM. Because of our

limited time in using the Center, no entries will be
accepted after 7:30 PM. (Remember, if you miss
entering, you can always enter your slides a make-ups
in the following competition.)

Ok, gang, see you all November 19. Dig through those
old slides or get out there a-clickin' those shutters,
and let's see a lot of entries in November's

Competition Night!

—David M. Ratliff, Competition Director

* ...December 17

"AN EVENING IN PARADISE"

Our Christmas Banquet will soon be here. On December 17
at the Ambassador Hotel the event will take place.
The times are 7 PM for cocktails and 8 PM for dinner.
The Hotel insists that we pay in advance and must let

* them know how many will be in attendance. So, the
cut-off date for reservations is Monday, December 7.
All of you members, and subscribers and guests and
friends too, please mail me your reservations or sign
up at the November meeting. The cost has been reduced
to $22 per person (down $3 from the $25 amount noted
in the October NEWS) which gets you a great holiday

* time. The Potpourii Holiday Show will have a theme of
your idea of paradise. See you there...

—Gail Zone, Banquet Director

Marjorie Webster provides this "circa 1941" matchbook
cover from her scrapbook for the Ambassador Hotel and

_ Coco(a)nut Grove.
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And Charles Moore, Peter Becker and Regula Campbell
provide this writeup from their book "The City
Observed: Los Angeles".

• AMBASSADOR HOTEL

3400 Wilshire Boulevard, on the south, between Catalina Street and
Mariposa Avenue, Los Angeles

The Ambassador, Los Angeles' first grand resort hotel, is one of the
prime reasons Wilshire Boulevard became the extended Main Street of Los An
geles. When construction of the hotel began in 1919, Wilshire was a dirt road
running between bean and barley fields on the fringes of rather tentative resi
dential subdivisions. Nonetheless, from opening day, January i, 1921, the hotel
was a success and quickly became a tourist attraction, a fashionable winter resi
dence and a prominent local social center. Its activities moved the city's center
of gravity westward and spurred the commercial development of Wilshire Bou
levard.

The Ambassador was designed as a classic resort hotel of the period: a many-
storied but sprawling big building attended by smaller ones in vast landscaped
grounds. All the buildings have salmon-colored plaster walls with red-tiled
roofs and recall the charm of Italian villas. The main structure has a flared H-

shape plan and contains public and service rooms at the ground levels with
guest rooms above. Two-story bungalows, U-shaped in plan, lie secluded in the
gardens.

The grounds are filled with flowers, lawns and lavish diversions. A great
greensward stretches back and back, from Wilshire to the hotel; gardens along
the side and in the rear contain pergolas, a putting green, fountains, tennis
courts, a health club, a wooden jogging track, and a swimming pool with its
own sandy beach. There used to be a lot more, including the original and sensa
tional Coconut Grove nightclub. The nightclub was remodeled in 1957; but the
rest of the hotel was spared. Some changes have been made over the years, but
the good-time elegance of 1921 remains surprisingly intact.

1 got to thinking about the kind of vision
it takes to make a photograph, and it seems
clear that what we use is selective focus of
the mind. In other words, we choose what to
include and what to leave out.

When we go about our daily lives, we are
always filtering out many things in order to
pay attention to what we're doing. We have
to do this for our minds to operate
properly; we can't possibly think of
everything at the same time.

When we're taking a photograph, our mind is
focused on the process of what we are doing;
we are filtering out the car that is going
by, the telephone wires overhead, and the
stray shadow on the ground. Sometimes these
objects show up in our picture and surprise
us because we truly didn't "see" them.

Wouldn't it be great if we could get the
selective focus of our camera to always
match the selective focus of our mind? To
always get just the picture we think we're
getting? The trick, of course, is to
concentrate on what we're making invisible
in the picture, not what we're making
visible. Is this not true?

— Erlys Jedlicka, Editor
The Vista Reporter
Vista Camera Club
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ISU Convention

The 1987 Convention of the International Stereoscopic
Union was held in Interlaken, Switzerland October 1-5.
Over 300 stereo devotees from around the world lived

and breathed 3-D for 24 hours each day. Mel Lawson
said that with over 4,000 slides screened it was a
fabulous stereo feast for glutton as well as gourmets.
Earl Colgan couldn't get over the incredible alpine
scenery, coming right down to the doorstep of the
hotel. Stan White called it a once-in-a-lifetime

experience. Susan Pinsky marveled at the enthusiasm
and interest that everyone had for the 3-D shows,
products and conversation. Walter Heyderhoff was
impressed that ISU President Thomas Hanschin was
fluent in French, German and English, and some of the
technical programs were presented in all three
languages.

Now, would anyone care to write an article for the 3-D
NEWS about this great 3-D adventure? We're all
waiting to hear more...

—Editor

Classified

WANTED: Realist Gold Button viewer. Dennis Selwa,
4270 Kirkcaldy Drive, San Diego OA 92111

FOR SALE; Collectors Item! One of the very first
Stereo Realists made. Serial Number 27. Bought
direct from factory. $550. Lew Edler, 1830 North
Cherokee Avenue #503, Hollywood OA 90028 (213)465-
1237

Great artists in any medium are never people
who rely on rules and formulas, because
rules and formulas codify the past —
-they are repositories of what has gone
before. Obviously, every artist comes from
some kind of tradition. He has to start

somehwere. He has to learn. Traditions are
as Important as they are unavoidable, but
they should not be Inescapable. The danger
In adhering to rules and formulas Is that
you will never escape your past.

—Freeman Patterson, Camera Canada

Sofl Awflcleia Slitncfl Tuesday, October 6, 1987

Toyota Sets Sights on New Dimension

in Ads to Boost Sales of Corolla
Click. Those sweet days of

youth, clicking through the
View-Master, looking at 3-D

scenes of the Grand Canyon and
Niagara Falls.

Click. In a bid to boost slumping
sales of what was once its best-
selling car, Toyota next week plans
to flip back to those memories. But
in a highly unusual magazine ad
insert, it will replace the picture of
Old Faithful with a shot of a Toyota
Corolla set against the San Fran-
cjicb skyline.

Some 14 million pairs of three-
dimensional glasses—made of
dardboard and plastic—will be
nlaced iii issues of Time, People and
Cosmopolitan magazines. They
Work just as View-Masters do:
When the glasses are placed in
front of the eyes and held to the
light, the three-dimensional image
qf Toyota's 21-year-old-car-in-
3earch-of-a-new-image will ap
pear.

"Some people will say it's a
gimmick," said George Borst, cor
porate marketing manager for Tor-
nance-based Toyota Motor Sales
U.S.A. Inc. "But we wanted a
Wockbuster ad that will get people
to notice Toyota."

Indeed, with Honda now the
leader in-.; U.S. import car sales,
Toyota apparently isn't getting the
attfention it wants. Now, advertis-
iog^industry executives generally
say that the ad—with the theme
line, "a new dimension in quali
ty"—will likely turn lots of heads.
After all, this is believed to be the
firsf time that 3-D glasses have
fpund their way into any large-
scale magazine advertising. But it
pfobably won't be the last.

"This will be the talk of the town
for a long time," said Bill Holiber,
associate publisher of Inside Print,
an industry trade journal. "And the
recall of the ad will be tremen
dous—probably among the highest
in years."

Although Toyota will not reveal
the cost of the campaign, industry
executives estimate it will run
about $1.5 million—about half of
what Transamerica spent last year
on a so-called pop-up magazine ad
that featured a nine-inch tall card
board cutout of the Transamerica

pyramid building.
"There's no way that someone

will flip through the magazine
without pulling out the glasses and
looking through them" said Eugene
Secunda, professor of marketing at
New York University's Graduate
School of Business. "People will be
compelled to become involved with
this ad."

Some, however, may become too
involved. Holiber of Inside Print
said that because the glasses will
likely be so popular, a lot people
who read the magazine in the hair
salon or the doctor's office will
probably never even see the ad
because someone will have ripped
it out before them. "From a pass-
along standpoint," Holiber said,
"the ad could be disastrous."

But Toyota executives insist that
the ad itself will get passed around
even more than the magazines.
And surely, this is attention that
the Corolla badly needs. The $8,800
subcompact had long been Toyota's
best-selling car until it was nudged
out by the Camry last year. Corolla
sales actually fell nearly 10% last
year compared to the year before,
and Toyota executives don't want
to see this slide continue. So, they
have not only redesigned the 1988
Corolla inside and out, but also built
around it the most costly print
campaign in Toyota's history.

"We knew that Corolla needed a
complete rehaul of its image," said
Warren D. Benjamin, senior vice
president at the Torrance-based ad
firm that created the ad, Saatchi &
Saatchi DFS. "As Corolla goes, so
goes Toyota."
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Tabletop Photography

From the PSA Journal

Written by the late Lillian L. Garton, FPSA

Tabletop photography can be an important creative
outlet, limited only by imagination, ingenuity and
determination. Simplicity is the key, tenacity a
prerequisite. It is a challenging medium because
tabletop pictures simply do not exist; you have to
create them from scratch.

I use a 35mm single lens reflex camera for my tabletop
work, with a 50mm macro lens which focuses to 7 inches
from the lens; occasionally I use a 40mm lens. My
basic setup is composed of a work table, lamps on
stands, diffusers and barn-doors. A window shade is
mounted above the table for pull-down backgrounds.
A board on top of the table may be removed and
replaced with a larger or smaller board to accommodate
the arrangement I intend to photograph. I use
Kodachrome daylight film with a conversion filter —
SOB for warm colors, BOA for cool ones. I prefer
3200K bulbs in 250 and 500-watt strengths, as they
give a more even light for their duration than do
3400K bulbs.

There are several lighting controls in tabletop
photography in addition to the number of lights used.
One is diffusion. The main effect of a diffuser in

front of a lamp is to scatter the light over an area
for even lighting. Each arrangement or composition
may need a different lighting treatment. Many of my
successful tabletop photos have been derived through
the trial and error method, by experimenting with
lighting arangement, composition and various
techniques.

The composition of a tabletop begins and ends with the
maker's efforts to show his unusual way of seeing.
Once you have formulated an imaginative idea, you'll
often have to make various props that cannot be
purchased.

The aim of one of my favorite slides was to reproduce
a reality from my childhood. The autumn season was a
time when wood was cut and staked for the winter's

cooking and heating. Two pieces of {-inch plywood
were secured together to form the front and roof of a
cabin. A window and door were made by cutting away
the areas with a coping saw. A Dutch curtain was hand
made from a piece of cotton print and hung on a string
secured to the inside of the front panel board with
tacks. Two figurines depicting a woodcutter and his
wife stacking wood were purchased in a dime store.
The wood was made out of small branches of dry tree
limbs cut into 3-inch lengths.

Variety, contrast and rhythm are all elements of
composition. To maintain a natural dimensional
effect, remember those procedures which may give more
impact to the picture by producing the illusion of
depth.

When subjects of well known sizes are distributed into
the depth of the picture area, the perspective of
these elements creates a feeling of distance. By
using larger objects in the foreground we create an
illusiori of depth in our tabletops. One of the flying

saucers in a very successful stereo slide of mine was
suspended several inches out from the backdrop by a
piece of wire. The saucer itself blocked the wire
from view.

The success of any tabletop depends on choosing good
props and keeping them in the right proportions. A
good tabletop must be photographed with great
attention to detail.

Cultivate your imagination to the new and different.
Each idea is generally the result of a photographer
looking for ways of changing the traditional in favor
of a new approach to his pictures. Diazo derivations
or similar techniques can transform "outer space"
slides into really far-out images.

Background are an important part of your pictures, and
you can create your own. A starry sky can be made by
using a 3 X 5-foot black poster card splashed with
white poster paint in a galaxy effect. Or punch small
holes in the poster card with a needle, and light the
card from the rear. Be sure your card is larger than
the set you are photographing. It is usually helpful
to consider the background a separate subject from the
standpoint of lighting. Background colors as a rule
should be lighter or darker than the tabletop itself.

Poster cards may be used to carry abstract designs
applied with colored chalk, poster paints, spray
paints, or charcoal. Various shades of burlap or
terry cloth are also very effective for backgrounds.

Peacock feathers provide a good source for imaginative
humor pictures. I have created various costume shapes
by working with newspaper, then colored mat paper was
useij to make the finished costumes for a variety of
presentations. The peacock feathers, with their
contrasty black dots, provided the eyes and noses for
the figures.

It is sometimes difficult to remember ideas for
picture setups. I sketch my ideas and keep them In a
folder. You do not have to be an artist to do this —

a rough sketch of your picture idea will bring it to
mind later. This will give you time to look for
props. It is important to take time to plan your
tabletop pictures well; details should be clear before
you begin your setups.

I try to be original with my creations, for an
original photograph is one that carries the stamp of
individuality. Creative imagination is an intangible
quality that cannot be defined in one sentence, one
chapter or even a book. I hope the comments here will
enable you to grasp your imagination and put it into
practical use. One of the delights of tabletop work
is its versatility.
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Sear member:

Time: monday, november fifth, 8:30 p.m.

Place: romanoff's. once again we are privileged
to enjoy mike's genial hospitality in the
crown room, when making your dinner res
ervations, do mention hollywood stereo
scopic society.

Guests of honor: JAYHE MANSFIELD and LEON SHAMEOY.
jayne, who scored so sensationally in the
new york production, "will success spoil
rock hunter" and has just completed her
first starring role for 20th centiury fox,
"she couldn't help it", has gracioi«ly
agreed to pose for us. leon, academy
award winning cinematographer will do the
lighting ably assisted by our own john
meredith who is also providing the equip
ment. be sure to bring your cameras so
that you may enter your jayne manafield
slide in the next competition.

Contest: categories: (amateurs only).

General: any subject which does not readily fall
into a definite category.

Portra'it; mSn, woman or child dominating the
picture.

Children-animals: yoxmgsters and/or'pets.

Scenip-travel: domestic or foreign.

(• <1 I

be sure to send yonr entries to jerry holscher's
for glass mounting and pre-judging no later than
friday, november second, you, the audience, will
determine by popular applause the ultimate winner
in each category, you may bring guests - a fee
of two dollars each will be imposed.

AET LINKLETIEE, past president (but never past
m.c. we hope!) reminds you that it is important
to stay true to category with your entries. in
many cases a slide is eliminated by the judges
because it does not comply.

President's event: harold, art, tom and bob are
bringing a selection of their favorite-
of-all slides which will be projected,
this should be especially interesting.

hold it, folks, the time that is - we think
you'll like these pictures.

best.
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The Magic Proscenium (Pt.Il)

In 1953 there was a tremendous boom in 3-D movies and comic books. Home 3-D
photography also became widespread with the advent and subsequent marketing of
the Stereo Realist and Kodak Stereo Cameras. The advertising art for all of
these media commonly made use of the "window effect" with objects and imagery
seeming to come through a virtual window rendered on the page. The window
effect is an artistic attempt to convey the 3-D experience in a two-dimensional
medium. And, of course, as stereographers we are all familiar with the stereo
window as a unique artistic parameter of our visual craft.

Stan White has commented quite astutely upon the
surreal character of the stereo image. Andre
Breton, the High Pope of Surrealism, touched upon
the concept of a magic proscenium when he
proclaimed, "For me, a painting is a window. But a
window upon what?" When we look upon an image,
whether art or photography, we gaze through this
magic window at an illusiory world. 3-D, as well
as 3-D effect Illustration, is an artistic bridge
between the dream reality and the everyday world we
inhabit in front of the magic proscenium.
Likewise, to extend the metaphor, 3-D like art
itself, can bridge the worlds of the unconscious
and conscious mind.

The documentary character of photography, and
particularly stereography, is a deceptive thing,
it deludes us into a quantitative mindset and the

idea that we are looking at a mere replication of reality, a visual slice of the
world as it is. in fact, we are looking at a new reality, separate from the
world, a fantasy as contrived by precision ground glass and light-sensitive
emulsion on celluloid film.

When we share our images we often say as commentary, "This is Yosemite," or
"Here we see Monument Valley from the west," when in fact we are engaging in a
new photonic construct that is a heightened spectral model of the original. We
are extrapolating, we are dreaming.

Happy Holidays!!

liiiiltlltMM'iy

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 issues for no^n-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar

December

5 M T W
1 2

6 7 8 9
13 14 15 16

1987 January
S M TF S

4 5
11 12

7) 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

17 18 19 20
24 25 26 27
31

1988

15 16
1 22 23

29 30

THU DEC 17 Gala Christmas Banquet, Coconut Grove,
Ambassador Hotel. Slide show: bring
slides of your Idea of Paradise. Contact
Gall Zone for reservations.

THU DEC 31 Copy Deadline - January 3-D NEWS —
Beat the rush and file your contribution
early this year with the Editor

THU JAN 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Third Club competition for 87-88

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

Now Is the time to start thinking about entering those
International Stereo Exhibitions once again. They
will be starting very quickly after the first of the
year, which Isn't that far off. If you don't have the
entry forms for those Exhibitions that will be listed
In this column throughout the coming year, please
write for them, and then pick your best 4 available
slides for each exhibition and get them In the mall.
When you really stop to think about It, what a great
way we have within the exhibitions to share our
Individual stereo work with others throughout the
world. And we are specially fortunate to have the
opportunity to see so many of these shared slides
right here In Southern California In the locally-
sponsored exhibitions.

WED JAN 13 Closing - Oakland Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Charles C. Wells, 3326 Woodvlew
Drive, Lafayette CA 94549

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these two new Club members:

GEORGE- FARTHING

1144 S. Del Mar Ave.

San Gabriel OA 91776
H (818) 286-1265

STEVE MAUK

18530 Hatteras #329
Tarzana OA 91356

H (818) 996-4368

Club membership anniversaries for December:

Chad Angotta - 1 year
Norvln Armstrong - 5 years
Bill Boyd - 5 years
Dan Doll - 6 years
Guy Hlckey - 1 year
Richard Llndblom - 8 years
Dan McCarthy - 7 years
Charles Piper - 21 years
Marc Ratner - 5 years
Richard Scobey - 1 year
Charles Smith - 5 years

A picture may turn out good even when the
craftsmanship Is weak, but a little techni
cal competence will vastly Improve the odds
of getting a fine photograph every time.
Individual technique, an Integral part of
total expression, will take on higher
standards as competence and confidence
Increase In the photographer. As In most
fields, experimentation and practice are the
best ways for the amateur photographer to
gain that confidence.

—Jacob Deschln

To make a picture memorable, to make It
enduring, the photographer like the painter
enriches reality with his own vision, and
brings to It fresh perceptions that a viewer
might not have grasped himself had he looked
upon the Identical scene.

—Betty Chambers
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Club Competition Standings

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY A GROUP ^lONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

NOV CUM NOV CUM NOV CUM

65 122 David Hutchison 56 115 Willis Simms 65 132 Valeria Sardy

HM: Merrill Gorge HM; Durango Express HM: Dead Horse Point

A: St. Paul's - London HM: Grand Canyon Cliffs A: Straw Flowers

A: Storm King //I 57 115 Randal Summers 68 128 Bill Carter

59 122 Jerry Walter HM: Boy on a Log HM: Dustin In Castle Creek

A: Rio Luclo Graveside HM; Boy on a Bridge A: Buildings

58 120 Valeria Sardy HM: The Rambo Brothers A: Sunset Blvd.

HM: Rose Covered Barn 54 108 Bill Carter 63 127 Jerry Walter

58 119 Rick Flnney HM: Fountains HM: Five in a Circle

HM: Fountain 52 107 Jim Atkins HM: Mail From Home

57 118 Jim Murray 54 54 Ed Ecker 61 123 John Sardy

59 118* Susan Pinsky — 51 Victor Ingrassia HM: The Bird Seeds

HM: Cow Couple 48 48 Dick Howe 60 120 Rick Finney

HM: Swiss Cow //I 32 32 Earl Hall HM: Time Flew

— 116* Larry Brown 21 21 Alan D. Williams 57 114* Susan Pinsky
— 116* Bill Daggett A: Firebirds 54 112 Earl Colgan

5A 115 John Sardy 18 18 George Skelly 54 111 Ray Zone

56 115 Marjorie Webster 15 15 Michael Weinberg — 59 Tony Alderson

58 114 Earl Colgan 58 58 Don Cast

A: Brown Goats B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL CATEGORY
57 57

HM: Golden Carpet

53 113 Nathan Wong
NOV CUM

David Starkman

50 107 Kathy LaForce
52 106 Ray Zone 61 126 Jim Murray

Judges:

— 58 Tony Alderson HM: Golden Portal Jason Cardwell
57 57 Don Cast HM: Howdy Larry Brown

HM: Convict Lake Views A: Bromellad //1492 Bill Daggett
57 57 David Starkman 56 109 David Ratliff

52 88 Robert Swarthe * Judges scores averaged
— 40* Larry Brown
17 17 George Skelly

Looking Backward to

... November 19

Well, In spite of nearly everything getting off to
bad starts, we still managed to get through the second
competition night. I think I should have checked my
horoscope — was Jupiter colliding with Mars or
something? Anyway the number of entries picked up
nicely and there were a lot of quite good slides.
However our judges tended just a bit to the,
shall we say, vicious side? No, seriously, it is true
they were a bit tougher than usual, but this can give
us the opportunity to suggest to future judges that 5s
should theoretically be given about as often as 9s and
we know how often those are awarded, huh?! Judging
should be based on technical aspects, such as
mounting, composition, lighting, etc., with the
judges' personal aesthetic responses playing perhaps a
more minor role.

Regarding the entries for Godzilla's Choice, we're
asking everyone who had a slide selected for the GCT
to please bring your slide back to the January
competition night, and we will show and judge them
then.

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

Once again several members responded to the Editor's
request for a write-up of one of their high-scoring
slides from the most recent competition. Everyone
enjoys reading these contributions.

"GOLDEN CARPET" by Don Cast. This slide was taken on
October 29, 1987, along a paved footpath at Convict
Lake in the Eastern Sierra Nevada, north of Bishop,
California. The location of this scene was part of
the Convict Lake Campground. Here, the lakeside
camping sites have recently been removed and replaced
by this footpath, which today was colored in gold by a
carpet of fallen aspen leaves. This is an early
morning shot on a cold, cloudy day which subsequently
produced rain, and provided excellent clouds for
shooting later in the day. Stereo in this scene is
pleasingly exaggerated, as this is my first entry into
the field of twin 35mm stereo photography. A standard
Realist slide, taken from the same spot at the same
time appears "flat" in comparison. Kodachrome ASA 64
was used, with no flash fill. Two Pentax KIOOO
camera, with 55mm lenses, were secured on a twin
camera bar obtained from Reel 3-D Enterprises.
Shutters were synchronized with a dual cable release.
The entire assembly is tripod mounted, which somewhat
restricts mobility. While I would recommend motor
driven wind for twin 35mm, these camera are
manual winding, which requires loosening the right side
camera and sliding it over to wind the left camera
after every exposure. However, this inconvenience
discourages snapshooting.

"FIREBIRDS" by Alan D. Williams. This slide was a
sandwich of two subjects (the fireworks and the
seagulls), shot in ray Stereo Realist. The fireworks
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were shot on Kodachrome 64 film with 80A filters at

f/2.8 and the shutter was left open for 8 to 15 bursts
(typically about 12). About 16 stereos of the
fireworks were shot in this way. Fourteen months
later I shot a half dozen individual and groups of
seagulls on, I believe, Kodachrome 25. Typical
shutter speed was l/200th of a second to freeze the
birds as much as possible. My original intent was to
sandwich fireworks with fireworks and seagulls with
seagulls, but when that didn't work out, I started
combining them, with the result seen here. One major
drawback to the slide (noticed by me and subsequently
pointed out by one of the judges) is that it contains
very little dimensionality; there are only two
stereoscopic levels.

Let's Join Together...

... December 17

Dear Gail:

Include me in on the SCSC Christmas Party!
I can't wait to get in on the fun — last
year's event was very special for me!

—Bryce Malek

This is the last call. There is still time to mail me

$22 or let me know you'll come. Or even just show up
at the Coconut Grove' at the Ambassador Hotel located

at 3400 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles.

Thursday, December 17
Cocktails at 7:00

Dinner at 8:00

The name we've given to this party is "An Evening In
Paradise", and you are all urged to bring slides of
your ideas on Paradise. Plus, bring one slide for the
slide exchange. A great time should be had by all.
Certainly Club member Bryce has a great time last
year.

— Gail Zone, Banquet Director

There are two kinds of design which are
important to you as a photographer: (1) the
design present in your subject matter, and
(2) the design you create as you arrange
your subject matter in the viewfinder.
Always remember there has to be some harmony
between the natural design of a situation
(which makes it exist and function as it
does) and the design the photographer
creates (which shows how the subject matter
exists and functions).

—Freeman Patterson, Camera Canada

The Light Is Free

We are in a very special time of year, and as a newer
stereographer you will be amazed at the wonderful
results that are possible at this special time. We're
speaking about the warm quality of the everyday
sunlight during these months of December and January.
And what is so nice is that all this rich light
spilling over everything is FREE!

This may sound a bit strange to you if you haven't
brought yourself to study light like most veteran
photographers have. Light is light, you may think.
It takes just so much of it to make a picture; what
could be special about it? Well, we're not talking
about the quantity of light, but the quality. During
these two months the sun is lowest in the heavens;
consequently, its quality is far different all during
the day than at any other time of year.

For one thing, it's softer, producing far less
contrast between the bright and dark subjects in your
photo compositions. Which means you'll be able to
pick up a lot more detail in both the bright areas as
well as the shadows. Though film with its wide
latitude can record wide ranges of lighting, it is not
that pleasing to the eye. And a wide range of
lighting especially makes a stereo slide suffer on
projection, with hardly any detail in the shadow
areas.

Secondly, it's warmer, some days almost have a rosy
hue. It is a very special color that flatters nearly
all subjects, from cityscapes to landscapes, seascapes
and harborscapes, as well as portraits.

Thirdly, it is angular. All during the day it
produces nice long shadows, and enhances textures that
you wouldn't see any other time of year. Shadows and
textures give all the more dimension to your 3-D
slides.

This is not meant to mislead you. This special
quality in the natural sunlight does exist at other
times of the year, but only for roughly the first hour
after sunrise and the last hour before sunset. But at
this time of year that special quality does not go
away, even at noon.

Pick a special crisp, sharp day, when the air is
really clear, and go out and practice with your
camera, paying particular attention to the way the
sunlight enhances all subjects. Observe and study....
really learn something about it. If you make some
careful exposures, you will be amazed at the results.
And for the most part you will be making slides you
can't make any other time of the year. And the chief
substance in these special slides — sunlight — is
all FREE!

1
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ISU Convention

Recently David Starkman and I returned from attending
the ISU Congress in Switzerland. We also spent a week
in London beforehand, so we'd like to share a little
about our trip with you.

London was a fabulous feast of 3-D adventures. We had

the pleasure of staying with internationally known
David Burder, inventor of the Burdlo 3-D camera (a
modified Nimslo) and co-author, with Pat Whitehouse,
of "Photographing in 3-D". His delightful London home
is a mixture of English respectability and 3-D goodies
hiding everywhere. One room alone is entirely devoted
to slides, housing a very large light table, silver
screen, twin Ektagraphic projectors and all the
assorted tools and aids necessary for doing precision
mounting. David is a professional photographer by
trade (both 3-D and flat) who shoots for View-Master
in Europe, and whose work you will find on about 1/3
of all the postcards sold in London (flat, of course,
but always 1/2 of a 3-D shot).

David is also the meeting organizer for the
Stereoscopic Society of London, and knowing that we
were bringing "Stereography, A Fresher Portrayal" to
the ISO, he booked us to show it at the regular S.S.

meeting, which met on Saturday
evening. The Stereo Society
is a good sized group similar
to our own which had nearly
100 people in attendance the
night we were there (standing
room only). They met in a
building quite like our own
Photo Center — sort of a gen
eral purpose meeting facility.
The biggest difference we
found was the delightful tea

break that they take right in the middle of the
evening! It was a welcome chance to sip and chat for
15 minutes.

Before the meeting we met with some of the Club
officers and compared notes on the problems of running
a small club. We found that the problems we have at

our Club are universal.

The "Fresher Portrayal" program was extremely well
received, and inspired David B. to make an announce
ment that he was determined to do a similar program
made up of slides by S.S. members to be called "The
Best of Britain". He immediately began to get
volunteers to contribute slides right there at the
meeting. We told him that SCSC would be pleased to be
the first overseas group to book the program.

While presenting "Fresher Portrayal" in England the
experience felt like I was there with a large 3-D
family helping me out. The show consists of 175
slides with an audio cassette. The cues are given on
the left channel of the tape (heard only by the
projectionist) by Jerry Walter telling me when to
change slides. The narration for the show is by Tim
Cardinale. It was like they were right there. The
program itself is made up of slides from 55 different
members (some no longer with us), and 1 was so happy
to have all those people there in London to help
represent our Stereo Club of Southern California. I'm
very proud of our Club, and 1 thank Jerry, Tim and all
the rest of you for coming with me.

Our next stop was Interlocken, Switzerland, for the
International Stereoscopic Union Congress. This was
an ideal location surrounded by Swiss Alps, two lakes,
green pastures full of beautiful Swiss cows (yes,
there is a difference), and charming buildings all
adorned with masses of colorful flowers. But the rest

of this story will have to wait for a future issue.
To be continued...

—Susan Pinsky
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ROS»E
BOWL:

Granddaddy
of

Them All

by Dorothy Hole
Nearly 100 years ago a Pasadena social

club began a NewYear's celebration that has
bloomed into a nationwide tradition.

The early Tournament ol Roses was quite
different from Ihe nationwide televised event
that exists today. In 1890, members of
Pasadena's Valley Hunt Club started the New
Year with a parade of flower-decorated car
riages. That beginning event wasfollowed by
several games, including a Spanish one called
"tournament of rings."

The club organized the parade and games
until 1895, when members decided the event
had become too large for them.

After a Tournament of Roses Association

was formed, organizers decided to attract na
tional attention. Although, the first football
game began smoothly, it ended somewhat
shakily. Anestimated 8,500 peoplecrowded
onto the field and bleachers to watch Michigan
defeat Stanford 49-0. The crush was so
frightening, that football was canceled the next
year and polo substituted. Thefamouschariot
races, initiatedin 1904, conlinued tor 11 years.
Theyeventually gave wayto football, and foot
ball it has been ever since.

Ona cold, wet, and muddy field,Washington
State shut out Brown University14-0 in 1916.
By 1920 i1 was obvious 1othe Tournament's
president, W. L. Leishman, that the crowd at
the games was too largeforTournament Park's
facilities. With famous architect Myron Hunt
and builder William Taylor, he planned a
stadium to be built in the Arroyo Seco.

Construction on the Rose Bowl was finished

in time for the 1923 game. After the dedica
tion ceremonies, 57,000 fans waited eagerly
for the game to begin, but where were the
teams?

The tirst major New Year's Day traffic jam
(as traditional as the game itself) had delayed
the bus bringing the Penn State team. Kickoff
for the game began almost an hour late. It
finally finished in almost total darkness, which
caused reporters to write their stories with
the light from matches.

Originally shaped like a horseshoe, the
stadium's open end was closed by building
seats to meet the growing demand for tickets
to the event. Today, seating capacity is more
than 103,000. Alter being deeded to the city
by the Tournament of Roses Association in
1929; all Rose Bowl aclivities pay tor all im
provements. Onlyroutine upkeep comes from
city funds.

Though New Year's Day football games
originated in Pasadena, many other bowl
games offer competition. Yet none can rival
the fame of the Rose Bowl, granddaddy of
them all.
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Equipment

NEW SLIDE MOUNT FOR NIMSLO 3-D CAMERA USERS

Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc. is pleased to announce the
availability of a new cardboard slip-in type 3-D
slide mount, especially for slide film exposed in the
Nimslo 3-D camera.

This doubles the versatility of the Nimslo camera,
which otherwise was limited to taking expensive
lenticular 3-D Prints. As a slide camera, normal
slide film is used, but sent in to be returned
unmounted. The film is then easily cut, with the
appropriate right and left images slipped into the
special 3-D slide mount. The outer dimensions of the
mount conform to the same dimensions as the once

popular Stereo Realist system.

This means that the Nimslo slides may be viewed in any
of the old Stereo Realist type viewers, as well as in
currently made stereo viewers for this format.

These mounts are available exclusively from: Reel 3-D
Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 2368, Culver City CA 90231
Phone (213)837-2358. A free catalog of 3-D photo
supplies is available upon request.

FLING CAMERAS
Picture-takers are finding Eastman Kodak
Company's new single-use Fling camera In
stores nationwide, and dealers of Kodak
products can expect to find the compact
cameras growing in popularity as the
Christmas selling season approaches.
John J. Powers, vice president and general
manager, U.S. marketing, Consumer
Products Division, said widespread demand
for the Fling in vast quantities at first delayed
its availability nationwide.

"When we introduced the Fling camera
earlier this year, we envisioned It as an
extraordinarily popular, high-volume item,"
Powers explained. "As such, we felt it
necessary to time the camera's availability
so that sufficient quantities could be
available nationwide."

The Fling contains both camera and film in

one compact, easy-operating package. Its
manual film advance, viewfinder, shutter
release and lens are housed around a
24-exposure cartridge of Kodacolor VR-G

3-D 'CORDER
HITS JAPAN
The first3-D TV equipmentfor

the do-it-yourself videophile has
been developed in Japan by To
shiba. The company recently an
nounced a modified VHS-C cam

corder that produces home video
movies with depth as well as col
or and sound.

Toshiba's color camcorder,
dubbed 3D-CAM, is essentially a
standard VHS-C design with
modified electronics, and weighs
about 3y,o pounds. It has two
lenses, mounted side by side,
each equipped with a liquid
crystal shutter. Each shutter
opens and closes at a rate of 30

times per second, for alternate
recordingof leftand right images.

While the tapes can play back
on any standard VHS VCR,
viewing the 3-D effect requires
special LCD-shutter glasses
hooked to a control adapter, plus
a TV set or monitor capable of
double scan (one that can display
60 TV frames per second, instead
of today' s standard of 30 frames).
Toshiba has a digital double-scan
TV on the market.

Toshiba says it expects its 3-D
camera will find wide acceptance
in the industrial, medical and con
sumer markets. The company
plans to have it out next year,
priced at around $2,100.

200 color print film in 110-format.Once the
film is exposed, consumers return the entire
camera to a photofinlshing outlet for
processing.

The Fling camera is designed for impromptu
daylight picture-taking. Some dealers have
positioned the inexpensive camera as a
"contingency" item for situations in which
picture-takers may hesitate to risk a more
expensive or more sophisticated camera.
"With a suggested retail price of $6.95, the
Fling camera has been positioned as an ideal
impulse item for food retailers, convenience
stores and mass merchandisers," Powers
noted. "The high-volume nature of these
dealers called for stocking the Fling in
sizable quantities."

Photo retailers also have targeted the Fling
camera as a low-cost Introduction to picture-
taking for children. Its fixed-focus lens and
pre-set exposure make it attractive to parents

seeking an entry-level camera or a
Christmas stocking-stuffer item. Powers
observed.

"One of the camera's major benefits to
consumers is its Kodak name," he said.
"Millions of picture-takers rely upon Kodak
to help capture their memories in
photographs. The Fling camera is an
additional tool for recording these special
moments."

Powers added that the camera was featured
at the 35th Annual Experimental Aircraft
Association International Fly-In Convention
and Sport Aviation Exhibition, held July 31 -
August 7, in Oshkosh, Wl.

"The Fly-In was an ideal occasion to
premiere the Fling camera," Powers
explained. 'The camera makes a handy
substitute when someone loses or forgets a
camera, as well as an ideal 'extra' for
children."

LETTERS
Dear Editor:

In response to your recent request for input by way of
"letters", 1 write the following in support of the
Photographic Society of America. I am moved to write
following receipt in yesterday's mail of a very frank
circular letter to all PSA members from new President

Dr. Ralph Venk, FPSA, telling of the fact that our
Soceity has entered the "survival" mode in no
uncertain manner.

Maybe 1, as a non-resident of the United States, can
see the position a little more objectively than stereo
workers resident in Southern California in particular,
and elsewhere in the U.S. 1 was in the Los Angeles
area on two recent occasions, (a) to act as a co-judge
of the 1987 PSA International Convention Exhibition

(Stereo Division), and (b) later, to attend the PSA

Convention in Long Beach.

I feel moved to speak up here on behalf of PSA because
of what I observed (or thought 1 observed) while
visiting the PSA events in Southern California. My
observation: "An absense of support by the majority of
local Club members for (a) the Exhibition and (b) the
Convention." In answer to queries as to why such
visual lack of support existed, the answers seemed to
convey a "them and us" syndrome, something like might
exist between the IRS and the taxpayer! Statements
like "the bureaucracy can do their thing and we'll do
ours" were not uncommon.

This letter is to say "Support PSA Now". It is our
Society, really it is. The Australian Stereo
fraternity in particular understands it all so
clearly. If it were not for PSA and PSA flag wavers
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of the calibre of the late Joe Fallen, FPSA, and
others, we would still be out there in the stereo
wilderness instead of enjoying the excitement of
involvement in stereo at the global level. The TRUTH
of it all is that PSA and the Stereo Division, PSA,
are made up of people just like you and me at Club
level. They do their best, but have personality clash
problems to deal with along with all kinds of
financial and logistic problems. BUT, in spite of all
this, PSA and the Stereo Division, PSA, provide the
only current FORUM via the exhibitions for interchange
of ideas — creative and technical.

To take a single example: How would we ever have the
privilege of knowing the work of Stan White and
eventually the man himself if it were not for the
medium provided by the PSA-endorsed exhibitions. PSA
is the only photographic organisation world-wide
providing an organised base for regular stereo
exhibitions and annual Conventions. Its demise is

unthinkable even with its shortcomings. If your
readers and Club Officers do not think what I say here
is heresay, the logical reaction, I hope, would be to
see the Club mount a "Support PSA and PSA-endorsed
Stereo Exhibitions" campaign and not take the pressure
off such a campaign until a sizeable improvement is
seen in support for both the exhibitions and PSA
itself via members, etc. A good opportunity for Club
members to exhibit the additional support foreshadowed
will present itself prior to closing date with respect
to the forthcoming Oakland, Hollywood and Southern
Cross Stereo Exhibitions.

—Allan Griffin, FPSA

...The above letter was printed with some reservation,
since the Editor likes to see the NEWS be "positive"
as much as possible. But what needs to be said also
deserves attention, regardless of the tone. The
letter Allan refers to is on Page 8. All readers
should know the happenings concerning PSA, whether a
member or. not. PSA has been very important to the
Club. In fact (a real fact), the Club we all enjoy so
much would not exist today if it weren't for PSA and
its related sponsorhip of International Stereo
Exhibitions. During the late 60s and throughout the
70s, the Club competitions were the chief (spelled
"nearly only") reason for the Club to exist, and most
Club members then were dedicated slide exhibitors who

tried out their new and great slides at this forum.
Competitions back then were extremely intense and
hotly debated, and as a consequence produced some of
the best 3-D pictures ever made, and this activity
alone kept the Club going. You are urged to support
the Photographic Society of America with your
membership or donation; the mailing address is 2005
Walnut Street, Philadelphia PA 19103.

—Ed.

Dear Editor:

I am interested more and more in everything that is
3-D (from comics to movies and so on) and I try to
know more about it, given that in my country there are
not organizations that treat this wonderful system.

I am asking you to help me as much as you can, and to
keep me informed about everything is going on in the

world of 3-D.

I am interested, too, in catalogues, books, pictures,
magazines, comics, articles on the matter, cameras,
etc. One of my favourite hobbies is drawing comics,
so I am interested in the methods of drawing of 3-D
comics, and I wish to know if there are handbooks or
similar to learn about. I thank you anticipately, and
warmly give you my best regards.

—Marcello Fraioli

via Latina 303

00179 ROMA

ITALY

...Ray Zone is sending Marcello info on 3-D comics,
and Susan and David about available supplies, etc.
Hopefully other readers will send info to Marcello
also.

—Ed.

Dear Editor:

It has been some time since you kindly put my letter
in the August 1987 issue of your 3-D NEWS. I have
been able to correspond with some of your readers.

In order to promote Stereoscopic photography in Japan,
I am going to write an article about 3-D in the
January issue of the Camera Collectors News, the only
monthly magazine for collectors in Japan. To enhance
the article, I would like to use the computer
generated 3-D patterns created by Mr. Richard Ogle
which appeared in Page 5 of your August NEWS.

In this situation, I hope that you will kindly approve
my using the patterns in my article

The 3-D has never been very popular in Japan but there
should be considerable potential interest which I want
to cultivate.

Thank you for your kind attention to this letter, I
await your reply. Best regards.

—Yoshihiko Saji
476 Imaiminamicho

Nakahara-Ku

Kawasaki City
Kanagawa Pref.
211 JAPAN

...Of course approval was given to use Richard's
clever free views.

—Ed.

Computer generated by
Richard Ogle
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A SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
TO ALL PSA MEMBERS

I know that all of you share my interest in photography - a
unique blend of scientific technology with creative and artistic
expression. By bringing the world and its going's on to us through
the visual experience, it has had a profound effect on the under
standing of the peoples of the world. "Photography - The Universal
Language".

For over fifty years, The Photographic Society of America has
served as an important nucleus for learning and for the sharing of
knowledge about this wonderful medium. It has provided services
for its members in every facet of photography, and has sponsored,
either,directly or indirectly, exhibitions of photography for the
education and enjoyment of the public at large. Our stated purposei
....TO PROMOTE THE ARTS AND SCIENCES OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND TO FURTHER
PUBLIC EDUCATION THEREIN - has been carried out very well.

THERE ARE SEVERAL REASONS FOR MY SENDING YOU THIS PERSONAL LETTER,

As most of you are aware, the PSA Journal has been arriving
later than any of us would like. Not the least of the reasons for
this is the recent turnovers we've experienced in the Journal staff.
As it turns out, we are again presently faced with the necessity of
choosing and employing still another Editor, so there will unfortun
ately be some further delay over the next few months. Please bear
with us as we try to get back on a more timely schedule.

In recent years, we have struggled with one of the facts of
life that confronts all of us. In the past 15 years, according to
a recent issue of Money Magazine, inflation has risen by a factor
of 168.4 percent. Relating that to PSA, it means that our $15-00
dues for an individual member, which is what it was in 1972, should
be $40.26 now for us to have kept up with the costs of everything.
Instead, the present dues are $30.00 for that individual member.
There is no doubt that there will have to be upward adjustments in
the dues structure in the future so that we can meet our committments
and compensate our Headquarters and Journal staff employees properly.

2005 WALNUT STREET • PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19103

Despite good intentions, in these recent years, we have been
spending more money than we take in. The Executive Committee, last
year, charged the Finance Committee with the task of cutting the
outflow of dollars drastically/ and to look to every way possible
that would hold down this drain on the Society's reserves. There
were a number of cost cutting measures instituted and now we are
taking a further major step.

Many of you have questioned a
management position in the Society
our national headquarters might be
costs of operation would be lower,
ageous to be more centrally locate
The maintenance costs of the Phila

been adding to the financial drain
has become apparent that Center Ci
the best place for us to be.

nd we, who are presently in a
have also questioned whether

re-located to an area where the
It would certainly be advant-

d and in more suitable facilities,
delphia building have recently

and will continue to do so. It

ty, Philadelphia may not now be

The Finance Committee with the approval of the Executive Com
mittee has taken the first steps towards moving Headquarters to a
new location. Our choice is Oklahoma City, centrally located in the
country, where costs are favorable and where, because of the downturn
in the petroleum industry, there is a surplus of available and qual
ified workers both as employees and as volunteers. The move will
also give us an opportunity to further modernize and streamline our
procedures and thus to better the services to you, the members.

In the long run, our costs of operation should prove to be
much lower than they are at present, but the costs of the move and
the initial expenses will be considerable. I solicit your serious
and immediate consideration of what PSA has meant, or will mean to
you in the future, and to those who are not yet members. If you
agree with me that we are deserving of a better future, please join
me and the management team of PSA by making a check out to:

The General Operating Fund of PSA

Send your contribution to Headquarters in the enclosed envelope and
join with us who are putting our own money and many many hours and
days toward a bright future for the Society.

In the past year as Executive Vice President and now, as the
new man in the President's chair, I have come to know how very ded
icated and concerned you all are for PSA. Now I must ask you to
show your concern in a very concrete way. Please be generous and
lets work together for the future of the PSA we love.

Thanks very much.
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A Ray Zone Glossary

In response to a number of requests, it gives me
great pleasure to present to you an official guide
to some of the outsized nomenclature I have utilized

in this column with respect to 3-D. This glossary
elucidates phrases as well as words which have
particular application to the more esoteric aspects
of stereo philosophy.

BICAMERAL - Pertaining to or having two houses as the human brain itself
has two hemispheres, left and right.

BICAMERAL IMAGING - A very particular use of 3-D which combines
conventional parallax with relative degrees of retinal
rivalry.

DUAL PHOTONIC BOMBARDMENT - A term pertaining to the physics of light,
in this case twin streams of reflected light simultaneously
bombarding both the left and right eye retinas. The raw
visual data of stereo perception.

FUSION - The cerebral process whereby the left and right eye views of a
scene or image are combined into a single image with depth.

CYCLOPEAN IMAGE - The 3-D image as fused by the brain. This is a term
originated by Bela Julesz, inventor of the Random Dot
Stereograra.

EXEGESIS - An explanation.

STEREO MANIA - The fanatical pursuit of 3-D images, an experiential
addiction to parallax.

EXPERIENTIAL - Pertaining to experience.

And now, verbally forearmed, we are prepared for the twin retinal
delights that 1988 has in store.

Happy New Year!

JANUARY 1988

IORWISDOM ISEETTER
THaM RUBIES ANDALL
THE THINGS THAT MAY

. BE-DE5IRED-ARE-NOT-TO
L BE/COMPARED-UNTO-HER ^

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Slngle/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS; The 3-D NEWS Is published
monthly and Included with membership; $8 for 12 Issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stergis M. Stergis, APSA

Stergis left us during his afternoon nap on Friday,
December 11. He was an artist on two accounts.

Professionally he was a creator, master craftsman
and finisher of fine leather; everyone visiting his
home was quick to notice and admire the expertly
detailed leatherwork on many pieces of furniture.

And Stergis was a creator of wonderful stereo
slides. His flower slides, particularly those of
the eplphyllums which he grew himself, will
undoubtedly be remembered as the finest 3-D flower
slides ever made. They were outstanding In every
respect — color, texture, lighting (especially
backlighting which brought out the translucency of
the petals), composition (generally flowing left to
right), and control of the 3-D effect. He also
created Inspiring seascapes, with sea gulls In
exactly the right place against the setting sun,
autumn landscapes, perfectly arranged tabletops,
and travel/adventure slides, such as from Central
America and Colorado. The best of his Colorado

slides were fashioned Into an audiovisual program
entitled "Colorado - A Rocky Mountain High", which
was presented at two International Conventions of
the Photographic Society of America. During his
last years one of his favorite pastimes was
listening to the tape of his show, humming along
with John Denver, and envisioning In his mind his
slides depicting "Sunshine On My Shoulders".

Stergis received his Assoclateshlp In PSA at the
St. Louis Convention In 1980 for his active

participation In the art and science of stereo
photography.

Stergis was very active In the Stereo Club of
Southern California of which he became a member In

1959. He was President 1968-69, and Membership
Director for many years thereafter. He distributed
the 3-D NEWS for a number of years, and held
workshops In his home. Stergis and Maudle, his
wife of 52 years, hosted a series of springtime
annual Potluck Board Meetings, which frequently
turned out to be family affairs. He was the
generous sponsor of numerous awards and trophies

for the annual Club Slide of the Year show.

Next to Maudle, and his daughter and three
granddaughters, his second love (some would say
"passion") was competing In International Stereo
Exhibitions. He attained the level of Master

Stereographer I, which requires 100 International
acceptances of 25 new slides above the Diamond Star
rating. He was well on his way to Master II.
There was no question about It — Stergis competed
to win. He edited his slides very carefully, and
as a result walked away with many honors and
medals. It was that need to win that drove him to

create better and better slides — competing with
himself as well as with all the other top
stereographers In the world.

Stergis never missed the opportunity to encourage
the taking of stereo pictures. If he knew someone
who had the opportunity to make good 3-D slides, he
would always Inquire "How many pictures did you
take, and what did you do to make them the best
pictures possible?" Conversations about this
subject, and many others, could easily lead to
debates and sparing, which he apparently thoroughly
enjoyed. We were all quick to learn that, with his
deep-seated Greek background, no one ever won an
argument with Stergis. And somehow, out of this
human trait, came his strength, and the magical
endearment others felt toward him.

A visit to his home during winter months usually
ended with a gift of a bag of persimmons — not for
cooking, but for picture taking. Those bright
red-orange fruits from the grand old trees In the
backyard of 601 South Saltalr have been
Immortalized many times over In hundreds of slides
— fruits from the grand old trees which were
carefully cultivated by a grand master of
stereography.

We will all deeply miss the person In Stergis, and
all that he stood for. A champion and
standard-bearer Is gone from our midst.

—Editor

A PERSONAL REMEMBRANCE

Stergis M. Stergis Is probably only a name to most
of the newer members In our Club. But to me, he
was much more than that. When I joined the Club,
most of the "old timers" were still active, and
Stergis so dominated Club competitions that It
seemed Impossible for anyone to displace him. I
remember my first Club Awards Banquet where Stergis
won First Place In both the Standard and

Nonconventlonal Categories. I think the reason
that we get a poor turnout for Club competitions Is
that many of the new members are Intimidated by the
work of the more experienced members; when I joined
the Club I had to compete against people who had
been photographers for twenty or thirty years.
Stergis himself joined the Stereo Club when I was
only two years old! But Stergis and the others
weren't out to Intimidate; they were dedicated to
helping new photographers develop their skills.
They did this by sharing their knowledge and by
showing us examples of truly superb photography.

I think we each try to express something Individual
with our photography. This becomes a style that

can eventually become almost Instantly
recognizable. For Instance, through Jerry Walter's
pictures we understand his relationship to nature.
Susan Plnsky shows us how she feels about animals.
Stergis was a master of portraying beauty. He
found beauty everywhere, from majestic mountains
and crashing waves to the smallest blossom. His
eye for beauty, and his understanding of how to
portray It photographically was the hallmark of his
style.

For many of us, photography Is an Important means
of artistic expression. In a world where we are
Increasingly alienated from our fellow human
beings, we can express through our photography
feelings we would never express verbally,
especially to a large group. Stergis helped me to
understand both the craft and art of photography
better; he showed me how to more effectively use
photography as a means of visual communication. As
I continue to reap the benefits of this expression
throughout ray life, I will always remember Stergis.

—David Kuntz
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU JAN 14 Mounting Workshop - Contact David Kuntz
for reservations

THU JAN 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Third Club Competition — Everyone bring
slides for sharing and scoring

SUN JAN 31 Copy deadline, February 3-D NEWS. Follow
through with your New Year's resolution
and send your contribution to the Editor

THU FEE 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
A "Slide Fight"!!

Member & Subscriber Update

Good reading extended to this new NEWS subscriber:

HARLAND E. RUPP

13162 E. Linvale Place

Aurora CO 80014

Club membership anniversaries for January:

Jim Atkins - 1 year
Max Bruensteiner - 32 years (Charter Member)
Tim Cardinale - 11 years
Linda Cervon - 2 years
George Cushman - 6 years
Skip Greenlee - 3 years
Rhenda Greelee - 3 years
Dick Heard - 3 years
Georgia Heard - 3 years
Ronald Jones - 1 year
Jim Pettit - 10 years
George Pond - 32 years (Charter Member)
Burt Sikli - 5 years
George Skelly - 10 years
Ray Zone - 3 years

Classified

FOR SALE: Busch Verascope F40, excellent condition,
camera completely cleaned and overhauled 3 years ago.
P.C connector installed, $500. Case in fair condition
$30.00. Bill Lund, 20833 Neuralia Road, California
City CA 93505 (619)373-4258 after 6 PM.

FOR SALE: Realist camera in very good condition; TDC
stereo projector in very good condition; #8007 HAMA
film cutter, new; G.E. light meter in good condition;
200 #4600 heat-seal mounts; 40 #7004 polarizing 3-D
glasses; 24 #7002 cardboard 3-D glasses; 20 polarized
lorgnettes for special cases; instruction books for
camera and projector, all for $500. Will not sell
separately. Howard Siebold, 32050 Westwood Drive,
Fort Bragg CA 95437 (707)964-0904

Perhaps one of the chief forces that inhibit
creative photography is the emphasis on
logic and reason and the lack of respect for
intuition. Logic can destroy creativity if
demanded or applied too soon, because a
creative idea very often is a product of
intuition, and the logic supporting it must
be developed. Unfortunately, many photogra
phers have come up through schools where
"rules and reason" pervail. They thus feel
that nothing is worth consideration that
cannot be defended by logic.

—Gary Wainsworth
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Workshop News

Here's the first one for 1988, and the Club Board has
promised more:

Date: Thursday, January 14, 1988
Time: 7:30 PM

Place: David Kuntz residence

4015 Virginia Road #1
Long Beach
Home (213)424-4550
Work (714) 261-5600

Once again we see the need to get together and talk
about mounting your own slides, and instruct you in
the process step by step. Give me a call to reserve
your spot.

—David Kuntz

Let's Join Together...

...January 21

Hope you are all getting ready for the third big Club
competition coming up on January 21. Please remember
that everyone is encouraged to bring slides —• 3 for
the standard category and/or 3 for the nonconventional
category. If you missed the September or November
competitions, its okay to bring make-ups. But only
one group of make-ups is allowed per competition.

The Godzilla's Choice Theme for January is:

"Something Old, Something New"

And remember to bring back your November Godzilla's
Choice theme entries since we ran out of time at the

meeting and promised to judge them in January.

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

...February 18

COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU ~

THE THURSDAY NIGHT SLIDE FIGHT

Have you got the post-holiday blues? Are you already
bored with all your new Christmas toys? Have you
already broken all your New Year's resolutions? Well,
suffer no longer, for a cure has been found — direct
from London, it's the ...

Thursday Night Slide Fight

Making a premier appearance at the February meeting of
the SCSC, the Slide Fight promises to cure even the
worst case of post-holiday depression. Just bring
three stereo slides and a sharpened pencil...

The Slide Fight is what I call a non-competition.
Yes, those three slides will be scored. Not by a
small group of three judges, but by everyone. Yes,
EVERYONE. Everyone enters three slides for judging,
and everyone is a judge, scoring his slides along with
all the rest.

But that's where the resemblance to a normal Club

competition night ends. At the Slide Fight, you will
not be silent. You will "ooh" at beautiful hyper-
stereoscopic jewels and you will "ahh" at creative
sandwich slides. You will probably even groan at my
dumb scenics. But you will have fun. Laughter will
again be heard at the Los Angeles Photo Center.

The Thursday Night Slide Fight is independent of the
five regular Club competitions; the results of the
Slide Fight have no bearing on the end-of-year
results. I will publish the official rules for the
Slide Fight in the next issue of the 3-D NEWS. Until
then, enjoy your Christmas toys —

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED JAN 13 Closing - Oakland International Exhibition
WED FEB 3 Closing - Hollywood Exhibition

Forms - Jerry Walter, 1098 Montecito Drive
Los Angeles CA 90031

SAT FEB 13 Closing - Rochester Exhibition
Forms - Richard Scudder, PO Box 12778
Rochester NY 14612

TUE MAR 8 Closing - Wichita Exhibition
Forms - Lucille M. Sire, 518 Peterson,
Wichita KS 67212

MON MAR 21 Closing - Southern Cross Exhibition
Forms - Valeria Sardy, PO Box 9655,
Canyon Lake CA 92380

The Internationals are coming upon us hot and heavy,
with one closing in January, two in February, and
three in March. Newcomers are always welcome to share
their slides, and especially attend the judgings
and/or showings. These events let you see the entire
range of exhibition slides that are being produced
today throughout the world, and will help you to see
and appreciate the part you are playing in advancing
the art or 3-D photography yourself. Locals here in
the L.A. area should plan to attend the Hollywood
judging on Saturday, February 6 at the First United
Methodist Church at 134 No. Kenwood in Glendale

starting at 9 AM. It is always nice having lunch
together, and then coming back to pick the award
winners in the early afternoon. Join us if you can.

If in every deep black hole...
you can see a few bright spots
...see your Ophthalmologist I
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INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SHOES

Here's another insight into one of the high-scoring
slides at the November competition:

"STORM KING" by David Hutchison. Storm King is a
monumental sculpture garden located near Cornwall, NY
where various gargantuan modern art pieces are
scattered over several acres of rolling hillside. I
had visited the area once before with my trusty Stereo
Realist, but the pictures just didn't seem to capture
the otherworldly aspect of the place. Years before I
had ever developed an active interest in stereography,
I had been fascinated with Kodak's Ektachrome

Infrared. I had used its haze penetrating, high
contrast qualities for years to create dramatic
mountainscapes during the many summers I spent in the
Smoky Mountains of Western North Carolina. My stereo
photography has been pretty much New York City-bound,
however, and though I had run a few rolls of
Ektachrome IR through my stereo camera. Central Park
was just not giving me the results which had been so
exciting in the mountains. Storm King, I thought,
might be just what this film was looking for. I shot
a variety of different subjects on the rolling hills
of the vast outdoor sculpture garden. The most
interesting, for my stereo camera, turned out to be a
group of grey-granite sculptures by a Japanese artist.
Exposure was with a tripod, 1/10 sec. at f/8. Kodak
recommends exposing the film through a Wratten #12
(minus blue) filter. I prefer a slightly deeper
Wratten #15, #16 or sometimes a #21 with a Polaroid
filter for the most dramatic effects. Ektachrome IR

requires the old E-4 process, which has been
discontinued by Kodak's processing laboratories; there
are, maybe, half a dozen labs left in the U.S. that
will process this film on a custom basis. A
particular problem for stereo users is the fact the
film has a thin plastic Estar base, which
depolarizes. This means if you are using a projector
(such as the Realist or TDC) which places the polaroid
filters behind the slide carrier, then you will either
have to move the filters to the other side of the

carrier, or (especially true if you intend to enter an
IR slide in International Competition) you will have
to have your slide duped onto standard triacetate
based film (such as Kodachrome or standard
Ektachrome). If you are just hand-viewing your stereo
Ektachrome IR shots, then the duping isn't necessary;
just mount them as you would any other slide, pop them
into a viewer and enjoy!

Art in the Third Dimension

Thursday, December 10,1987

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley proclaimed Wednesday "Holographic
Visions Day" in honor of the opening of Holographic Visions, the city's
first museum-gallery devoted to the art of holography. Bradley also
unveiled a life-size holographic stereogram of himself working at his desk.
Made from specially processed movie film, the stereogram is a
three-dimensional moving image: As the viewer walks past it, the mayor
appears to hang up his telephone, look up, smile and wink. Invented in 1947
by Dr. Denis Gabor (who received a Nobel Prize for his achievement in
1971), holography is a process related to photography that uses laser light
to produce a 3-D image. The downtown Los Angeles museum-gallery is in
the California Plaza, next to the Museum of Contemporary Art.

Formost of us, holograms are
somethingyou see in Star

Wars or on the corner of your
credit card. Not surprisingly,
however, the erstwhile three-
dimensional marketing gimmick
has been inchingits way up into
the ..ne-art world as well, most
notably in Salvador Dalfs
semifamous DaUPainting Gali, a
360-degrce hologram of the artist
painting his wife.

When the HolographicVisions
gallery/museumbows this month
on the 9th. you may not get Dali,
but youwill find a hip,high-tech
showplace of three-dimensional
laser-produced abstracts,
portraits and sculptures. Located
just beneath the MOCA
waterfalls in downtown's
California Plaza, the museum
will also include a historical
exhibition of the evolution of the
medium from its invention (in
1947by NobelPeacePrize
winner Dennis Gabor as an
improvementon the electron
microscope) to the present.

"Anything that you can paint
or take a picture of you can make
a hologram of," notes
Holographic Visionspresident
Jerry Preston, a hologram
collector who helped found the
museum. 'Artists who are
working with holograms are
basicallysculptingwith light."

Showcased in the industrial
like exhibition space will be some

50pieces, including a Faberg6-
teapothologram from the Soviet
Union and a lifelikeportrait of
Dizzy Gillespie, which, as you
move from side to side, captures
the trumpetplayer puffing his
lipsinpreparation to playand
then instead, changing his mind,
droppingthe trumpet and smiling
at the viewer. Also mounted for
the museum's first show is a piece
by Dutch artist WalterSpielings,
called Timescape, which is
actuallya hologram withina
hologram. Initially all youseeisa
simplemicroscope; whenyouget
close enough tolook inthe
microscope'seyepiece,however,
youwill seea smallelectronic
circuit beingmagnified. •

Holograms availablefor
purchase range from 50-ccnt
hologjaphic slickers to$30,000
piecesthat requirespecial
installation in the home.

Along with the holograms,the
museum will also feature a
number of "three-dimensional
entertainment" exhibits by Sun
Valley's Technifex that are like
watching 3-D without the glasses.

The museum is open Tuesday,
Wednesday,Saturday and
Sunday from 11a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Thursday and Friday till 8
p.m.Admission is$2 foradults
and $1 for seniors and children.

->Jaiie E. Lasky

LOS ANGELES

DECEMBER 1987

Composition must be one of our constant
preoccupations, but at the moment of
shooting it can stem only from our
intuition.

—Henri Cartier-Bresson
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LETTERS
Dear Editor:

I am a very slow bloomer, my breathing Is limited
(about 25% of normal), my finances limited
(underwriting of rent, etc.), but I also have multi-
hobbies. I know what I will need to get back into 3-D,
but until I have the funds I have to be a monoptic
audience (with cataracts). Nevertheless, like the
inventor of the first stereo who met with a group of
3-D blind scientists in France when he was trying to
sell the idea, I AM A 3-D FAN!

My eyesight is compromised, but even for me the 3-D
image is an adventure! Those who can't see 3-D
without problems add to the rumors of chronic
headaches and similar rumors of its drawbacks, but
after all, even us myopics use (lopsided) 3-D all of
our waking hours! With new computer techniques,
lifelike images from equations, and 3-D computer
graphics, the future of the 3-D image should not be
held back by false folktales in the public relations
arena of the audiovisual business. Stereo views can

contribute greatly to our appreciation and
understanding of nature. Those boring zoology and
botony classes don't have to be so, and those
subjects and many others could be more easily learned
in depth!

—Michael Aron Weinberg
4408 Russell Ave #3

PC Box 27-957

Los Angeles CA 90027

Dear Editor:

Our material attitudes spill over into the thinking
about photography both as a communications tool and as
a means of visual expression. How often do we hear it
said that a photograph is representative of a point in
time? Perhaps it is, but more importantly it is

analagous to a point in the stream of human conscious
ness. The following doggerel was an attempt, of some
years ago, to plot such a point and is titled:

"CO-ORDINATES"

Picture a line to represent PERCEPTION
That intercepts the beam of MEMORY'S PROJECTION
And at that point but in a third dimension -
IMAGINATION'S line of intervention

Making an asterisk a twinkling star
That marks precisely, where you are.

In the navigation of these words lie the thought
processes inherent in the creation of any thoughtful
photograph...a kind of meeting of the past, present
and future of the psyche! Never is there a greater
void between the creative and the non-creative mind
than at the level of their respective philosophies,
for the potential to be creative will result not from
freedom but from tyranny, and that tyrant will be our
concept (unique or otherwise) of the world.

—Stan White

473 Grand Boulevard

Oakville, Ontario
Canada L6H 1P2

The following note was recently received which brings
up some serious questions concerning our Club. If any
of you readers would care to comment on the below,
please do,either in agreement or disagreement, and why.
Is it time for the Club to reexamine its mission

and goals...? Is someone at fault?

Dear Editor:

I'm no longer interested in SCSC. It's gotten too big
- mostly young boys just interested in "doing their
thing".

—Name withheld

Electron microscopegives researchers 3-D view of ceils
By Marilyn Dunlop
Toronto Star

A new way to examine the in
side of a cell of the body and see
three-dimensional views of its
structure has been developed by
scientists at the University of
Toronto in conjunction with a
Japanese researcher.

Dr. Martin Hollenberg, associ
ate dean of research, demon
strated the technique Friday at
the U of T medical sciences
building, showing on a screen
pictures that magnify a million-
fold the microscopic particles in
side different kinds of cells.

Viewers don Polaroid glasses,
the kind once used in movie
houses to enable audiences to see
three-dimensional movies, and
the pictures taken inside cells
seem to leap out of the screen.

A 3-D view

"Remember the movie Fanat-
stic Voyage in which the actors
seemed small enough to travel

through the bloodstream? Well
this is as if you were even small
er and inside a submarine driv
ing around inside a single cell,"
Hollenberg said.

The Canadian-Japanese tech
nology is the first of its kind.
Until now,' pathologists (who
study disease in specimens of tis
sue) have only been able to look
at thin, flat slices of tissue.

"One had to imagine how it
would look in three-dimension,"
Hollenberg said, adding that
sometimes what was imagined
was wrong. "How a cell works
can be discovered by under
standing how the cell is con
structed," he said.

The new technique is already
being used to teach U of T medi
cal students. "They are the first
students in the world to see 3-D
pictures of the inside of cells,"

The technique involves depict
ing a tissue specimen with a high
resolution scanning microscope.
The picture appears on a small

screen and the investigator can
increase the magnification from
50 foid to 60,000 fold to zoom in
on one particular cell in the tis
sue. It can be magnified even
more when shown on a large
screen.

Hollenberg said if there was,
for example, a bacterium in a
cell, "you could not only see the
bacterium, but the inside of the
bpcterium."

Holienberg said the idea was
developed five years ago by Dr.
Keiichi Tanaka of Torrori
University in Yonago, Japan.
Hoilenberg learned of it from a
technical journal and sent his col
league, Peter Lee, to meet Tana
ka, Last winter, when the U of T
acquired the kind of Hitachi elec
tron microscope needed, Hollen
berg improved Tanaka's method
of preparing the tissue and
cracking open cells.

'Normal tissue'

So far, he said, it has not been
used to diagnose disease because

it takes three days to prepare
specimens. Pathologists need to
be able to examine specimens
within about three hours. How
ever, he said, faster techniques
are on the drawing board (in
cluding fixing specimens in mi
crowave ovens) and preparing
specimens within three hours
will be possible in a couple of
years.

"So far we are using it to
understand normal tissue," he
said, "but it has enormous poten
tial." It could, for instance, heip
pathologists tell if a cell is a can
cer cell in cases where it is dif
ficult to be certain.

As a research tool, it could be
used to find out where a hor
mone is manufactured in a sam
ple of thyroid gland, or reveal
the difference between normal
collagen (connective tissue) and
collagen damaged by arthritis.

THE SUNDAY STAR
DECEMBER 13,1987
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57th year Hollywood

3-D fast becoming
a hot commodity
for broadcasters

By STEVE SANDERS

Three-D television programming is
shaping up to be an attractive way to
grab spectacular ratings, especially as
high-definition television makes its
presence increasingly known in the
medium.

"3-D will be soon going straight
through the ceiling," predicts Daniel
Symmes, president of Spatial Technol
ogies Inc. "It is already riding a new
cycle of popularity, and the hottest area
for 3-D right now is definitely
television."

Sn works exclusively in developing
3-D technology and production, and
was the first company to mine the field
of 3-D TV.

"3-D is not perfect," Symmes ad
mitted, "but the reality is, it works well
and is very commercial. High-defini
tion TV will have definite impact on the
growing interest in 3-D, b^ause the
greater resolution will allow the special
effects to be all the more successful."

Although 3-D has proven to be in
consistent in its popularity, and has
been largely dismissed as a gimmick by
its detractors, improved technology,
combined with impressive ratings for
3-D TV special showings, indicate that
it stands to be of significant appeal to
broadcasters over the next few years.

On the local scene, an April '87 3-D
telecast of a "swimsuit spectacular" on
KABC's "Eye on L.A." drew an eye-
popping 18.2/28 rating, and their Hal
loween 3-D installment on Oct. 29

scored with a 12.6/20. Both shows won

the time period by a wide margin.
(Those two programs will also be

released in a special home video pack
age. The extra cost of producing such
3-D programs can be three to four times
the norm, making the home vid market
an ideal means to recoup added
expenses.)

Triple Crown Prods., the "Eye on
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L.A." production company, worked in
conjunction with STI, bringing them
aboard to supply the necessary 3-D
equipment and technicians.

In 1980, SelecTV contracted with
sn to provide a 3-D transfer of the
feature "Miss Sadie Thompson,"
which was the first film on commercial

TV to be broadcast in that format.
STI's initial entry into free TV was

"Revenge of the Creature" for WGNO
in New Orleans in 1982, which won its
Sweep Weeks period with a 25/40 rat
ing and share. "Creature" did indeed
take revenge, beating out all three of the
local network affiliates in New Orleans.

That same year, STI and San Fran
cisco's KTZO presented TV's first live
3-D broadcast, and KHJ in L.A. fol
lowed with an "Elvira" live presenta
tion. At the same time, STI was award
ed the only FCC-approved 3-D
conunercial TV system, dubbed "Spa
tial Vision II" for their anaglyph
process.

The cost for 3-D film transferring
averages $200 per minute, due to the
painstaking work involved in success
fully bringing 3-D to television, accord
ingto Symmes. "We redoeachscenein
the picture, on a cut-by-cut basis. Since
most 3-D films have image registration
problems, we have to correct each and
every shot. The exception is a film such
as 'Kiss Me Kate,' which was original
ly done well, and not cheaply."

To date, more than 20 titles are avail
able for broadcast in 3-D, from classics
such as "Kate" to such multi-dimen
sional clinkers as "Bwana Dev
il" (the first commercial 3-D feature)
and "Gorilla at Large," as well as a
Three Stooges short called "Spooks."
Sn is currently negotiating with Uni
versal to provide the film transfer for
the home video release of "Jaws 3-D."

In addition to manufacturing 3-D
film-to-tape transfers, STI has also be
come involved in the actual production
and distribution of feature films and
musical programs such as "Willie Nel
son's 4th of July Picnic."

Symmes told The Hollywood Re
porter in a phone interview that Fox
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Television "has shown quite a bit of
interest in our doing 3-D programming
with them." He added that while STI
has been in talks with Fox since July, no
specific plans have been made.

Symmes also revealed to THR that
hiscompany is now negotiatingwith the
Magic Mountain amusement park to
premiere STI's "Dimension 360," a
processSymmes said "will for the Erst
time give a big, bright, 360-degreepic
ture, where an object can float off the
screen and orbit around your head."
STI will also develop the actual technol
ogy and construction for the theater
itself, to be unveiled in 1989.

sn has two other projects in the
hopper at present, one a theatrical re
lease and Ae other a television special,
to be produced with (Canada's Baseline
Entertainment Corp. on a 50-50 basis.
The film, "Reflections of Horror," is
set to begin rolling in May (a demo 3-D
scene has already been shot). The STI/
Canadian venture is a TV sports spe
cial, as yet untitled, which will be a 3-D
exploration of skydiving, scuba diving,
skiing and other such risky business.

"3-D has been denounced as a gim
mick, but it is now proving itself as a
legitimate medium," Symmes said. "It
is another form of communication and

almost interactive. It creates a whole
different level of excitement, and an
entirely different atmosphere than con
ventional 2-D."

Symmes feels that the unique semi-
interactive quality of 3-D lends itself
perfectly to children's programming.
"It's a natural for kids," he believes.
"Bejginning next year, we are getting
very heavily involved in 3-D children's
shows."

STI has also taken up the actual man
ufacturing of 3-D glasses and, to date,
has produced 250 million ))airs. South
land Corp.'s 7-11 stores have distribut
ed the glasses locally and will expand as
national syndication becomes a reality.

The company also produces print^
3-D materials and is exploring provid
ing 3-D packaging for 3-D home video
releases.
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Looking Backward to...

... December 17

A great time was had by all at the SCSC Christmas
Party on December 17. The location was the hauntingly
quiet Ambassador Hotel on Wilshire Boulevard, and it
was truly like stepping back into history. Those
areas that are still open (many wings and alcoves seem
permanently "dark") are beautifully restored and
immaculately maintained, including the gardens.

Gail and Ray Zone had done all the planning. The
tables were festively decked out with sweets, glitter
and gifts for all attending. And there were a number
of door prizes, too. After a social hour in the
atmosphere created by live harp music provided by
Victoria Looseleaf, a fine meal was served, including
an extra fancy dessert.

Entertainment began with Marjorie Webster leading a
group of Christmas songs, and guiding those who wanted
to participate in the hula. The highlight of the
evening was the ensuing slide show. It opened with a
group of Hawaii slides by Marjorie Webster. Several
of the slides had exceptional depth, which brought
pleasurable gasps from the audience, and it was
obvious that Marjorie spent a lot of time selecting
the slides to go with the following narration:

SONGS OF HAWAII (MY PERSONAL PARADISE)

Hawaii calls...Across the sea...

A Manuela Boy is waiting for me.
Sonny at Makaha, with Kiave tree.
I'm a happa haole hula girl on the beach at

Waikiki.

After an Hawaiian sunset rare, dancing under the
stars without a care!

In my holo holo kaa, and greet coconut hat,
1 drove around the island, to see: beyond the

reef, at Hanauma Bay:
A gorgeous, but dangerous, place to be!
On a Coconut Island, in Kaneohe Bay...l went

back to my little grass shack...with
Hawaiian hospitality...no lack.

Lovely hula hands..."Kolima Nani E".
Nearby was Chinaman's Hat and the horse ridden by
The cock-eyed mayor of Kaunakakai: Now what

do you think of that?
In a coconut grove, near Kaneohe Bay, 1 have a

lovely bunch of coconuts to whack in the
old Hawaiian way.

There are no snakes in Hawaii, but what's the
harm?

1 found a cobra there to charm!

In a little hula heaven, was Haiku Gardens, fair:
With red ginger and lily ponds; the Pali Cliffs

in balmy air.
Where King Kamehameha won his fame: A golden

statue claims his name.

Sweel Leilani...heavenly flower...Hawaiian doll
says: "Now is the hour".

On to a Luau, with food galore. You feast for
hours and still want more! Everything from
fresh-caught fish...

To one-finger and two-finger and Haleiwa
strained poi!

Plenty entertainment...dancing and song: by Hilo
Hattie and the Hawaiian Vamp. Show me how
to do the hula...follow me...you can't
go wrong!

Princess Poopooly has plenty papayas, (she loves
to give them away)

Hawaiian Cowgirl and Uncle Will Will play their
guitars,

The old Hawaiian way.
Pearly shells and a banana bunch:
Menehune Frank offers his lunch.

Tiny bubbles, in the wine; and Hukilau:
Hawaiian wedding song "Ke Kali Ne Au".
Birds of paradise.. .Hi and Kai;
Leis on chair at Waikiki Lanai.

Poinciana...you are all they claim!
Golden shower and rainbow shower; amarantha

a-flame!

On my Isle of Golden Dreams
Are many flower leis,
They mean "greetings" and love and 'till we

meet again on other days.
A flower lei...for you a lei...
A vanda orchid spray bouquet...
Na lei o Hawaii...in a pool:
Hibiscus blossom...floating cool!
Aloha for now...and pan!
Mele Kalikimaka...and Hauoli Makahiki Hau!

A potpourri of slides depicting various ideas of
paradise were then presented, contributed by the
following:

Bill Daggett
Larry Brown
Kathy LaForce
Earl Colgan
Marilyn Felling
Susan Pinsky
David Kuntz

Bryce Malek
Tony Alderson
Rick Finney
Chuck Bernhardt

Jerry Walter
Carl Felling

Additionally, a group of slides from the archival
files of Conrad Hodnik were shown. These slides

showed Connie's great skill in creating perfect
compositions and photographing snow...trees loaded
down heavily with white frosting, little cottages in
the background, and sparkling white and blue. They
certainly brought sighs from the audience.

Carl Felling wrote prose to accompany his slides as
follows:

Paradise lies just beyond the darkness and haze
obscuring reality.

Paradise cannot be experienced without first
finding inner peace.

Paradise can then be found in a bountiful and

free land.

Early Americans found Paradise here through
reflecting on the wonders of nature.

Today we continue this tradition by teaching our
children how to see nature's beauty.

And through photography, we freely share our
treasures with others.

In Paradise, we maintain harmony by balancing our
needs with nature's resources.

In Paradise, we reap the rewards of our physical
labor.

In Paradise, we love and enjoy life's tender
moments.

In Paradise, we experience eternal peace.

And so another fine Club social event goes down in
history. Banquet Director Gail thanks all those who
attended to make it such a splendid affair, and looks
forward to the delights that will be coming our way in
1988.
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VOLUME XXXII NUMBER EIGHT

Horror Fusionis

I just acquired a very inter
esting scientific textbook
entitled "Binocular Anomalies"

written by John R. Griffin, an
optometrist and instructor at
the Southern California College
of Optometry. The book is a
technical manual on stereo-

deficiency, and is subtitled
"Procedures for Vision Therapy" .
Every known disability per
taining to stereo perception
is discussed in detail.

One of the more obscure forms of stereo deficiency is named "horror fusionis", a very
low form of binocular vision in which superiraposition and fusion of a stereo pair
does not occur. One writer believes that horror fusionis is a psychological
condition "in which case the targets approaching superimposition may seem to slide or
jump past each other without apparent fusion or suppression", and recommends
psychotherapy for treatment.

At the Stereo Club our condition is just the opposite. Here we suffer from "mania
fusionis" and actively seek out the experience of superimposition and fusion. We
must have compassion for those unfortunate individuals who are neuropathically unable
to experience the twin retinal delights we take as a matter of course at the Club.
In fact, you might say that when we look at a 3-D image with delight our left eye is
having sex with our right eye in the bed of our brain.

"Binocular Anomalies" was brought to ray attention by local freevision 3-D artist
Michael Meyers. Michael has for the past several years created large portraits
designed specifically for cross-eyed stereo fusion without a viewing device of any
kind. He often incorporates subliminal imagery into his portraits which only become
visible during fusion and he regards his work as a "simple answer to a
hundred-year-old four-dimensional mathematical problem in physics".

A freevision portrait of Elizabeth Taylor created by Michael will be auctioned off
February 14, 1988 at the Coconut Grove of the Ambassador Hotel to benefit the Aids
Hospice Foundation during a black tie banquet. Tickets are $150 per person and
interested parties should phone (213)654-9094. Michael Meyers is one artist who is a
part of a new cutting edge in the fine arts for 3-D.

As always, reader input/reation to the thoughts expressed on this page are solicited;
my second love is dialogue.

Photonically,

FEBRUARY 1988

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los ^^eles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/S12;
CoupIe/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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"We had a contest to see who could

lean out the window the farthest and
Tommy Bishop won."

Stereo Activity Calendar

s M

FEBRUARY

T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 a 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 18 17 (18) 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29

MARCH

S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 18 (17) 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 28

27 28 29 30 31

THU FEE 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Everyone bring 3 slides for an "everyone
is a judge" night; plus top slides from
Hollywood Exhibition

TUE MAR 1 Copy Deadline - March 3-D NEWS - The
members always appreciate reading your
contributions

THU MAR 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fourth Club Competition for the year

Workshop News

JANUARY MOUNTING WORKSHOP ROUNDUP

A lively and highly successful Slide Mounting Workshop
was held at the Chapa-Kuntz residence on January 14.
In attendance were Victor Ingrassia and Alan and Susan
Devare. After some instruction in the theoretical
basics of mounting, each of the attendees tried their
hand at mounting pictures from uncut rolls of film
they had brought to the workshop. Finally, the newly
mounted slides were projected so that all could see
the results of their handiwork. Just as the
participants were excited to see some of their first
stereo slides properly mounted and projected, I was
also inspired by these new stereographers and their
fresh approach to the medium. The workshop ended over
coffee and cookies with all of us eager to go out and
take more 3-D.

—David Kuntz

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these two new Club members:

STEPHEN FINK

8401 Winsford Avenue

Los Angeles CA 90045
H (213)645-7983

PATRICK PEREZ

2516 Lyric Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90027
H (213)666-0844
W (213)667-9371

A new subscriber to the NEWS is:

George Eastman House Library
International Museum of Photography
900 East Avenue

Rochester NY 14607

(716) 271-3311

Club membership anniversaries for February
Marjorie Adams - 22 years
Tony Alderson - 7 years
Michael Anderson - 1 year
Bill Daggett - 7 years
Carl Felling - 10 years
Marilyn Felling - 10 years
James Hollander - 1 year
Doris Hollander - 1 year
Richard Karnette - 6 years
Daniel Marquez - 2 years
Len May - 7 years
Stephen McGrogan - 2 years
Rob Morris - 3 years
Lee Pratt - 8 years
Gail Reece - 8 years
Ray Walston - 2 years
Marjorie Webster - 6 years
Bruce Wendorff - 5 years

Coffee & Calories

Where do the stereo enthusiasts go after the Thursday
Club meetings? Well, about two-thirds of them go
home. But the other third adjourn to the International
House of Pancakes on 6th Street just east of Vermont.
That was certainly true after the January meeting, and
20 or so stereo buffs filled our favorite back room
there with 3-D chatter until closing time. Plan to
join us for coffee and calories after the February
meeting.
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Club Competition Standings

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY A GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

JAN CUM JAN CUM JAN CUM

64 192* David W. Kuntz 66 198 Valeria Sardy 57 172 Randal Summers

HM: Evening Angel A: The Magic Red 57 164 Jim Atkins

A: La Sagrada Familia A: Young Girl Smile HM: Mt.Baldy Snowfall
64 186 Jerry Walter 66 194 Bill Carter 19 127 Bill Carter

HM: Special Season HM: Six Flags 59 59 Dorr Kimball

HM: Teton Chapel Over Expo A: Virginia & Truckee #1
62 184 David Hutchison roi: Dinosaurs 56 56 Chuck Bernhardt

HM: From On High HM: Hollywood Blvd. HM: (Untitled)
63 179* Larry Brown 63 190 Jerry Walter HM: " "

HM: Ambassador Lobby 63 186 John Sardy
59 179 Valeria Sardy HM: Twin

B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL
58 176* Susan Pinsky 64 175 Ray Zone
58 173 John Sardy A: The Sentinels 57 166 David M. Ratliff

55 170 Marjorie Webster 60 174* Susan Pinsky 62 123* Larry Brown
55 169 Earl Colgan 57 169 Earl Colgan HM: Crane On Grand

53 167* Bill Daggett 41 100 Tony Alderson A: No. 653

58 165 Kathy LaForce 23 80 David Starkman A: Big Red Car
57 163 Ray Zone 60 60 Gregory Hooper
63 120 David Starkman HM: Korea Pagoda Negative
58 116 Tony Aideraon HM: San Fernando Mission

HM; Cirque du Soleil

G.C.T. Awards: (For November: "When Will It Topple" : Earl Colgan)

For January : "Annabelle and Pearl" : Marjorie Webster

* Judges Scores
Averaged

JUDGES: Jim Murray
Bill Shepard
Glen Wheeler

INSIGHTS: MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

Many thanks to the makers of the slides described
below for sharing an in-depth narrative of the hows
and whys concerning their exceptional shots. David's
angle of view was stunning; Susan and David's slides
gave us 3-D the likes of which we have never seen in
the Club; and Gregory's slide was truly the "teaser"

' of the evening, with the whole audience shifting from
side to side in an attempt to eliminate the heads in
front. Great fun, all of them.

"LA SAGRADA FAMILIA" by David Kuntz. This photograph
shows a section of the unfinished cathedral, Templo
Expiatorio de la Sagrada Familia, located in
Barcelona, Spain. Designed by Anton Gaudi in 1883, it
incorporates many of his architectural innovations and
showcases his unusual style. Gaudi's hallmark
parabolic arches, sensual amorphous shapes and
intricate mosaic tilework are all present. Currently,
about a third of the structure has been completed.
Photographing a large building in stereo is always a
challenge because of the 35mra lenses in our stereo
cameras. If you get far enough back to include the
entire building in the frame (which is usually
impossible, anyway), you will probably have eliminated
all stereo from the composition. In such a situation,
I usually take one of two approaches; either I get
close and concentrate on some interesting
architectural detail, not even attempting to include
the entire structure in the photograph, or I get close
to the base of the building and shoot straight up.
This can lead to some interesting stereo
compositions. Because there is no roof on the
cathedral at present, I was able to take this
photograph from inside the walls of the cathedral
looking straight up. The unusual shapes of the
cathedral spires and the wealth of interesting detail

work on the walls provide strong visual interest. To
enhance and expand on the unusual nature of the
subject I composed the picture at an odd angle, not
facing directly towards any of the walls. I also made
sure that 1 filled the frame with the subject; in a
picture like this it's easy to fill up most of the
composition with sky which will not result in strong
photography. Although I took a reading with a light
meter, I still took two different exposures for this
shot. The extremely large contrast range inherent in
the subject makes it difficult to get the correct
exposure, even with an accurate meter. I ended up
using the lighter of the two exposures which showed a
fair amount of detail in the shadow areas, but was not
completely blown out in the highlights.

"8mm DINER" by David Starkman; "WITCH'S CURSE" and
"507 DISTORTION" by Susan Pinsky. All three of these
slides were made on a borrowed camera, a "Twinolta" (2
Minolta SLRs chopped up and rebuilt into a single 3-D
camera) fitted with a pair of Sigma 8mm fisheye
lenses. The camera has a lens base of about 72.5mm,
and with 50mm lenses, usually produces fairly normal,
but full-frame 3-D images. This was our first
experience with fisheye lenses. The most obvious
feature is the round picture. There is also
incredible circular distortion, but the most amazing
feature is the field of view. It literally covers
about as much as your eyes can see when you keep your
head fixed but allow your eyes to scan around as much
as you want. We discovered that not all subjects are
suitable for fisheye lenses, and that even though the
depth of field is practically from the surface of the
lens to infinity, you can't get too close, because of
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the lens base. The central subjects appear viewable
but the edge discrepancies between right and left
images are significant. "8mm Diner" is a bright
yellow railroad dining car presently situated in
Traveltown, by Griffith Park. This shot was taken
about 18" from one of the corners of the car, and
encompasses both the front end and one entire side,
and is still sharp to infinity! "Witch's Curse" is an
old house in Beverly Hills that was originally built
as a movie set in the 1920s, and served as part of the
movie studio's offices. Sometime in the 1930s it was

moved to the present location. This picture was taken
from the front gate, with a distance to the house of
about 30 feet. Through the fisheye, however, the
garden at the front appears to be more like 200 feet
deep. "507 Distortion" is a shot of the completed
guest house of an under construction fantasy house in
Beverly Hills (507 Rodeo Drive) that is being done
completely in a true Art Nouveau style. This guest
house faces an alley, so this was taken from a
distance of the width of the alley. Only the fisheye
could get the entire structure in one shot. Instead
of taking away from the picture, the telephone poles
and wires curved across the top of the picture adding
an interesting framing element. We really enjoyed
making these pictures — the only bad part is that we
no longer have access to the equipment. Still, we
hear that Spiratone makes some screw-on adapters to
fit over normal SLR lenses, so who knows...?

"CIRQUE DU SOLEIL" by Gregory Hooper. "Down in front"
was the cry from the audience. Imagine you are at the
circus and must look around or over the heads in front

of you to see. Those heads were included in this
slide, the title of which is pronounced see-erk du
so-lay, "Circus of the Sun". This troupe of acrobats
from Canada performed many tricks, acts, and comedy
routines, most of which were fast action under dim
light. Use of flash was forbidden because it would
distract the performers. I used a pair of Canon
T-70s (electronically synchronized) on a twin bar with
an electric cable attached to a pistol-grip/trigger.
The lenses were Canon 50mm f/1.8. The film was

Ektachrome 400. The bench seats were not elevated

toward the back; 1 was lucky to be in the front row of
bleachers. I held the rig high above my head and
estimated where the center of view would be. This

exposure was probably f/2.0 at 1/30 second. This shot
of four people balancing on chairs piled up was one of
the few that could be photographed without blurring.
Hedging required that I shoot fast and adjust each
aperture separately to be sure I got one acceptable
exposure. If I were any closer, I would not have been
able to get an acceptably wide angle, and if farther,
the many poles and ropes would have interferred with
the subject. I threw out many of the pictures because
they were over or under exposed, blurred from camera
motion or movement of the subject, or just pointed in
the wrong direction. Of the approximately 40 pairs,
17 survived as record shots. This method of "overhead

exposure" may be used at the Rose Parade, Disneyland,
celebrity visitations, or anywhere else that a crowd
might prevent a planned layout but a picture is a must.
Expect the unexpected. I only looked at this picture
in the viewer before submitting for competition and
did not seem to notice the problem with the foreground
heads. If not for the competition showing, I would
not have known that it was a problem, or that it could
have a major impact on its viewing. Imagine now that
you are a judge at competition, and there should not
be any heads in front of you at the judging!

Let's Join Together...

...February 18

THE THURSDAY NIGHT SLIDE FIGHT

OR

THE LONDON SLIDE BATTLE

OR

"YOU BE THE JUDGE" NIGHT

By any name, the February Club meeting should be
interesting and fun-filled for all of us. While I
have billed the event as a "slide fight", this ain't
gonna be no knock-down drag-out affair. More like a
friendly pillow fight. Everyone brings 3 slides to
enter and everyone scores all the slides to determine
the eventual winners.

The rules are simple:

1. Bring your 3 best Realist-format slides. The
slides are scored as a group and the winning
entry is the best group of 3 slides.

2. The 3 slides can be any combination of standard
or nonconventional slides.

3. Of the 3 slides, no more than 1 can be a slide
previously entered in Club competition.

4. Any slide entered in the slide fight is
eligible for entry in any following Club
competition.

5. Bring a pen or pencil to keep score. I will
provide score sheets at the meeting.

Yes, we will have prizes — for the 3 top-scoring
entries. What kind of prizes you may ask? Well, you
just have to come to find out. So sharpen that pencil
and come join us February 18 for the Premier Slide
Fight!

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

To start the evening, we will be seeing all the
Honorable Mention and Medal-winning slides from the
30th Hollywood International Stereo Exhibition, which
is scheduled to be judged on February 6. We'll be
seeing about 25 top slides from all over the world,
and many of these slides will be totally new to us,
because the same slide cannot be accepted in any given
International more than once. So they'll all be
different from last year. Join us!

—Jim Murray, Program Director
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Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED FEB 10 Showing - Hollywood Exhibition
Pasadena Stereo Club, Victor's Restaurant,
900 West Santa Anita, San Gabriel, Dinner
7:00; Show 8:00

SAT FEB 13 Closing - Rochester Exhibition
TUE MAR 1 Showing - Hollywood Exhibition

Jewel City Camera Club, First United
Methodist Church, 134 No. Kenwood,
Clendale, 8:00 PM

TUE MAR 8 Closing - Wichita Exhibition
MON MAR 21 Closing - Southern Cross Exhibition
WED MAR 23 Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition

Forms - John Donaldson, 835 Foxwood Circle
Geneva IL 60134. John says that all entry
forms are nearly ready for mailing, so you

^ should receive your shortly.

Two pieces of correspondence were received during the
past month relative to Internationals...

Dear Editor and the Stereo Club:

^Just a note to let you know I retired December 31st
from the Los Angeles County Fair and the photography
exhibition. 1 have no Idea who will be taking ray
place, but many changes are In the offing. A
magazine, not a photography magazine but one who shows
excellent photos In Its Issues, has been approached to
conduct contests, and another commercial company to

..conduct demonstrations. At this point, and the latest
1 have heard. It Is doubtful If PSA and possibly the
Stereo Club will be Involved (In future L.A. County
Fair photography exhibitions). I do not have any Idea
If any of these things will come to pass, but 1 did
want you to know what Is In the works.

Thank you for all your help In the past, and It has
""been a great pleasure working with all of the Club

members and getting to know each of you over the
years.

Sincerely,

Alleen M. Robinson

*^hls Is quite sad to hear. The Club enjoyed working
with the Fair Association In providing assistance and
support In the International Stereo Exhibition, and
tending the booth, as member volunteers were
available, which allowed thousands upon thousands of
fair-goers to see great 3-D slides first hand In the
roto-vlewers. The Exhibition also provided the Club

'^Ith a fine August meeting program during the past
several years. It Is too early to say whether or not
the Club can salvage Its role In this 3-D event.

—Ed.

Dear Editor:

jlnce 1 am no longer a member of the Photographic
Society of America, I understand 1 cannot participate
In International Stereo Exhibitions. I'm sorry about
this, but rules are rules.

Sincerely,

Former Exhibitor

This letter needs an Immediate response, lest this

notion be allowed to persists and grow. PSA
membership Is NOT required to participate In
International Stereo Exhibitions. There are any
number of newer stereographers who are not PSA members
who are currently entering In order to see how their
slides fare with the others, and also to share their
Individual viewpoints In 3-D. However, PSA membership
Is required to qualify for exhibition "stars", or
"star rating", but acceptances earned while a non-
PSA member may be counted towards a star rating later
on. Participation by all stereographers, whether PSA
members or not. Is greatly encouraged by all the
exhibitions.

—Ed.
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Adventure In Stereo

"WHAT I'VE DONE FOR 3-D"

by Marjorle Webster (Margette)

This month I celebrate my 6 years as a member of the
Stereo Club of Southern California. When 1 joined the
Club In February 1982 1 was amazed to see so many
people still Interested In and actively taking 3-D
slides! 1 thought 1 was the only person shooting
stereo, because at my local photo store 1 was so
unique as a customer; the owners and clerks couldn't
wait for me to come In and view my 3-D slides.

Having started In stereo photography In 1952, I
rapidly acquired a tremendous variety of 3-D slides,
from far-away places. For over 20 years 1 was
fortunate to use my 3-D slides as a teacher and
lecturer In adult education, all over the Los Angeles
periphery. My subjects were: Mayan archaeology,
Hawaiian history, our great Southwest, European art
and architecture, Mexico, arts and flowers of the
world, and some Oriental specials, etc. 1 gave both
classes and series lectures In all of my subjects.
They Included the costumes and jewelry, music, dances.
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my own oil paintings, special souvenirs, maps, rare
books and photos, etc.

I encouraged audience and class participation, and had
amazing cooperation from my students and audiences,
who brought many incredible additions to the "subject
of the day" and/or evenings. 1 usually took 3-D
slides of all these "treasures" during classes and/or
lectures.

Meanwhile, back to our Stereo Club in February 1982.
As 1 was semi-retired and seeking a new approach in my
life, 1 decided to "sit in the back" and watch others
perform, and observe and applaud their efforts.
However, 1 soon discovered 1 was supposed to
PARTICIPATE!

So, 1 entered my first two sequences on April 15,
1982: "America For Me", showing 18 slides and
narrating the poem by Henry Van Dyke showing many
locations of the world and coming back to the good old
USA, even though this was Income Tax Day! Then 1
showed 3-D slides of Venice, with Italian music in the
background.

And 1 started to write for the 3-D NEWS. My first
article was in March 1982, relating my first
experience in taking 3-D slides in 1952. In the past
six years 1 have written over 30 articles for the
NEWS, with great cooperation from our Editor. Over
the years I've written about such diverse subjects as
a crossword puzzle, astrology, 3-D song parody,
comments on my slides, and about my unusual ownership
of my Triad projector. 1 wrote about my movie star
3-D slides of the 50s, which ultimately led to
printing 18 of my movie star slides in "Hollywood 3-D"
by Ray Zone.

I've been involved in other things too ... 1 have sat
in our 3-D booth at the L.A. County Fair for five
years. What fun to see the reaction from the public
to the 3-D slides! 1 have entered all competitions
for six years, although 1 find selecting only three
slides for each competition very difficult. 1 have
lots of ribbons, and other medals and awards to my
credit. I've been the Club's Hospitality Hostess for
over two years; 1 worked feverishly on entries for the
song contest; I've had a Jayne Mansfield 3-D Poster
puslished; I've written and illustrated poetry for the
Club; and even performed the Hula on several
occasions. Yes! I've been involved!

Why am 1 telling you all this? Because participating
in the Club has changed my life! It's what the Club
is all about. Participation is the cornerstone of the
structure of the Club. 1 encourage you to participate
(in your own way), too!

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

ABSTRACTS (international)

o
Stereo Twin-Lens SLR

Dual stereo camera systems were
popular in earlier stereo eras, but
there are no modern equivalents.
When professional 3D specialist
David Burder needed an up-to-date
dual stereo SLR, he got an engineer
to join a pair of Minolta X-500 bod
ies {X-570 In the US) in Siamese-twin
fashion. As described In the Octo
ber 24, 1986, Issue of the British
Journal of Photography (Henry
Greenwood & Co. Ltd., 28 Great
James Street, London WC1N 3HL,
England), the combination uses a
pair of matched 28-85mm Minolta
f/3.5 zoom lenses. These are linked
together by a layshaft that engages
the aperture, focusing and zooming
rings of each lens so the controls
on either lens adjust both lenses
together. As such close coupling
and matching is difficult with inter
changeable lenses, the 28-85mm
zooms are permanently Installed.

A bridge joins the bodies, replac
ing the transport mechanism of one
and the cartridge chamber of the
other. Both cameras have their own

AE system, including TIL flash
control (apparently for the first time
among stereo cameras), and their
own shutters and speed settings. In
auto exposure mode the shutter
settings are closely matched.

The transport system for both
cameras advances the film in alter
nate single-frame and three-frame
intervals and interlocks with the
shutter tensionlng on both camera
bodies. The camera — whimsically
called the "Twinolta" — also incor

porates full-frame pin registration
mounting for precision stereo aiign-
ment.

0
Gray Coding the Third

Dimension

Depth information in a two-di
mensional image generally involves
incorporating artificial parameters,
such as contour lines, for the third
dimension. To convert the image
into an object extending in depth
then requires mechanical pro
cesses such as machining, possi
bly controlled by a computer.

Hans F. Dietrich and Wolf D. Seu-
fert, writing in the December 1986
issue of the Journal of imaging
Technology (Society of Photo
graphic Scientists and Engineers,
7003 Kilworth Lane, Springfield VA
22151), describe a method of re
cording such depth Information ex
clusively by the tone values of the
image. Grays are here made to rep
resent depth while eliminating all
gray values derived from tone dif
ferences.

The procedure involves two pho
tographs of the same subject with
identical camera setups but differ
ent lighting. In the first exposure,
two lamps of equal Intensity illumi

nate the object through two filters
of the same continuous neutral
density gradient, arranged so the
lighting fall-off reflects the object's
dimension in depth. For the second
exposure, the filters are reversed so
the lighting fall-off corresponds to
the dimension in depth in the in
verse sense to the first exposure. A
positive contact transparency of the
second film is then superimposed
in register with the first negative.
This cancels out all gray values due
to color and brightness differences,
but enhances the density gradient
generated by the lighting.

Dietrich and Seufert envisage us
ing such a sandwich to print down
on photopolymer materials. After
appropriate processing, these
would yield relief images whose re
lief height reflects relative eieva-
tions of the original object. This can
provide three-dimensional images
that visually handicapped persons
can examine by touch. There are in
dustrial applications, too, for in
stance, in producing molds.

0
3D Computer Display

Computer-generated graphics. In
another application of three-dimen
sional imaging, are easily capable
of producing stereo pairs of im
ages. That is useful in creating 3D
representations of such things as
macromolecules, including DNA
structures. The August 28, 1986. is
sue of New Scientist (filew Science
Publications, Commonwealth
House, 1-19,New Oxford Street,
London WC1A 1NG, England) re
ports on a way of viewing such im
ages three-dimensionally, too.

It is based on frame-sequential
stereoscopy; The video terminal al
ternately displays left-eye and right-
eye stereo images. The obs" -•
views them through glasses con
taining liquid crystal windows.
Electric fields, derived from control
pulses, alternately renoer these
windows opaque in synchronism
with the stereo image display. Thus,
when the screen shows a left-eye
component stereo image, the right-
eye window of the glasses is
opaque — and vice-versa.

In a new peripheral system mar
keted in England, light spots in the
lower right corner key the stereo
images. Left-eye and right-eye
frames have the spots in different
positions. Sensors attached to the
screen detect the location of the
spots and produce signals to switch
the LC glasses accordingly for reli
able synchronization. Alternate
frames necessarily appear at half
the rate of individual frames — i.e.
(with a 60 Hz standard) full frames
seen by each eye change 15 times a
second. This generates quite no
ticeable flicker, the main shortcom
ing of this (and other existing)
stereo video systems.
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STEREOVISION INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3421 Burbank Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91505

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE WORLD!

A FULL COLOR

3-D VIDEO
CASSETTE

ARCH OBOLER'S CLASSIC
3-D SCIENCE FICTION MOVIE

exclusive

UASDN
PLANET [ARm

^Dear Editor:

Enclosed are some Items - sort of a home-made press
release kit - on the new 3-D videocassette "Fantastic

Invasion of the Planet Earth".

I thought this might be of Interest to the Club
members, who by special arrangement with StereoVlslon
will have an opportunity to get these before they are

•^advertised In the national magazines, or are made
available In video stores.

It Is Important that any member who wishes to make a
purchase, address his or her request to Dept. "R" at
StereoVlslon to receive this special discount price.

These are very effective 3-D videotapes, and It Is
Important that our readers realize that these are high
quality, full color 3-D television, not red-green
anaglyph. The Image quality Is as good as any
conventional flat picture they receive on their
television set. This special system uses a. unique
combination of prismatic glasses with polarizing
filters, and the picture Is In the full 2.35:1
wldescreen or "scope" aspect ratio, the same as when

^the feature was originally shown In the theaters. The
system works well with nearly •any conventional
television set, as long as the picture Is no larger
than 28" (diagonal). The tapes may be played In 3-D
on any VHS VCR (recorder or player). The polarizing
filter screen Is easily attached or removed from the
set for viewing regular flat program material.

^In addition to the "Fantastic Invasion" feature, the
tape Includes a cute, funny short subject called "The
Wild Ride". My StereoScope system was used for the
first time In a 35mm film on some of the scenes, as
well as the titles of that short.

John A. Rupkalvls

ORDERS SHOULD BE SENT DIRECTLY TO:
^ STEREOVISION, OEPT. "R"

3421 Bunbank Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91505

3-D NEWS PAGE SEVEN

A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

STEREOVISION APPOINTED DISTRIBUTOR

OF WORLD'S FIRST FULL COLOR 3-D VIDEO CASSETTES!

"FANTASTIC INVASION OF PLANET EARTH"

We would like you to join us introducing the First Full-color 3-0 video cassette
to the U.S.A. market. This is Full color true 3-0, NOT the red/blue anaglyph process.

Be:cause oF your prior interest in 3-D, you have been selected For a preview oF
thia syatom, boForo the national advertiaing campaign in February, 1388,

For the First time, Arch Oboler's "FANTASTIC INVASION OF PLANET EARTH", a 3-D Film
classic, can be enjoyed by home video audiences, Just as shown For cinemas in bright,
clear, full-color 3-Oimensions.

^ PREMIER EDITION *

Arch Oboler's "FANTASTIC INVASION OF PLANET EARTH". General Audience (PC). Includes
the comedy youth Featurette, "THE WILD RIDE" - 10 minutes. Yes, this Famous science-
Fiction Feature Film includes some oF the best "oFF-the-screen" 3-D eFFects ever

shown!
EACH

3-0 VIDEO CASSETTE "Fantastic Invasion oF Planet Earth"....59.50

Prismatic 3-0 video goggles 39.50

Polaroid TV Panel (Fits up to 20" screen)
Please specify screen size 24.50

Large Polaroid TV Panel (28" maximum)
Please specify screen size 34.50

These extraordinary 3-D video cassettes are "above/below" and can only be viewed
by using the polarized viewing panel and prismatic glasses manufactured by StereoVision
Systems , or you may also wish to view this cassette using the LeaVision device.
For information on their device, call (800) 333-6788 [toll Free].

- SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY VIDEO PACKAGE -

You will receive "Fantastic Invasion of Planet Earth", one Polaroid TV panel in
your choice of sizes, and one StereoVision prismatic 3-D video goggles, all For
the introductory price of $99.50! For over 20" TV, add $10.00 please.

Please allOM 10-15 days for delivery from date of order. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

California residents, please add 6.5X sales tax. '

Include $6.50 for shipping and handling of complete kit.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT 3-D STEREOVISION VIDEO

Question: Is this the electronic process publicized in recent publications'?
Answer: No! This is not the electronic type that costs over $800,

wi thout the cassette I Also, they may be dim and/or give
annoying Flicker.

Question: How do the goggles work?
Answer: The goggles have built-in optical prisms that combine the

two images when the viewer is seated at the correct distance
(The distance will vary according to screen size).

Question-' What do I need in order to show 3-0 on my home television
or video monitor?

Answer: "Fantastic Invasion of Planet Earth" along with the short
"Wild Ride" is the world's First Feature Film program in "
true 3-0 video. The Polaroid panel installs quickly.
Put on the StereoVision prismatic goggles and you will see
Full color 3-0!

Question: Is the 26" size the largest TV size that can be accomncdated?
Answer Yes. Larger sizes cannot be made duo to technical reasons.

Question; How many people can watch 3-D video at one time?
Answer: We have tested up to ten viewers watching one program.

It is better to view with less than this. Optimum up to
six people.

Question: Are your 3-D cassettes and viewers sold with a guarantee?
Answer: Although no one sells video cassettes on this basis, we

will guarantee our Polaroid 3-D panel and 3-D optical
prismatic glasses against any manufacturing defects,
with replacement IF defective, or refund after 30 day trial
period.

Question: Will there be more 3-D video cassettes available?
Answer: We will be marketing other 3-0 video cassettes in the Future,

such as "The Stewardesses", etc. - however these are "R"
rated. "Fantastic Invasion" and "Wild Ride" are the only
Family rated programs available to us at this time. Other
programs are expected to be available soon.

Question; Are your cassettes with stereo sound?
Anwar: The cassettes we are offering at this time do not have stereo

sound, they are monaural only.

Question: What about your quality control?
Answer: These cassettes are custom transferred in 3-D using the

latest hi-tech equipment. Each cassette is tested
before shipment.
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HOW A HOLOGRAM BECOMES THREE-DIMENSIONAL

LASER
Holography is a
three-dimensional
imaging technique
In simple terms, a
hologram is
created by the
intersecting
laser treams.

LASER BEAM

BACKLIGHTS
IMAGE
ON FILM.

MIRROR

BEAMSPLITTER
Laser beam is split
into 2 parts.

OBJECT BEAM

Is aimed with a
mirror and spread
by a lens, and
illuminates the

ob|ect.

REFERENCE BEAM

This beam is aimed with a
mirror and spread with a lens
II shines directly on the
emulsion (tilm plate), the
suriace onto yvhich the
hologram will be recorded./

/, ^4-

OBJECT

MIRROR

LENSES

LENSES INTERFERENCE
PAHERN

PERCEIVED
OBJECT

MIRROR

FILM RECORD
Light waves from
every spot on the

object interact with the
reference beam and are
recorded everywhere on

the film.

Q INTERFERENCE PATTERN
Occurs when the pt>ject beam reflects light from the

object to the film plate. Much Ijke ripples in a pond, light
travels in waves. If two.pebbles are dropped into a pond,
the resultant ripples will interfere yvrth each other. This is
called an interference pattern. The resulting waves or
ripples striking fhe film plate, expose the photographic
emulsion.

0 VIEWING AHOLOGRAM
When the ffini is

developed, the hologram
becomes a permanent,
three-dimensionai record of
the comple* light waves that
reflected from the object.
When light hits at the right
angle, viewers see the object
in three dimensiortt. It
appears to.t>e suspended in
space. Holograms can now be
mass produced by stamping a
master suriace relief onto thin

sheets of foil.

frCAux Kyiiifi jOHwirof« thc wasmhctoh
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Thoughts on Judging the... HOLLYwoob
INTERNATIONAL STEREO EXHIBITION

I recently enjoyed the privilege and pleasure of serving as a judge at
the Hollywood Stereo Exhibition. With me on the judge's panel were
Bryan Riggs and David Kuntz. An array of wonderful 3-D images were
entered into the competition from participants all around the world.
It was really an abundant display of contemporary stereophotography at
its best.

The experience of serving as a judge gave me cause to reflect on the
ways in which we respond to both stereo images and the subject matter
reproduced in this medium. It's interesting to observe the cumulative
effect of seeing an image a number of times through the course of one
sitting. The first experience of it, of course, presents a shock of
novelty. Repetition provides the chance to evaluate a work in terms
of its lasting response. Fashion dictates a certain response because
what is novel today may be old hat tomorrow. Gauzy flower shots and
glassware lit with colored gels, for example, at one time enjoyed a
novel power which Is absent today. So the necessity is for an even
greater virtuosity when such prototypical subject matter is used.

I found myself thirsting for originality allied to visual command. It
seemed that most of the slides could be grouped into generic
categories. The few images that could not be pigeon-holed stood out
but the necessary parameters of formal excellence still applied.

These thoughts certainly reflect my own subjective biases and I'm
certain they came into play during the judging. I found that if an
image could be grouped into a generic category, I demanded the
presence of overwhelming technical virtuosity to elevate It to a
higher score which it might have enjoyed in an earlier day. Perhaps
this condition is a result of the visual overload which we all are

subject to living in an age of information.

The one point on which I will not yield is that the presence of 3-D in
a stereophotograph is essential. It is the vital element which
configures the 3-D art form.

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due july 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 Issues for non-members; send fey to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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'Dear, do we want to buy any mutual funds;

Stereo Activity Calendar

MARCH
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Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fourth Club Competition for the year, and
the COT Award will be for "Flora and Fauna"

so everyone bring their slides!
Copy Deadline - April 3-D NEWS. As usual,
anything goes with respect to special
April Fools submittal for publishing this
month. Get your humor caps on, and
contribute something special...
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
PSA Traveling Exhibition, plus another
feature in the making.

Page 8 ...

Last spring. Max Wilson from Sydney, Australia, was in
California on a visit, attending the Club meeting and
the PSA International Exhibition judging in May. He
recently wrote the article, which we reproduce on Page
8 of this NEWS, for "Australian Photography". Quite
frequently, folks from outside the United States come
around here and take the best pictures possible, right
under our very eyes. Suppose we can always say
"That's the one that got away", but we really should
be saying "Now it's time for me to try it". Max
wishes everyone good shooting. Thank you Max for
sending this article on to us.

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these four new Club members:

JOSEPH CARPENTER ,

2315 14th Street #1 '
Santa Monica CA 90405

H (213)452-1991

DR. ART FIELDER

1815 West 213 St. "//ISO-
Torrance CA 90501

MEL HARMON

LEE^ HARMON

17320 South Caine Drive

Artesia CA 90701

H 213)865-0077
W (213)861-4661

Good reading to this new NEWS subscriber:

ROBERT BLOOMBERG

Box 227

Forest Knolls CA 94933

H (415)488-0458
W (415)459-3013

Club membership anniversaries for March:

LeRoy Barco - 5 years
Anthony Bell - 6 years
Jim Boren - 6 years
Richard Brown - 4 years
Steve Buchanan - 4 years
Earl Colgan - 10 years
Edward Ecker - 1 year
Lori Ervin - 5 years
Howard Frazee - 7 years
Tim Hay - 5 years
Steve Hines - 5 years
Bob Hyskell - 5 years
George Kirkman - 13 years
Bob Kneisel - 7 years
Peggy Knorr - 4 years
David Kuntz - 8 years
John Ladd - 2 years
Larry Merrill - 1 year
Richard Pitman - 5 years
David Ratliff - 2 years
Thomas Scobey - 2 years
Michael Shaw - 1 year
Robert Simonton - 3 years
Ruby Steins - 10 years
Leighton Stewart - 9 years
Charles Strickland - 7 years
George Walker - 10 years
Joseph Weisman - 2 years
Etta Weisman - 2 years

Photographic rules are useful, but no rule
without a mind behind it will ever result in

anything valuable.

—Marv McDougall
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Looking Backward to

.. .February 18

Every time we have a special program at the Club
meeting, I wonder if the night will be a success or a
flop. The premier showing of the Thursday Night Slide
Fight (aka "You Be The Judge" night) at the February
meeting, was no different. Much to my delight, the
slide fight proved to be a popular and exciting
program. We had a total of 26 1/3 entries; the 1/3
was a single slide by Gall Zone (her first stereo
slide ever) that almost won a whole competition by
itself. We had a lot of good slides, and a few real
classics that I scored as solid 9s.

The slide fight is a variant of the London Slide
Battle, a competition run annually at the Stereoscopic
Society of London. By an interesting coincidence,
David Burder of that Society was in town for the
meeting and was only too happy to run the entire show
for us.

David and I managed to thoroughly confuse everyone
with a description of the scoring methodology for the
slide fight, but once things got rolling everything
became quite clear. When the dust finally settled, it
was pretty clear who the winners were. Jerry Walter
took First Place and went home with a new copy of "The
World of 3-D" by Ferwerda. David Burder finished in
Second Place, winning autographed copies of the
Hollywood 3-D Anaglyph Post and Book set by Margette.
For his Third Place finish, David Hutchison won a
Pan-pet panoramic stereoscopic film strip viewer,
complete with a locomotive film strip.

Then, just when everyone thought the evening was over,
we were treated to a brief showing of the top 26
slides from the recent Hollywood Stereo Exhibition,
which brought a lot of gasps from the audience. Yes,
it was a great night!

Oh, and of course! As the evening came to a close we
all stood around munching on Happy Birthday Brownies
provided by Susan Pinsky while we sang out an 84th
Birthday Greeting to Earl Colgan.

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Let's Join Together..

...March 17

My hectic duties at work have recently expanded even
more, but the Editor's overbearance for a written
reminder of the March Competition persists (he shows
no mercy). So I am telling him to just throw in this
brief little blurb about March 17th...

In honor of St. Patrick's Day, the GCT award theme
will be "Flora and Fauna"; you understand why I'm
sure. Remember: we're interested in seeing your
slides, which all help to make an enjoyable meeting
for everyone. Bring slides, slides, slides...

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

TUB MAR 8 Closing
MON MAR 21 Closing
WED MAR 23 Closing

Wichita Exhibition

Southern Cross Exhibition

Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition

Alan Griffin is the Chairman of the Southern Cross

International Stereo Exhibition, and he is extremely
proud that this Exhibition has received the greatest
number of entries of all the exhibitions during the
past few years. Valeria Sardy will be at the March
Club meeting on March 17 to collect your entry and
will ship it off with a whole case of others to
Sydney, Australia, where they will be judged on
April 9. The Exhibition is held in conjunction with
the Australian National Stereo Convention in New South
Wales April 23-25. This Exhibition deserves your
participation.

Special note is also given to the Chicago Lighthouse
Exhibition, which this year celebrates its 40th Annual
Competition. Thousands of dollars have been
contributed to the Chicago Lighthouse for the Blind as
a result of entry fees and contributions made through
this Exhibition which is sponsored by the Chicago
Stereo Camera Club. Be sure to ship your four slides
off before the March 23 closing date.

AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL

STEREO
CONVENTION

APRIL 23-25tl1.1988
TUMUT VALLEY VIEW MOTEL

TUMUT. N.5.W.

AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL

CONVENTION

APRIL 23-25th.1988

TUMUT VALLEYVIEW MOTEL
TUMUT. N.S.W.
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Outing News

SELF SERVICE "WILDFLOWERS"

Last year about this time I organized an outing to
photograph California poppies and other wildflowers in
the Antelope Valley. Unfortunately, last year was one
of the driest on record and the wildflower display was
minimal. This year is different! We've had plenty of
rain all winter and it should be a banner year for
wildflowers. While I have not organized an outing at
this time, I will be be happy to point out the best
areas for anyone interested in coming up here to the
Antelope Valley. Just call or write; my number is on
Page 1.

—Jim Murray

Holographic Visions

HOW TO FIND IT..

It's been reported that the Holographic installation in
downtown Los Angeles is difficult, if not impossible,
to find. So true! But it does exist. The address is

300 South Grand Avenue, at the California Plaza. But
that's only the beginning. Third Street dead-ends
from the west into Grand Avenue (north-south) about
200 feet southerly of The Museum of Contemporary Art.
Directly across from this Third Street dead-end is a
series of grand stairs leading down into a courtyard.
To the left (north) of the courtyard is a dark
hallway, and at the end of the hallway is a blue neon
sign proclaiming "Holographic Visions". You've found
it! 11am to 6 pm Tu We Sa Su; 11am to 8pm Th Fr.

The worst photographic guide is the person
who lays down the law and says that pictures
always have to be made thus and thus and
thus. Conditions are too variable, mater
ials change too rapidly, for any such fixed
rules. Nothing is worse for a photographer
than tight, prejudiced thinking.

—Roger Eppson

Letters

Dear Editor:

The January NEWS featured a Letter in which the writer
commented on SCSC getting to big, with mostly young
boys just interested in "doing their thing". To this
I offer the following reflection:

Perhaps the situation is analagous to that of a
Southern California Music Society whose original
interest was in the playing and composing of classical
music, but which in 1988 encompasses interests in
jazz, rock & roll, synthesizer. New Age and other
fields of musical expression, by professionals as well
as by members. And in such an SCMS — and SCSC —
those with one-dimensional interests in any one of
those fields hear/see those other mediums of
expression and enjoyment as "noise".

—Mel Lawson

Classified

FOR SALE: TECO-NIMSLO, case, flash, 12" closeup lens,
manual, 75 masks. As new. Reason for selling: too
old and lazy to mount slides. Half Price $75.00. Ken
Parson, POB 551, Clendale CA 91209 (213)245-9424.

POSITION AVAILABLE: The prestigious position of
Distribution Manager for the 3-D NEWS will be
available starting July 1. Applicants should live or
work in the downtown Los Angeles area, or somewhere
near the Photo Center, Highland Park, Lincoln Heights,
Eagle Rock, or Alhambra. Pay is nonexistent, but to
be the first on your block to read the 3-D NEWS has
its merits. No resumes needed; contact the Editor for
a description of responsibilities.

$1.00 discount with this coupon
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CAMERA COLLECTORS

A Non-Prolil Organization

SPRING 1988 CAMERA &

PHOTOGRAPHICA SHOW
SELL - SWAP - TRADE - BUY

SUNDAY-MARCH 20th, 1988
Machinists Hall—2600 Victory Blvd.

BURBANK, CA.— COR. BUENA VISTA

DOORS OPEN 10:30 A.M.-4:30 P.M.—ADM. $4.00
BRING YOUR CAMERAS & JUNK TO SWAP OR SELL.

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS IN ANTIQUE & USED CAMERAS.
LENSES, DARKROOM, MOVIE.SLIDES, 3D STEREO, IMAGES, BOOKS

ONE COUPON PER TICKET

XSI.OO DISCOUNT WITH THIS COUPONIvXvXv

The longer a photographer can linger with
an idea without judging it, the better are
the chances of capturing all of its details
and ramifications. Too much elaboration is

no problem, because there is always plenty
of time later to prune unnecessary details
and redundancies from an idea.

—Elizabeth Cordon
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The Challenge of Landscape Photography

by Ben D. Andrews

A good picture should project some of the
photographer's thought, imagination, and enthusiasm to
the viewer. It isn't enough to produce technically
perfect pictures, devoid of emotion. While good
technique is important, even more so should be the
photographer's interpretation of the scene.

Landscape photography in color demands the utmost in
concentration. Once the exposure has been made, there
is little that can be done by a color photographer,
unlike our monochrome print makers, to improve the
picture. All of the thinking and planning must be
done before the picture is taken.

It is quite impossible to set out any rules for
landscape photography which will always produce good
color slides. Of course we have the accepted
principles of composition in lines, mass and color
that we have use for so many years, but these rules
need not always be followed. Probably no really great
picture was ever made by following the rules, alone.
Composition should be regarded as one of the tools,
not the aim and end of fine landscape photography.
Never hesitate to violate a compositional formula to
give a desired effect. The secret of good landscape

I

photography lies not in the rule book, but in the art
of selecting and combining color, balance of masses,
curves and lines, and interpretation of mood.

The landscape photographer must be sensitive to color
values. It is most important to look for harmony in
color, in the blending of shades and hues from light
to dark. He must avoid a maze of bright colors and
shapes. This can be done by a change of viewpoint,
either by moving in closer or changing the focal
length of lenses to simplify not only the composition
but also the blending of color.

Simplicity is a must. Keep your foreground simple and
your background unobstrusive. In a landscape.

everything should be related to the scene. Preserving
the three-dimensional effect by carefully arranging
the format space, shadowed areas and dramatic lighting
will separate foreground and background. Many times
the use of foreground framing is helpful. Use a
figure whenever it is required to tell the story
successfully, but do not let the figure dominate the
scene.

The sky area in a landscape must be carefully handled.
If it is overcast or cloudless, no matter how pretty
the blue, it represents so much worthless area in your
picture. When the sky is not interesting, look around
for a higher vantage point so that you can shoot down
on the scene to use as little of the sky area as
possible. If you have fluffy white clouds or a stormy
sky, you may want to vary your composition to fully
utilize the space allotted to the sky area and keep it
in proper balance with the base of the picture. Often
an otherwise beautiful landscape is completely ruined
by the misuse of the all-important sky area.

Watch for and recognize the atmospheric conditions
that will enhance a particular scene. Try to envision
in your mind how a given landscape will appear in the
different moods of nature and also at different times

of the day or seasons of the year. This means going
back time and time again to the same scene. Indeed,
one of the charms of landscape photography is the
infinite variations of mood and lighting that you will
encounter in your search to get that one best shot.

The seashore, particularly, will call for many return
trips to the same spot as conditions change with each
passing hour. Once you have a picture in mind, keep
going back until you finally get all the variable
factors working in your favor.

Aerial perspective or atmosphere in a landscape
creation may come from several conditions such as
haze, dust, smoke, fog, mist or rain, and it always
adds impact if it is properly handled under the best
lighting condition. Contrary to the printed
instructions, best results are obtained with
landscapes in early morning or late afternoon (due to
a dislike or rising early, in my case it is generally
the latter). Atmospheric conditions are usually much
more interesting early or late in the day and much
better conditions often prevail. Beautiful side and
back lighting effects will best be found directly
after sunrise and within the last hour or two before

sunset. The only time landscape pictures should be
taken near mid-day is when it is impossible to return
at the proper time of day, such as on a vacation trip,
or in mountain country where the portion of the earth
you want to shoot seems turned on edge.

Remember that sometimes the atmospheric conditions
which make one picture, may completely lose the
desired effect on another landscape. Although the air
may appear to be clear, with no haze, the effect of
haze may be achieved by taking advantage of strong
side or back lighting.

A handy tool in landscape photography is the effect of
diminishing perspective to show great distance. You
may use trees, a long line of fence posts, or light
poles, a road receding into the distance, rows of corn
or the furrows of farm machinery in the fields.
Proper framing or the use of shadowed areas or darker
tones in the foreground will also help achieve
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perspective, to give a scene a feeling of depth. This
holds true with the use of buildings, trees, animals,
rocks, farm machinery, boats, etc., which by their
proximity to the camera or placement in the scene may
make or ruin an otherwise beautiful landscape. Here,
many times, is where interchangeable lenses are
helpful. Again, one must use his creative
imagination. It might be possible and advantageous to
find a higher elevation from which to shoot down on
any object that detracts or commands too much
attention. Or a different camera angle or viewpoint
may be found to put at least part of a bright
foreground object in shadows, or move us away from the
object to minimize its size and thereby lessen its
importance.

Many pictures lose their strength or impact by the
failure of the photographer to observe the relative
sizes of objects in the landscape. It bears repeating
that whenever the scene has a person, a building,
harvester, etc., in the immediate foreground, these
objects should be only supporting elements and never
dominating factors. Watch out or these subordinate
elements may steal your scene.

One must also be extremely careful to avoid mergers of
foreground points of interest with skylines, or their
blending into the background lines. Mergers will ruin
an otherwise good landscape. These mergers may not be
apparent to the eye when taking the picture, but often
the film will not bring out the separation as the eye
saw it. One must train one's self to be aware of the

differences between what the eye sees, and what is
actually recorded on film.

The use of filters in landscape photography is a
matter of individual taste. Most filters tend to cut

down the haze or atmospheric conditions that might be
the difference between good pictures or a near miss,
as many landscapes will suffer greatly if these
atmospheric conditions are not present. Certain
filters may enhance some pictures, particularly those
where the sky may be dominant. Therefore filters
should be used with caution, and notes made of the
effect of these filters under varying conditions. Use
them only when you know they will improve the

landscape. Of course, here again is where the
photographer's creative ability gets a workout.

Probably the most important single thing that will
make or break a picture is use of the exposure meter.
An over exposure or extreme under exposure will

Los Angeles' Street
Full of Antiques

by Jan Johnson
It was 1886 and Los Angeles was ready to

grow, thanks to the lowering of railroad fares
from the East. Members of the upper class
were looking for a suburb away from the city's
noise, dust and irrigation ditches. So they in
vestigated the high and dry Angelino Heights

completely spoil the appeal of an otherwise excellent
landscape. Over exposure is probably never required
to help out a landscape, but under exposure is used
many times to improve them. Nearly all landscapes
with an abundance of golds and yellows will be
improved with a half or one full stop under the meter
reading to intensify these colors.

No doubt, one of the least important factors of good
landscape photography in color is the equipment
itself. Its cost makes little appreciable difference
if the photographers use it correctly. The most
important thing is to know your equipment well so that
its use is automatic, without having to stop and think
about it. The mind is then free to create the

impressions one wants in his pictures — and that's
the real challenge of landscape photography.

Tract and built their Victorian homes there.

Like needles In a haystack many of these
Victorians still stand In Angelino Heights. In
fact, the highest concentration of pre-1890
homes InLosAngelesrest on the 1300th block
of Carroll Avenue. Eleven homes in this block,
as wellas severalothers on surrounding Kellam
and East EdgewareAvenues, have been desig
nated as historic-cultural monuments.

These beautifully painted gingerbread
Eastlake and Queen Anne style homes with
their vintage street lights make visitors feel
as Ifthey have escaped to another era, another
land.

Several of the homes are unique for other
reasons too. Two of the houses, 1321 and 1325
on the north side, just found a home on Carroll
Avenue. They were moved there In 1978 to
avoid demolition in their original locations on
Court Street.

If you look closely at the building on the
northwest cornerofCarroll and EastEdgeware
avenues you'll notice Victorian features pro
truding from underthe stucco. Itwasoriginally

the home of the suburb's developer but was
covered over and split Into apartments In
the 1950s.

This street full of antiques Is located two
blocks north of Bellevue Avenue by way of
Douglas Street. To get to Bellevue whentravel
ing north on the Hollywood Freeway (US101),
exitat EchoParkAvenue and turn right. When
traveling south, exit at Glendale Boulevard, tur
ning left onto Palo Alto Street and left onto
Glendale Boulevard. Bellevue Is the next right
turn.

For more information, including directions
for a walking tour of Carroll Avenue, call the
Cultural Heritage Commission at 482-2433.
Ortake a few daylight momentsto drivedown
Carroll Avenue on your wayto Chinatown, to
downtown or to Dodger Stadium.

Nowwhen my San Franciscan friends com
plain about how Los Angeles has torn down
its beautiful older homes, I hustle them Into
the car for a drive to Carroll Avenue. Watch
out, San Francisco, things are changing in Los
Angeles.
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. ith the exception of one
group of color films, if
you wish, you can process
all other color films in-

house. The exception is Kodachromc
And this has been the case since

Kodachromc made its debut in the 3Cis.

What brings Kodachromc and its
satellite processing to mind is the love
affair photographers in all sectors of
photographic endeavor are having with
the new Kodachromc 64 in 120.

Processing 'Mystique'
Recently, while looking over some

work done on Kodachromc 120, I
realized that most of our readers have

a good working knowledge of how
C-4I and E-6 are processed. But the
Kodachromc process is often veiled in a
mystique because it is not user-
processed. With this in mind, this
month we take a look behind the

scenes at the Kodak Processing Lab
(KPL) in Fair Lawn NJ, which handles
millions of rolls of film a year.
Included in Fairlawn's area of coverage
is a good sized share of the finicky
professional Kodachromc market.

There are two independent sources
— each of water and electricity —
servicing the Fair Lawn facility, which
handles more reversal film than any
other Kodak-owned lab. All four

.systems are always up in the event an
emergency switch-over is required. All
of the water being used is filtered
through diatomaceous earth filters that
screen out foreign matter down to one
micron. Most cord-wound filter
cartridges in use in standard operations
filter in the 25 micron range; the
smaller the micron rating, the greater
the degree of filtration.

Two Verification Tests
When Kodak labs receive film that

was reloaded, two verification tests are
run to ensure that the film is processed
correctly. If reloaded black-and-white
were mistakenly labeled as E-6, and
run that way, the customer would wind
up with a completely clear roll of film.
The Kodak labs run a hot water test to

ensure that the film is a pre-hardened
emulsion, which is what most of
today's color films are. They also run a
chemical spot test as additional
assurance of what film is in the

cartridge.
Individual rolls of 35mm are spliced

into master rolls, usually in groups of
80 to 100. Part of the technology of
processing Kodachrome employs a
raster pattern device on the processors
that must correspond to the exact type
of core on the reel the film was loaded

on. If the core doesn't fit correctly, the
processor rejects it, and simply won't
start.

The machines used to process
Kodachrome transport film in a
manner similar to motion picture
processors. The KPL machines have
had many modifications over the years
to their present advanced state. Once a
leader has been spliced to the master
roll, a precise constant-speed motor
drives the film through the machine
going up, down, up, down, etc.,
through and past the various tanks and
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How Your Kodachmme is Processed
related equipment.

The initial step in the Kodachrome
K-14 process is the rem-jet dip, which
is primarily a sodium carbonate-based
solution who,se purpose essentially is to
minimize pH changes. Its function is to
remove the carbon antistatic and

antihalation backing. The black sludge
this forms can best be removed by a
machine. Trying to do this on a small
scale by hand is next to impossible, and
is one of the main reasons that

Kodachrome is designed for automated
processing.

Another Function
This coating also serves another

important function. If the camera is
causing scratches, this is the coating
that is scratched, not the film itself.
It's softened in the first step, and then
floats away when it is removed in the
second step, which is a flowing wash.
This takes most of the scratches along
with it. At this point, the film is

Three Developer
Another major difference between

Kodachrome and other processes is
that Kodachrome requires not one, but
three individual color developers. Here,
after the red re-exposure, the film is
immersed into the cyan developer,
which acts on the bottom layer to
deposit cyan dye. This step takes 2
minutes. Following another wash, the
film is re-exposed again, this time to
blue light transmitted through a
Corning 5113.

Then it's into the yellow developer
for 3 minutes, followed by yet another
wash. The reason for all these washes

is to prevent carry-over and build-up of
one chemical solution into the next

one. The remaining layer, the magenta,
is reversed chemically in the magenta
developer. This step requires 4 minutes.
Then another wash, a brief bleach and
fix, and the final wash followed by
impingement type drying.

While this is the completion of the

Lilian Moreira, a laboratory technician at Kodak's Fair Lawn lab, performs one of a se
ries of chemicai analyses to maintain the Kodachrome fiim process within control.

immersed into the first developer for 2
minutes, 10 seconds. The formula is in
many ways similar to some black-and-
white developers. Here, the exposed
silver halide grains — the latent image
— are converted to metallic silver.

Interestingly, Kodachrome varies
radically from other processes when it
comes to the reversal phase. With E-6
type films, the actual reversal in the
film is accomplished chemically in one
step. With Kodachrome, the three dye
layers in the film are individually re-
exposed by a combination of light and
chemistry.

Subsequent to the first developer,
there is a brief rinse. Following this,
the film, moving at high speed, passes
over a tungsten halogen lamp in front
of which is a red filter. All filters in the
K-14 process are sharp cutting or
narrow band. This helps ensure that
only the desired color is affected. In
this instance, a Corning 2403 red filter
is used. There are two bulbs and two
filter sets side by side. In the event one
lamp doesn't power up, the other does
automatically.

processing, there is a great deal more
to processing Kodachrome. All
solutions are mixed from scratch. Rigid
chemical checks at each point in mixing
must be analyzed, and certified before
a mix can go into use. The components
in K-14 are so complex and so varied
that a full-time chemist is required as
part of the quality control program.
The quality control manual for the
K-14 process is the size of a major city
phone book.

Speaking of quality, I was very
impressed during my visit to KPL
Fair Lawn to see film technicians sitting
at specially modified Carousel
projectors viewing customer film as it
exited the dryer. What I was taken
with, was that in so high a volume
facility as Fair Lawn is, the time is given
to ensuring the highest quality. And
why not?

Fifty-year-old Kodachrome built its
reputation on quality, to the point
where, to this day, all other slide films
are judged against it. While some may
protest meekly, we must have a
standard, and until something better
comes along, Kodachroine will be the
one to beat. ^ LE
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While overseas recently Itried my
hand at night photography after
an absence from this field for
many years and rediscovered

subjects I had been missing all this time!
Recalling the basics I remembered one

needs a tripod, cable release and torch. In
the process of assembling the necessities I
outlined the routine I planned to follow;
a) Get to the preselected vantage point be
fore sunset so as to have enough time and
light to set up properly. Choose carefully as
it becomes difficult (if not dangerous) to
change your camera site after dark;
b) Focus carefully while there is enough light
and settle down to wait.

The first thing to overcome is impatience.
You may think that you should commence
shooting the minute the sun sinks below the
horizon. Not so. There is a period of twilight
which follows sunset and the sky is illumi
nated by indirect light reflected from over the
horizon. If you take a picture during this in
terval the image will be dull and ordinary

As the twilight deepens and the night be
gins to descend you may begin to think that
the city lights have not been switched on as
they may appear non-existent. But it is only
when the ambient light level falls to less than
that of the flourescents in the skyscrapers
that we realise it is a question of relativity.
After all, 40 watt lamps inside a building can
not compete with the brilliance of the sun.

Beyond Twilight

tage of controlling exposure. Wide open
aperture calls for short time exposures and
this may cause as many problems as its
solves! For example, if there are roadways
with moving cars on them, the longer times
stretch out the streaks of head and tail lights
to form interesting traffic patterns. At short
intervals these light streaks may look more
like morse code (dots and dashes) rather
than long sinuous streams of light.

For my subject I chose San Francisco's
Bay Bridge, and being with a local pho
tographer who chose the vantage point, I
was soon set up. With forethought I had
brought along my mighty light, a slender two-
cell torch which focuses to a spotlight to see
the tiny numbers of shutter speed and aper
ture. With cable release screwed home and
shutter set to time it was easy to take a meter
reading from time to time as the light fell to
see v;hen the interval needed was longer
than one second. From this point on I could
use 'B' and give what I estimated were mul
tiples of one and two second exposures. My
first was one second at f11, and then at 15
second intervals (or thereabouts) a two-
second, three-second and four-second ex
posure. I let the camera rest for about a
minute and gave four seconds, five seconds
and six seconds, then let another minute go
by and gave six, eight and 10 seconds,
which completed the bracket. It also sig
nalled the end of the magic period, with the
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by Max Wilson

nights for working people.
A useful preliminary is to check your lo

cations in advance and note them in a
project note book so you know how and
when to get to particular vantage points be
fore dusk and where to set up your camera
in advance.

Even so, with expert local knowledge and
taking care to have everything needed on
site, I later spotted a better picture than the
one I had taken in a magazine which showed
that had I moved from the usual viewpoint
to another spot about a hundred metres
away I would have been able to include a
lighthouse that I did not know existed until
afterwards. It helps to go wandering on ar
rival to see if there is not a better vantage
point than what the locals say is the best.

During the time exposures some of my
companions were a little surprised to see me
fire off a small electronic flash. This was

done for a purpose. It served to illuminate
a few shrubs to the left of camera which

formed part of the frame to my picture. I ob
tained some colour in them where they
would have otherwise formed only a black
outline. Another consideration is the

weather. While it can be advantageous to
have the surface of nearby buildings, road
ways etc. wet with rain (reflecting neon signs
and other colourful lights) it doesn't help if
a strong breeze is blowing, as foliage and
other flexible objects can blur into unrecog-

There is a period of five or six minutes at the dark end of twiiight
which is ideai for night photography, says Max Wiison.

Then there is the magic period, probably
lasting no more than five or six minutes, dur
ing which your shots need be taken. After
that the light level of the buildings etc over
powers the sky light and takes on a green
ish hue reflecting the flourescent character
of the light.

One of the first steps Is to measure your
light. This is easily done with an inbuilt
meter. Beware of those light meters which
have matching needle-type indicators as
these cannot be seen after dark. I prefer the
red LED display which shows an over-and-
under setting, as this can be centred quite
easily, even in almost complete darkness.
Fully automatic cameras will work most of
the time for night photography but may tend
to over exposure. A few simple tests will
soon confirm if your camera gives the kind
of results you seek. In any case, the colour
filmof today is quite forgiving. Iused ISO 100
as a compromise between action and static
shots because of its good grain and colour
characteristics.

You can 'guesstimate' the exposure fair
ly well. After the magic period commences
it is useful to set the lens aperture to about
f11. This gives good depth (ifyou plan to in
clude middle distance subject matter) but it
all of the subject is at such distance that in
finity setting is called for, stopping down
won't help, as depth of field is wasted where
it is not needed. At f11 you have the advan-

sky too dark to see building shapes sil
houetted.

As the effect to the eye is deceiving, there
was no way of knowing v/hat I had captured
until the colour film came back from process
ing. As it happened, they were all good, with
the best exposures being the first group of
one to three second at f11. After that the
quality of light changed so as to give empha
sis to the city night light when the sky area
is no longer blue, but black. Low clouds, drift
ing fog or haze can throw light back down
onto your subject from a lowered sky. This
is OK as long as it is substantially blue, but
on rainy nights this effect can intensify the
green colouration and (in my opinion) de
grade the end result.

In many cases the photographic result sur
passed the visual impression ... particularly
when the first few moments of night light
showed up clearly the windows in city build
ings and still left a silhouette of their outline
against the sky. We were shooting at right
angles to the setting sun (this changes dur
ing the course of the seasons with the sun
travelling further south in the southern
hemispheres during summer and remaining
far to the north in winter). In many instances,
winter is a more convenient time to shoot
night shots as the sun sets soon after five
pm, but it also means that you have to be
on site about an hour earlier. . . and that's
not always possible, especially on week

nisable shapes. There is also the risk of
buffeting winds jarring the camera which
leads to camera shake resulting in spoilt
time-exposures.

And there is comfort. While it is reasona

ble to put up with a modicum of cold or wet
weather, if conditions are too severe the dis
comfort outweighs the pleasure that night
photography can bring. Rug yourself up well
(it can get quite cold after dark, even in sum
mer) and take a thermos of hot coffee: pre
pare the photographer as well as the
camera.

If you set up on the brow of a hill which
has roads leading to it car headlights can be
come a problem. As they approach and their
beams point into your camera lens it can
flare out the entire shot. What I did in a simi

lar situation was to watch approaching cars
and put a black card over the lens if they ap
proached any closer than 600 feet.

Ifyou haven't tried night photography, now
is your opportunity, as there is a wealth of
exciting subjects (especially illuminated
buildings, monuments and so on) just wait
ing to be pictured. Even if they are not
provided with floodlights, take your own
torch or flashgun and paint the subject with
light by walking around it and firing off your
flash with the lens open.

All you need is your camera, tripod, cable
release, torch and spirit of adventure. •
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Z-AXIS X-RAYS

One of the real pleasures of the Stereo Club is the opportunity
we have to meet people from different walks of life who share an
interest in 3-D. This happened to me recently when I met Mr.
Arthur Fielder who has just joined our Club. Arthur is a
Chiropractic Doctor and one of very few in the world who is
making 3-D X-rays in conjunction with his work.

I visited Arthur at his office to take a look at his
stereo-imaging equipment and the viewing displays he utilizes.
Dr. Fielder's X-ray machine is state-of-the-art and essentially
makes use of a slide bar technique to generate the separate
left-eye and right-eye views. Though the distance from the
camera to subject is only about four feet the working stereo base
is set at about four inches. The increased stereo effect is useful
for minute analysis of spatial displacements in the neck and spine.
The X-rays themselves are shot onto 8x10 inch film.

The viewing device is quite a surprise. It is basically a
Wheatstone stereoscope that utilizes two prisms tracing optical
paths to the two 8x10 pieces of X-ray film which are mounted
over rear-illuminated diffusion plastic. The construction and
design of the viewers is quite handsomely done. Working with an
associate, Dr. Fielder has created a wonderful amplification of the
Wheatstone viewer that makes it possible to view the 3-D X-rays
quite directly and in a most effective fashion.

One of the stereo images that I saw was a dramatic view
down through the top of the skull. The spatial elements were
quite in evidence and the utility of stereography to the science of
Chiropractry seems obvious. Dr. Fielder has promised to bring a
stereoscope to the Club and we can look forward to seeing some
of his X-ray 3-D images projected on our silver screen very soon.

Dimensionally,
Ray Zone

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St.;r Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS Is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 Issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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The above marvelous illustration is taken from the
March 1988 Scientific American, dealing with the
"Mandelbrot Set", a computer-generated four-dimen
sional representation.

Stereo Activity Calendar
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29 30 31

THU APR 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
PSA Traveling Exhibition plus hyper stereo
views

SUN APR 24 Outing to Downtown Los Angeles, 9:00 AM,
meet at MOCA

SAT APR 30 Copy deadline - May 3-D NEWS. The Editor
is always delighted to get material to
print.

THU MAY 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fifth and final slide competition for the
1987-88 Club year

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome is extended to these 3 new Club
members:

ALLEN DEEVER

SUSAN DEEVER

400 South Paula Avenue

Fullerton CA 92633

H (714)870-4212

SATOSHl UESUGl

434} North Avenue 66
Los Angeles CA 90042
H (213)259-0675

Club membership anniversaries for April:

Lloyd Berman - 7 years
Chuck Bernhardt - 1 year
Cheryl Hastings - 3 years
Barbara Henricks - 8 years
Duane Kesler - 10 years
Bill Lund - 1 year
Michael Meyers - 3 years
L. Van Vliet - 7 years
F. F. Woster - 6 years

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

MON MAY 9 Closing - Cordova Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Byron Hindman, APSA, 2437
Pickering Ct., Cool CA 95614

The Cordova Exhibition will once again have a special
award for best use of soft focus. This technique in
stereo is relatively new, and it wasn't until several
members of the Cordova Camera Club experimented with
the soft focus process and produced beautiful results
in 3-D that the effect was recognized as an
"acceptable" stereo technique. Most stereo
exhibitions now contain several outstanding examples.

Classified

FOR SALE: Realist camera in very good condition; TDC
stereo projector in very good condition; #8007 HAMA
film cutter, new; G.E. light meter in good conditon;
200 #4600 heat-seal mounts; 40 #7004 polarizing 3-D
glasses; 24 #7002 cardboard 3-D glasses; 20 polarized
lorgnettes for special cases; instruction books for
camera and projector, all for $500. Will not sell
separately. Howard Siebold, 32050 Westwood Drive,
Fort Bragg CA 95437 (707)964-0904

FOR SALE: TDC 116 stereo projector, excellent
condition $290.00. Revere Stereo Camera, recently
overhauled, excellent condition $125.00. Mark
Davidovich, 909 Palm Avenue, Carpinteria CA 93013
(805)684-4487

FOR SALE: Densicron 2. Photometer from Sargent-
Welch Scientific Co., excellent working condition for
B&W photography. $100.00. John or Valeria Sardy
(714)244-6949

FOR SALE: Busch Verascope camera $350; Steinheil
Redufocus wide angle (35mm to 28mm) for Stereo Realist
$240; TDC 116 projector $350. George Skelly, 1850
Avenue Estudiante, San Pedro CA 90732 (213)514-0805
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Club Competition Standings

A GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

MAR CUM

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

MAR CUM

61 247 Jerry Walter
HM: Morning Light
HM: Plateau Panorania

63 244 Rick Finney
HM: Bait House & Gulls

HM: Teton Magic
HM: Dios Da y Dios Quita

59 240* Larry Brovm

67

59

60

63

264* Valeria Sardy
257* Jim Murray

A: Golden Goose

HM: Crackerjack Canera
Bill Carter

HM: Desert Runners

Jerry Walter
John Sardy

253

250

249

58

53

62

226

217

121

Willis Simms

HM: Strolling In Yosemite
HM: Tree and Half Dome

Jim Atkins

Dorr Kimball

A: Wheelhouse, Queen Mary
A: Red Bridge
HM: Golden Barrel Cactus

HM: Silver Oar HM; Circles 52 108 Chuck Bernhardt

61 239* Jim Murray 65 247 Rick Finney 56 56 Steve Mauk

HM: Erik the Eagle HM: Dream Fantasy 54 54 Gregory Hooper
— 239* Valeria Sardy HM: Floral Corain' At Ya! 18. 39 Alan D. Williams

60 236* Susan Pinsky 61 237* Susan Pinsky 19 37 George Skelly
A: Cow Convention

232 John Sardy
229 Nathan Wong

HM: Sunday In The Country
225* Earl Colgan
223 Bill Daggett
222 Marjorie U'ebster
220* Kathy LaForce
218 Ray Zone

58 233

225*

62

59

59 62

Ray Zone
Earl Colgan
Bill Daggett

56

52

55

B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL

58

55

62

19

CUM

224 David M. Ratliff

HM: Snoozing
183* Larry Brown
122 Gregory Hooper

A: Ship Rock
19 Willis Simms

* Those who have served as Judges
have their scores averaged.

JUDGES: Valeria Sardy
Earl Colgan
Kathy LaForce G.C.T. AWARD March Theme was 'Flora and Fauna*

The winner was: "Sidelighted Tulips"
by John Sardy

Looking Backward to...

...March 17

A hearty thanks to our Judges! A grateful Thank You
to Rick Finney and Jerry Walter, not only for their
usual kindness of working the table in back, sorting
the slides after they're shown, but for straightening
out the stupid raix-up and mess 1 inadvertently caused.
And a "Sorry 'bout that" to all of you who patiently
endured the repeated and seemingly interminable
delays. But, we did get everything shown and judged on
time, and 1 felt we were treated to some really fine
slides!

There's still one more regular competition which will
be May 19th. Just remember that competition is
basically for fun and for learning — by sharing our
work with each other and getting to see our own slides
up there on the screen. Just because it's the last
competition, don't let that deter you from entering
slides, even for the first time!

Start planning now for the Slide of the Year
Competition. You should choose up to five slides
which you have entered during the past year's
competitions, slides which you feel are your best.
You can send them to me or Ray Zone, or bring them to
the June Club meeting. Details will be forthcoming in
the next couple of issues of the 3-D NEWS — this is
just a sort of "early notice".

Oh yeah, almost forgot. The CCT (Godzilla's Choice
Theme) for the May competition is "Architecture".
(See elsewhere in this NEWS concerning an outing into
Downtown Los Angeles).

'Til next time, take care, all, and keep them shutters
a-clickin' !!!

—David M. Ratliff, Competition Director

Let's Join Together...

... April 21

The April 21 meeting will see the return of what used
to be an annual event at the Club: The PSA Traveling
Exhibition. This special Exhibition tours the
country, passing from one stereo club to the next as
the year goes on. Each club selects three of its
members to judge the Exhibition, and after the tour is
completed the total scores from all the judgings are
compiled and the winners are awarded. Sometime before
the next meeting. Bill Carter, Kathy LaForce, and Doug
Miller will judge the Exhibition and the best slides
will be shown at the April meeting.

The PSA Traveling Exhibition is only half of the
program. We will also be seeing some of the work of
our own Club members in a "Hyper Night" mini-program.
I have asked a number of our Club members to present
some of their best hyperstereo slides. They will also
bring their twin-camera equipment and discuss what Ray
Zone might call the "input interface for bicameral
imaging". Out-of-town members Paul Wing and Howard
Frazee have also promised to send along some of their
reputedly gorgeous aerial hypers. And, oh, if you
have some hypers you'd like to present, just bring
them along to the meeting and see me before it all
starts. April 21 — be there!

—Jim Murray, Program Director

"Pictorial Photography — the dramatization
of the beautiful."

—Adolf Fassbender
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INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"RED BRIDGE" by Dorr Klmball. The Red Bridge Is in
the Japanese Garden of the Huntington Library in San
Marino. I was intrigued by the afternoon sun
backlighting the light green leaves of the tree and
providing a strong color contrast with the brilliant
red of the bridge. Light measurements with a 1
digital spotmeter indicated a subject contrast range
of 8 stops compared to the normal 5 stop range of
color transparency film. Here exposure must be a
compromise, sacrificing either highlights or shadows
or some of both. 1 made six exposures varying in one-
half steps. The lightest exposure looked great in a
hand viewer with a strong light, but was about one
stop too dark for projection at the Stereo Club based
on an evaluation of previous slides 1 had submitted.
It is important to note that optimum slide density
depends to a large extent on the viewing conditions.
1 waited a week for ideal weather conditions and on

3/10/88 1 took six more exposures of this subject.
The best exposure was found to be 1/25 second, hand
held, at f/8, on Kodachrome 64 using a Stereo Realist.
Focus was at 14' for a depth of field from 8' to 40'.
Near distance, the tree, was at 8'. The far distance
was some foliage beyond 40', but this was not a large
or significant area of the photo. The slide was
mounted in glass using a normal Emde mask.

"SNOOZING" by David Ratliff. The little calf you saw
"snoozing" in my slide was among a handful of small
farm-type animals in a little petting corral at the
Sunset Street Junction Fair last year. 1 just
couldn't resist getting a close-up of this little one!
1 took the shot using the Pentax Stereo Adapter
mounted on my old Pentax Spotmatic. It's easy to
remember the f/stop because it is always f/5.6, which
is unfortunately the only setting (give or take a mere
i-stop) usable with this adapter. That only leaves
film and shutter speeds to play around with. The
detrimental aspects of the adapter are: (1) due to its
being a split-image type accessory, the normal angle
of view from a 50mm to 55mm lens is halved, which
results in (2) an oblong vertical format which is
often aesthetically undesirable and irritating; (3)
you can only use f/5.6, which results in (4) the depth
of field being very limited. However, some good
aspects are: (1) you can get in as close as 2| feet
for some great close-ups (extra cropping when mouhting
slides may be necessary); this will give much more of
a close-up effect than the normal 35mm lens- on a
standard stereo camera at 3 feet from the subject; (2)
you can accomplish a certain amount of selective
"cropping" while photographing, due to the vertical
format referred to above. It might be of academic
interest to know that I bought my adapter in Tokyo
about three years ago when the yen/dollar rate was
still good (good for the dollar, that is), and it cost
me a mere $16 for the adapter and the viewer that
comes with it! After 1 acquired my first standard
stereo camera (Revere), 1 considered selling the
Pentax Adapter, but after winning a few awards and
honorable mentions with it, it has become a regular
and much valued part of my photographic outfit.

Outing News

HUNTL

DUCOmm

aANNING

TOKYO

Place: Downtown Los Angeles
Date: Sunday, April 24, 1988
Time: 9:00 AM

Research into the 3-D NEWS Morgue reveals that the
last Club Outing to the Downtown area was on November
11, 1980. In the past 7i years, some things have
changed for the worse, like the Central Library, but
many things have changed for the better, such as many
new or restored buildings, a new art museum, and some
excellent public spaces.

I've picked a Sunday, because the usual traffic and
crowds are absent and the parking is easy and FREE.
Park on the street near the new Museum of Contemporary
Art (MOCA), at 250 S. Grand Avenue, just south of 1st
Street and the Music Center (see the above map). We
will meet at the above time in the forecourt of MOCA.

Plan on about 3 to 4 hours for this Tagalong. There
are a lot of fountains,- waterfalls (!), and outdoor
sculpture within a relatively short walking distance.
We will also see the construction site of the tallest

building west of Chicago, which will tower over the
old Library to a height of 1,100 feet. If we're
lucky, we may also see a movie being filmed on
location.

In addition to your stereo camera, you might want to
bring along a small 35mm camera (1 use an Olympus XA),
loaded with slide film, for "Rock 'n Roll" hyper-
stereos. And we could have an informal workshop on
this method of single camera stereo. This Tagalong
will provide many opportunities for taking stereos of
interesting buildings. Remember, the GOT for the May
competition is "Architecture".

To top off the day, we will visit the new Holographic
Visions museum-gallery, just a short walk from MOCA.
Admission is $2.00.

If you should have any questions, please give me a
call or see me at the next meeting.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director
(818)968-2308
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SPECIAL CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

Classic items from the 50s Stereo Bomb:

1) MESSELER FLOPCON Super 3-D stereo camera.
Has ultra-fast f/6.3 Matched Ektasux Astigraats
(with built-in soft focus); Pseudo-Compurr
shutter with B. L. and T. Also included is a

complete set of Rattan filters and several rolls
of Kitschrome .64 film. This Flopcon is a
wonderful stereo camera, which has given me many
happy years of service. If you are not familiar
with this camera, you may recall that it was once
marketed by Zitz Camera, under their "Quaalude"
brand name.

2) THE LEGENDARY Septober, 1953, 3-D color
anaglyph issue of National Geographic Magazine,
complete with yellow-framed 3-D glasses and
special supplementary stereo relief map of the
Plains States. This issue includes the notorious

article featuring the Tongalese Dancing Maidens,
au naturel. This issue also had the distinction

of being the only issue of the Geographic ever to
be banned in Boston. As an added incentive, I

will also include one of my duplicate copies of
the Octember, 1953, 3-D issue of Arizona
Highways, for which Josef Muench used dual radio
controlled Linhof Technikas.

3) VERY RARE —
windshield covers,

made possible 3-D
drive-in theatres.

One dozen polarized auto
These thin plastic sheets

motion picture viewing at
I can well remember seeing

"House of Wax" at the Compton Drive-In in early
1954. I could have sworn that those paddle balls
bounced off the windshield of my dad's '51
Studebaker! These sheets were soon discontinued,
however, because many people would neglect to
remove them after the show. Driving home on dark
nights proved fatal to several careless motorists
and innocent pedestrians.

As I am now devoting the whole of my libido to
Video, I am willing to let the above items go to
one buyer at the sacrifice price of $300.00, ££
two bags of M&Ms (the kind with the peanuts,
please). Sorry, this price is firm, and is not
subject to negotiation.

Leery Bland, P.O.
(619)976-FOOL!

Box 4188, Weedpatch CA. Phone

Pfoolaprilfoolaprllfoolaprilfoolaprllfoolaprllfoolaprilfooiaprilfoolaprilfoolaprllfoolaprilfoolaprilfoolaprllfoolaprilfoolaprilfoolaprilfool^,

Humor

Question: What is Dr. Carl Sagan's favorite camera
accessory?

Answer: A "Zzooomm" lens.

Everyone has their favorite Carl Sagan story; usually,
most of these anecdotes are apocryphal, but my
favorite story is based on a true incident. I feel it
captures the essence of the Man:

In addition to His rather unique way of expressing
Himself, Dr. Sagan, the most famous astronomer since
Aristarchus of Samos (Greek, living around 2205 B.C.
— Before Carl), is also an expert on zoological
nomenclature. Recently, He led a large solar eclipse
expedition into the swampy wilds of the upper Nile, in
the heart of the Sudan. As the story goes, one day an
assistant underling ran up to Him in a state of great
agitation:

"Doctor Sagen, Doctor Sagen," he cried, "something
dreadful has just happened. Your dear wife has been
severely bitten by an alligator!"

A deep, tragic, look of concern came over the Great
Professor's face. "Surely," He said gravely, "you
must mean a crocodile."

(Editor's Note: The following cover letter was
received from the Submittee.):

Dear Editor:

1) Please note the heading ("Humor") above my
submittal. I was inspired to use this particular
heading after perusing several issues of Playboy
Magazine. Among other things, they are also famous
for using this heading above certain articles in each
month's issue. This is a very helpful practice, in

that it alerts the conscientious reader that what
follows is supposed to be funny, and that he or she
should react accordingly.

2) In case anyone should be offended by the true
story I have submitted herein, I would like to take
this opportunity to apologize, in advance, to the
world's crocodilians.

Cubically yours.

P.S.; Question:

NAME WITHHELD

(By request of Larry Brown)

At this point, you're probably
asking: What in the heck does all
this have to do with 3-D???

(Editor's Note: For the complete answer to the above
question, see Page 9 of this month's NEWS.)
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Photographica

stereo

viewer
By Bruce Vaughan, APSA

APRIL 1988

Stereo In The Current Journals

THE SKY IN STEREO by William H. Bonney, Sky &
Telescope, April 1988 ($2.50).

"In 1864 pioneering astrophotographer Lewis M.
Rutherfurd created a sensation with his dramatic

stereo view of the full Moon. The effect of this

composite of two photographs was astonishing. At
first glance it seemed to be an ordinary Moon
photograph. But when it was placed in a stereoscope,
the Moon suddenly appeared as a crisply detailed ball
floating in space and bellying out toward the viewer.

"At the time Rutherfurd took his Moon photographs,
three-dimensional photography was a popular craze. No
Victorian home was complete without a collection of
stereo cards in the sitting room, along with a
stereoscope to view them. Publishers of stereo views
followed on the success of "Full Moon" with many other
astronomical subjects. There were views of the Moon
in various phases, as well as images of the Sun and
Mars (their surface features were at different
positions in the two pictures due to rotation). Other
planets, comets, eclipses, asteroids, and the 1874
transit of Venus were also photographed and published
as stereo views . "

(Note: This informative article also reproduces five
stereo pairs, including the 1864 "Full Moon" stereo
view. The author also discusses do-it-yourself stereo
and how to free-view. Since a photocopy will not
adequately reproduce these pairs, I recommend you pick
up a copy of this issue. However, I would be happy to
send you a copy of the article if you send me a self-
addressed, stamped envelope).

—Larry Brown
3250 Heatherfield Drive

Hacienda Heights OA 91745

TO THOSE of us who grew up with
movies, It Is difficult to Imagine the
fascination and entertainment that
stereo views once provided.

The hand-held stereo viewer was

a very important part of the furnish
ings of every parlor in the Civil War
Era, but only the most affluent could
own a handsome rosewood viewer

like the one pictured.
With this viewer two people could

sit on opposite sides and view the
wonders of the world simultaneous

ly. The cards, 50 in number, were
attached to an endless belt. By sim
ply turning the knob on the side of
the viewer, 100 stereo scenes could
be viewed In comfort and with ease.

A simple lever below the changing
knob was for easy focusing.

Acquiring a prize like this today
takes patience, perseverance, and a
great amount of luck. This viewer
was purchased through a Trading
Post ad In the PSA Journal.

It is unusual to get a complete
history of an item but the previous
owner of this viewer was able to
give me many interesting details.

It was originally purchased by her

grandfather, a jeweler, before the
Civil War. It was part of the fixtures

nnrrr DiRTnoni
s cninniown!
by Sara van Dyck

Tfie paint is peeling on the pillars by the
East Gate, but a fierce dragon with menacing
green claws still breathes orange fire toward
Gin Ling Way. Across the paved courtyard,
elderly Chinese men drift into their long, while
children toss coins Into a wishing pond.

They still call these lanes near downtown

LosAngeles "New Chinatown," although in
June the Chinese-American community will
celebrate the 50th birthday of the area.

The city's "Old Chinatown," dating back
to the 1850s. was razed in the 1930s to make
way for the new Union Station. Looking for
another business location, Peter Soo Hoo Sr.,
and Herbert Lapham launched the construc
tion of a New Chinatown off North Hill Street.

In June 1938 Governor Merriam dedicated

the Central Plaza and its West Gate, with a
tablet honoring the contributions made by
Chinese to the growth of California. Tourists
flocked to the plaza's attractions: curio stores,
restaurants, a model "Seven Star Cavern"
with pagodas and goldfish pond, fortune tell
ing by "Charlie Chan", and a rickshaw stand.

Today, its blend of ethnic foods and colorful
crafts draws tourists and Asians alike. "People
still regard this as a heritage center," said
Muson Kwok of the Chinese Historical Society
of Southern California. The tongs (men's
clubs) and familyassociations provide a link
with tradition, as does the Kong Chow Tem
ple on North Broadway. Here you can spend

The Becker Stereo Viewer (c.l860)
enables two persons to view belt of
fifty scenic stereo photographs.

in his jewelry store in Lawrence,
Kan. Once or twice yearly he made
trips to Ft. Sill to repair soldiers'
watches. When Lawrence was

burned during the war the jewelry
store was unharmed. One hundred

years later the machine still looks
and works like new, and again It Is
being enjoyed by those who visit us
in our "parlor." •

a quiet momentamong antique hangings, in
cense, and statues of deities.

You'll see other traces of the early days in
the five-tiered Golden Pagoda, the still-popular
pond, and the Hong building with lionand owl
carvings. Murals done by lyrus Wong In the
1940s, inside Grandview Gardens and over the
United Bankentrance, depict Chinesefolklore.

An elegant statue of Dr. Sun Yat Sen, the
"Father of China", faces the East Gate on
North Broadway. Thisgate, with red pillars and
cobalt blue tiles, was erected In1938 by Y.C.
Hong, the first Chinese-American lawyer in
Southern California. Its Inscription paystribute
to his mother and all mothers.

Chinatown now stretches for blocks. Its
flavor enriched by Vietnameseand Thai immi
grants. Still, as you stroll under the lanterns
ol Central Plaza, you can gaze at the up-curved
roofllnes tipped with carp symbols, taste a
dish of noodles or a pastry, and smile at
grandmothers in black slippers holding bright-
eyedchildrenmuchas In the yearswhen New
Chinatown was really new.
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Adventure In Stereo

"PEARL OF THE PYRAMIDS"

by Marjorle Webster

While teaching Mayan Archaeology In Adult Education, 1
conducted several tours to Mexico, Yucatan, Guatemala
and Honduras. One of my students who went was Pearl
(79) the oldest of a group, who actually lied about
her age (as 69)! She was thin and frail; slow and
quiet, but when she did anything or spoke, she
constantly astounded us. 1 have many 3-D slides of
her.

We assembled at LAX and, although Pearl was a "health
freak", she brought a huge box of chocolates for us
all, because it was Valentine's Day. During the first
breakfast at our hotel in Mexico City, Pearl ordered
one-half of a grapefruit and, because it was garnished
with a maraschino cherry, she sent it back! The red
dye was a "no-no" to her, which contaminated the
entire fruit!

We women were told we should cover our heads while

visiting churches. At the great cathedral in Mexico
City, we all donned scarves. Pearl had none, so she
placed a white Kleenex atop her white hair. As she
majestically entered the huge doorway, the Kleenex
gracefully floated to the floor behind her, and we
never told her. Pearl was so casual and slow-motioned

1 was barely aware when she took her pictures.
Everyone in my tour groups had 35mm cameras, while 1
was taking 3-D exclusively. Pearl had an inexpensive
Agfa 35 with a "lucky lens" and her slides were so
super 1 had a few copied to add to ray own 35mm
collectibn.

All the women in our group wore shorts, capris or
slacks, but Pearl was always a lady — like skirt or
dress. And she was determined to climb all the

pyramids! With skirt billowing in the breeze. Pearl
reached the top of the great Pyramid of the Sun at San
Juan Teotihuacan, over 200 feet high.

At most of the hotels, we all were greeted with
complimentary cocktails upon arrival. Since Pearl did
not partake of alcoholic beverages, guess who consumed
her drinks? Me, of course! After all, 1 was the
hostess, guide and leader-in-comraand! Pearl's only
beverage each meal was hot water with a little milk,
which we named "Pearl Tea".

In Merida, the delightful capital city of Yucatan, we
had a free day to do as we pleased. Pearl went on a
shopping spree alone, to gather gifts for her
children, grand-children and great-grand-children.
Plus something else for friends which will be revealed

dramatically at the end of this article! (When she'd
make any purchase, she'd ask the vendor of clerk, "How
much is that in real money?")

At Uxmal, in Yucatan, where Mayan architecture is
"frozen music". Pearl did not appear at breakfast.
(The night before, her dinner had been a whole papaya
and black beans, and of course "Pearl Tea".) But on
schedule, re the itinerary. Pearl showed up at the
base of the great pyramid, called "The Adivino".
Pearl slowly scanned the very steep, irregular steps
which were crowned by an ancient temple. Pearl asked
me, "Is there a 'powder room' up there?" At her
question, 1 was dumb-founded, for Pearl did not wear
make-up, so 1 realized she probably had problems due
to too much papaya the night before, and 1 wished 1
had some Pepto Bismol tablets to comfort her.

Pearl's next statement further alarmed me: "1 will not

give our Mayan guide a tip, as required, until 1 climb
that pyramid!"

1 went up ahead of my group so 1 could take 3-D shots,
of them climbing below. Suddenly 1 heard: "Take my
picture, please!" Pearl was on all fours and
grinning. She let go with one hand and 1 shouted:
"Don't wave. Pearl, for God's sake!" Then Pearl
performed a feat which astounded me! Half-way up the
very steep and narrow steps she proclaimed: "Darn it,
1 wish 1 had pants on! The wind is blowing my skirt
so 1 can't see where I'm going!" She then let go with
both hands, teetering precariously, and produced a
large safety pin from here purse and proceeded to pin
her skirt between her legs, making "caulottes". 1 was
so nervous for her 1 nearly fell off the pyramid
myself.

Many other incidents too numerous to mention from our
Pearl of the Pyramid's innocent doings had us in
stitches all the way. In Customs at LAX, when Pearl's
suitcase was opened, all hers and the lovely clothing
items she had bought were soaked and stained! One of
the bottles of booze Pearl had bought for friends had
broken. No wonder her luggage was overweight! (1
thought she'd acquired too many heavy Mexican onyx
items in Taxco!)

Pearl has gone on to the great pyramid-in-the-sky.
"Top of the pyramid to you, dear Pearl, and adios con
amor."

P.S. One of my most treasured slides of Pearl won the
GCT "Something Old, Something New" Award at the
January Competition, entitled "Annabelle and Pearl".
Pearl's last name was Schuhl, pronounced shool as in
xul in Maya, which means The End.

Mental tiredness and boredom are states of

mind we impose on ourselves. When familiar
objects cease to be fresh, when they no
longer reveal new secrets, it's because we
have stopped exploring. The limits we
encounter are within ourselves.

—Freeman Patterson
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Stereoscopic Video Under the Sea

As I sat in the 6-foot, hollow,
steel ball that is the cabin of the submarine

Pisces VI with National Geographic photo
grapher Emory Kristof, Iwondered out loud,
"Why the hell do you do it?"

"It's safe enough," Kristof said,
"I'd send my grandmother down in it,"

By "down init," he means down
to 6,000 feet below the surface of the
Atlantic, some eightmiles off the coast of
Bermuda. "It's the last frontier for animal
exploration. We're discovering newspecies
down there. We're discovering animals no
body knew existed. It's a photographic expe
dition. We're notshooting anything; we're
only shooting withfilm andvideo tape," said
Kristof,an ebullient man who's liable to do
pirate imitations to make his point while
explaining thepurpose oftheBeebe Project.

The project is named afterWill
iam Beebe who pioneered manned deep
sea exploration inthis location 50years ago,
Kristof conceived the project some five
yearsagoandsucceeded in obtaining back
ing from the U.S. National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration and the
National Geographic Society. The project is
funded at more than half a million dollars

and has brought together a number of the
top scientists inthe fields of oceanography
and ichthyology,

I had come to Bermuda at

Kristofs invitation to observe in action the
first ofthenewgeneration ofour JWs/on®
stereoscopic camera system. My company,
StereoGraphics Corporation, had delivered
thefirst hand-wired prototype ofour Univer
sal Camera Controller (UCC) to the Geo
graphic offices in Washington only two
weeks before, at the end of September,
1987. Now Iwas looking at the device, the
first time I'deverseen it in operation inthe
field. Inside the Pisces, The UCC looked
completely at home, rack-mounted along
with one of our 13-inch monitors and our
playback controller. Two excited men,
Kristof and I donned visors and looked at

video tapesthat had beenmade an hour or
so before, at a depth ofabout 2,500 feet

StereoGraphics Corporation
manufactures a field-sequential stereo
scopic video system that any number of
people can look at By wearing special
glasses,viewerscan observea true three-
dimensional image from any part of the
room, at anyangle from the video screen,
with freedom of head movement

Six years ago, Ihadthe ideafor
the UCC, and it gave mea great feeling of
accomplishment tosee theconcept gofrom
an idea toa product anda product inuseon
a most advanced deep sea expedition. It
was worth waiting six years!

It had taken about an hour and a •
half to sail from the dock near the Maritime
Museum at the west end of the Bermuda
Islands, traveling in a converted shrimper.
The Wendy, to the Twin Drill. The Twin Drill

by Lenny Lipton

isa 157-fDot vessel, built about 20years ago,
and now owned and operated byInterna
tional Underwater Contractors. The vessel,
which has a twin hull and looks like an

enormous catamaran, isanextremely stable
platform, even in hurricane force winds,
and serves as a launching vessel for the
Pisces VI.

Those of us who were aboard

The Vkndy were lifted to the deck of the
Twin Drill by a crane, an experience that I
thought was hair-raising and not to be
repeated. (However, whenwe returned to
the Wendy on the following day, it was by
Zodiac, infairly choppy waters. Iprefer the
crane.) Once on the deck of the Twin Drill,
my immediate impression was one of the
absolute, total dedication of the crew.

The submarine Pisces VI is a

steel ball onto which are fitted thrusters,
batteries, and hydraulics, all covered by a
whiteshroud. Mounted on the front bythe
small ports, were two Pulnix TMC-54/56
color solid-state cameras, in underwater
housings, functioning together as a stereo
camera. The cameras were mounted about

six inches apart, using 8mm focal length
lenses, which have an approximately 55°
horizontal angle of view in the air. When
they're usedunder water, theangle ofview
is somewhat less.

The Pulnixcameras are based on
Sony single chip CCD cameras. They have
not been converted to runas stereoscopic
cameras, because our new Universal Cam
era Controller is plug-compatible with any
twostandard unmodified gen-lockable video
cameras. The UCC outputs a standard NTSC
video signal, withthe leftand right images
multiplexed within the existing bandwidth,
so they can be recorded, or, if preferable,
viewed real time. In this case, Kristofwas
using a Sony Betacam recorder.

The UniversalCamera Controller
can remotely converge the cameras elec
tronically from inside the submarine, which
Kristof thinks isa significant feature, andthe
UCC is also capable of producing good
quality freeze frames. The remote conver
gence feature allows the photographer to
set the location of objects with respect to
the plane ofthevideo screen. By sliding a
switch, objects can be brought forward, or
made to recede.

A few hours after I was on
board, Iwatchedthe Piscesinitsdescent. It
was launched by being lifted off themove-
able steeldeck, bymeans ofa crane which
was constructed only days before for that
purpose. The deck, which at onetimemust
havebeen a bright orange, was nowcover
edwith grease. Itwaspulled outoftheway
by a motor-driven winch, revealing an enor
mous moon pool, some 20feet or more In
diameter. The submarine was then lowered

carefully into the Atlantic, to make itsway
between the twin hulls, after which, with
thehelp ofa Zodiac ortwo, itfound thespot
where it made its dive.

American Cinematographer

January 1988

The Pisces sank beneath the
surface of the water, which is the same

deepblue they paint U.S. mail boxes. Under
just a few feet ofwater, itglowed turquoise
briefly, and then disappeared. With melan
choly, I watched the craftdepart, knowing
that there were three men inside I didn't

envy them, but the men who do this job
don't thinkof themselves as heroes. Infact,
they have to think that it's routine. The
Pisces is a completely independent subma
rine, not tethered to the Twin Drill Its only
communication with us was via hydro
phone, which I listened to as Istoodon the
bridge of the Twin Drill There could be no
helpfrom the surface

When the Pisces returned, five

hours later, we all breathed a sigh of relief.
An hour later, Kristofand I climbed into the
tiny, steel ballof a cabin, and he showed me
the video tapes. Kristof delightedly pointed
out features of the ocean floor that couldn't

possibly be seen if they weren't viewed
stereoscopically. We also saw little fish
swimming by.

"You couldn't tella ridge from a
bump without stereo video," said Kristof.
"This is becoming ourmost important way
ofseeing. Planar video wasn't adequate, and
the viewportsare tiny." Hepointed to the
view ports which are five inches in
diameter.

How It Wbrks

3 VMon Stereoscopic Cameras

Userls Unmodllled Reconwr

Camera Controller

NTSC tOisplay Controller

SVIslon Stereoscopic Monitor

viewing QIasses

The tapewe looked at isoneof
the first tapesthat had beenmade on this
trip, because thesubmarine wasjustbegin
ning to be used on a routine daily basis.
Kristof said that he hoped to bring back
piaures of sharks and, also of the giant
squid, at onetime thought to bea mythical
creature. Kristof is using a chumming tech
nique which heoriginated. Bait (in thiscase,
tuna) is lowered by cable to the required
depth. After the fish have begun feeding,
the Pisces turns its lights on, and the
photography begins. The fish aresoinvolved
ineating, they continue despite the light.

Kristof says he'll videograph
enough good footage to present stereo
scopic video images to the public in Geo
graphic Hall, In Washington, D.C., starting in
February of 1988. At that time, everybody
will be able to appreciate the wonders of
the deep. In fact, they'll be able to see as
well as the men who were there in the

flesh.

A week or so later, after my
return to California, Kristof sent me a video
tape of 16 foot white sharksattacking the
robot manipulator armsat a depth ofabout
2,500 feet. The stereoscopic tape also
showed a giant eelandanother shark eating
a luckless crab. Towards the endofAugust,
1987, thedives progressed to 5,500 feetand
more good stereoscopic videography of
creatures ofthe deep was achieved. A

The SVision* NTSC stereoscopic video
system uses any twogen-lockable video
cameras,whichare the same makeand
model, and matched to produce the
same gamma, color, and geometry. The
lenses arealso closely matched, andthe
cameras are mounted on a precision
base, provided by StereoGraphics Cor
poration. The video outputs ofthecam
eras are plugged into the Universal
Camera Controller, which powers and
genlocks the cameras, and also multi
plexes theirsignals sotheywill conform
to the NTSC protocol. The signal output
bythe UCC canbe viewed realtimeor
recorded with any standard tape
recorder.

The signal from therecorder
or the camera controller travels to the

NTSC display controller andfrom there
to a monitor which runs at 120 fields per
second. (The usual video monitor oper
atesat60fieldspersecond.|Thecamera
controller powers electro-optics, either
in the form of a ZScreen® large liquid
crystal cell, which allows for passive
sunglass type spectacles, orthecontrol
lercanpower active liquid crystal visors.
The result Isa bright sharp, flickerless
stereoscopic image, which can beview
ed bya number ofpeople, and can also
be projected on a large screen, using
StereoGraphics Corporation's video
projector.
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SOME NEW WHOLE WRITING

The City of Los Angeles finally has a permanent museum of Its
own devoted to the art and science of holography. Named
"Holographic Visions," the museum Is located In the California
Plaza just below the Museum of Contemporary Art at 300 South
Grand Avenue (phone number 213-687-7171). I visited
Holographic Visions recently and saw what Is the second show to
have been mounted there. Alot of very large holograms were on
display, some as big as 3 feet by 4 feet. They represent the
state-of-the-art In holographic Imaging.

All types of holograms were In evidence Including rainbow
transmission, white-light, reflection hologram and pulsed
reflection holograms. Many Images Incorporate motion and the
negative space In front of the holographic plane Is always
Incorporated as an artistic parameter. Interestingly, a computer
generated stereogram created by David Coons at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and seen recently at the Stereo Club In a computer
Images program was on view as a large color hologram. It
demonstrates the potential for display for any basic binocular
stereogram. What Is captured as a binary Image In art or
photography may then be processed for stereo-vlewing In a
variety of forms ranging from anaglyph, projected 3-D slides, and
lenticular prints to holography. The fluidity of the binocular
stereogram Is amazing. What's Important, of course. Is that the
original taking technology Is of a binocular character. Thanks to
Matthew Brady, for example, we are able to look at Abraham
Lincoln today In stereo. There Is an enormous visual database of
3-D that can now be taken Into any number of display forms.

Holography has a beguiling dazzle that might lead the public
Into the wider world of 3-D that we here at the Stereo Club enjoy
as a matter of course. The existence of "Holographic Visions" Is
an occasion for rejoicing at our club and I encourage you to make
a visit. An outing along those lines Is In the works.

Hollstlcally,

Ray Zone

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$12;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due july 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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SALLY MAURER, APSA

Sally passed away in early March. She quietly
disappeared from the stereo photography scene
several years ago after having become ravaged
by Alzheimer's Disease. She was a grand lady,
always willing to lend a helping hand in the
most gracious way. She took on numerous tasks
for the Oakland Camera Club and the

Photographic Society of America. A few here
in SCSC remember our surprise at the Club
Christmas Banquet in December 1977 when Sally,
from San Francisco, and her friends John Chord
and Jack Shafer from Prescott, Arizona, all
walked in totally unexpected, just to join in
good stereo fellowship for the evening.
Sally, and the beautiful fellowship she
represented, will be dearly missed.

NEATLY ARRANGED TRIANGLES PaltTT

Photographs, like people, are
really like snowflakes.
However many billion have
been created, so far nobody
has found two that are

exactly the same.

—John Szarkowski

Pat Whitehouse
PATWHITL-HOUSE was Ihe inno-
valor, manlLuIator, and master-
handof a refreshingly joyous way of
presenting pltotography. -Stereos-
copyin photographsis by no means
new, but the viewer, eager to see
marvels in three dimensions,
needed concentration and a little
effort on hii part. Pat Whitchousc
brought stereoscopic pholograpliv
to a point where wonderful audiovi
sual programmes could be given to
large audiences sitting in comfort
and totally relaxed. Not always re
laxed; at moments close-up views of
insects, one of Pat's specialties,
could give a vivid illusion of a large
antenna or rtiandible zooming from
the screen into the front row.

As in any audiovisual show, re
corded music and speech accompa
nied the projection of slides, but,
still asthey Were, Pat's pictures were
;alive, immense and powerful with
their sense of space.'To see, for in-.
stance, a bee entering a flower was
to become that bee, aware of the:
great depth of a colour tunnel
formed of petals. Scenery offered
breathtaking perspective through
which one sensed a flow of wind and
weather. Nests became lough, hol
low structures with tlieir spans spa-
liallv intertwining. Children were
chubby realilies. A horse looking
over a fenrr had itsmouth ready to
feed from one's hand.

Smootlilv edited, lliese views cre
ated pictorial essays and stories.
Their .subjcotii were far from the ex-

pccted. The life-cycle of one run-
ner-beari ffrdm germination to vcg-
ctable-disli); exploration of corners
of a Cambridge garden; Pat's de
lightful one-year-old granddauchter
paediatrically illustrating Gilbert
and Sullivan's "Modern Major-
General"; a deserted railway station
in poetic sdrvey; the aesthetic pos
sibilities of sand on a bcacli; inti
mateviews of a cockrobin rearing a
ncstful of deserted blackbird chicks;
the feel of getting wet by the Niag
ara Falls; patterns created by deco
rated biscuits — these were all in
her repertoire.

Certainly the most beloved item
was the "Hallelujah Chorus'' in her
pictorial rendering of Handel's
Messiah. This masterpiece of
beautyand fun deserves to become
a national monument. Appropriaie
to the music the singers varicti from
fledglings and a du« fmale chorus)
to little lilies (ladies clioriis).

As Ihe.'.e happinesses were being
rIiowii I'ui'i slim, smiting, milot fig
ure was juu discernible. She was
moilcsl about Itcr work and ap
peared surprised but delighted at
the acclaim given to her. It was
characteristic that when she arrived
anywhere to set up her programme
she would unload the technical ap-
pnralus from an assortment of do
mestic carriers orshopping bags.

Pat's meticulous work began long
before a photograph was taken. She
made her owncameras. After study-

ing the way human eyes appraised
distance she Realised her need of
stereoscopic cameras which did not
^et exist. Her solution was to make
per own. "So'lDaby Dertha' ca.ne
into being", she wrote. /'She grew
out of bits and pieces of odd cam
eras, bellows, camera body, roll
film-holder, etc. The shutter, an old
Thornton-Picard blind, was cocked
by pulling a string and fired by a ca
ble release."

Few are those who can build their
own camera. Even fewer those who
have adapted existing lenses by cut
ting them to size on the kilchcn-ta-
blc. Pat had created four cameras of
herown and at the time of her death
was building a fifth designed tohelp
her bryologist husband photograpn
moss. At meetings Pat would detail
the way site buiit a camera at home
much as a housewife might describe
an improved recipe for makingom
elettes.

Meticuloustoo wasthe longcare
ful preparation of slides. Pat used
special frames within which eac'i of
the paired pictures had to be fitted
with precision. This kept her hours
in her workroom. Witn gioriously
ordered disorder it was full of files,
tapes, slides, cataiogues, light-view
ers, tools, projectorsand apparatus
identifiable only to its owner. It was
both an Aladdin's cave and a little
temple of technology wiiiiiii wliicii
iho visitor movedcauliously lest he
bestirred some of the magic.

l

Pat Whitehouse took to photog
raphy relatively late. She gradtiated
in pliysiology in Cambridge and
then moved to University College
Hospital, London. Here research in
endocrinology led to her Ph D from
discoveries relating to diabetes and
the histology of iTie pancreas. To
further her scientific work she com
pleted a full medical course at St
riiomas's Hospital, where siie was
one of ilie first two women stiKlents,

In IQilI she joinedthe Uoyiil Pho
tographic Society. In l06l slie
gamed its fellowship for cloie-up
stereo photographs of moss. In 1962
shejoinedthe Stereoscopic Society,

, of which she later became presi
dent. In 1972 the RPS awarded her
its Hood Medal for merit, art and
craftsmanship. In 1986 she became
an honorary fellow of the society.

In the photogrnpliic world tier
fame was immense and so was the
affection and admiration given to
her. "The Photographic Society of
America coaxed her across the At-
liiiilic tlirco times. .Stie win invited
to give presentations to tlic Internu-
tionnl Stercosctjpic Union in En
gland, Holland, France iiiulSwitzer
land. The last time, at Interlaken in
1987, ended ina standing ovation of
over 10 minutes.

Snchn IMnyriilr

Maq^arct I'alricia Uoriick, photog
rapher, bom «/ July 1922, married
1948 Harold lyiiiiehouse (two
daughters), died II February I98S.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU MAY 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fifth and final slide competition for the
1987-88 Club year, and the GCT Award is
for "architecture".

WED JUN 1 Copy deadline - June 3-D NEWS. Send your
contribution the Editor.

THU JUN 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these seven new Club members:

JAY K. BLUE

14120 Hamlin Street #16

Van Nuys CA 91401
H (818)988-7239

DAVID W. HANSEN

2250 Vanguard #C-117
Costa Mesa CA 92626

KERN VON HUNGEN

897 Chattanooga Avenue
Pacific Palisades CA 90272

H (213)454-6020
W (818)891-2363

DAVID R. MAIN

337 Camino Del Cielo

South Pasadena CA 91030
H (213)257-2511
W (213)258-4224

JOHN MAYER

100 N. Sycamore
Los Angeles CA 90036
H & W(213) 934-9900

RAY ROSS

668 Sebastopol Street
Claremont CA 91711

H (714)626-2588
W (714)946-2851

SCOTT LEE TYGETT

12600 Killion Street

North Hollywood CA 91607
H (818)985-0279
W (213)825-5829

Club membership anniversaries for May;

Earl Anderson - 6 years
Joy Anderson - 6 years
Jason Cardwell - 2 years
Joe Garza - 3 years
George Goguen - 7 years
Herb Guttman - 14 years
Jonathan Kuntz - 7 years
Kathy LaForce - 1 year
Thomas McDonough - 7 years
Bruce Nolte - 3 years
Kathleeen Perkins - 6 years
Josef Petr - 7 years
Charlotte Porter - 1 year
Brick Price - 3 years
Robert Swarthe - 1 year

From the Editor...

Here are four different thoughts for the month.
First, the Editor needs HELP! The position of
"Distribution Manager" is opening up with the July
issue. This job has faithfully been occupied by John
Konrad for the past 4 years, but family activities
keep John from continuing. I need someone who works
or lives in the Los Angeles/Photo Center/Lincoln
Heights/Highland Park/Eagle Rock area. We need to
interface once each month to exchange the printed NEWS
and envelopes. From there the Manager collates,
staples and stuffs the envelopes and mails the issue.
Amounts to a half evening a month. Please contact me
if you can be of service in this way to the Club.

Of course ye Editor always needs articles for the
NEWS. Either original handwritten material, or
newpaper clippings of 3-D interest. There is no news
service for the 3-D NEWS to subscribe to for this

information — it all depends on the pen or eagle-eye
of members, and their willingness to take a few
moments for the benefit of the entire Club and the

NEWS readers (now about 300). Volunteering is the
name of the game.

And speaking of volunteers, this issue carries the
names of the nominees for the four Club elected

offices for 1988-89. It is again a delight to see new
names on the list. The Club derives its strength from
the philosophy that newer members should get involved
in Club management while they are still new and long
before they become old timers (such as the Editor).
This all promotes enthusiasm and sparkle, and Greg,
Bill, Kathy and Bill will do the Club well in the
coming year.

And lastly, just last week a friend was looking,
through some books on the coffee table, admiring the
photographs in them. We started talking about what
made the photos special, and then she said, "But
Jerry, I don't see light the way you do." Now that's
an interesting term: See light. As photographers
develop their abilities they slowly become aware of
the importance of that simple element: light. All of
which is justification for devoting 25% of this issue
to a good introductory article on light and the
photographer. Give it some time.

—Ye Editor
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Nomination Committee Report

The following nominations have been made for the four
elected Club officers for the 1988-89 Club year. The
elections will be at the June meeting; installation
will be at the July meeting on the 21st at the Photo
Center. These are the only Board positions that are
elected by the Club membership; all other Board
positions are appointed by the President. If you'd
like to get in on the Club Board action for next year
it's not too early to talk about available positions
with Creg Hooper.

For President: CRECORY HOOPER. Creg has all his baby
pictures in 3-D, courtesy of his grandfather who
took early Realist-vintage stereo. Creg took his
first 3-D pictures in 1983, using the "rock 'n
roll" method, and in 1984 joined SCSC. His
favorite 3-Ds are candid pictures and hypers.
Creg would like to make the Club novice aware that
snapshots and home pics are important photography
and represent the majority of what we all take.
Creg is in the "fun" vocation of trouble shooting
in the computer programming business. He is very
active with the Pasadena Stereo Club. He and SCSC

member Claire Pinard will marry on June 4.
Congratulations to Creg for taking on all these
responsibilities at the same time.

For Vice President: BILL CARTER. Bill has been with

the Club for two years and has given us some
stunning 3-D twin-camera views, especially those
of the World's Fair. He has also challenged us
with black and white negative views of the Holly
wood scene. He got started in 3-D by making
hyperstereos with a single camera, and he enjoys
the opportunity that 3-D offers in recreating and
altering reality. He is involved with commercial
photography and making a living from it, with as
much emphasis on 3-D as possible.

For Secretary: KATHY LAFORCE. Kathy has been a Club
member for one year, having moved from Philadelphia
in 1987. There she studied photography and print-
making (lithography, etc.) She has been making
3-D views for 5 years, and learned of the Club
through Susan and David and Reel 3-D Enterprises.
She is employed in the color separation field,
and is anxious to lend her support and talents to
this Club dedicated to such a fascinating visual
medium.

For Treasurer: BILL SHEPARD. Once again Bill has
volunteered to keep the Club finances straight;
this will be his fifth year with this office.
This is a large task, with over $3000 flowing
through the treasury each year, all in $10 and $20
increments. Bill has a giant collection of 3-D
books, movie posters and related material, and
takes a very active part in the Club's Movie
Division and the National Stereoscopic
Association. In addition. Bill provides valuable
assistance at many Club activities, such as the
Stereo Auction.

—1988 Nomination Committee

Susan Pinsky
Rick Finney
Jerry Walter

Let's Join Together...

...May 19

THIS IS IT! May 19th is the fifth and final compe
tition of the 1987-88 SCSC Club Competitions Year.
Everyone is encouraged to enter slides, even if for
the first time. That's because it will be your last
chance to enter slides that will qualify for being
submitted for the Slide of the Year Award. And remem

ber that the CCT Award for this May meeting is for the
challenging subject of "architecture".

And concerning the Slide of the Year Awards...you can
submit up to 5 slides previously entered in any of the
5 competitions starting from last September. You may
not enter "new" slides not already shown. Choose the
ones you like best, and they can be any mix of
standard and/or nonconventional.

You can submit your slides at the May or June meetings
or by mailing to me. You'll need to fill out 2 copies
of an Entry Form which will be available at the
meetings and also enclosed in next month's 3-D NEWS.

The deadline for submission will be June 16th at the

close of the June meeting. NO EXCEPTIONS! So, if you
can't make it to the meetings, you must be sure to get
your slides to me by mail or whatever before 6/16!

ALL slides submitted for Slide of the Year will be

shown at the July program. As far as awards go, in
addition to July being Awards Night for the highest-
scoring slides shown throughout the 5 competitions,
there will be the special awards for The Slide of the
Year, Honorable Mentions (about 10)', Best Animal, Best
Flower, Best Natural Scenic, Best People/Human
Interest, and Competition Director's Choice. Slides
will be judged at a special judging to be held in late
June by a panel of non-SCSC members.

See you all at the May 19th competition.

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

Movie Division News

The next meeting of the SCSC 3-D Movie Division will
be on Saturday, June 4 at the Longley Way School Youth
Center in Arcadia, starting at 7:00 PM. Along with
the usual 3-D movie screenings, the agenda will
include an eyewitness report on the new Toshiba 3-D
video system.

Club members and guests are always welcome at the
Movie Division's quarterly meetings, which always
feature a variety of approaches to stereo filmmaking.
At the March session, for example, Wes Western showed
the first efforts from his custom made anaglyph
system, and Bill Shepard screened a black and white
polarized short. For "show and tell", Ceorge Skelly
brought a prototype Bell & Howell 16mm stereo camera
from the 1950s.

Call me or John Hart for more information.

—Bill Shepard, Division Reporter
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V. ;v/

One must participate in art to be totally alive.

—Stella Knight Ruess

Outing News

After a wet and stormy week, Sunday, April 24 dawned
cool and clear; perfect SCSC weather. The undersigned
was joined at the Museum of Contemporary Art by Bruce
Elliott, Dorr Kimball , Ted Weiss and Alan D. Williams
for a four-hour walk through the Bunker Hill-Downtown
area of Los Angeles. There were many excellent
stereophotographic opportunities (both for
conventional stereo and single camera hyperstereo) and
the old and new buildings and public art were
interesting. We saw quite a few other photographers,
albeit equipped with flat cameras. We also met Carol
Leigh and Nadine Orabona of Picture This Photo Tours.
Because of last minute cancellations, they had only
two people with them on their ($15.00) tour. We
talked about 3-D photography for a few moments, and
they appeared to be very favorably impressed after
seeing a stereo slide in a viewer that a member of our
party was carrying. This was not an isolated
incident. In fact, we met two other persons on our
trek who expressed great interest in stereo
photography. They received Stereo Club brochures from
a member of our group. We may see them again at our
next meeting.

After lunch at the Broadway Plaza and a short stop at
the ornate Biltmore Hotel lobby, we hiked back up the
Hill to MOCA and the new Holographic Visions gallery.
For some reason, admission was free that day, which
only added to the pleasure we experienced in this
exciting display (which changes periodically). The

items for sale in the gift shop are also very
interesting, although a bit pricey. Our party took
some hand-held, available light 3-D shots of the large
holograms hanging in the gallery. Hopefully, the
results will give some idea of the originals.

I would like to lead another Outing to this area in
the future, as we only saw a relatively small part of
Downtown, and the area is constantly changing.

In closing, I want to express my appreciation to the
above named participants, who made this Outing a
success.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

OUTING ADDENDUM

Note: The following Southern California Events may be
of interest to Club members. However, they are not
Club Outings events. Dates and events listed may be
subject to change without notice. Please check the
accuracy of dates by calling the number listed after
each event or by writing to the address given.

May

14-15 Chino Air Show in Chino. Vintage airplane and
warbird show. Planes from Fame Air Museum, 700
Merrill Avenue, Chino CA 91710; (714)597-3722.

21-22 Rancho California Balloon & Wine Festival in

Temecula. Spectacular double-wave balloon ascensions,
"Land of the Giants" stationary balloons display,
country fair, and a vintners' village with wine
tasting. Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce, PC Box
624, Temecula CA 92390; (714)676-5090 or 676-4713.

28-30 California Balloon Festival in Madera. More

than 100 hot-air balloons in competition, 200 booths,
food and crafts, balloon rides. Madera Chamber of
Commerce, PC Box 307, Madera CA 93639; (209)673-
3563

June

4 Whale Fiesta '88 in San Pedro. 18th annual whale

celebration; sand sculpture contest; cetacean
educational programs, etc. Cabrillo Marine Museum,
3720 Stephen White Drive, San Pedro CA 90731;
(213)548-7562.

.18-19, 25-26 Antique Gas & Steam Engine Bi-Annual
Threshing Bee in Vista. Gas and steam tractor
threshing; country music; sawmill, blacksmith,country
kitchen, and early American crafts demonstrations;
vintage clothing fashion show; equipment exhibits; hay
rides. Antique Gas & Steam Museum, 2040 N. Santa Fe
Avenue, Vista CA 92083; (619)941-1791.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

Board Meeting Notes

At their March 29 meeting, the Board of the Stereo
Club of Southern California voted to increase the
annual membership dues. A Single Membership will
increase from $12 to $15 per Club year. Couple
Memberships will remain $18. In addition, the rate
for a non-member 3-D NEWS subscription is increased
from $8 to $10 per year.

This is the first Club dues increase in approximately
ten years, while Club expenses such as printing,
awards and postage have escalated steadily.

—Bill Shepard, Treasurer
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Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED JUL 20 Closing - PSA International Exhibition
Forms - Eddie A. Mclnnis, APSA, 712 West
46th Street, Sand Springs OK 74063

We don't usually print the accomplishments of SCSC
members who participate in the International
Exhibition scene. But when a newcomer wins Best of
Show, that is news worthy. Larry Brown was pretty
excited upon receiving his report card from Southern
Cross — one of his bright red and chrome fire engine
studies won the PSA Cold Medal for Best of Show!

Congratulations. Larry has entered only a half dozen
exhibitions over the past two years, with varying
success, but now he already has the Big One to his
credit.

The L. A. County Fair Stereo Exhibition is dead, at
least for this year. It has been confirmed that the
Fair management is going to try an entirely different
approach to the photo exhibit. Editorially, 1 will
have to say and question: why? For years and years
the rooms at the Fair of prints and slides, including
stereo, were attractive, well managed, and immensely
popular with the fair-goers. One wonders the reason
for changing such a good thing. For this year. Club
members will not have the beautiful opportunity to
explain 3-D to hundreds of folks, and watch the eyes
(especially of the kids) go pop 'n wow when they look
in the 3-D viewers for the first time. Hopefully
someday it will all return.

ANNOUNCEMENT

This is the last call for the Stereo Sequence
Competition. Closing date is June 1, 1988. A
sequence may be from 2 to 18 stereo slides. It may
tell a story, be a photo essay, photo poem, mood
piece, sermonette, integration of stereo slides with a
song, etc. It may include written narration,
narration on tape, or have no narration. Appropriate
background music may or may not be enclosed. No title
or end slides. Entry forms are not required.
Selected entries will form the Stereo Sequence
Exhibition, to be premiered at the Annual PSA
Convention September 5—10, 1988 at Tarpon Springs,
Florida. Thereafter, the Exhibition will be available
for camera club programs for one year. Then the
slides will be returned to the makers. Entry fee is
$8 per sequence. More than one may be entered. Send
your entry to the Stereo Sequence Director, Paul
Milligan, 508 La Cima Circle, Gallup, New Mexico 87301

PARTICIPATE in '88
FLORIDA SUNCOAST

psa
IMTEBNATIONAL

PHOTOCRAPHIC CONVENTION

(iMtifcAook.

Classified

FOR SALE: Stereo Realist f/3.5, click stop transport,
DOF scale, recently overhauled, warranted 90 days,
$150. TDC 116 projector, 4 inch lenses, separate fan
switch, recently overhauled, warranted 90 days, $375.
Charles Piper (213)378-3294
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NEW SHOW LOCATION

19TH ANNUAL SPRING ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC

CAMERA SHOW AND SALE

SPONSORED BY

THE WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTORS ASSN.

•

ORANGE COUNTY FAIR AND EXPOSITION CENTER

Building 14. Cosia Mesa. California 92626

(OFF 405 FREEWAY AT FAiRVIEW. LEFT AT ARLINGTON

TO GATE 4 FOR PARKING)

• ANTIQUE CAMERAS • SPECIAL DISPLAYS •

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS • STEREO VIEWS • LITERATURE

> USED EQUIPMENT *
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1988, 10:30 AM - 5:00 PM

SUNDAY, MAY 15, 1988, 10:30 AM - 3:30 PM

FOR INFO WRITE WPCA. P.O. BOX 4294. WHITTIER. OA 90607
OR CALL (213) 693-8421

DONATION FOR ONE: 53." WITH THIS COUPON

NEW SHOW LOCATION
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Letters

Dear Editor:

As you probably know, the Coca-Cola Company will be
sponsoring an episode of "Moonlighting" on the ABC
network that will be in 3-D (since postponed by the
writer's strike). This program will make use of a
variation of the Pulfrich effect, not anaglyph. The
Pulfrich effect depends upon lateral motion in the
scene, created either by motion of the characters,
camera motion, or a combination. While this program
is being designed especially to make maximum use of
this effect, it is possible to get some 3-D effect on
any TV program material with image motion with a pair
of Pulfrich type viewers. As such I am making some
Deluxe plastic frame viewer available, and advertising
them in the L. A. Times and other publications.

Anyway, I thought that the SCSC members would like to
be aware of the availability of these, and my ad will
run something like printed below.

John Rupkalvis

See the hidden information
Now being broadcast on your TV!

Images with depth -
Some weird, some real

PUL-TV CLASSES

with instructions

Amaze Yourself,
Amaze Your Friends!

No special equipment needed!

Works on most regular programs and movies!

Special offer:

Only $5.95 each,
or 2 for $10.95,
or 6 for $49.95

Send your order now for this
Special limited time offer to:

PUL-TV

PO Box 468

North Hollywood OA 91603

Include $1 for postage and handling
California residents add 6|% sales tax

Please allow 6 weeks for delivery
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The Magic of Outdoor Light

By BETTY RANDALL, APSA
Illnntration hy the anthor

ON ARECENT trip to the desert in winter, the land
and its growing things were revealed through light

as if by magic. With the sun low in the sky even during
the middle of the day, textures became apparent every
where and a golden aura bathed the landscape.

Why is light so essential to us who make color slides?
The way light falls sometimes can give importance even
to the most modest weed by disclosing and intensifying
its hidden beauty. Naturally, good composition and pho
tographic technique are essential, but only by consider
ation of light can we express our sensitivity and perception.
Find out what you respond to. Then through light it is
possible to heighten a subject's true nature, whether it
is the translucency of an onion stem in my neighbor's
flower pot, textures of weathered wood in the ghost town
of Bodie, the sculptural form of rocks in a stream bed,
or the muted colors of rusted machinery in the industrial
district. With special methods I've even found the light
can be altered to make a fairyland—but more of that in
a minute!

Notice how the direction of light determines detail in
sand dunes, rocks, and snow by their shadows. Tree trunks,
boulders, and the human body show their rounded curves
by gradations of tones when side lighted. Shadows are
luminous when nearby reflective surfaces open them up
as in Bryce Canyon's cliffs. Frost becomes translucent crys
tals when seen in back or cross lighting. With the light
source almost directly in front of the camera lens I've seen
rim lighting make spiny cactus in the Arizona desert seem
to be etched with light.

The overlapping of nearly identical tones which are at
different distances from the camera is best avoided be-

VEGE3MLES

cause the eye stumbles in trying to figure out the positioning
of objects. With the sun behind you, flat lighting on the
subject will blend a group of sheep together so as to make
visual confusion. The delicate detail of a cobweb is lost.
However, the illusion of three dimensional space is created
when the pasture of sheep is back or cross lighted so
each animal is separated from its neighbors by its out
lining with light. The same is true for architectural and
industrial subjects.

In winter the sun strikes the earth at such a low angle
that even at high noon you can find beautiful lighting
effects. Although there are more hours of daylight during
the summer, the sun moves quickly through its oblique

angle to an overhead position and there are really fewer
good hours for serious photography. Consequently, during
the summer the position of the sun in relationship to your
proposed photograph needs greater attention than most
of the rest of the year. This means that for the best light,
getting up early is important. My best working time is
before 8 a.m. You see, when the light source is more
nearly overhead, shadows of upright objects will fall at
their bases, and the illumination of the subject will be
so even that there are few graded shadows to enhance
your photographic presentation. During midday hours light
is inclined to produce tone mergers. Therefore I usually
postpone photographing until after 4 o'clock and work
even after the sun has set. Too bad that more summer
vacations could not take place in winter!

If you wish to establish an illustion of space in a land
scape, you will find this possible through employing aerial
perspective. Distant mountains often appear lighter in tonal
value than intensely colored foreground objects because
of the light-scattering effect of mist and dust. With cross
or back lighting you achieve the greatest feeling of re
moteness if you wish to do so. Tipping the camera down
will exclude a very light sky.

In photographing a translucent subject such as a flower
petal, a parachute aloft, or autumn foliage, back lighting
brings out the light transmitting properties of the subject.
You may ask why we should care about portraying this,
but by so doing, we are directing the viewer's attention
to the exciting and unique characteristics we have dis
covered.

You will find the color of the material rendered in
greater purity when you bring light through a translucent
or transparent substance. Autumn foliage appears richer
and more intense in color when lighted from behind. Front
lighting produces a dilution of color by the reflection of
white light off the surfaces. This kind of observation
under everyday circumstances is a good preparation for
the actual photographing.

Because of my own experience in making satisfactory
exposures under back lighting conditions, I read the meter
on the most important part of the subject such as the
shadow side of a face or a tree trunk if I can get close
enough. Use of a reflector will bring illumination into the
shadows. If the scene is a distant one, I have another
method that serves as a guidepost for exposure since the
regular meter reading is apt to be too high. Instead of
reading directly toward the light source I turn the meter
90° to the side if the scenery is similar. This more stable
meter reading overcomes undue influence from highlights
and allows longer exposure of important shadows. Try
it; it may work for you.

Diffused light on an overcast day is one of my favorites
for working in close to the subject where no sky is in
cluded. This gentle illumination accomplishes beautiful
gradations. Objects are held within a manageable contrast
range, even if the light level is low. With proper expo
sure, the natural latitude of th^ film, or its ability to for
give over or under exposure, is seldom exceeded.

Although overcast light may appear to be flat and dull,
it is nevertheless still directional and cross or back lighting
is possible. There is a certain truth in photographing a
fragile translucent mushroom in the deep woods using
natural light with its delicate rendition of tonal gradation
since such a subject rarely exists in direct sunshine.
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Overcast light is also valuable for reproduc'ihg color
with purity when a skylight filter is used. The delicate
blues, greens and pinks of marine life in the tide pools
are an example. Stronger colors such as those displayed
byorange and yellow lichen often appear intensified.

The light just before sunrise or after sunset is even
less contrasty than the overcast we just discussed. The
gradations are even softer, the colors more muted, \yhen
photographing at twilight along the waterfront recently,
I noticed how even the old rusty engines in the yards
were transfigured into a great beauty of subtle tones.

Most daylight color film is balanced for midday color
temperature only. At other times of the day the deviation
from "realistic" colors will register on the transparency.
In bright sunshine it is usually not necessary to make
color correction by using filters. On an overcast day, how
ever, I consider a skylight filter essential to prevent ex
cessive blue. In early morning and late afternoon the
light has a warm quality. Whether the warmth is desirable
depends on your aim. If this is not what you are after,
use a cooling filter. The unreal atmosphere of soft laven
der, pink and blue light just after sundown offers unusual
effects. One evening when camping along the Washington
coast I was touched by the way silvery grey driftwood
on the beach was turned to a delicate violet with purple
shadows just before darkness set in.

Open shade, such as the area on the shady side of a
building on a sunny day, is one of the most excessively
blue of any daytime outdoor situation. Skin tones, for
instance, have an eerie cast because illumination is re
flected from the blue sky without color warmth from the
sun. A skylight filter will help bring color rendition back
to normal. Final choice of filter would again be depend
ent on the sensitivity of the film to blue light, the color
quality of the lens itself, and your own creative imagina
tion. If the blue is not corrected but is made part of the
portrayal, your picture may be turned from realism to
strongly personal interpretation. Among the photographs
by Eliot Porter in the Glen Canyon book are some par
ticularly beautiful ones of tawny rocks and mud in sap
phire light. Natural scenes have been used in a most
imaginative way—a goodbookto enjoy and study.

From the vast choice of films available to us we can
only find out by experimentation which are most fitted
to our needs, but there are a few landmarks to follow.
I prefer a different film for very contrasty situations such
as a subject in direct sun with unusually light and dark
objects and also some back lighting situations. Most suit
able is a film that will accept a wide range of tonal values
without over or under exposing any part of the image.
Of the films I have tried, Agfachrome or Kodachrome
are appropriate. However, when working with soft over
cast light, as well as that of late evening, a more contrasty
film is a better choice to accentuate the differences in
tonal value which lie in a more narrow range. I've been
satisfied with Kodachrome in these circumstances. Un
less we carry two camera bodies to have the proper film
available for most situations, we need to adjust our eyes
to the ability of the film to register what we see.

Low illumination and shutter speeds of long duration
present special problems for the slide maker. Most color
films are designed for exposures of %o to second.
Exposures of longer or shorter duration introduce what
is called reciprocity failure. This simply means a color
shift and a change in density which appears as under
exposure on your film. My solution to this predicament

is to use a film such "as Kodachrome where the shift
seems less pronounced. Also color correction filters can
be used and additional exposure allowed.

In talking of light we must also think of cornposition.
Light used properly should direct the eye to the domi
nating interest and provide a focal point to create unity.
Where the dark and light tones are next to one another,
there is a compelling attraction for the eye. A dark sail
boat outlined in the brilliant reflection of the sea is an
excellent example.

Of course, the light-outdoors is often perverse. One of
my most useful controls of' light is an old black cloth
umbrella. It acts as a sunshade when photographing al
most directly into the sun. With the camera on' a tripod.

I lower the umbrella until it is barely visible along the
top edge of the viewfinder, then raise it just enough to
be out of the picture. It will cast an effective shadow
and diminish the chances of lens flare. When indirect
light is desired for small material such as a close-up design
in peeling paint, the umbrella can be used to shade
the entire field. Distracting bright areas in the background
of wildflower pictures can be eliminated by positioning
the umbrella so that it will cast a shadow, in the right
place. Of course, the value of an umbrella to shade the
water's surface from sky glare in tide pool photography
is well known. The milky reflection of overhead clouds
and sky is intercepted and underwater subjects are re
vealed in purer colors. (Sometimes there is no nearby
shade for reloading the camera. The old black umbrella
can also solve this problem!)

Only through the camera can we discover some of the
hidden beauty of light. A dewdrop out of focus changes
into a halo. Imagine a child or a flower in sharp focus
glorified by the out-of-focus glitter on a water surface
or the dappled highlights amid autumn foliage. There
seems to be a contrast between reality and unreality; a
dream world is suggested. And all this hy simply throwing
part of the image out of focus with a wide aperture.

I've found that water has bountiful possibilities for spe
cial effects. The sparkles on the surface of a running
creek when photographed at a shutter speed sufficiently
fast to stop action are points of reflected light. However,
at a slow shutter speed each glint traces an irregular
course in time! Such a fantasy is not seen until recorded
by the camera.

It is light which lifts what we see from the casual into
the realm of beauty, delicacy and insight. Light intensi
fies form and color. Light heightens our visual experiences.
The most modest subject becomes important because light
reveals and illuminates its inner beauty through the eyes
of those who see and photograph. •
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3-D RENAISSANCE

It appears that the art of stereography is finally overcoming the
historical misconception it has long suffered as being a gimmick
and a fad. While 3-D retains its power of novelty and
excitement, it is very obvious to any reasonably well-informed
layman that there is much going on in the stereo-imaging world.

A remarkable series of recent developments in laser technology
have produced the X-Ray hologram, an imaging system that may
give us the cure for cancer and new diagnostic tools for medicine.
The X-ray hologram can be used for microscopic interior views of
cell formation and anatomical analysis. Ironically, this technology
is a by-product of experiments in Strategic Defense. The cutting
edge of military technology may provide us with humanistic
breakthroughs.

Computer imaging is making leaps and bounds into the stereo
arena with cost-effective software that any home consumer can
afford. The high tech end is making breakthroughs that permit
engineering in volumetric forms that is unprecedented. The
computer is a true interface that will figure in any developments
in stereography. Such rudimentary 3-D displays as the anaglyph
are surprisingly effective with computer displays and, of course,
conventional stereophotography can easily be digitized for such
display.

3-D Movies, 3-D comic books and advertising promotions are
all very much alive and well. The interest in stereophotography
continues to grow as an offshoot of the burgeoning interest in
3-D that new technology has produced. The effectiveness of
stereo images in many recent endeavors on both a fine art,
commercial and amateur level has been a factor in this
groundswell of interest.

The Stereo Club of Southern California has done and will
continue to do its part in this renaissance of 3-D. I'm proud to
be a part of it.

Spatially,

Ray Zone

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues-Single/$12;
Coup|e/$18; Patron/any additional amount, all due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to the Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership; $8 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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HOWARD SWEEZEY, FPSA

Howard passed away the week of May 23 at the
Stanford Medical Center of heart failure.

Howard was a great friend of 3-D photography,
and culminated his many years of involvement
with organized photography by being the
Chairman of the PSA Stereo Division 1978-82.

He was an innovator, pioneering the "fade-
dissolve" system between two 1950-vintage
stereo projectors. He was a teacher, always
eager to share his extensive knowledge. He was
a keen competitor, always entering the
international stereo exhibitions and sponsoring
related social activities. But most of all he

will be remembered because he lived and taught
that 3-D photography, and all photography for
that matter, could be just plain FUN! A
fitting memorial is that our whole world of
stereo is much better today because of Howard's
years of dedication. Our sympathies go to his
wife, Pauline.

Classified

FOR SALE: Stereovivid IDC 116 projector with bulbs,
carrier, 2 brand new replacement bulbs, a Da-lite
lenticular surface screen 50 x 50 and 15 pairs of
glasses. Everything in very good condition or brand
new, and $400 takes all. Write or call 'Holly Moe at
the blue collar gallery (512)229-9342, 1420 S. Alamo,
San Antonio TX 78210.

WANTED: Belplasca Stereo Camera. Dennis Selwa, 4270
Kirkcaldy Drive, San Diego CA 92111

FOR SALE: TDC 716 Stereo Projector. George Skelly,
1850 Avenue Estudiante, San Pedro CA 90732
(213)514-0805

FOR SALE: TDC 116 projector, is modified for 750w
lamps with ceramic lamp sockets, has separate fan
switch, with nice case, and 5" lenses. Jim Hollander,
16145 Alcima Avenue, Pacific Palisades CA 90272
(213)459-5118

Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU JUN 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Bring some sequence-related slides for
sharing with the group. Also, Susan and
David present some of the best.

FRI JUN 17 Last day to get David Ratliff your entries
for the Slide of the Year competition.

FRI JUL 1 Last day to get your contributions to the
Editor for the July issue of the 3-D NEWS

THU JUL 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Annual Awards Night and Slide of the Year
Show. A big night for everyone!

THU AUG 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
The Stereo Fair!

Member & Subscriber Update

Club membership anniversaries for June:

Albert Bender - 4 years
A1 Bohl - 7 years
Doris Chu - 1 year
Dennis Cole - 3 years
Oliver Dean - 18 years
David Goldberg - 1 year
John Grieg - 1 year
Dan Holt - 3 years
Marvin Josephson - 3 years
John Konrad - 7 years
Abe Leibowitz - 14 years
John Martin - 1 year
Doug Miller - 1 year
Chris Mohr - 2 years
Thomas Mowry - 1 year
Barry Mros - 1 year
John Sardy - 2 years
Valeria Sardy - 2 years
Sylvia Sikes - 28 years
Scott Steffens - 1 year
Debby Winsberg - 1 year
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Looking Backward to.,

...May 19

Well, the 1987-88 Competition Year closed with a near
deluge of entries! There were lots of great slides
and everyone is to be thanked and congratulated for
their participation.

The judges for May were Greg Hooper, Tony Alderson,
and David Starkman. Thanks to them and also to Jim

Murray and others for working the projector and
cables. And, a final big "Thank you!" to Jerry Walter
and Rick Finney for their sorting the scored slides
and helping me out in many ways throughout the
competition year.

The results of the May competition are kept secret, so
that the high-scoring winners for the year will be
revealed at Awards Night in July. However, we do want
to let you know the winners of the Awards and
Honorable Mentions:

A GROUP STANDARD

Award: New Mexican Camposanto - Rick Finney
HM: Tower (Seville, Spain) - David Kuntz

B GROUP STANDARD

Award: Grey Whale - Robert Bloomberg
HM: Meerkat On Watch - Chuck Bernhardt

Bicycle Built for Six - R. Bloomberg
Arboretum Waterfall - Dorr Kimball

Remembering Magritte - Jackie Leventhal
Swiss Morning - Jackie Leventhal
Rank and File - Michael Palm

A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL

Awards: A Positive View of Hollywood - Bill Carter
Protea King - Valeria Sardy
Juan's Pot - Jerry Walter

HMs: Half Dome #2001 - Jim Murray
Gossip - John Sardy
Colored Pencils - John Sardy
Orange Study - Jerry Walter
Acoma Dazzler - Jerry Walter

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL

Awards: Swiss Farmer - Robert Bloomberg
Iggy - Robert Bloomberg

HMs: Going Up - Larry Brown
Fallen Swan - Jackie Leventhal

Our Darling - Jackie Leventhal

Before giving the "winners" of the Godzilla's Choice
Theme of Architecture, I want to apologize for the
mistakes and mess-up. And geeez, I thought I was
gonna get through at least one competition without a
hitch. *sigh* It seems that somehow or another
several entries for the GCT did not get pulled and
shown. I hope that you all can forgive me.
Anywhohow. . .from the ones that did get shown, the
judges picked:

STANDARD:

NONCONV:

It was a very
participation.

Downtown Glow by Jerry Walter

Mormon Temple by Valeria Sardy

good year. Thanks again for your

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

Slide of the Year

Some final thoughts on Slide of thl^fear... The Entry
Form is included with this 3-D NEWS for those who are

eligible. Send me your five best slides which you
have entered during this past competition year. Keep
the award "themes" in mind if you wish: Best Animal,
Best Flower, Best Person/Human Interest, Best Natural
Scenic. There will also be a Competition Director's
Choice and an award for the Most Promising New Member
(those who have joined since January 1987). And there
will be approximately 10 Honorable Mentions.

BE SURE TO GET YOUR SLIDES TO ME ABSOLUTELY NO LATER

THAN FRIDAY, JUNE 17!!! The best thing is either mail
them ASAP or bring them to the June meeting!

All of the slides I receive will be shown at the July
Awards and Slide of the Year Night, presented in a
special program. So, get them slides in! Do it now,
y'heah?! 'Til the June meeting, y'all be good, be
well and be blessed.

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

Let's Join Together

...June 16

As the competition season winds to a close for this
Club year, I think it is time for a little less
competitive presentation of some of our member's work.
With this in mind, we will hold an "All Comers" Stereo
Sequence non-competition at the June meeting. A
sequence, of course, is a series of slides that tells
a story, carries a unifying theme, etc. Really, just
about anything goes. The idea of the non-competition
is for anyone interested to present more of their work
than the usual 3 or 6 slides allowed on competition
nights. We will keep the event informal; about the
only rule is to keep your sequence under 20 slides.
Your sequence may have live narration, a taped
narration, background music, or no accompaniment
whatsoever; I will provide a stereo cassette tape
player for anyone who needs it. I intend to put
together a sequence and try to get over the
intimidation factor so that next year I can enter the
PSA Sequence Competition. Why not do the same
yourself?

After bugging Susan and David several times, I have
finally been able to book them for the premier showing
of their "The Best Of" show, also for the June
meeting. Susan and David have a reputation for
collecting some of the best slides from around the
world, and this should be a representative sampling of
their collection. I am, and you should be, breathless
in anticipation.

—Jim Murray, Program Director
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... August 18

In August, we will have a program new to me but with
some past history in the Club: The Stereo Fair. The
Stereo Fair is an extravaganza, a celebration of 3-D.
We will present to the Club and the world at large all
the aspects of 3-D: from hologram to anaglyph to slide
mounting to slide-bar technique to lenticular prints
to antiques to... (well, you get the idea). It is a
chance for the Club to strut its stuff and show

everyone ALL the magic of 3-D. The Fair takes the
form of many booths throughout the Photo Center, each
one dedicated to a different aspect of 3-D and manned
(womanned?) by a Club member. I will be calling
several volunteers in the next couple of months to
assist in this project. But don't be waiting by the
phone for me — call me and tell me what booth you'll
take. More details to follow...

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

MON JUL 11 Closing - Traveling Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Benjamin P. Shook, APSA, 8815
Fallbrook Way, Sacramento CA 95826

WED JUL 20 Closing - PSA International
Forms - Eddie A. Mclnnis, APSA, 712 West
46th Street, Sand Springs OK 74063

SAT AUC 6 Closing - Third Dimension Society
Forms - Neville Jackson, 32 Orkney Close,
Hinckley, Leicestershire, LEIO OTA
England

The following is taken from the catalog from the 1987
Third Dimension Society Exhibition. In this
Exhibition the selectors are given the opportunity to
comment on various aspect of the slide entries in
general. "There was a good variety of subject matter
in the slides submitted and it was pleasing to note a
significant increase in the number of entries.
Surprisingly, there were no slides which stood out as
obvious award winners. Several which nearly made it
exhibited annoying disturbances such as a bit of
unwanted leaf protuding through the "window" in a
corner of the picture. It was interesting to note
that the winning slide could have been taken anywhere
given a suitable fountain; no one need be reluctant to
enter the exhibition because they have only a simple
stereo camera and do not go to exotic places. Whilst
the general standard of mounting and presentation
shows some improvement there is still a reluctance on
the part of many entrants to mask down their pictures
to enhance presentation. Often the use of a narrower
(close-up) mask would serve to heighten the appeal and
impact of a slide by masking-off unwanted or
disturbing features." —David Burder, John Taylor, and
Pat Whitehouse.

You saw it first...at Club! Back at the November 1987
Club Competition we were set dumbfounded by an
incredible slide by David Hutchison. He called it
"Storm King" and gave us many details of its making in
the January 3-D NEWS under the heading "Insights —
Members Talk About Their Slides". This slide very
quickly went on to win the Photographic Society Stereo
Division silver medal for best contemporary slide in
the 1988 Chicago Lighthouse International Exhibition.
Congratulations to David, and we predict many more
awards for this eye-stunning slide.

Diagram shows :v :
how both eyes fSce
forward, called
stereoscopv, a
characteristic of

the last of the
::meat-eating

dinosaurs..

Nanotyrannus

The May 2, 1988 issue of the L.A. Times carried a
rather humorous article on a small bird-like dinosaur

called the Nanotyrannus, a pygmy relative of
Tyrannosaurus Rex. Unlike most other dinosaurs, Nano
had a really narrow muzzle and a wide forehead. When
you look at a Nano skull straight on, it looks right
back at you, because both eyes face foreward. The
only other dinosaur vaguely similar is the T. Rex.
It's really rare to find a dinosaur with stereoscopy.
The Nano's visual perception was much, much better
than the average dinosaur, because with the others
their eye sockets face sideways. The article goes on
to say it was tiny, weighing only 600 to 1000 pounds,
whereas T. Rex could weigh up to 14,000 pounds. But
in spite of its edge on adaptability through
stereoscopy, having what the author calls a top-
of-the-line visual surveillance system, it still
became extinct about 67 million years ago.

—Bob Kneisel

9»mr

No, Idon't mind...but it does

make meaningful conversation
a bit...dif-dif-dif-difficult!
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for NewerNotes forStereograpHers

Making Good Pictures
Making good pictures is not easy. When you come to
Club and see a competition, or see a stereo
exhibition, you see a whole raft of fine stereo
slides. And you might find yourself saying "Gee, 1
couldn't do anything like that!" But before you let
yourself get a little bit discouraged there are two
important thoughts which should offer some
consolidation:

1. All those good slides weren't made by the
same person.

2. Many of the good slides are the result of
careful planning.

The first thought should make you feel a little better
in the knowledge that no one person has all the good
ideas or makes all the perfect executions. There are
many photographs represented in a good show, and to
be part of that good show you need only one or two
good ideas, and execute them well. Think of one or
two of your main interests — backpacking, old cars,
merry-go-rounds, the coastline, or apples in a still-
life arrangement — and follow through to produce the
best picture possible of that subject or theme. Once
you've found yourself and excelled in one or two
subject areas, then it's time to branch out into the
diversity seen in the competitions.

The second thought should bring some encouragement in
that even the best of the photographers do not go out
and "snap-snap-snap" away prize-winning stereo slides.
Except for under rare circumstances (lucky breaks),
those great slides are the result of careful planning,
looking, and technical practice, often based on
cumulatively many hours of experience on the part of
the photographer. By choosing a subject to your
liking, you too will probably turn it into a fine
stereo slide after careful consideration of its color,
texture, shape, and what it means to you and what you
would like to have it mean to someone else as seen
through your camera lenses. How do other
photographers look at their subjects? One of the best
modern references to come along is "The Art of Color
Photography" by John Hedgecoe (Simon & Shuster, NY,
$14.95 paperback). In a clearly-written style he
gives his thoughts on hundreds of his own pictures of
every subject imaginable. Quite simply, knowing that
others take time for long and detailed thoughts about
their subjects should encourage you to linger for a
moment or two before releasing the shutter, producing
a better slide as a result.

No, making good pictures is not easy, but that applies
to the experienced stereographer as well as the
novice. Your best aid to good stereography is your
own mind and its capacity to think a subject through
to a fine, finished stereo slide.

The photographer casts a critical eye upon
the universe. In the viewfinder of his

mind, he frames those vignettes and vistas
that move him, and conveys his feelings on
film in the vocabulary of visual symbols.

—Douglas Rudledge

In-depth invention gives
greater clarity to fiim images

ConventicRal camera
fitted with fitters
exposes each image
at 0.02 seconds

Movenuen!
of shutter

THE orjalily ofwliat you see may soon
tie superior to dtat of what you hear.
Stereo sound was introduced to the
cinema in the 1960s, but 20 years later
audiences stili have to watch a mono
image on the screen.

That could change this year with a
system that recreates the eyes' stereo
scopic vision. The beauty of this new
system is that it can be used with
ordinary film and with existing cin
ema and television screens. Only the
cameras need a small modification.
Viewers have to wear special glasses to
get the stereo etlect, but if they do not
have glasses they can still sec an or
dinary mono image of high quality.

The system has been developed by
the British company Aspex and will be
launched in America and Britain this
week. It gives the photographic image
a greater degree of apparent depth
than any other film system, including
the technologically-clumsy 3D.

The technology involves a simple
modification to existing cameras. It
can be grafted on the existing hard
ware of the film industry and can be
used with all lenses, film stock and
other accessories.

Film shot on the Aspex system is
processed in the standard way and can
be transferred to video. No changes
are required to cinema projectors or
screens. The only hardware viewers
need are coloured spectacles, which
they wear to achieve full stereo vision.

Aspex was invented in 1985 by Dill
Ling, a fashion photographer, who
developed it with Ron Redel, a former
director of TV commercials.

The system involves altering the
standard camera so that it records two

Rim
advance

Red

Red

Eacli part of frama
perceived fractionallj
apart and filtered ly
t'iffersirt lenses giving
stereo vision

r'-

views of an image, o.ic a r ...icri eye.
In a conventional camera, each

frame is exposed at about '/vsth of a
second through two windows in a
revolving mirror or .focalplain shutter,
positioned behind the lens.

In the Aspex camera each of the two
windows in the shutter is filled with
two adjoining filters, one red and the
other cyan (a shade of blue). Tlie red
and cyan imag-ts are each exposed on
film at '/soth of a second, half the
length of a conventional frame. Be
cause tlie shutter is spinning, one
frame is recorded ahead ofthe other.

The spectacles the '. te-.ver wears to
watch the film also contain one red
and one cyan lens. Ttie separate red
and cyan images on the film arc re
ceived by the eye wearing the relevant
lens. The brain rcas-scmbles the two
images into normal ailour.

It is the splitting ofthe conventional
'/zsth of a second frame into two
frames —each perceived, fractionally
apart in time, by different eyes —
which creates the stereoscopic effect.

Aspex gives a high quality image
even when the spectacles are not worn,
unlike other systems whose image is
unintelligible when the film is viewed
without spectacles.

Bill Ling, the inventor, says the
advantage of the system is that it al
lows totally unrestricted movement
"You will be able to sit and watch j.
TV programme in Aspex, read the
paper and make a cup of coffeewith or
without the spectacles. It is the same as
picking up the stereo headphones fc
the 'good bits' on a record."

Mission San Fernando

Rey do Espana
15151 San Fernando

Mission Blvd.,
Mission Hills 91345

(818) 361-0186
This mission was founded in 1797 and is
famous for its picturesque architecture
and lovely gardens Hours of operation:
Open daily from 9:00 am. to 5:00 p.m.
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ESCAPE FROM LA.
Even thepeople who run Point Sal know nothing about it.

By Dave Wyman

There were rumors, wonderful
rumors, of a tucked-away corner
ofSouthern California coastline.

Of miles of wilderness, including a two-
mile-long sandy beach. Of bluffs, hid
den coves, and rocky promontories. Of
tide pools filled with sea creatures, and
•nocturnal visits by raccoons and deer.

Southern California is my home, and
I've hiked it near arid far. Not the coast,
of course. That, I assumed, was too
cluttered with housing developments,
piers, and beach-side hotdog .stands. I
presumed I'd have to travel far north to

backpack the
coast.

Then I heard

those rumors
about Point Sal, a

wil-"forgotten"
derness coastline

just a few hours
north of Los Ange
les. Tracking
down the rumors,

I found that not even the Santa Barbara

County Parks Department, which sup
posedly administers that section of
coast, has any information about the
place. There is a Point Sal State Beach,
but that's only two-thirds of a mile long,
and doesn't allow camping. Still, the
rumors were strong so, with three
backpacking friends, I headed out for a
look.

Our car rattled up the dirt road just
before a December dawn, then crested
a ridge 1500 feet above Point Sal State
Beach. We stopped, got out, pulled on
our parkas, and waited for sunrise.

During the summer, great fog banks
often roll over the California coast;
usually, they don't burn off until late
morning. But in the winter, mornings
are often clear, and sunrises can be
wonderful. As the sun on this Decem
ber morning rose over the mountains,
an incredible expanse of California
coast lit up beneath us. The enormous
confines of'Vandenberg Air Force Base
slowly brightened to the south; the vast
Guadalupe, Oceano, and Pismo Dunes
advanced northward into the distance.
Giant waves broke against the shore;
we watched them .sweep in from the
sea's far horizon.

We drove down to the beach, grazing
steep drop-offs and hairpin turns with
out guard rails. Before long, the morn
ing sun had also crept all the way down
to the beach and, touching us, made us
shed our parkas. It may have been mid-
December, but this was California, the
Sunshine State.

When the tide dropped low enough
for hiking, we hefted our packs, laden
with food and water. Three other cars
had arrived. One carried a lone
dayhiker; the second, a young picnick
ing couple; the third, several fisher
men. We plodded north in the sand,
past the large rock that marks the end of
state property.

Ordinarily, you can walk knee-deep
into the surf and climb up a sloping
path to the top of the rock, then drop
down the other side. Sometimes, you
can wade completely around the rock
at low tide, timing your movements to
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the rhythm of incoming waves. But with
this trip's extraordinarily high tide, we
were forced to rely on deer trails that
climbed up the steep hillside and
around the rock.

Our walk would ultimately take us
some three miles from our car to our

intended campsite, a two-mile-long
beach. But we found these were no

ordinary miles, as we made our way
over reefs, rocks, boulders, and clam
bered up and down the precipitous
sides of bluffs and hillsides. It wasn't

especially difficult, but the rough trail
called for caution.

Although we saw no other people,
we didn't lack for company. We were
often joined by up to a half-dozen
harbor .seals, who seemed as curious
about us as we were about them. They
bobbed out of the water for a look, then
swam alongside.

As we approached Point Sal itself, we
saw Lion Rock, several hundred yards
offshore and gleaming white from
eons' worth of seabird guano. Hulking
sea lions hauled themselves onto the

sun-warmed rock, and we could hear
their deep-throated barks rising faintly
above the sounds of the surf.

There were birds, too. Waves of peli
cans in V-shaped formations flew over
our heads, or soared ju.st inches above
the water, riding the cushion of air
generated by the incoming waves.
Where there was beach, sandpipers
comically raced after outgoing waves,
quickly dug for crustaceans, then raced
back just steps ahead of the incoming
surf. Black cormorants, their long necks
set at a high angle, flapped their wings
furiously as they flew by. And red-tailed
hawks soared in wide circles above the

hills, looking for prey.
By midafternoon, we'd reached the

high promontory that forms Point Sal,
where the trail crests a saddle between

the point and the hillside opposite.
Several hundred yards north, we could
see the long beach, ending at Mussel
Point, where we had wanted to set up
camp. But with the extra-high tides that
we found on this trip, we knew we
should not bed on sand this night.

Our trail led past Point Sal and down
toward the sea. About a dozen seals had
pulled themselves out of the water, and
were lounging in the sun on the rocks.
Atour approach, they quickly wriggled
back into the surf.

Just before we reached the long
beach, we climbed up another prom
ontory. Its level top stood some 30 feet
above the waves that surround it on
three sides. Since none of us have a

known history of sleepwalking, we
pitched our tent right at the edge.

To the south, tremendous breakers
crashed against Point Sal. To the north,
they broke more gently along miles of
sandy coastline. We gathered some of
the loose, dead brush that covered the
hillsides to use as kindling for a small
fire. Then Rick and Larry hiked down to
the beach to bring back driftwood,
while Richard and I went off to a
tidepool and pried loose a dozen or so
huge mussels to go with dinner. Finally,
the sun sank in a fiery blaze.

The night was clear, and soon a full
moon rose over the hills. To the north,
we could make out the lights of Pismo
Beach, while over the ocean shone the
lights of ships. Above us, on the hill
sides, we could hear raccoons, and
several times our flashlights picked out
their reflective eyes in the darkness. We
talked for a long time around the
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campfire, until we gave in to the power
ful drowsiness that comes after a day at
the beach.

We slept late the following day, until
the tide had ebbed. Our packs, much
lighter now without the banquet, were
easier to lift onto our backs, and by
midafternoon we had reached our car,
sorry to have to return so soon. Point
Sal State Beach had several visitors
lying on the warm sand that day, picnic
baskets nearby. Seeing our backpacks,
they asked about our trip, wondering
what it was like to camp along the
shore, how far we had walked, and what
we had seen. We left them with rumors,
wonderful rumors.

DETAILS: For information on road
conditions (the road is occasionally
closed due to missile shots from Van
denberg, or washouts from rain), call
the ranger station at La Purisma Mis
sion, in Lompoc, California; (805) 733-
3713. For a trail map, write Coastal Trail
Foundation, Attention: Lost Coast Map,
Box 20073, Santa Barbara, CA 93120;
enclo.se $2.50.

Dave Wyman is the director of the
Adventure Center at the University' of
Southern California.
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THE THIRD DIMENSION
Designers, prepare to enter...the Holographic Zone.

by Cathy CoffmanChances are that you've never
heard ofMIT professorStephen
Benton. Yet he's probably in

your wallet. And he could be on your
home bookshelf. And sometime in the
future, he might join your design staff.

Dr. Stephen Benton (his Ph.D's in
applied physics) is the inventor of the
white light hologram —a.k.a. the Ben
ton hologram —that adorns your new
Mastercard or Visa, graces the cover of
National Geographic's March 1984 is
sue, and could revolutionize the way
vehicles are designed in the future.

Holography, a relative baby in the
world of applied sciences, has been
around in one form or another for

roughly 20 years. Early laser holo
graphic images were of "small dead
things" as Benton puts it, and they
were monochromatic. In time, the 3D
novelty wore out.

But Benton revived the hologram in
the mid-'70s while tenured at Polaroid
under founder Edwin Land by invent
ing white light, or nonlaser, hologra
phy. Examine your Mastercard or
Visa. See the rainbow effect? That's
white light holography.

RCA took Benton's white light
holograms one step further, and start
ed mass producing them via an em
bossingprocess.They fast becamepart
of the pop culture of the seventies - re-
member 3D?-and adorned the
shelves of 5-and-lOs eveiywhere.

Mention these early mass produced
holograms to Benton and he all but
cringes-and then politely steers the
conversation out of the holographic
gutter and back to the research ho and
a handful of dedicated students are
working on at MIT's Media Lab.

The Fiat Look is Out
"It was towards the end of the '70s

that holography got boring, because
holograms were all of objects that al
ready existed," says Benton. "You
couldn't create anything. It already
had to exist, or the parts of it already
had to exist."

So the challenge was to start creat
ing three dimensional images that
could be viewed by the ordinarj' eye.
Computers easily understand images
with a third dimension. "But the prob
lem is getting that information out in
holographic form," says Benton.

Enter General Motors. The compa
ny, along with the rest of the domestic
automotive industry, was watching
the best of the Japanese automakers
churn out new products in as httle as
three years. GM knew it needed to
meet or better Japan's finest (the best
US cycle times are in the five year
range), and assigned Dr. Mark Nelson
to study the problem. He attended a
holography conference in 1984, saw
the holographic light, and contacted
Stephen Benton.

Nelson is now GM's Manager of Ve
hicle Engineering Process and Sys
tems with C-P-C's Advanced Vehicle
Engineering, but in 1984 he was the
structures manager of GM's advanced
concept center in Thousand Oaks, CA.
Nelson recreates his reasons for prod
ding GM into becoming a major backer
for Benton's research.

"There was and is a big push to re
duce the product development time.
We have to get it down to be competi
tive with the Japanese," he says. He
saw the design process being log-
jammed in the clay model stage.

"The clay has to be sculpted and
measured before the ergonomics guys
can even think about putting a person
inside the vehicle," Nelson says.
"That's the trouble with clay— there's
no database. We have to measure and

digitize the clay to get a working data
base. That takes lots of time and costs

lots of money. It also forces the design
process to be sequential." Nelson re
lated this information to Benton.

"It seemed to me that GM needed a
system where design and engineering
could happen at the same time," Ben
ton recounts. "It needed to avoid the
scene where engineers come up with
huge engines that end up jammed into
little sleek bodies —these famous cars

in which, at the last minute, they had
to tilt the engine back 17" so that it
would fit under the hood."

"We kicked around the holography
idea," Nelson recalls, "and it soon be
came clear that Benton's holography
was the best game in town."

GM officially kicked off its MIT ho
lography project in the fall of 1985. In
three short years, heavily backed by
General Motors and others, Benton
has taken holography past the white
light stage —and has developed a float
ing, or Alcove hologram.
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The Acove hologram resides in the
bowels of the Media Lab, behind doors
that caution visitors of the dangers of
laser light. ("We have to put that sign
there," sighs Benton.) The Acove, un-
like a conventional white light
hologram, has a full 180° field of view.

To understand how the Alcove

hologram works, a primer in white
light holography is a prerequisite.

Benton and colleagues do their holo
graphic work with the aid of The Con
nection Machine, a supercomputer de
signed by Danny Hillis, MIT graduate
and president of Thinking Machines,
Inc. The supercomputer can take the
holography program data, which bor
ders on the large side of huge, split it
apart, assign each part to one of the
16,000 mini computers contained in
The Connection Machine at the same
time, and produce viable hologram
within a realistic timeframe —from a

weekend to 10 days (depending on the
level of detail).

Benton has already generated a ver
sion of GM's Stealth concept car (see
Jan. '88 AI, page 6) via pure CAD
data. A solid, shaded, highlighted ver
sion of the concept vehicle, sitting in
front of a city skyline, spins back and
forth on an ordinary Hewlett-Packard
monitor in the Spatial Imaging Lab.
The holographic version can then be
created down in the basement, where
special vibration isolated optical
equipment is set up.

To produce a white hght holograph
ic image "we literally generate hun
dreds of views of the computer de
signed object," explains Benton. The
work is usually done before and after
the T, Boston's famous subway, has
run —the slightest vibration can de
stroy the image! "The image is rotated
in front of an imaginary camera and
photographed from 100 to 900 times."
Then those views are projected by a la
ser beam that's been split into two
beams (object and reference) through
a lens —which in itself is a hologram.

Each view of the object is projected
with a slightly different angle, which
in essence produces the three dimen
sional effect. In other words, each view
that your eye would see if you could
walk around the object is projected by
numerical CAD data through an imag
inary camera onto a piece of plastic.

And the more projected views, says
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Benton,the better. "Ifyouonlyhavea
few views, you sorta click from one
view to the next. But if you have
enough views, then it's just a real
smooth piece and it looks like a solid
object" floating above the film.

The Alcove hologram is basically
created the same way a white light
hologram is created, but with a twist.
First, the stageis set—literally—using
a curved hologram that resembles an
oldCinerama screen. Then, laser light
produced from a laser camera is pro
jected downward onto a conical mir
ror. The light is then reflected by a
large cylindrical mirror, and hundreds
of images are then illuminated by a
spinning reference beam that exposes
the images to the alcove hologram.
The resultant sub holograms overlap
at a specific point. And since they each
contain a unique viewof the object, the
effectis a solid-looking 3Dsubjectthat
has 180° of "look around."

Benton has already taken pure CAD
data suppliedby GM, massaged it, and
produced an instantly recognizable
floating version of the Chevy Camaro.
Benton's Camaro is hovering in thin
air, nestled inside the semicircle of
space created by the curved alcove.

And indeed you can walk around
this floating car, from front to side to
back, and each step brings a different
view of the object. "There is a minimum
amount of distortion, and this is only
created by moving your eyes above or
below the center of the object.

The temptation to reach out and try
to snatch the car from its floating ven
ue is irresistable. Benton has seen this
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reaction before, and he just steps back
and waits. Your hand reaches out, ex
pecting to touch a solid object
and....nothing.

GM engineers recently visited MIT
and witnessed the Alcove hologram for
themselves. And they're excited.

The prime reason that GM invested
in Benton's research is because "ho
lography is intended to speed up the
design process," says GM's Nelson.
"It's still a tough problem," Benton
cautions. "But the way we see it, de
signers could sketch ideas into the
computer through a graphics tablet."
And since designers need that third di
mension in order to evaluate shape
and line, the computer could convert
the design into numerical CAD data
and generate the hologram.

Master the Possibilities
As it stands now,claysculptors pore

over design sketches and painstaking
ly carve models out of clay. And more
often than not, these claymodels have
to be reworked over and over before a
design is settled upon.

The ultimate goal of holographic
CAD is for a group of designers, engi
neers, and management to play 'what
if games ad infinitum, and be able to
see their ideas overnight.

"With the Alcove hologram we will
be able to see and make decisions in
stantly," says Nelson. "We can
present several variations, make
changes, and be offand running." And
holographic CAD avoids the delicate
area of ego bashing that clay models
often create. "When a person spends
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six months on a clay model, he doesn't
want to hear that it has to be redone,"
saysNelson. But he alsoaddsthat clay
sculptors need not worry about job se
curity. "We need to see the final design
in 3/8scale, becauseeven at that point
things canchange. The claymodel will
always be an important part of the de
sign process."

Jeff Stevens, staff project engineer
with GM's Design Staff, agrees.
"We're looking for a way to make a
quick evaluation early in the design
process, and holography is a handy
way to evaluate preliminary designs."
"We want to give management a zil
lion ideas," says Nelson. "We don't
want to get stuck with one design."

Nelson has lofty ambitions for holo
graphic CAD. One big area is market
ing. "The hologram could be used in
clinics, where consumers tell us what
they want in a vehicle."

Benton's goals for the future in
clude a full color Alcove hologram,
where he will mix different colors of la
ser lights to obtain the rainbow color
spectrum. He also envisions the im
ages as becoming interactive in a real
time setting. (As of now, it takes at
least a weekend of compute time to
generate the image.)

"Holography won't be here tomor
row," reasons Nelson. "After Benton
is done with the initial research, we
have to get it into applied research and
make it suit our needsand design pro
cess. "The process needs more analy
sis," says Stevens, "I see this as a tech
nology that will produce a lot of nice
new processes for the future." El

The Gee-Whiz Factor
Media Lab founder Nicholas Neg-

roponte held the vision that art and
sciencecould becomestrange bedfel
lows and redefine the way we view
media. From personalized TVto pa
perback movies, MIT's Media Lab is
tearing up the conventional wisdom
and recapitulating it in new and fan
tastic ways. Dr. Benton's holography
is a small part of that world.

Benton, sticking to true Media Lab
tradition, has numerous possibilities
in mind. Each of his experiments
hinge on a single problem: visualiza
tion. "Supercomputers are produc
ing so much data that nobody has
time to look at it," says Benton. The
fastest way to screen the data is to to
see it in visual form. "So in the wind

tunnel," explains Benton, "instead
of using printed numbers, hologra
phy generates actual air streams."

Other out-of-this-world uses are:
• Head-up display: Battelle,

among others, is working on a head-
up display for Ford that utilizes a
hologram embedded in the wind
shield. Battelle's system displays the
car's instrument cluster on the wind
shield, and the hologram makes the
image appear about 10 ft away. The
advantage over conventional project
ed head-up displays is that the driver
is not required to refocus. Fighter
planes currently use this technology.

• Air trafficcontrol: GM Hughes is
also sponsoring Benton's research.
"Airplanes flyin 3Dspaceand are al

ways in danger of bumping into each
other," says Benton. Air traffic con
trollers now mentally picture the 3D
view by reading altitude measure
ments next to airplane blips. Ben
ton's holograms —models of actual
air spaces—would flip over the radar
screen. The controller would see a 3D
view of his aircrafts.

• Medical imaging: Real-time ho
lographic images of a patient's in
nards would let surgeons look before
they leap. "Each body is different,"
says Benton, "and with holography a
doctor could see the difference be
tween healthy and diseased organs."

Each use has it's own needs," says
Benton, "and we're inventing
holograms to fit each case."-CC


